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CRITICAL NOTICE.

The following- edition of the Gaudavaho is based upcm four

manuscripts written in Devanagari characters, viz:

J, a copy of an old palmyra
1

leaf manuscript in the Jain Bhan-

dura or sacred library of manuscripts at Jesselmere in Rajputana,
obtained by my friend Professor G. Biihler, Ph.D., C.I.E., in

the year 1874 during his tour in Rajputana and northern India,

Undertaken in search of Sanskrit MSS. It consists of 224 large

folio leaves of country paper, written on one side, with thirty-

three lines to a page, eaeh lino containing thirty to thirty-five

letters. It beins thus %o|| ^q : ^f^FS^: I and ends thus :

n & I & li ^ n & 11 &
eJII 3" II SF

It contains the text and a commentary by what appears to be

a Jain author named Upendra-Haripala or Haripala, son of

Upendra. When the circumstances under which the tran-

script was made are remembered, it is no wonder that it is not

so correct as Jain* manuscripts usually are. Dr. Biihler having
come across the original manuscript of the work in the

Jesselmere Bhundtra, caused a copy to be made at once, with '

instructions that it should be finished during his short
s^tay of

less than a week at that place. A very ordinary scribe hurriedly

finished the copy within the prescribed time, and Dr. Buhler,

after such cursory revision as Jie could ensure to it, brought it

away with him, and kindly gave it to me that I might edit it.

I gladly undertook the 'task, though I did not feel by any
means sure that it would be possible to prepare a satisfactory

edition from a syigle indifferent manuscript of a work of

considerable difficulty (to me) connected with the Prakrit

language in which the poem is written. I began my labours,

but I had not worked for 'many months at the manuscript
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when I found that the imperfections and faults of commission

and omission which were in it were very great, indeed too great
to allow any hope to be entertained that I could make anything
out of it. Fortunately shortly after this, news was received by
Dr. Buhler that a copy of the poem existed in an old manuscript

library at Patan near Sidhpur, in the territory of H. H. the

G-aekwad a library which, it is believed, once belonged to, and

was actually used by, the celebrated Jain scholar, Hernachaudra.

This welcome news was conveyed to me by Dr. Buhler, and

I at once sent my own copyist to Patan to make a copy from

the manuscript for me. The copy I thus procured is called

P, a very correct and reliable transcript containing the tex

of the poem most carefully transcribed, page for page, and lint

for line, according to the original. The latter has never beei

seen by me, but my writer reports to me that he found it so ok

that it often crumbled to pieces to the touch in the process o

copying^ and that many leaves of it had already had their ends

worn away by age and use ; a result well accounted for when

we remember that the MS. is, as will presently be seen, over

six hundred and fifty years old. P begins at once with the

first couplet, preceded merely by what appears like the sign for

the figure sixty, thus II ^o ||, and ends thus:

Tf us" u

U & u

It ^contains seventy-four pages, of thirteen lines to the

page, each line containing about fifty letters, and has the

stanzas numbered. The accession of P materially brightened

my prospects of making out a \fair text of the poem, and I

again began to work at the edition, though, as every scholar

concerned with the study of the Pcakrit languages might

easily understand, I still felt it would be better to have some

more manuscripts, of the text at least. 'Just at this time

Dr. F. Kielhorn acquired for the Deccan College Government

collection of manuscripts, a palmyra leaf manuscript of the

pooiu which I designate by the letters
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DC, a most beautiful little manuscript about fourteen inches

in length by one and three-quarter inches in breadth, having

110 leaves with four to five (sometimes three) lines to the pug*
1

,

each line containing about fifty-three letters. It begins thus :

II 3^ =W: flT^rtr II and ends thus II 3" II 217 II *J II C3? H

?J II U IIUH This is a very old manuscript. Dr. F.

Kielhoru very properly remarks upon the use of letters in this

manuscript to express numerals, in connection with the ques-

tion of its age. In appearance it is much older than K, older

by one or two centuries. Its age may, therefore, be fully

seven or seven and half centuries. It is in a good state of

preservation, except that in parts it is eaten through by moths

which in several places have, as usual, left regular lines of

their destructive action. The letters are of the old Jain style,

and the numerals on the leaves are expressed on the left

margin by means of letters, and on the right by ordinary

figures. For fuller details of the method of expressing
numbers by means of letters, the reader may refer to

Dr. F. Kielhorn's report* on Sanskrit manuscripts published
at Bombay in the year 1881. When I received this manu-

script all that could be reasonably desired for establishing

the text of the poem was obtained. The manuscript
is exceedingly carefully written in beautiful Jain characters,

and appears to nave been revised with care, and also now and

then contains short marginal notes in Sanskrit, explaining
words and phrases in the text. While the edition was being-

printed after the materials for making out the text of the poem
had been strengthened as above set forth, I heard from Dr.

Biihler that the gre^t Jain Bhandara at Kharabayat or Cambay
was reported to possess a manuscript of the Gaudavaho, which

appeared to contain a longer poem than was known to be

contained in those mariiscripts that had been discovered till

ihen. After a good deal of somewhat lengthened negotiations
I succeeded, through my venerable friend the late Rao Bahadur

Bholanath Sarabhdl of Ahmedabad, and Mr. Shamrao Narayan
* Also see Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, Indian Antiquary, Vol. VI.,

'

P. 42.
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Lad, Divan to H. H. the Nawab of Cambay, in inducing the

custodians of the Bhanddra to lend me the manuscript for

collation. I received at first only the first half of the manuscript,
and when I returned this I got the second half. 1 have

designated this manuscript by the letter

K, written on palmyra leaves of about twelve and half

inches in length by a little less than one and half inches in

breadth,, containing 232 leaves with three lines to the pngo,
each line containing thirty-seven letters on an average. It is

in old Jain characters, and is very beautifully and correctly

written. Like DC it appears to have been carefully revised

and corrected, containing as it does short marginal notes in

Sanskrit, explanatory of words and expressions in the text.

It ends as follows : ^rrW3"lTOT ^TITRW JT^T^t" II Wr-
ft *rrPFr^" snmrflTfr H ^ff^RRR^rr n ar i

n ^T^VN ^ <n*r gftr <? vft *&& 3?i^
I Here follow about fifteen letters which are so worn

out as to be illegible.

K is, therefore, six hundred and fifty-three years old. But

it is in a very excellent state of preservation, owing probably
to the care which is taken of the Bhundara in which it is

deposited.

Of the four manuscripts upon which we base this edition

of the Gaildaalio two are thus a little more than six hundred

and fifty years old, one is between six hundred and fifty to

seven hundred and fifty years old, and the date of one is

unknown, but it is certain that it is not modern, as no palmyra
leaf MSS. are written by the Jains, I believe, on this side of

the fifteenth century. ^

*

Out of the four manuscripts JPfs the only one that contains

the commentary, the rest giving merejy the text. While the

text of the poem has, accordingly, been made out from venj

excellent, independent, and reliable sources, I cannot but

regret that that of the commentary has h,1d to depend upon

nothing but the Jesselmere copy, mended by my own frequent

conjectures.
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Nothing
1

is known as to who Haripiihi the commentator was,

or when lit
1 wroto. All that we know of him is from what is

said in tho only MS. of his commentary that we have got. It is

said that hois the son* of Bhatta (scholar) Upendra of Jalan-

dhara, and that in his childhood he read tho poem with his

father, who, in the course of his teaching, appears to have ex-

plained some of the passages to him in a manner different

from that of other teachers. It is not certain that Ifaripula was

a Jain, though the commentary as given by the single MS.

begins with an invocation* to Jina. But this circumstance

may be due to the fact that the original MS., coming as it does

from a Jain library? was copied by a Jain scribe. Besides tho

circumstance that he commented upon a Prakrit poem, and

it is usually Jain scholars who do so the only fact that might

go to show him to have been a Jain is his peculiar Jainish

style, marked by such peculiarities, for instance, as the use of

the particle Lila at the head of a sentence, a use whicii, so

far as I know, is only found in Sanskrit works bj^Jain writers.

The commentary of Haripala is in many places hardly a

commentary, but merely a Sanskrit construction of the Prakrit

text, word for word, in the order of the original, or a chhuyu

(shadow) as such a version is usually called. It rarely explains,

though it often makes remarks, on points connected with

allusions contained in the text. Indeed, it is often prolix.

But whenever it does explain the text it can hardly be said

to be clear and to the point. Even if it had at least given the"

Sanskrit rendering in the order of the components of ordinary
Sanskrit sentences, instead of merely running in the order of

the necessarily complex arrangement of the original verse, it

might have been more serviceable to popularise the poem. Of

B
course in the present state of Prakrit studies, even such a

commentary as Haripafe has given us must be welcome, and I

have accordingly done my best to restore it as far as I could

from the scanty ij'aterial furnished by the manuscript J and in-

corporated it in the edition. But I am far from being satisfied

* See comment on stanza 788.
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with all my numerous emendations of the textof Haripala. 1

have invariably given in footnotes what I found in J under 'the
letters

^

MH. signifying the commentary text of Haripala as
found in the Manuscript J. I made an attempt, through the
Government of Bombay, to- .move the political authorities in

Rajputana with a view to obtain for me a loan of the original
manuscript from which J had been copied; but the custodians
of the Jesseltnere Bhandara would not part with the manuscript
out of their town, and being unable to proceed to Jesselmere
myself I had to do without it as best I could.

Haripala generally comments upon the text which is given
by J. But I have to explain that I have not invariably adopted
his text as given in that manuscript, but have very often
preferred the reading of one or more of the other manuscripts
according as I thought proper, with a view to restore what
appeared most probable as the reading of the poet. Whenever,
therefore^ the reading^ the text of the poem is different from
that explained by Haripala, I have put a star over the word or
expression in the commentary, which corresponds to the latter,
in order to prevent the reader from being confounded, and
to guard him against presuming that the commentator is

explaining the text as given in the stanza above.

Wherever the commentary has not only been emended, but
has also been supplemented by what appeared to have been
^obviously left out by the copyist, the words interpolated have
been enclosed within brackets.

Although, however, the text of Vakpati has not been inva-
riably adopted from J or rather from the commentary of
Haripala (for Haripala often

differs fron* the reading of J) but
l

frequently as it was exhibited by^tfee other manuscripts, it is

necessary to state that the order of % verses as commented
upon by Haripala has been preserved in the edition as I found
it in the manuscript J. The manuscripts do not all agree as
to the order of the verses, but in some places they each givethem in one slightly different from that observed by the others.

They agree as to the sequence of the main course of the poem,

I
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giving tlic largo divisions or mahukulakas in the same order,

but there is considerable variety in the position assigned in a

few of the kulakas to individual verses in the different

manuscripts. And when there is not much logical sequence

between the couplets forming any particular kulaka, except

that they belong to and form part of that kulaka, and therefore,

relate to the same subject, such as a landscape, a particular

season, and so on, the verses follow each other in different

orders in the different manuscripts. This variety in the order

of the verses caused very considerable difficulty in the work

of collation.

It is remarkable that the commentary of Haripala is called

at the end hereof ^Tr^frrK^r^Wfrjf^T, ' Commen-

tary composed by Haripala
7 on the sara (substance) of the

Gaudavadha Mark the word JTPJ^TWITj (Gaudavadlia-sdya).

What can the word sara be'intended to mean ? Ordinarily it

means substance, and, as applied to a composition, abstract.

In the present case it can hardly be taken with tika (commen-

tary), so as to signify substance-commentary or short com-

mentary giving the substance of the Gaudavadha, as that would

be a most unusual compound. The word sara must, therefore,

be taken with Gaudavadha, and this makes us conclude that

Haripala considered that he was commenting upon a sara of the

Gaudavadha,
and not upon the Gaudavadlia itself. When news

of the manuscript K was received by me and it was thought
that it contained more matter than did the other manuscripts,
I was led to imagine that a clue to the sense of the expression
Gaudavadha-sara yjould be obtained. But on examining into

the contents of the tnanusciipt, I found that it contained no

more than did the MSS* previously found. Nor can sara be

interpreted in the sense of a part such as the prologue or

prelude to a large work. The meaning of Haripala could,

therefore, be either that the text or version of the text he was

acquainted with contained portions that he could not reconcile

with each other, and therefore rejected such as he considered

inconsistent with his idea of the poet's executing his design,
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styling what remained a sara or substance, not wishing to

be responsible for regarding the rejected portions as spurious;
or that he was acquainted with various versions or redactions

of the work, each differing from the others by the number of

verses it contained, its readings, and the order in which the

verses were found to follow each other in it. He might, in the

latter case, have considered the additional verses found in the

other versions known to him as interpolations, or the arrange-
ment of the stanzas as being apocryphal, and believed that both

an expurgation of the supposed or real interpolations, and a

rearrangement of the verses as necessary to restore the poem
to its original purity in fact, an edition of the text, Such
an interpretation of the word sara would not, I think, be far-

fetched, and it is only in this way that I can understand the

phrase.

I am not satisfied, however, that all the additional verses

found in
<
the

t
other MSS. we have are interpolations. Many

of them are of as good merit as those accepted by Haripala, and

there are no circumstances, internal or external to the poem,
which might justify their being suspected to be spurious. I

am far from being in a position to assert that some of them may
not be spurious, but it would be difficult to say which, if any,

might be so condemned. And as I felt that a .great many of

them, especially those that were found in all the' other MSS., had

quite as good a title to be considered as genuine as those form-

'ing the version of Haripala, and as I did not, I must confess,

feel mvch confidence in the judgment of the commentator, as

far as I could judge from his commentary, I have incorporated
most of them in the edition, and subjoined, a commentary or a

chhuya of my own enclosed in brackets. A few that were acci-

dentally left out at first, or were 'too fragmentary, owing to

the condition of the manuscript, viz., P,< which contained them,
have been given in an appendix (A) with a chhayii of my own'

in Sanskrit. 1 have had the less hesitation i\\ embodying the

additional verses in the edition, because all' the MSS. which

contained any or all of them are very old and otherwise very
reliable. If, however, the discovery of further materials iii the
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shape of more manuscripts of the text, or other and more
ancient commentaries, should unquestionably show that any of

the verses are really apocryphal, there would be no difficulty in

expunging them hereafter, as the present edition clearly shown
what they are, and where they were found.

If we except J, which, owing most probably to the hurry in

which it was copied, contains numerous blemishes and is very

imperfect on that account, all the other MSS. are excellent, and
form independent sources whence to derive authority for

forming a text. I have adopted whatever readings appeared
to me to be most acceptable as being probably the original

readings, and have carefully preserved all difference of lection

in a collection of t( Various Readings" attached to the edition.

Great care has been taken to preserve all real variety of

reading or even spelling found in the various MSS.

I have added an index variorum at the end of the book,which
I trust will prove useful to readers of Prakrit 'literature and

students of the Prakrit language, and will serve as an humble
contribution towards the compilation of a Prakrit dictionary,
which it is much to be wished some scholar may, as soon as

materials are available, undertake, as the want of such a work
is keenly felt by all students of Prakrit. I have marked all

roots by the usual sign of root, thus V, and have further en-

deavoured to distinguish Prakrit roots from Sanskrit ones by

adding the letterp to the former, occasionally referring then*

to places in Hemachandra's Prakrit Grammar (H. P.). Hema-
chandra's Deslnamamala, sometimes quoted, is referred to

under the letters H. D.

I had once propose*! to myself to add to the edition expla-

natory Notes on the poem, but for various reasons have not been

'able to carry out my indention.

The mode of orthography observed in my text of the poen.
is mostly that of he best manuscripts when they agreed with

the rules recognised by the chief of the Prakrit grammarians,

Hemachandra. The only innovation I have made is the addi-

tion of a semi-circular sign -placed over letters which, though
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theymight be expected optionally to be pronounced long', are

intended to be pronounced short, as for example, f^T^fsf* <TT-

TOit raT^TRfr* fnT^f^ff> qTRfr- The grammarian would at

once write qtqTTf
, RrraTT^", R"c3T3"> and 3713". But the manu-

scripts mostly write <T and aft instead of f and ^ 9 though the

metre requires the vowel to be pronounced short. I have accord-

ingly adopted the orthography of the MSS. and modified it as

indicated, to help the metrical reading. It may as well be

explained here, why particles like ffC^Tfr), R~ (*CTq>^T or ^T
or F^^r (13") are written not separately, but as if thoy formed

part of the words which they follow. I consider that, they are

all used as enclitics, and the forms, which they assume in passing
from Sanskrit into Prakrit, can only be explained from such a

consideration. That is to say, they more often th-in not take

their corruption into the Prakrit forms alcmg with tlie words to

which they cling, and not as independent words. Otherwise

<T^T could not come from cT*T T?> i&. if each of the latter had

been corrupted separately. Bosidas, many of them are actually

used as enclitics in the Vedic language, I.e. without accents,

though written inaccurately as separate independent words,

and in classical Sanskrit, which does not write accents? they
are pronounced like enclitics, that is to say, without stress.

As the poem is not divided into chapters 'or any divisions

which might have facilitated the reader's comprehension of its

contents at a glance, I have thought it necessary to prefix

an analysis in Sanskrit of the whole book, and trust that it

may help the reader to form'an idea of its contents and arrange-

ment before and without going through it fgom the beginning

to the end. It is of course needless to sa/ that I am personally

responsible for both the index and' the analysis.

Of the four MSS. used, two, viz. J akdDc, which belong to

the Government of Bombay, have been returned for safe cus-

tody to the Superintendent of the collection of manuscripts in

the Deccan College at Poona; K has beeii returned to the Jaia

Bhandara at Carnbay, and P, which belongs to me, is in my
possession,
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1 cannot but regret that this edition which I began

years ago should have been so long (l-l:i.y
id. But, b< -ides the

want of leisure in the midst of my official engagements, I have to

;i nation of the long delay, the circumstance that

1 began the edition with most imperfect materials (those fur-

d by the Jcssclmere manuscript), and was doubtful for a

considerable time whether I should after all publish such a one

as could be made out from <i single imperfect manuscript, and

was, therefore, looking out for -more manuscripts. And every
time that I succeeded in getting a new manuscript, I found it

necessary to revise my previous labours, and to give them the

benefit of the new material, and also found that I had not

delayed the work without some real advantage. And 'though
.1 am quite conscious that the edition cannot be free from

many imperfections even as it is now issued, 1 have only the

consolation of being sure that I have made the best use of the

materials I have kad the good fortune to obtain, and that if

I had to depend upon nothing but the Jesselmere transcript and

my own conjecture, the book would have been still more imper-
fect than I have been able with the additional materials to

make it.

In conclusion, it affords rne sincere pleasure to express my
sense of gratitude to my friend Dr. G. Biahler, for placing
at my disposal 'the first materials for the edition and for after-

wards assisting me to find two of the other manuscripts.
I am also indebted to Mr. K. M. Chatfield, Director of Public

Instruction, for his liberality in enabling me to edit tke work

as a contribution to the Bombay Sanskrit Series. And lastly,

I cannot conclude this notice without warmly acknowledging
the assistance rendered me by my learned friend Sivram

Sastri Tatke in compiling the Index.





INTRODUCTION.

The Gaudavaho or Gaudavadha is a historical poem
iu Prakrit by Vakpati, composed in the Arya metre, in

celebration of the glory of his patron king Yasovarma

of Kanauj. The name *f the poem Has reference to the

slaying of the king of Gaucla or Clipper. Bengal by
Yas'ovarma; for it literally means, 'the slaying of the

Gaiida,' that is to say, the king of the Gauda country,

and must obviously have been suggested by the great
Prakrit poem Rdvanavaho. The poem, as given out

in this edition, contains just twelve hundred and, nine

couplets or two thousand four hundred ftnd eighteen

lines. Before making any remarks upon the author,

or his patron Yasovarma, or the time when they

flourished, or the position they occupy in the history

of the country, or the language in which the poet has

chosen to write, or the merits of his poetry, or lastly,

upon his contemporaries, it appears to me that it will

be advisable to give here a short analysis of the poem,

especially as the latter is not, as is the case with most

similar poems in Sanskrit and Prakrit, divided into

chapters, called sargas,adhyayas, or utchchhvasas, but is

one long continue as composition, now and then inter-

rupted by Jculakas of unequal lengths, which can hardly
be called divisions. 'A JculaJca is a group of couplets,

sometimes very short and sometimes very long, which

has often to be -construed as forming one sentence, each

couplet thereof generally making an adjectival or simi-

larly dependent clause, t
and rarely an independent and
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complete sense. The shortest hdaka in the poem con-

sists of five couplets, and the longest contains -one

hundred" and fifty couplets.* It is only the longer

kulakas, embodying some episode or story taken from

the Sanskrit epics or the Purdnas, that contain inde-

pendent sentences.

INVOCATIONS.

The poem opens with a long series of invocations

in honour of various deities or ideas. The first sixty-

one couplets are s<3 devoted. It must not be supposed,

however, that the invocations are long, formal, unmean-

ing, dull and insipid praises, but mostly afford to the

poet opportunities for the display of much poetical

imagery or of lively yet philosophical observations.

The' first deity invoked is BRAHMADEVA, Then come

in order the following, the popular myth connected

with each of them being utilized by the poet for some

brilliant stroke of imagination : HARI, NRISIMHA (the

Man-Lion Incarnation), MAHAVARAHA (the Boar In-

carnation), VAMANA (the Dwarf Incarnation), KUUMA

(the Tortoise Incarnation), the Momni (the Apsaras In-

carnation), KRISHNA, BALABHADRA (brother of KRISHNA),
1BALA-KRISHNA (the last two taken together), MADHU-

MATHA (the slayer of the Asura MADHU, or Vishnu), SIVA,

GAURI (the spouse of SIVA), SARASVATI (the goddess of

learning), CHANDRA (the moon), (

SJRYA (the sun),

AHIVARAHA (the Serpent. Boar Incarnation), GANAPATT,

LAKSHMI (the goddess of wealth), KAMA (the god of

love), and GANGA.

ABOUT POETS.

Then follow thirty-seven coupletst about poets gene-

*See 857-1006. f 62-98.
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rally, their excellences, defects, aspirations and dis-

appointments. This part opens thus : 'Victory to the

poets on whose tongues this world with all its changes
seems to lie either [to be shown] as full of joy or as

contemptible.' The effect of poetry on susceptible

hearts is described thus :
' Those persons feel happy in

the midst of adversity, and distressed in the midst

of prosperity, whose Jiearts are susceptible to the

pathos of poetry.'* Describing the powers of good

poets Vakpati says :

'

[When described by poets] that

which exists seems as if it did not exist, and that too

which does not exist seems as if it did exist ; that which

exists appears just as it exists : such are the powers
of [description] of good poets. 't The comparison
between Lakshnu (riches) and Sarasvati lea*rning) is

characteristic :

* Even a particle of Lakshmi, being en-

joyed, illumines as well as it comforts [the enjoyer] ;

but the goddess Sarasvati, if not perfect, makes

[the possessor] ridiculous in a strange manner. '| De-

scribing the advantages derived by the detractors of

virtues in the course of their study of virtues, under-

taken with a view to criticize them unfavourably, the

poet says :
'

By repeatedly running down the merits oT

others, detractors of merits come to know merits in

such a manner that of those very merits they become

the possessors.
'

Of ordinary critics it is said :

( Most

people, having only common intelligence, appreciate

'common poets: thajt is why common poets attain to

great renown.' But with competent critics it is other-

wise :
*
Merit,," how small soever, existing in others,

delights; merit' how great soever, existing in them-

* 64. t 66. ^68. 71.
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selves, does not satisfy. Of virtue and discrimination

this is the substance.'* Speaking of the errors of poets
ancient and modern, Vakpati complains :

c The primitive

poets committed mistakes owing to the times in which

they lived, when there were no beaten paths for them
to follow; whereas now many poets are led in vain to

attempt difficult tasks executed by their predecessors';!
so that both ancient and modern poets have had their

'pitfalls. Vakpati does not, however, think that mo-
dern poets have no fields left them

; on the contrary, he

says their predecessors have not touched more than the

borders of the poets' fields :
*

Where, it is asked, is there

anything, indeed, previously unseen in the regions travel-

led by former poets ? But in truth the borders being

excepteql, everything is new [to modern poets]. '{ The

difference between bad poets, who are always at a loss

to find a subject, and good poets, upon whom subjects

crowd is thus stated:
c The minds of indifferent poets

wander greatly in search of a subject; whereas subjects

come to the hearts of good poets without any labour

on their part to find them.' Masters of language end

by becoming in effect mute for want of those who can

hear them ; so that few people know personally their

excellences. In ordinary men the knowledge of the

merits of those masters is confined to that of their

names :
c Good poets with a single purpose cultivate

their language to such an extent that owing to their

being without equals they become as it were dumb.

For who examines the extent of great men's excellence?'

In their name, when once it is established among the

people, and simply in their name their virtues shine.
'||

* 75, 76. t 84. $ 85. 86.
|| 88, 89.
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The enchanting powers of good poets are depicted in

this verse :

*

Victory to the net of fancies of great

poets, which, causing illusion, resembles darkness, and

which, affording instruction, resembles light, and which

is thus at once full of contrarieties.'*

THE PRAKRIT LANGUAGE.

Speaking of the capacity of the Prakrit language
the poet says: 'New subjects, rich compositions sweet

on account of the softriessf of their words : these have

nowhere abounded, since the world began, except in

Prakrit. All languages enter Prakrit, all languages
are derived from it ; for all waters resort to the

ocean alone, arid, from the ocean alone all waters take

their origin.' Here, (i.e., in Prakrit), 'a peculiar

pleasure is felt by the heart, that causes tlfe eyes both

to expand and to close, that extends within and ex-

tends without. 'J Vakpati describes the condition of his

heart in reference to the task of writing the Gaudavaho

in the following manner :

' Here my heart is as if it

were frightened, as if it were ashamed, as if it were

stopped, as if it were tired, as if it were distressed, as if

it were emaciated., as if it Were elated with delight.
'

-

THE POEM BEGINS. YASOVARMA, THE HEROI

After the above preliminary introduction the poem,
* such as ic is, begins in the way usual with narrative

-

.
*

,

*
91.; J 92-94. 98.

f In commenting upon couplet 65, which relates to the interdepen-

dence of Sanskrit apd Prakrit, the commentator quotes the following

lines to show how ttajsh Sanskrit can sometimes be :

Dawshtragrarddhydprdgyo drtfk kshmdm anvalttvasthdmuchchikshscpa I

Devadkrugbkid ritrilistutyah sovyddvojah sarpdt Icetuh II
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shaking with the air of the chamaras plied by the

Apsarases, burns the king of the gods (Lndra) with

some difficulty, as if trembling with fear.'* 'The fire

burns slowly the treasures of Kubera, with the guardian
snakes spouting heavy showers of their liquid poison,
and thereby checking the rise of its flames. 't

THE WIDOWS OF YASOVARMA'S ENEMIES.

The above is followed by a short J description of the

widowed condition of the wives of Yasovarma's ene-

mies killed by him, intended to show that he was skill-

ed in destroying his adversaries.

YASOVARMA'S EXE-EDITION OF CONQUEST.

Y^sovarma starts at the end of a rainy season, in the

manner of king Aja in the Rayhuvamsaron an expedition
of conquest ( vijayayatra ). When he leaves he is

met by good omens, such as showers of heavenly flowers

dropped down by the gods, cool breezes wafting perfumes
from the garden of the gods, and treasures moving
with their guardian serpents. ||

At the same time the

damsels of his capital, more beautiful than the wife

of Kama, came out to the windows to witness the king's

procession, and in the joy of the spectacle many forgot

to finish their toilets, and many wore their ornaments

in the wrong places,^ Also the great jaoets and bards

of the court and of the city came forth to sing auspi-

cious hymns, and praised Yaso^armato the effect, that

even that Indra, who lopped the wiugs of the mountains,
nodded his head in admiration when he thought of him.'

Taking this opportunity, the poet returns to his favou-

rite theme of the destruction by Indra of the wings

* 173. f 178. +182-191. 192.
[| 193-201. f 202-211.
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of the flying mountains, and gives us some excellent

original scenes without repetition.* This is followed by
a description of Yasovarmu's steeds as they go forth

with the rest of the procession, after which comes a

description of his stately elephants.

As Yasovarma proceeded with his army, first the har-

iind then the cold season soon set in. This gives

the poet an opportunity to treat us to some excellent

specimens of description of the seasons. Yasovarrna

arrives in the valley of the Sona or Sone.f He proceeds
to the Viadhya Mountains, a few reflections^ on which

lo;i I lii'n to the temple of the celebrated non-Aryan

doity Viu'lhyavasini Davi or * the goddess residing in the

Vindhyas,' whose seat has for so many centuries been

established on the slopes of those hills, north of the

range. The king offers a hymn of fifty-two couplets
to the goddess. The following will give an idea of the

king's address to the famous non-Aryan Kali of the

Yiudhya.
f

Thy arched gate is adorned with strings
of bells, as if they were removed from the necks of the

family of the Buffalo-Demon (MahishaJ brought away
by thee as captives. The head of the Buffalo-Demon,

whitened by the effulgence of the toes of thy feet, looks

as if surmounted by a block of snow given by the

Himalaya, thy father, to help thee. Strings of the

black bees lie *abput in the perfumed yard of thy

temple, as if they were*, the chains of people set free by
'thee [from the misery of the world of innumerable

.births] on their simply offering a praise to thee'.||

,.*..

* The Himalaya became great in

name, because he is thy father; the Vindhya too becomes

* 212-254. f 270-279. 280-284. 285-338
||
285-287.
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shaking with the air of the chamaras plied by the

Apsarases, burns the king of the gods (Lndra) with

some difficulty, as if trembling with fear/* * The fire

burns slowly the treasures of Kubera, with the guardian
snakes spouting heavy showers of their liquid poison,
and thereby checking the rise of its flames. 'f

THE WIDOWS OF YASOVARMA'S ENEMIES.

The above is followed by a short J description of the

widowed condition of the wives of Yasovarma's ene-

mies killed by him, intended to show that he was skill-

ed in destroying his adversaries.

YASOVARMA'S EXPEDITION OP CONQUEST.

Y^sovarma starts at the end of a rainy season, in the

manner of king Aja in the Rayhuvamsa, on an expedition
of conquest ( vijayayatra ). When he leaves he is

met by good omens, such as showers of heavenly flowers

dropped down by the gods, cool breezes wafting perfumes
from the garden of the gods, and treasures moving
with their guardian serpents. ||

At the same time the

damsels of his capital, more beautiful than the wife

of Kama, came out to the windows to witness the king's

procession, and in the joy of the spectacle many forgot

to finish their toilets, and many wore their ornaments

in the wrong places. If Also ths great poets and bards

of the court and of the city came forth to sing auspi-

cious hymns, and praised Yasov'arma to the effect, that

even that Indra, who lopped the wiugs of the mountains,
nodded his head in admiration when he thought of him. 1

Taking this opportunity, the poet returns to his favou-

rite theme of the destruction by Indra of the wings

* 173, f 1^8. I 182-191. 192.
]| 193-201, f 202-211,
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of the flying mountains, and gives us some excellent

original scenes without repetition.* This is followed by
a description of Yasovarma's steeds as they go forth

with the rest of the procession, after which comes a

description of his stately elephants.

As Yas'ovarma proceeded with his army, first the har-

vest and then the cold season soon set in. This gives

the poet an opportunity to treat us to some excellent

spjcimens of description of the seasons. Yasovarma

arrives in the valley of the Sona or Sone,f He proceeds
to the Viadhya Mountains, a few reflections^ on which

lea 1 him to the temple of the celebrated non-Aryan

doifcy Vimlhyavasini Davi or * the goddess residing in the

Vindhyas,' whose seat has for so many centuries been

established on the slopes of those hills, north of the

range. The king offers a hymn of fifty-two couplets
to the goddess. The following will give an idea of the

king's address to the famous non-Aryan Kali of the

Vindhya.
'

Thy arched gate is adorned with strings
of bells, as if they were removed from the necks of the

family of the Buffalo-Demon (Mahisha) brought away

by thee as captives. The head of the Buffalo-Demon,
whitened by the effulgence of the toes of thy feet, looks

as if surmounted by a block of snow given by the

Himalaya, thy father, to help thee. Strings of the

black bees lie *abput in the perfumed yard of thy

temple, as if they were*, the chains of people set free by
'thee [from the misery of the world of innumerable

births] on their simply offering a praise to thee'.||

..*,.

* The Himalaya became great in

name, because he is thy father; the Vindhya too becomes

* 212-254. f 270-279. 280-284. 285-338
||
285-287.
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great, because thou livesfc in one of its caves. Walking
about in thy temple, attracting to thyself the flamin-

goes by the noise of thy foot-ornaments, thou seemest

as if thou lovedst to walk in a burning ground covered

over with human skulls.* Thy gate-yard, besmeared in

every place with the offerings of blood, appears as if it

were covered with bits of the twilight torn to pieces by
Hara [to gratify thy jealousy/]!

*

If, Kali, thou

didst not cause the destruction [of life], how would the

whole person of thy endless form be covered with strings
of skulls ?'J

* Not even for a twinkling of an eye is

the garden round thy temple abandoned by the peacocks,
as if attached by friendship to the peacock of thy Ku-

mara who is hard by.
J ' The inner part of thy temple,

darkened by the black, shining, unsheathed knives, bows

and swords, offered to thee by warriors,does not frighten

the owls even during day time.
J

||
'The reflections of

the red banners having fallen upon the glossy slabs of

stone here [in thy temple], the jackals lick the slabs,

mistaking the reflections for streams of the blood of

the plentiful offerings [made to thee] .'If-

'
'

Thy lamps,

dim on account of the deep innermost part of thy tem-

ple where they are, seem to burn dimly on account of

the darkness caused by the hair of the numerous

heads offered to thee.'** ' The Koli women, anxious to

get a sight of the human victim as he is being slaughter-

ed, and crowding together so , as to mount upon one

another, can only offer thee from on high the perfume

they bring with them, instead of at thy foot.'ft
' The

branches of the trees, red with the blood of the pieces

*
290, 91. t 294 - 1 297. 299. ||

306* ^ 310. ** 318.

ff 319. The commentator. is wrong in interpreting these lines as

referring to the figures in the ceiling.
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of human flesh, which were hung from them [during
the previous night], testify to some great achievement,
in these nocturnal cemeteries, by means of the sale of

a hero's flesh,'* an allusion to the practice of slaying

a hero, and selling his flesh near Kali's temple, with a

view to the attainment of some difficult object of the

seller's desires. Referring to the daily sacrifices of

human beings it is said,
* Here Revati, thy attendant,

naturally lean, goes before thee, as if she had lost flesh

by the frightful spectacle of a dead human body always

lying before thee.'t
* In this manner the king, who was

guided to the temple by a Sabara having a turmeric leaf

for his garment, paid with due ceremonies his homago
to the goddess who lived in a cave of the Vindhya.'j;

The hymn to the goddess is followed by an address

to a human skeleton, which the king saw tying rotten

and dried up before the goddess. Says he:
'

Why even

now does this redness appear in the region of thy heart,

the bones of which have become reddened by exposure
to the elements for a long time, as if it were the redness

of wrath? In
<
that same forehead, covered over with

worms issuing from the joint, cruel death seems to

have drawn a line of ripple as if in place of a smile*-

On the face, the crooked and circular lines of dust,

drawn by the white ants, are now the ornamental love-

lines painted wkh the sandal paste of the Malaya,
Alas ! that same lotus-like head, which would not rest

except on the arms,. resembling the young shoots of a

bainbu, of the beloved one, is resting on a pillow made
of an ant-hill. In place of the large and soft crown of hair,

there have risen f alas ! from the skull, filled with mud,

* 327, .| 329. I 338.
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large tufts of hard grass. Alas ! one shudders at that

line of teeth marked with yellow-red dirt, as if it were

the yellow -red colour of many a scroll of betel-leaf

chewed by them. Those wings of the black bees rest-

ing on him show, as if Kama still shot violently this one

with his arrows of rnanjari (long clusters of blossoms)
furnished with the feathers. To this poor man the

world,though illumined by the sun,though brightened by
the moon, though supplied witfi fire, though having the

brilliance of gems, became all of a sudden filled with

unbroken darkness. In this manner did the king, whose

heart was softened at the sight of the dead human body,

long mourn, full of feeling thoughts and reflections.'*

The above is followed by a description of what he and

his army observed in the regions of the Vindhya, It is

said, in a somewhat obscure passage, that the king of the

Magadhas, that is, the Gauia whose destruction has

supplied the name to the poem, fled before him through

fear, 'darkening the space before him with the dana

(the liquid oozing from the temples) of his elephants
in rut, as if he carried before him the, darkness of a

ni^ht which he created by charm s.'t

The heroes of Yasovarma's army, observing the scenes

around them in the summer or hot season, and affected

by som.9 of them, indulge in many a reflection on the

loves they had left at home.

As Yasovarrna proceeded further, the rainy season

came. And here the poet treats* us to some of his

characteristic descriptions of all that the king and hi$

army saw at that time in the places, '.through which

they were passing. Everything strikes the poet in an

* 339-347. t 354.
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original manner, as it docs every t rue poet . Just before

the. rains come, occasional showers allay the lliirsiv

sides (A' the iiioiiiil.aius, from the fissures of which

begin (,o rise the will phint-iin trees. Whoa tho rains

arc heavy 'the riyers carry waters, which are struck

by violent torrents of rain, in which, owing to the de-

structive cranes, tho small fishes run about, and which

are nndrinkablc and yellowish with mud;'* 'the cobras,

burned with their own fiery poison, and longing- for

the first rain to cool them, bear the first heavy tor-

rents of rain, though they strike and hurt their hoods ;'t

'even a single fall of rain improves the colour of the

sugar-canes, green after the dust has been washed

away from them, and having parts of their blades still

yellow on account of the recent heat;' J 'owing t tin;

new clouds, the days appear as just begun
*
though the

sun has risen high, and as going to close immediately,

though yet far from the end;' 'strange is the appear-
ance of the plains, as they look large on account of

tho absence of all cattle, and as the paths look deep
on account of the grass growing up on both sides

thereof;'
(|

'the nights are preceded by long twilighf.s,

and are accompanied by the doubly loud noise of tho

mountain streams and by the unbroken chirping of the

crickets ;'^[
' the regions of the woods gladden the

heart with the gjaddened trees, with the breezes cool

after the rain has ceased, and with the cattle re-

turning home by the. dry footpaths.'**

The vassals and nobles of the king of the Gaudas, who
took to flight .with him, felt ashamed of their con

duct, and immediately returned to fight Yasovarmfi,

384. f390. t '392. .400.
11
401. H 402. ** 411.
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'

shilling,' as the poet says,
c
like the sparks of light

issuing from a shooting star, and running in the oppo-
site direction/* A great battle ensued, and the blood

of Yasovarma' s enemies, the allies of the Gaudian king,

reddened the field. The gods saw the great battle from

the skies, and strewed heavenly flowers upon the victor.

The king of the Gaudas, or Magadhadhipa, was pursued
and slain by Yasovarma, who then proceeded to that

coast which was covered with woods perfumed by the

cardamom. He enjoyed his wanderings through the

long and extensive plantations of the cocoa-palms.

Yasovarma then conquers the king of the Yangas.
The Yangas were powerful in the possession of a large

number of warlike elephants. But Yasovarma sub-

dues them, and they submit to him and acknowledge
him as their suzerain. The conquering hero proceeds,

passing through fields chequered by gourds and by
flocks of deer sitting at their ease. Distressing Sesha

(the earth-supporting snake) with the weight of his

marching army, he went by the road across the

Malaya mountain (the southern Sahyadri), accepting

the submission of the kingf of the Deccan. Who this

king of the southern quarter or country was, it is not

possible to say, as the only reference to his subjuga-
tion takes no more than part of one single couplet.

Then Yasovarma arrived on thpt shore of the sea, 1

where Yali, taking under his arm-pit the mighty
Havana who could root up the K?ilasa from its founda-

tions, roamed about at ease. This gives the poet an

opportunity to describe howHavana hadiagratiated him-

self into the favour of Siva by offering him his heads. f

* 414. f 423. J 424-430.
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then marches upon the Parasikas, and

eoiujiiers them after a very long and hard-fought

battle, in which many of his enemies were slain.*

Then our hero is said to have levied tribute in those

regions also which were made inaccessible by the

Avesf ern mountains (the Ghauts). These had once been

removed from the plains of the Deccan and thrown

back towards the sea. This refers to a Pauranic

legend, according to which king Prithu, wishing to

measure the earth with his great bow, found the spaces
to be measured smaller than his bow, being straitened

by the mountains that stood on the east and on the

west. He, accordingly, pushed out the mountains in

both directions, and cleared the intermediate space for

purposes of measurement. This legend gives the-poet
another opportunity of exhibiting his pdwers of de-

scribing mighty events connected with great pheno-
mena, in which he so wonderfully excels. He describes

how Prithu found, that, when with the end of his

bow he threw a great mountain towards one direction,

it caused, by its heavy fall, the earth to sink under it in

that direction, so as to cause the mountains on the

opposite side to roll further back from the sea, and

how therefore he could only partially succeed in clearing
the Deccan, and how he put the mountains close

together near the seas on the east and the west.f

Yasovarma then conges to the banks of the Narmada,
nnd passes some time there. This gives the poet a

pretence for singing the unrequited love of that sacred

river for the kingly sage Kartavirya.

The hero then comes to that part of the sea-shore

* 431-439~ ~f~440-459.
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where t>he gods, who churned the ocean, first saw the

jar of nectar, and stays there for a while.

He then marches to Marudesa or Marvad. Thence

lie proceeds towards Srikantha, or Thanesar, in the

Punjab, and makes a long stay there in memory of

the sarpasattra (snake-sacrifice) performed in tli.it

place by Janamejaya to avenge his father Parlkshiti's

wrongs. Taking the occasion, the poet gives one of'

his grand descriptions. The destruction of the snakes

and the impending ruin of Indra afford him great

opportunities of .description, which ho certainly does

not neglect.

Yasovarma then enjoyed with his damsels a bath

(jalakrida) in the pond at Kurukshetra, where Bhimasena

had struck Duryodhana as he lay hidden therein, and

recalled to liis mind, while there, the scenes of the war

of the Mahdlihdraia. Yasovarma, full of compassion,
'then makes some reflections on the folly and the con-

sequent misery of Duryodhana. He thence visits

the place where Karna, one of the great heroes .of the

Mahdbhdrata had fought, and makes some reflections

upon him and his valour, and also upon his unbounded

generosity.*

Yasovarma thence proceeded to the site of Ayodhya,
the city of Harischandra, with whom it had ascended

bodily into heaven, and built a neWv temple (surapra-

sada) there in one day. The mention of the ascension

of Harischandra's city into heaved leads the poet to

some of the most beautiful descriptive passages in the 1

poem, in which he gives a life-like picture of what

might naturally happen if a living city with all its

* 492-494 v
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appurtenances, pardons, houses, wells, temples,

birds, and animals, \vero suddenly to go up high into

the air, and if the inhabitants were to suddenly find

themselves changed, into residents of a region where the

conditions of life were so different from what they were

accustomed to before. 'Although there was the celestial

garden (Nandana), delightful with the divine trees, and

with its juicy blossoms and fruit, the earthly lives,

and not the heavenly garden, were fondled, owing to

previous attachment,'* says the poet, referring to the

trees that had accompanied the citizens of Ayodhya.

Yasovarma then received the submission of the

people living on the Mandara mountains,| and

proceeded towards the north, which is known in

connection with the lord of the Yakshas, and th'crc

especially his valour became more unbearabfe, i.e., his

prowess was felt even more than it had been during
the previous parts of the expedition.

* There he was
welcomed by regions, which were perfumed with the

gum exuding from fissures in the devadarus, and which

were cooled with the smell of the new liquor scented

wi't h spices. 'J The Himalayan regions are alluded to.

1 And now follows a kulaka of one hundred and forty- six

couplets, giving a description of the various objects,

scenes, temples, lakes, forests, rivers, trees, and other

things that his army^ had seen in the course of their

expedition. It does not appear that the objects are taken

up for description in a,ny particular order, such as geo-

graphical, or the order of the line of his journey, or of

the seasons, butf are mentioned at random. Nor is it

possible to identtfy many of the localities referred to

* 505. t 509 -10 -. $512. 513-658.
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by the descriptions given, as few names are mentioned.

To convey an idea of the manner in which the poet
treats this part of his subject, it will suffice to say, that

first come certain lake scenes, then follows a description
of some high mountains, followed by that of villages on

the banks of large lakes ; then come marshy lands, fol-

lowed by shores covered with little shells, and so on.

The poet shows, as usual, an utter disregard of conven-

tionalities, and seems to cai'e for nothing that does

not strike his own senses or his own imagination. One
or two specimens may here be given of the poet's look at

what others might have considered not very noteworthy.

Referring to village life and the periodical festivities

thereof, he says,
'

Happy are the days of village fes-

tivities, when the children are adorned, when the

women" arc heavy with pride at the newly dyed sadis

worn by them, and when the ignorant villagers stand mo-

tionless and enjoy the sports.'* Referring to half-ripened

mangoes still hanging on the trees, the poet says :

'Here pleases the mango fruit, of the colour of the) some-

what dusky, full cheek of a young Tamil woman, painted

with turmeric, and hanging on the tree on account of

its being not yet completely ripened, 't the custom of

covering the cheeks with turmeric being still very

common, and cherished among Tamil women,. Speaking
of forest villages, the poet says :

' Here are these charm-

ing villages in the forests, in which the boys are

delighted by the fruit they ha\re received, which look

beautiful with their houses of good timber, and which

are not overcrowded with people.' J
*

Referring to aban-

doned villages, the poet says :
' The heart somewhat

clings to the abandoned villages, in which the trees

* 598. t 601. ~~i 607.
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have burst through the walls, in which the smoke rises

only from the sheds of the cowherds, and in which ;i

few crows perch here and there.* Here is a grove

of vast trees, in which the deserted lingam is sometimes

washed by a passing recluse coming from a distant vil-

lage, which is near a mountain, which smells strong-

ly with the dropped leaves, and in which there is a

pond ofwater, deep and somewhat green. 'f Of the condi-

tion, during the rains, of monks living in the mountain

caves, it is said, 'here in caves, of which the stones have

become loose owing to the leaking of the stream water

therethrough, dwell monks wearing yellow-brown

garments as pale as an old seed of a jujube fruit. 'J

When Yasovarma returns home after
c

havmg thus

conquered the world,' he dismisses, to return to tiioir

homes, the numerous kings whom he had co*mpelled to

accompany him after they had been conquered by him.

The poet here describes in what sad, neglected, and

mournful condition they found their homes. The flower-

plants, he says, flowered, and there being nobody to

pluck the flower., it dropped down when propelled by the

rise of the fruit :

' Here, propelled by the fruit, drops
to the ground the flower of those plants, the buds of

which once used to decorate the hair of young worsen.' |]

* Those same halls of the houses became like oblong
> wells without waRer

; having lost their roofs, but still

retaining the naked wajls standing high.'^f
' Those

game terraces, of whiyh the pillars were once variegated

with many precious gems, are now only ornamented

with the gem iirthe hood of a cobra chancing to wander

in them.'** Referring to the fields once so well culti-

* 608. f609. t 615. 659-688.
||
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vatcd be says: 'The fields, not. being visited by tlie

ploughshare for a long time, are now overgrown with

excessive liarita grass, and with many bushes of the

arka, which, owing to the quality of the soil, have grown
so vigorously.'*

The above is followed by a short description of how
the wives of Yasovarmfi's soldiers enjoyed themselves in

the rains, after the return home of their husbands. f

After Yasovarma returned to Kanauj, the panegyrists

singf his praises and his glorious victories. From the

first three verses of this kulaka, it would appear that

after he had killed the king of the Graudas, or rather of

the Magadhas, he carried the ladies of his harem into

slavery, and made them ply the chamaras over him in

public darbar. For referring to the greatness of the

mighty foe whom he had killed, and to the want of any
smile on the faces of the royal slaves, the panegyrist

sings as follows :
* So puissant was the king of the

Magadhas, that when he struck a blow on the head of his

enemies' elephants, and the elephants, smarting with pain

shook their heads, the bees rose therefrom and at once

fondly repaired to the flowers which the gods, pleased

with his bravery, threw down upon him; the shines

of smiles do not appear on the faces of these damsels

of that Magadha-Lord, because they are driven away by
the resplendence of thy great glory. '||

The lady-

slaves dared not weep or show ' that they sorrowed,

while king Yasovarma was sitting full of joy over his

victories. The poet says, the little reflections of the

hairs of the chamaras plied by thfim, which fell iuuo

* 667. t 689-694. I '695-737.

The translation is not literal, but gives the sense of the text.

II 695-696.
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their transparent cheeks, looked as if they were

streams of the tears which, for fear of giving offence,

they were drinking, and which were, Awhile being drunk,

seen through their transparent cheeks.* The pane-

gyrist goes on to say, that Y"asovarma's victorious

war elephants having no more enemies left to conquer,

try their strength with the sides of the hills.f

Then follows a short kulaka of twelve}: couplets de-

scribing Yasovarma's love to the ladies of his harem ;

after which comes another of twenty-seven couplets,

which also describes his loves to young women.

Another kulaka of eleven couplets describes the toilet

of young damsels after ablutions in the bathing ponds

(jalaJcridd).

The above ends by a statement that at the end of
.

spring, the king goes to live outside the city in a sum-

mer retreat, followed by a description of the beauty of

young damsels.
|]

PERSONAL HISTORY OF THE POET.

Here begins an important part of the poem, a part,

that is to say, in which are given some particulars of

the personal history of the poet.^f These particulars

are, that Vakpati was poet laureate or head poet at the

court of Yasovarma, and enjoyed his favour; that he

was either a pupil. or friend of Kamalayudha, another

poet; that he was either a pupil or a personal admirer

of Bhavabhuti ; that he 'was an admirer of the works

of Bhasa, Jvalanamitrcf, Kuntideva, of the author of the

Raghuvafksa, of Subandhu and Harichandra ; and that

he was read in
th*^ Nyayasastra (logic

or dialectics) the

* 697. f 698, 699. J 738-749. 777-787.

792-796. . 797-804.
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science of poesy, in the Puranas or legendary works, and
in the works of many poets, and admired them

; and
that his hearers ' nodded their heads with admiration

of his excellent words which filled up their ears, as if

shaking those words down in order to make room for

the excellences of more of his poetry;'* and that he was
once requested by an assembly of learned people, fond

of poetry and elegant literature, while speaking of

good men, to celebrate the life of Yasovarma.

THE POET REQUESTED TO WRITE HIS POEM.

They said that Yasovarma was an emanation of Harit'

(Vishnu) nay, that he was Hari himself ;{ that as he

was the lord of the world, he was the same as Krishna,

for he was an expert in the art of love and was rich in

the possession of exquisite beauties; that he was endowed
with excellent qualities, ||

and that he was so handsome,
that he was beloved even of the women of his enemies ;

and that such being his qualities and his good fortune,

they, the lovers of fine letters, were desirous of hearing
from Vakpati a complete narrative of the manner in

which he had killed the lord of the Magadhas.^T

VAKPATI' s REPLY.

Vakpati replies as follows. He feels delighted at the

idea of singing the exploit of Yasovarma, and could

hardly conceal his joy; Yasovarma was no ordinary

king, but was even greater than Prithu of ancient

renown, who came to the succour of the Mother Earth

and restored her to her former condition of fixity, when

she was threatened and distressed by the Danavas, and

thus was immortalized by her being called (Prithvi) after

*803, 1 805-816. J 817-826. 827-832.

||
838. IT 844.
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his name.* The poet goes on to say, that in this

mortal life of short duration, full of misery and imper-

fection, Yasovarma was the only man whose deeds and

virtues were worth hearing; and taking this occasion, he

dilates in one hundred and fifty couplets on the vanity of

this life, on the wickedness of the bad and the support-

ability of life derived from virtue. This is one of the

best and most remarkable parts of the poem, and abounds

in sentiments of the very Highest order,t * See this para-

dox : much liquor intoxicates, not little; but Lakshmi,

when plentiful, does not intoxicate as it does when

paltry.'! 'Good men are filled with two sorrows always,
viz. that they are not born in the time of good people,

and that they are born in the time of bad people.
'

Referring to the fact that kings are usually surrounded

by bad people and not by good ones, the poot says : 'if

any virtuous men ever find any place at all in the palaces
of kings, it must be that they are there because others

also are there, or on account of.some other reason, but

not because of their virtues|| '. With reference to the

fact that none honour those whom the king dislikes,

the poet says :
e

'why do good men seek to be honoured

[by the people] for those same virtues, which make
them hateful to kings ?'1f To illustrate that success

in life belongs to mediocirty, it is said: ' who does' not

turn away from those who have no merits at all ? or,

'who does not distress himself with jealousy of those

who have excellent me'fits? He lives happy who is

neither excellent in merits nor altogether devoid of

them.'*
5

The sign of the highest virtues a man may
possess is given ^as follows: [In their presence] even

* 848-856 f 857-1006. J864 872.
||
876. H 877. *878.
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the wicked behave like good men, even good men
seem to betray wickedness : this is the boundary-line
of virtues that shine afar.'* *

Although greatness is

the result of virtues, ignoble persons place great-
ness in that which is not the result of virtues

1

. They
thus expect that virtues should spring from that from

which they do not spring. 'f 'The world will be de-

void of virtues in proportion that virtues do not shine,

and in proportion that vices prosper/ Thankful for

some little virtue that is still to be seen in the

world, the poet observes: 6 I consider that it is

the foreshadow of the krita-yuga (the krita-age) that

will next begin, that even in the height of this kali age
there is some purity to be seen.'J Speaking of misers

who are never tired of praising the liberality of their

ancestors,
1 the poet observes :

e

Praising the liberality of

others as to giving, how is it that misers, who do not feel

the desire themselves to give, do not feel shame ?' Ad-

verting to the question as to what constitutes happiness,
the poet observes: 'absence of sorrow is not plea-

sure, nor is that which is called pleasure true pleasure,

that which is pleasure when you have given up pleasure

is alone pleasure. The most dreadful sorrows rise in the

midst of the greatest enjoyment of pleasure. For it is in

the greatest light that shadow is the thickest.
J

|]

* The

compassionate hearts of the great, eren when distress-,

ed, enjoy happiness by means of 'their sorrows, even

as those of poets do by means of their compositiono.
Tho wise, who are born first in this and then in that

good family in this endless world, regard them as merely

temporary lodgings.'** Of vulgar people who lighten

* 886. f 894. t 912, 919,
|] 935, 936 **

938, 939.
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their grief caused by the loss of relations, &c., by lament-

ing, the poet says :
* With nothing but sighs, born of

sorrow, does the world lighten sorrow, like an elephant

that lightens his fatigue with sprays produced by

fatigue.** Equally vain, and, besides, destined to be

short-lived, is the joy that melts into tears at the meet-

ing of relations :

* When at the meeting of dear rela-

tions tears flow down, it is really because, I suppose,
the hearts trickle for fear of the [approaching] separa-
tion, 'f The more does the worldly man try to'extri-

cate himself, the more tight become his bonds :
t Oh

fool, to thee bound by the ties of affection, how can

there be any laxity of thy ties? The bond of him
who struggles to be loose becomes the more firm.'J

On the vanity of fame, even in the case of the geod,

Vakpati says :

c Of the body of renown of *the* good,

destroyed by the effect of time, rare remembrances are

to be met with at times here and there, like little bits

of bones.
' What is true giving up of the world?

* Then is the true giving up ofworldly pleasures, when
the heart is satisfied with any circumstances that may
happen to surround a man ; as for reviling Lakshmi,

why, that is nothing but love of worldly pleasures,

combined with unshaken jealousy. '||
As for calling

that 'giving up of worldly pleasures,' which 'con-

sists in retirement into the forest, our poet says :
' Why

not call that which Some men practise love of worldli-

ness, namely, they give'up homes full of troubles, and

delight themselves fa forest regions adorned with

perennial streams ?'^[ For, to a man retreating, for

example, to the'^Vindhya, much pleasure is afforded by
rivers with their numberless birds, crystal waters of

*
94o7~f 941. J 942^ 945.

||
947. ^ 94&.
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which the bottom can be seen, and mountains noisy
with young elephants.* Says our author, 'Indeed even

his own wife abandons a man who has lost his wealth

and importance. For does the night, the spouse of

the moon, remain with him throughout when lye is not

full?' Alluding to men who run after many gods,
the poet says:

( Oh heart, rest in some one. Unfor-

tunate one! how much distress wilt thou undergo?
Even a beggar is better if he belongs to one man than

if he belongs to the whole world. 't
*

May you,' says
the poet,

' who live in the world full of such vanity,
attain to precious fruit by hearing the [celebration of

the] sacred virtues of this king', i.e., Yasovarma.!

The poet goes on to say that Yasovarma, to test

whase puissance Siva assumed the form of a lion, excel-

led in valour, greatness, piety, in all the good qualities

of his family and in compassion. It is possible that

this self-imposed metamorphosis of Siva into a lion

refers to some fancied or true encounter, that Yasovar-

ma had had with a lion.

Then follows a small kulaka|| in which the poet

says, that Yasovarma is no less than an incarnation of

Hari (Vishnu). And in order to characterize Hari, he

gives one of his grand descriptions of the churning of

the ocean by that deity.

A set of four^f couplets then gives a description of

Yasovarma' s kingly prowess, and his power of striking

terror by his presence.

Yasovarma is Kesava himself, that is to say, identi-

cal with Vishnu, as his renown extends to all the

quarters of the globe.**
* 950. f 954. I 1006. 1007-1015.

~

11
1016-1039. 1040-1043. ** 1044-1045.
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Nor is Yasovarma deficient in the qualities which

usually adorn a protector of the religion of his fore-

fathers. As in many former instances, the Mother

Earth assumed the form of a cow and came to him,

supplicating protection for herself and for the religion

of the world from her oppressors.*

Yasovarma was an ornament to the lunar race of

kings to which he belonged. t

The above is followed by four| couplets describing

the saubMgya of Yasovarma, that is to say, his great

personal attractions, which fascinate all beauty even in

the harem of his conquered enemies.

The poet sums up and says, that such being the

greatness of Yasovarma, even the two-thousand-tongued
Sesha would not be able to do justice to it, ifhe were

to attempt the task. Who was he that he* should

venture upon that stupendous undertaking ?

THE POET PROMISES TO SING YASOVARMA'S GLORY.
'

Nevertheless/ he goes on, Hear at the end of the

night this poem, the mirror of the proud valour of the

king's arm which is distinguished for the slaying of the

eastern king. I now compose this Gaudavaho which has

> a great beginning, and which being heard, both kings
and poets shall give up all pride.' ||

* But just now,'

says he, 'it is evening time.' The refusal to narrate the

story of the slaying of the Gauda king in the evening,
and nob till the next morning, is merely a contrivance

to get an opportunity of describing the circumstances

under which the evening and the morning present
themselves to tlie eye of a poet, such as our author is.

And he describees in his graphic manner the scenes

* 1046-1063. 1 1064,1065. I 1066-1069.

1070-1072. II 1073,1074.
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of the evening hour, at the end of which description
he resorts to his bed, as if unable to properly sing
the deeds of the king.'*

In the following verse he says, that as the renown of

great men encourages a man to celebrate it, so the

same discourages him from undertaking the task

for fear that he may not be able to accomplish it as

well as it ought to be accomplished.!

Then follow seven teen J verses devoted to the

amorous actions of young people, suited to that time of

the evening. This is followed by a similar kulaka

of twenty-five couplets.

When it dawns next morning a kulaka of twenty

couplets is devoted to the portraying of the scenes of

the*hour.

IHE POET PREPAEES TO SING HIS POEM.

The poet then commences to sing
* the deeds of him

whose deeds were like the deeds of Chanakya,' i.e., of

Yasovarma, great in the art of polity.

This is followed by twenty]] couplets describing how

everything in the world appeared perfectly calm, as if

all attention to hear the poet sing his poem. The four

quarters of the globe, free from darkness, and clear,

appeared as if ready to receive the writing in which

the poem was going to be imprinted on them. The

young sun, which was just then rising, appeared like an '

auspicious pitcher, put forth by the East as by a young
damsel. The goddesses in heaven suddenly rushed out

to hear the poet sing Yasovarma' s deeds, regardless of

the embraces oftheir divine spouses. The gods plucked

the flowers in the Nandana garden to throw them down

*1120. t 1121. I 1122-1138. 1164-1183.
||
1185-1204.
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in token of congratulation. The skies sent down a

shower in auspicious manifestation of joy. The forest

recluses started forth in great hurry to hear the

poem. The birds left their perching places on the

trees, as if to hear the poet sing the deeds of the king.

The people crowded to the -poet, and, being reflected

in the great hanging mirror, appeared to show as if

the citizens rose to the
ttop of their houses to hear

him. The gods came down in their balloons to take

part in the hearing. The poets addressed the king
and congratulated him on the victory of his arms and

on the acknowledgment of his supremacy by all his

enemies. When the day had become as golden as if

it had all been strewed over with gold dust, and as

the poet was going to commence, as if wholly possessed

by Sarasvati (the muse of poetry), the people Became,

as it were, dumb through curiosity.*

A.nd now 'he who directly gave away to his favourite

dependents the Lakshmis (riches) of his enemies, as if

he did not, on account of their natural hostility as being
the spouses of enemies, believe in them fand, therefore,

did not care to bring them to his house] ;
he at whose

, re-coronation with victory at the end of the successful

expedition, the queens of his enemy, just reduced to

slavery, drank their tears after they had concealed

,them by immediately plying the ehfimaras: of that kino1

this purifying, and new
>t .and beautiful, and wonderful,

and excellent life is being celebrated. Do yo hear it. 'f

. THE PRESENT POEM is MERELY A PRELUDE.

Such are the contents cf the Gaudavaho. The first

question that occ'urs to the reader at the end of the

*
1205, 6. f 1207-1209.
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above couplets is : where is the Gaudavaho, the life, the

history, the celebration of Yasovarma's exploits for

which the poet prepared the reader, and to hear which

he brought down even the gods themselves ? Or, in

other words, is the poem of 1209 couplets that we have

the whole poem, or is it merely the prelude to the main

poem which we have not yet got ? It would appear at

first, that neither the manuscripts nor the commentafor

Haripala enable us to answer the question decisively

either one way or the other, although so far as can be

learnt from the commentator's remarks, in spite of

himself, his language would, in one or two places, seem

to prove, as will presently appear, that what we have

is only a prelude, and that the poem is or was to be a

continuation. Before stating, however, the conclusion

to which I have come, it will be necessary to recapitu-

late somewhat fully those passages in the poem which

bear upon the question at issue.

Thepoem bears the name ofGaudavaho, or 'the slaying

of the Gaudian king/ called the king of the Magadhas.
But up to couplet 797, which begins the personal

history of the poet, and which marks the end of the

expedition of conquest forming the chief burden of the

previous part, and where the second part, with the

circumstances under which Vakpati undertook the task

of celebrating the slaying by Yasoyai-maof the Gaudian,

king, begins, the only mention of the Gaudian king or

of his death, after the solitary a
(
nd short statement in

354, that he fled through fear, is contained in

(1) Couplet 414, page 119, where itj is said that ' the

multitude of the [allied] king's of the lord of

Magadha who gave himself up to flight,



having returned at oner, appeared like the

sparks of fire [issuing from a] shooting siar

[and running in the opposite direction.']

But this mention of the Magadha king is made in the

most incidental manner, and with no direct purpose to

refer to him as the hero who has given the name to the

p-HMii. The reference to him is no better than that to

the king of the Yangas m 419-421, indeed, it is much
more incidental. It is less as a mention of the king
whose killing has given the name to the poem, than

that of the kings of the Deccan (422-423), or of the

Parasikas, (431-439), or of the kings of the Mabendra

mountain, (509-510). The next time we hear of the

(Jaudian king is in

(2) Couplet 417, page 120 where we ar.e told,

that ' the king (M?., Yasovarma,- having slain

the king of the Magadhas who was fleeing,

proceeded to those woods on the seashore

which were perfumed by the cardamom.'

Even the commentator feels that this is too short a

mention of the 'slaying of such an enemy as has supplied

the name to the poern, and quoting from a work on

Alankara he observes :
"
although it has been laid down

"that 'the family, the valour, the learning, &c., Of the
"
enemy conquered should be described, and thereby the

' "
greafness of the victorious hero should be heightened,'

"
still that direction applies to the first conquest by a

"hero. As for Yasovarma, who had won numerous vic-

*e

tories, such a description of his enemy, as is here

"given, does n$t fail to redound to his glory, since the
"
greatness of Mis enemy may be inferred from his

"
( Yas'ovarma's) valour." Such a slaying, without
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mention of the Gaudian kind's family, &c., may be free

from the objection referred toby the commentator; but

it certainly is not enough by any means to justify the

name Gaildavaho given to the poem.

The next mention we meet with of the king of the

Gaudas or Magadhas is in the panegyric (^695-697)

which is addressed to Yasovanna when he returns

borne, and, sitting in public darbar, makes the queens
of the king of Magadha ply the chain aras over him

in token of their reduction to be his slaves. This

clearly shows that the Gaudian king had been already

killed, and that his ladies had been taken prisoners
and turned into slaves by Yasovarma; but there is

nothing more said about him*

This is all that occurs about the slaying by Yas'o-

Yarma of the Gaudian king in the whole of the account

of the expedition of conquest, undertaken and success-

fully carried out by him, but which was neither led

for the express purpose of slaying or subduing him

nor dealt with him in a special manner.

We then come to the second part of the poem, which

begins with the personal history of the. poet, at the

beginning of which we are told that the poet was, while

sitting in an assembly of learned people, requested by
them to describe fully the manner in which Yasovarma

slew the king of the Gaudas. Here is the request :

* These persons (i.e., we) wish to hear sung by you at

full length the death, as it was formerly accomplished,
of the king of the Magadhas by this Yasovarma [who
is] so high [as we have just described/*]-

*844
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Mark the words * at full length.' The word in the

original is nisesam, which literally means,
* without

anything being omitted or left unsaid.' This request

appears directly to refer to the bare mention made

before (417,695-697) of the slaying, and to imply that

that bare mention is not enough, and that, therefore,

the event should be described more fully, and without

leaving any circumstance connected therewith uncle-

scribed. What is the poet's reply to that request ?

The poet replies that Yasovarrna is greater than the

great Frithu himself; that he is one who alone deserves

to be sung in this world, which is full of imperfections

and vices and miseries ; that to test his valour even

Siva metamorphosed himself into a lion, and found |hat

he stood the test ; that, in short, he is an incarnation of

Vishnu, of Kesava ; that he is full of royal puissance ;

that he is pious and strong, and willing to support the

religion ; that he is descended from the lunar race of

kings; that he is handsome. This being so, even the

two-thousand-tongued Sesha would not be able to do

iustice to his great virtues and deeds. " How can I sing
"

his life and his conquest of the king of the Gaudas?
* "

Still I will sing to-morrow morning, at the end of
" this night, this poem, the mirror of the proud v&lour
" of the king's arm, distinguished for the destruction
" of the eastern king;. I now compose this Gaudavaho,
"
having a great beginning, which being heard, both

cf

kings and poets shall give up all pride." Even after

this he feels uncertain, whether he ought to undertake

such a difficult Jtask, and goes to sleep. When the

morning dawns,* everything, every being, every god,
and every goddess comes to hear the poet sing the
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great exploit of Yasovarma. c When all darkness, like

a very Kali-Age, unable to bear the relation of the

noble doings of a virtuous man, the ornament of all

pure men and of all performers of good deeds, and as if,

with its heart broken, has fled away,'* and when the

whole world, mortal and immortal, animate and inani-

mate, is thus ready and anxious to hear the poet, the

latter after having performed the duties of the morning
{

began to relate to them (the learned people who had

^requested him to that effect) the exploit of him whose

exploits were like those of Chanakya.'f The poets of

the court congratulate Yasovarma's virtues and his

prowess that had accomplished the death of the Gau-

dian king, upon their good fortune in being celebrated

by Vakpati, It is further said, tha-t, as the day began
to be golden, i.e., it began to shine, and as the poet was

going to relate the exploit, the world began to look

dumb with expectancy. J And, lastly, the poet finishes

his reply by saying,
c The exploits of him, who gave the

wealth of his conquered enemies to his.favourite depen-

dents, and who brought away the wives of his enemy into

slavery, are now being sung by me. Hear the sarne.'

The above leaves little doubt that the poem is still

to come, which is to give a full description of how
Yasovarma killed the king of Magadha.

It may be added further, that if wo are to take the

present poem as the whole poem, and not merely as the

prelude, it is a singular one. For we have neither the

name of the Gaudian king, nor that of his capital, nor

tbe reasons
|| why he was killed, nor the circumstances

~~* "ll 79, f ] 184 J 1205-1206.

'

1207-12097"

|]
The kings of part of the Gaudian country appear to have been

great supporters of Buddhism about Yasovamm's time. The latter
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under which, nor the manner in which, he was killed.

It is improbable in the highest degree that the killing

of an unnamed and, therefore, obscure king who is

disposed of in three or four couplets out of twelve

hundred and more most of which have no concern

with him or his death could have given the name to

the poem which it bears.

Then we may remark tjiat in couplet 1074, where the

poet promises to relate the story of the slaying of the

Gaudian king, i.e., sing the Qaudavako, the latter is

designated as '

having a great beginning,' mahdram*

bho, just such a beginning as the poem we have got

forms. Further, in couplet 1168, the poet says, that

in the early morning when he was going to relate the

exploit of Yasovarma, this happened :
' Then from

' the sky fell small stars, as if they were a shower of
c flowers dropped by the gods, who gathered at the
6 hour of the great narration of the king's brave exploit.'
6

Viyada' (vikata) is the word used in the original.

That word mostly bears the sense of 'large' in size,

*

great,' 'grand,' in importance and surroundings, the

idea of largeness in size never being altogether for-

gotten. Viyada could only apply to a long, great,

and grand narration that was to come after the great

prelude, and not to a short incidental mention of the

, Gaudian king and his death, such as has already been

made in the previous pa^t of the poem.

There is, therefore", no force in the suggestion that

might occur to some, in the absence of any more parts

v\as a great patron f Brahminisni: Is it probable the feud, which

ended in the slaying^y Yasovarma of the king of the Gautlas, had its

origin in religious hatred ? It may be the Gaudian king killed by

LalitiUlitya was a Buddhist.
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of the poem, that the Gaiidavaho, to hear which the

poet called together all heaven and earth, is that

which he had already been singing in the portions pre-

ceding, the portions in which the greatness of Yaso-

varma had already been celebrated, and the death of the

Gaudian king had already been incidentally mentioned.

If such were the case, what could Vakpati mean by

telling his interlocutors in 1073 to hear the story of

the destruction of the eastern king the next morning ?

What was he going to narrate the next morning ? that

which he had already sung ? Surely, our poets are not

in the habit of giving a reading of their poetry which

is already before the public, and calling it new !

The commentator in explaining the word '

eyam,'*

(this, viz., the poem Gaiidavaho) uses the words, etam

vakshyamdnakathdprabandham, i.e.,
l this poem, namely,

the poem that is to come hereafter,' containing a

narration. In his comment on the next couplet, he

observes on the words, rayani-viramammi (' at the end

of the night'): rajantoirama iti upodghdtoprdyam

dbhdshitam, which appears to mean, the expression

'at the end of the night,
9

shows that what has been said

[so far3 is like an introduction.

The conclusion, accordingly, to which the materials

and considerations set forth above lead me is, that

what we now have of the poem is merely the preface or

prelude, and that the real poem, giving a full account

of the circumstances under which Yasovarma slew the

king of the Magadhas, has not been found, if it wac

ever written, or, it may be, has not come down to us ; and

that the bare reference to and short mention, in one or

* 1073-1074
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two places, the flight and death, of the king of tho

Guinjas, before the second part of the present poem

begins, are merely made to serve as incidents which

make the learned friends of Vakpati prefer their re-

quest to him that he should narrate fully the story of

the slaying by Yasovarma; and that there is nothing

to militate against this conclusion either in Ihe M33.

or in the commentary ; indeed, the latter directly sup-

ports the conclusion so far as it says anything on the

subject.

PEAKEIT STUDIES.

A few observations may not be out of place here on

the importance of the studies in Prakrit. After the

excellent edition by S. Goldschmidt of the Rdvanavako

or the Setukdvya, the present work is the cmly* one in

the Prakrit language that is being given out to the

public, that is to say, a Prakrit composition not being

a grammatical or a lexicographical treatise. The im-

portance of Prakrit studies can hardly be over-

estimated in the present state of philological research

in India. In the first place, we have the most important

part of the vast Jain literature in the Prakrit language.

We look forward witli hope to the results which will

be yielded by a close and systematic study of the *Jain

literature, results which may tell favourably upon our

'present hazy ideas en the subject of ancient Indian

history, biography, and bibliography. The connection

between works like th present and the religious litera-

ture of the Jains js illustrated by the fact that whatever

Prakrit poetry, 'lexicography, or grammar has been

preserved to us we owe to the Jains* who have natu-

rally taken care of it because it forms the key to the
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proper comprehension of their religious books, which

are mostly in Prakrit. Secondly, the elucidation of the

construction of the modern vernaculars of India will be

a nearly hopeless task, but for the medium between

them and Sanskrit, furnished by Prakrit. The modern

vernaculars would be full of insolvable riddles, if

Prakrit did not come to our help. Thirdly, Prakrit

works, being written in a language much better if not

quite fully understood by the people when they, a great

many of them at least, were composed, must be valuable

to us as sources of our knowledge of the period between

the rise of Buddhism and the invasion of the Mahome-

dans ; because they, having appealed more directly to

the people than could have been done by Sanskrit works

of the same time, have a better claim than the latter to

inform us' about many things concerning that period.

I purposely speak measuredly about their having

appealed to the common people directly. For Prakrit

literature and Prakrit language had already in the

latter part of the above period attained to a form

and style considerably above the understanding of

the ordinary people, as it is impossible to suppose
that the long compounds of Bhavabhuti in the Prakrit

speeches of his plays, or the highly-worked expres-
sions of Vakpati were within the easy comprehen-
sion of ordinary folks even of their own time. But
there can be no doubt, they were* intelligible to a very
much larger class than Sanskrit could have been.

Fourthly, the study of Prakrit is a better medium for

the acquisition of many of the present vernaculars of

India than anything else : a knowledge of Sanskrit and

of Prakrit would Introduce a student to the study of the

vernaculars with a facility which would not be attainable
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by any other means. Fifthly and lastly, if we succeed

in unearthing and bringing to light works like the

present, they might directly furnish us with some

valuable dates that might throw light on many parts of

the genesis of Sanskrit literature.

Prakrit poetry rightly boasts of certain charms

which are peculiarly its own. It possesses a softness

and sweetness which comes nearer home to us than the

artificial adornments in Sanskrit. It justly lays claim

to a larger amount of reality of thought and expression
than ought to be assigned to later Sanskrit, as nearly

the whole of the literature written in the latter was

composed in a language foreign to the writers. And

using, as they did, a language rich in forms and conven-

tional phrases and figures, they naturally cared -less

for personal observation and personal senti:&ieu*ts than

did their Prakrit brother poets. The latter, having to

use a language less rich, less plastic, less conventional,

less used by poets and writers, less learned and less

esteemed, had necessarily to study their matter more

carefully in order to make up thereby the deficiencies

and the disadvantages attendant upon the use of the

vulgar tongues. Accordingly, we find much less con-

ventionalism, less commonplace verse, less ready -at-

hand set phrases, set ideas and set sentiments to* suit

set circumstances, in their poetry, than in the Sanskrit

'compositions of the* corresponding class of writers.

To illustrate these positions we may observe, that

Vakpati rarely speak's of the conventional lotus in

describing the feet, hands, faces, eyes, or heads of his

heroes. He does not speak of objects or things that

he had not seen or felt himself, except when he de-

scribes imaginary Pauranic events, such as the destruc-
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tion of the snakes in the sacrifice by Janamejaya, or the

smashing of the wings of the mountains by Indra, when

his imagination runs as lively as if he were describing-

events which he had personally witnessed. He de-

scribes little homely scenes and circumstances and little

chapters in village and country life, such as we do not

see noticed often in Sanskrit poetry.

VAKPATI'S POETRY.

Vakpati has little incident in the GamlavaJio ; indeed?

there is none beyond a very meagre programme of

Yasovarma's expedition of conquest. Bat he is a

master in bringing a master-poet's eye to look upon

ordinary things, and finding out all the poetry that is in

them. He has a wonderful way of laying under con-

tribution koine mythical event, and of giving an

original description of it from the stand-point of his

own imagination. Thus he takes up the myth of Indra

having hacked the wings of all the mountains (which
is a myth based upon the Vedic allegory of Indra

fighting the rain-withholding cloud and felling it into

rain), and gives a most vivid and life-like picture of

what happened. The snake sacrifice of Janamejaya,
Prithu's battle with the mountains in the Deccan

plains undertaken with a view to remove them, in

order that he might measure the, plains with his

immense bow, the churning of the ocean by Yishnu,
the final but periodical destruction ot the world when

everything including the gods 'themselves is burned

away, and the bodily ascension to heaven of Haris-

chandra and his capital, Ayodhay&, may be referred to,

as having been described in a perfectly original

manner by the poet. Nor is Vakpati wanting in know-
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ledge as to what is the sentiment to which lie should

appeal when he comes upon some famous ancient spot,

connected with the story of the Mahdh/idrata or Ramd-

ij^n-'i or with current facts, so as to awake in his

readers a lively recollection of past history. His

reflections upon the dried up human skeleton lying

before the Kali of the Vindhya, his appropviate observa-

tions addressed to Dunrodhana and Karna when he

passed through Kurukshetra, and his reminiscences of

the loves of Narmada may be referred to as instances

in point.

The observations and unsparing condemnations,

which he passes upon the vanity of this world, are in

keeping with the idea of what a poem ought to contain

in Prakrit. There is a great deal of wisdom, such as

must have passed for philosophical truth in those

centuries, and still passes for popular wisdom, in what

he says ; and he neither spares king nor peasant, neither

the scholar nor the ignorant, neither learning nor wealth.

I cannot conclude these remarks on the poetry of

Vakpati without alluding to his beautiful picture of

country scenery of all kinds, when he passes in

review what Yasovarma's army saw on their march out

and on their way back home. All that part of thevpoem
seems full of country life, and to embody nothing, as it

were, but what the, poet had witnessed with his own

eyes, and what none but* a true poet of nature like him

could picture in such'.life-like colours.

The style of Vakpati is highly cultivated, and very

pregnant, but 'often presents difficulties to an early

Vrakrit student, which would at first discourage him.

Though learned, however, Vakpati is not pedantic; in-
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deed, like his fellow Prakrit poets and unlike his Sanskrit

confreres, he is free from puns or plays upon words and

from analogies or similes drawn from grammatical or

dialectical quibbles. He chiefly delights in two figures

of speech, the simile and the utpreksha, and once the

reader has become acquainted with the poet's partiality

for the last figure, he has only to separate the fact or

what the poet has to predicate from the utpreksha in

order to easily understand hinf. The uncertainty about

the identification of the words in Prakrit with their

Sanskrit equivalents is, in the eye of a modern reader,

a great disadvantage from which Prakrit poetry suffers,

and Vakpati can claim no exemption from this misfor-

tune. But the greater is the student's acquaintance with

Prakrit literature and the rules of Prakrit grammar,
the less* will be his difficulty in reading Prakrit poetry.

Perhaps, in many places Vakpati might have used

words- more easy to identify, and shorter compounds of

words ; but he might not then have been so sententious,

or so exact, or so free from prolixity, or so appro-

priate. As it is, it appears, there is no word used by
him which could have been dispensed with, no exple-

tives, no tautologies. The partiality for long com-

pounds is a vice of the age to which he belonged, and

though it considerably detracts from the merits of his

otherwise most excellent poem, we must not judge
him independently of what the scholarship of his age

l

considered as essential and beautiful.

Vakpati's own opinion, however, about the Gaiidavaho

appears to be, that it is inferior to his earlier poem,

entitled Mahinnaha-viyayo (Madhum&thu-vijaya), men-

tioned in couplet 69, where he says,
' How can

my language, which attained its perfection in the
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Maliumaha-viyayo, be again young like a bud in tin's

poem ? The after-flower of wild plants is [more]

meagre than the first- flower'.* Nothing is known of

this other poem, except that the Jains call it a

Probandha ; from its name it would appear that it

probably had the death of the demon Madhu by the

hand of Vishnu for its subject. Enquiries made in

parts of Gujerath and Kathyavad have hitherto failed

to elicit any information regarding it,, though there is

no reason why we should give up all hope that it may
yet come to light. ,

Is PRAKKIT A GENUINE LANGUAGE ?

The remarks I have just made on the style of

Vakpati, and the justification of his long compounds,
which I have sought to derive from the kind <of style

appreciated by people in his age, and still appreciated

in our own days, naturally lead me to a question which

is sometimes suggested to a reader of Prakrit, as, indeed,

it is sometimes suggested to a reader of Sanskrit

compositions of a certain kind also; the question, namely,
whether Prakrit, such as that presented to us by works

like the Gaiidavaho, was ever a real language, or was

it made by the writers of Prakrit works, assisted by
Prakrit grammarians? The following are among the

circumstances which give rise to the question.

First, the words f&und in Prakrit compositions appear
so airy, so unreal, and so unidentifiable, that it seems

difficult to explain how they could have formed the

vocabulary of a people requiring any preciseness. Take,

* The latter part tff Kampala's comment on this couplet is not very
clear, and the verse he quotes seems to have no application to the sense

which he gives rightly enough. .
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for example, the words,

^r*?rs for 3T?*rar; afw for ar^rr, aTT^rr, and WFTC"; %*PT for

^T3T; *r*r for *T3T, T7, and *R; 3T*T for f^r and 3T^; *r*T for

*pT, *PT, ire, in, and *R; ^*T for ^, ^TT, ^r^, and ^sf.

Secondly, the grammars, explaining the corruption

which Sanskrit words and forms undergo in the course

of becoming Prakrit, appear to teach rather how to

make Prakrit out of Sanskrit words than the simple

fact how they became Prakrit by the natural process of

decay and corruption.

Thirdly, the form in which Prakrit compositions have

come down to us is so artificial, so made up, and so

difficult, that the ordinary people, to whom Prakrit

belonged as a vernacular, could not have used or un-

derstood itt

Fourthly, we know that long after Prakrit had

ceased to be spoken as vernacular, authors wrote in

it, and even the grammars, which seem to teach how
to make Prakrit out of Sanskrit words, were themselves

written many centuries after the language had ceased

to be spoken as a living speech understood by the

common people.

Fifthly, the rules given by grammarians on the for-

mation of Prakrit words appear too few and too general
to embody the numerous and various daws, under the

(

operation of which a rich language "becomes corrupted
and assumes a new living and growing shape.

Sixthly, the Prakrit works which have come down
to us appear to possess too few forms of.popular speech,.

idiom and phrase to be evidence of a 6nce really true

vernacular.
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Seventhly, ilio Prakrit literature appears, to a great

extent, too exclusively to confine itself to words derived

from Sanskrit, and to ignore the mixture of many non-

Aryan words which it must certainly have possessed

from the earliest times, and which are seen in almost all

the modern vernaculars of India of the present day ; so

that if the works which are in Prakrit were really

in the vernacular of the people, they could not but

have contained a large number of those words.

It is true, it might be added, that all the above con-

siderations may not apply to all Prakrit compositions

equally, but most of them do to every one of those

known to us as having any pretension to literary

character.

Now I do not propose to do more than merely touch

upon tto question which I have tried to state above,

chiefly because the materials for a satisfactory solution

are not yet available. The complete means, with

which to answer the question, would only be afforded

by very old specimens, especially if written in

prose, of the 'different modern vernaculars which

-arose from the several forms in which Prakrit once
'
existed. Not only do many such specimens not exist,

but even those that do exist, though comparatively

very modern, have not been published, and are not

available for comp'ari9son. But I may indicate in brief

what I think of the doubts raised by the several con-

siderations set forth at>ove. We will proceed to deal

wjth them in the same order in which they are given.

As to the airiness and the apparent unreality of

Prakrit words. It is quite true that one and the

same Prakrit form stands for several Sanskrit originals,
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and ifc is often puzzling to find out which of these it

represents. Paa, or paya, as it is often written might
mean pada, foot ; or pasta, fall ; or paka, ripening, cook-

ing. Vasa might stand for Sanskrit parsva, side ; or

pasa, snare; or vasa, residence; or vasa, smell; or

varsha, relating to a year ; or vyasa, a compiler.

But whatever the airiness that we see at first sight in

these words, it is not singular to Prakrit, but has

taken place in the derivation of other languages from

their ancient originals. The French language is full of

instances of this kind. Thus, for example, e, (though
written et) stands for et; a for habet ; vu (though written

vent) for vult; pu (written pent] for potest\ and voi

(written voif) for videt. A priori, therefore, there is

notking singular in the fact that in Prakrit words

lose most ^f their single consonants, and are often so

weakened as to appear to possess many hiatuses,

though in practice the last seeming defect is remedied

by such contrivances as the insertion of-a consonantal y
between two vowels. But an answer exists more

satisfactory than the analogy of other languages. It is,

that in the modern Aryan and even non-Aryan verna-

culars of India many of these airy sounds are actually

found, and are in use in those very senses which the

Sanskrit; words to which they are referred bore. Thus

paya, or pa, paa or paii, a foot, exisf.s in most of the

Aryan vernaculars. So ray, rai',- rav, rail, a, king*

(raja); may, mai, maya, ma (mata), mother ; bhuy, bhui

(bhvimi), ground; muh, moh, muha, mu (mukha), face

or mouth; sahi, sai, sai (sakhi), a female friend; may,
mai (mriga), a deer ; and numerous Similar instances

may be quoted of words used to this day in the current

tongues. But when we are- on this subject we must
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not forget that only a few of the dialects in which the

Prakrit of ancient days existed, have been cultivated

by being written in by some celebrated poets or

authors and thereby brought to the front, while others

which existed side by side with them have been neg-

lected and allowed to die away. Thus of the various

dialects once spoken and still partially spoken in Ma-

harashtra, that which was spoken in the Deccan, has

come to the front, whereas those spoken in Konkan,

Khaiidesh, the Beiars and Nagpur, have been left un-

cultivated and are dying away. Some ofthe latter have

preserved old Prakrit words which pure Marathi does

not possess and does not therefore recognise; e.g.,

mat for mali (gardener), koi for koli (a caste of abori-

gines), dhui or dhuy for dhilli (dust) in the Khandeshi,

and nal for nadi (river), vai or vay for vri*ti (fence),

rai or ray for raji (a grove of trees), asaga or asagi

for asoka (an asoka tree) in the Konkani dialect. These

instances would seem to justify the conclusion, that

not only are forms, which appear so boneless in Pra-

krit, actually found in use, but also that those words

which appear psculiar to Prakrit compositions would

be found in some form or other in old vernacular
>

works, if these be thoroughly examined, or in some

dialect or other in the country.
As regards fchejsuspieion that the grammatical rules

'teach how to make Prakrit words instead of explaining
Prakrit words made, by' 'natural processes, it maybe
remarked, that the rules are indeed so sententious and

st) few, as at first sight to give rise to that suspicion ;

but there is nothing in them which necessarily implies

any justification for such a suspicion. The fault is

rather of the style and of the intended want of thorough-
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ness in tlie grammars. Till Hemachandra wrote his

chapter on Prakrit Grammar, Vararuchi was the chief

authority on the construction of the Prakrit dialects,

and lucid and useful as his aphorisms are, they are

not thorough, and appear to have been intended rather

to explain the chief features of the corruption through
which the more striking Prakrit words and forms

derived their origin, than to give a complete treatise

on the formation of all or even most Prakrit words

and forms, such as that which Hemachandra endea-

voured many centuries after to write regarding one of

the Prakrit dialects. It is, therefore, easy to suppose
that after the Prakrit dialects ceased to be vernacular,

and, indeed, even during their currency, Prakrit writers

may have used in their compositions words formed by
themselves or by others according to the rules given

by Vararuchi. For on the authority of grammatical
rules originally intended to explain words which

actually existed it has, strange as it may seem,

always been the custom in India to form words and use

them in poetry and prose, somewhat regardless of the

question whether they had ever existed in the speech of

the educated or of the uneducated. But the presence
of such vocables and forms more of the former than

of the latter does not, I think, justify any doubts

as to the legitimacy of the bulk of Prakrit words and

forms, when the greater portion of them are proved
'

to be genuine by the evidenced living vernaculars.

The third consideration is, that a good many of the

Prakrit works are too artificial and difficult in their

style to have been intelligible to vernacular audiences

or readers. This is a fault of the writers, and not so

much of the language. We must not forget, that nearly
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all who wrote Prakrit were Sanskrit scholars, and

it may be said that we have probably no Prakrit com-

positions the works of purely vernacular Prakrit writers.

It was, therefore, inevitable that learned Sanskrit

poets and prose-writers should have introduced in their

Prakrit compositions forms of style, such as long com-

pounds, to which they were accustomed in the Sanskrit

literature that was valued in their days. Their purely
vernacular readers may nave understood them with

that amount of facility with which educated Marathi

readers understand the Rdmavijaya, the Harivijaya,
and the Pdndavapratdpa of Sridhara, but not to the

same extent that even the uneducated labourer under-

stands the Abhangs of Tukaram.

The fourth ground of suspicion is, that Prakrit

continued to be written long after it had ce*ase"d to be

vernacular. This is undeniable. And in assessing
the value of any given Prakrit work, we have to bear

its age in mind as an important consideration. If, to

hazard a guess, a Prakrit work belongs to this side of

the sixth or seventh century of the Christian era, its

value as a vernacular work is considerably less than

, if it comes from an earlier date. And the nearer we
come to our own times, the more must a Prakrit com-

position be supposed to be written in a dead language
like Sanskrit, indeed, more dead, because, after they
ceased to be understood as vernaculars, the Prakrits

have been less studied and understood than Sanskrit.

The reply to the fifth objection has already been

anticipated above. The most complete grammar ex-

tant is that of Hernachandra ( A.D. 10891174). Much
had existed in Prakrit which was not explained by
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Vararuchi, whose grammar was not intended to be

exhaustive, but merely illustrative of a few prominent
facts. One or two of the Prakrit dialects are disposed

of by him in less than twelve aphorisms of three or

four words each. And even Hemachandrais not much

more exhaustive in his treatment of some of the

dialects. We may remember that Vararuchi must

have had plenty of materials in living speech, if he had

intended to explain the formation of all the dialects,

but Hemachandra could only rely upon the scanty

specimens of written remnants of some of the more

obscure dialects for materials wherewith to form and

illustrate his rules regarding those dialects. Never-

theless the several dialects of Prakrit were growing as

current languages, and were developing themselves

into th.6- modern vernaculars, regardless whether the

grammarians analysed and explained them thoroughly
or only superficially.

The sixth and seventh objections may be considered

together. They are, (6) that the Prakrit works
extant contain too little of truly popular idiom and

phrase, and (7) that they have too few of the non-

Aryan words which the Prakrit vernaculars must have

had, and which the modern languages of India actually

possess. The explanation of this appears to be, that

the Prakrit writers, wherever they hate abstained and

they have largely abstained ^from the use of popular
idiom and non-Aryan vocables, thjey did so in obedience

to a sentiment of very general application, viz., thai

it is not dignified enough for poetry or poetical prose
to contain such expressions. Whenever it was pos-
sible to use a Sanskrit-descended phrase or vocable,
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the preference was always given to such, and tho

too popular phrases and non-Aryan words were

carefully avoided. In Marathi poetry, for example, the

preference has always been given to Sanskrit forms of

speech and Sanskrit-descended words over those of

n on-Aryan or foreign features. Thus math a or sira

(head), is preferred to doken, udara (belly) to pot,

bhumi or bhu'i (ground)^
to jamin, marga or maga

(road) to rasta, netra or nayana (eye) to dola, asana

(seat) to baithaka (though this is from upavishta),

vastra (garment) to kapada, and so forth. In

Moropant's voluminous works vocables derived from the

Arabic or Persian or even other Aryan modern languages
of India are carefully excluded, although when he

wrote towards the beginning of this century, MaWithi

was full of words from Arabic and Persian*. The

sentiment is very general, that poetry would look too

vulgar if it contained words of very ordinary use or

expressions too idiomatic to look like learned or culti-

vated, This consideration is, in my opinion, not in-

sufficient to account for the absence of popular idioms

or of non-Sanskritic vocables from those Prakrit works

that have come down to us. We may observe,

however, that a large number of non-Sanskritic words

have been preserved to us by the lexicographers' and

collected in his Desindmamdld by Hemachandra, and a
*

large mass of them exists in nearly every vernacular

language deriving its ^origin
from Sanskrit.

We may safely believe, therefore, that in spite of a

great many words which the poets formed from Sans-

krit on the analogy of genuine Prakrit derivatives from

Sanskrit, and wmch they used in fheir compositions,

just as Marathi poets have borrowed and freely used
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in their works Sanskrit words merely deprived of their

terminations, the Prakrit works must be regarded
as written in genuine vernacular, if written when

Prakrit was vernacular, and in genuine Prakrit acquired

by study, if written after the language had become a

dead language. The Gaildavaho was probably written

afterthe vernaculars of the present day had already com-

menced their derivation, and were recognised as separate

popular dialects, although many, especially educated

persons, still understood Prakrit ; and the term Prakrit

appears to have still applied to all the different dialects

which were gradually assuming the shapes which they

bear at the present day. Thus the poet says :*
'
all

languages enter this (Prakrit) and all languages take

their. start from this: the waters (i.e., the rivers) enter

nowhere tkan into the sea, and start ('as vapour) from

nowhere else than from the sea.' Even in the present

day most vernacular readers and speakers will under-

stand by Prakrit the modern vernaculars of India,

such as Mara tlii, Gujerathi, Hindi, &c.

THE PEKSONAI, HISTOB? OP VAKTATI.

Nothingf is known under this head beyond what
the poet has himself told us in the present poem. The
first i fact that we know is, that he was at the

court of Yasovarm, .and was his favourite friend,

panayi-lavo, (literally, a particle 'of a favourite

friend), and the head of the-.poets, or poet laureate

(Ka'i-rdya). Then the poet -tellg us that 'the excel-

lences in his extensive narrative compositions still

shine like particles of the liquid nectaij of poetry that

came out from the ocean Bhavabhuti?

.$ This means

* 93. f See Note II. for Jain references to him. J 709.
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that he churned the ocean Bhavabhuti long before

(his lime, ami that whatever excellences there are in Ins

voluminous poems are merely like particles of the nectar

of poetry which ho had obtained when he churned that".

wean. It is clear that the word 'still' fajjavi=adydpi')

proves that Bhavabhuti was not living when Vakpat i

wrote this verse, or, indeed, when he wrote his 'volumin-

ous'* works. The modest>way in which he mentions the

excellences of his poetry by the side of the ' ocean

Hhavahhuti,' has to be understood in this sense, that

though he succeeded in obtaining much * nectar of

poetry' hy churning the ocean, he lias only succeeded in

transferring a low particles of it into his poems which

hut for the particles are, owing to their bulk, so much
chaff in the shape of whatever merits these possess.

We have next to consider what this churning of e the

ocean IJhavabhtttF means. It is true, there is no

word for churning in the original. But how was
* nectar* to come out of the 6

ocean,' otherwise than by
that process by which the gods succeeded in obtaining
t heir u^ctar from the great ocean ? If Vakpati.'churned'

Bhavahhuti, that can only mean that he read his works,
AS- 'churning* cannot properly be understood of the

process of learning as a pupil from a teacher. If> he

did not 'churn* him, that is to say, if we have not to

understand the fig itre in that sense,niggaij<i, (come out)
has to be taken to meavi. that Vfikpati in his younger
days, received from Bfcavabhuti, his excellences of the

art of poetry and that they were as but so many
*

* This epithet furbishes a further argument in favour of mv
conclusion, that the present poem is hut a prelude to a larger work, as

otherwise ' voluminous
1

(r-ii/tula) roulJ not well apply to a poem of
liitle more than twelve hundred couplets.
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'particles of nectar* from an ( ocean of nectar.' This

would necessarily mean that Vakpati was a pupil of

the other. This is not improbable, seeing how very

respectfully he speaks of him. Besides, there is the

distinct mention* in the Tidjataranginl to the effect that

Bhavabhuti was patronised by Yasovarma. A further

argument still exists to prove that Vfikpati was in

personal association with the former in his younger

days either as a pupil, or as a young admirer. That

argument is in the word 'still' ((ijjavi). For if we suppose
that in his youth Vakpati simply read, 'studied, and

learned the excellences of poetry from the works of

Bhavabhuti, and did not learn them by personal com-

munication, the word 'still' would not be necessary, or,

indeed, have any appropriate sense whatever, as tho

ocean of Bhavabhuti's works might have been churned

again. It appears clear to mo, therefore, that Vakpati
had been in his youth' either a pupil or a personal
admirer of Bhavabhflti, who was alive then but had

died since, i.e., the Gaudavaho was written after his

death.

Further, we are told, that Vakpati was well versed in

nydya (dialectics), lyric poetry, drama, and the Puranas,
and c also took delight in reading light and serious

poets, and that lovers of poetry and elegant literature

used to .admire his works.

Lastly, we have the statement that, though' there is

not much merit in Vakpati, he,shines simply because

he is allowed by Sri Kamalayudha to admire him,
that is to say, he is honoured by Kamalayudha with

his friendship; and that he (Vakpati) was an admirer

* See infra, note * on page Ixix.
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of thr works ol .Ivalanamitra, Kimiideva, of tho

nor of t

''

^'ibandhu,

ami -Uandra.* Abo- layudha,
.1 idra much is not

known. The two couplets, where all t n names

just given o<
i

eur, arc not found in the .aere MS.,
and of cour.se not commented upor

!

^ ilaripala, but

are i M ,011 from the two mnnux-' and K, both very

i(oo(l .ind old. If no doubt is to be thrown upon these

two y reliable witnesses, a limit ad quern to the

age of tliese authors, whoever those of them are who
are not yet much known, is provided by the passages.

Verses from the present poem are often quoted by
Hemachandra in his grammar of the Prakrit language.

Thus, for example, under Sutra I. 7, are quoted coitplet

86, 3T^rr^RTT, &c., and couplet 188, Tqirnr ^4"^f%, &Q.;

under Sutra 1. 8 is quoted couplet 319,

&e., under 1. 1 t5 is quoted couplet 410,

and under sutra 1. 6 is quoted n~3t3TrcTr*R"3T } &c. 3 18,

DATE OF YASOVAEMA.

As regards the date of Yasovarma, upon which de-

pends that of Yakpati, the sources of information that
'

might be expected to be available to us are chiefly :

first, the RdjatarangmiofK&lhanai, history of the kings
of Kashmir; second, tables of the dynasties and

t genealogies of the kings of Kanauj; and third, facts

specially relating to kingYasovarma.
There is little available to us from the second and

third sources to help us in fixing the date of Yaso-

varma, though ii is not unlikely that detached facts

under the third s6urce may in future come to be known.
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As far as the account of the Rdjatarangini is concerned,

it may be said that that work incidentally but

unmistakably bears first upon the history of Yasovarmu,

and secondly upon his date. It may not be out

of place here to give a summary of the particulars

narrated by the Rajatarangini which concern the

hero of the Gaudavaho. They are contained in the

account regarding king Lalitaditya of the Karkota or

Naga dynasty of Kashmir. Lalitaditya is described as

having held imperial sway over India, and brought
several trans-Indian regions bordering upon Kashmir

under subjection. He was most powerful and was

dreaded by his enemies. He spent nearly all his life in

expeditions of conquest. He levied tribute from the

eastern kings, by which are probably meant the then

rulers jrf^Oude and Northern Behar, and wore the

turban of victory in the Antarvedi* or the region

between the Ganges and ihe Jamna. After the

subjugation of the eastern kings the very first victory

he obtained was a bloodless one over King Yasovarnm

of Kanauj.f He is described as having in no time

dried him up, even as the powerful sun of the harvest

season dries up a stream that has been flowing down a

hill-side during the previous rains. * The king of

Kamiuj showed himself to be one who eminently knew
what was the best thing to do, when he gave his back

to Lalitaditya, and became his obedient servant. But'

his allies were more proud titan even he was> for the

breeze bearing the perfume of the sandal, though only an

ally of a flower-garden , is taller than the garden itself. *J

It appears that the peace was made bet'Ween Yasovarma

*
JMj., IV, 133. t UU.> IV., 134, J lbid.\ 14
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and Lalitaditja against
* the -wishes of Mitrasarma

the bitter's minister of peace
4 and \var, and that

Lalitaditya's soldiers felt dissatisfied that a treaty was

made between the t\vo kin<_rs before they (the soldiers)

had gratified their desire of fighting by long warfare.

Mitrasarma appears to have indicated his dissent in

the treaty when it was written. Accordingly when
the allies of Yasovarma showed fi^lit, Lalitfiditya

took advantage of the all verse advice of his minister

of peace and war as also of the bellicose attitude of

his army, and, after the unsuccessful opposition of

Yasovarma's friends, deposed the king of Kanauj and

rewarded his own minister with the, fivet great titles.

4

YasovarmA,, in whoso service were the poets J Vakpati,
Bhavabhuti and others, having thus been conquered,
became a dependent of Lalitaditya emplo^d* in pro-
da iining his praises like a court bard. Why say more ?

* The couplets 138 and 139 appear to to be corrupt. Have we to

read as follows ? Even then they do not yield a good tense.

I

1

t Rjj.ir., in.

I The original words are : ^%*fo7rffn3ptf>re^rf^Rrr: I Rift *vff ^Tl-W
rTJ^rjrrref'^rTrJr, which literally means '

poet Yasovarma, in whose
service were

VAkpatjraja, Sri Bhavabhuti and others, etc.' ]>nt
* Yasovarma is not stated either by Vakpati or by Kalhaua or any one

else, as far as I know, to hav^ been a poet. It is highly probable
wt have to read ^f^PFnt ,'. &c., instead of *fNrreiff, &c. Professor
Alax Miiller makes Rajnsri (India: what ran it teach us ? p. 334) a

separate poet, but jio such poet as Rajasri is heard of, and the
GaudavaJio speaks oT Vakpati as VakpatirAja, and not simply Vakpati.
See also FraMdvaJcucJiarifa, XL 465, quoted fu.ther on. "sSri'is a

very ordinary aflix to apply to tjie name of a I)Oet like lihaxabbuti.
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The land of Kanauj from the banks of the Yamuna to

the banks of the Kalika came under his sway, as if it

had been a yard attached to his house. Having thus

subjugated Yasovanna, even as the river Ganges goes
down the Himalaya his army proceeded to the regions

of the Eastern Sea.
5 " Then we are told that he seized

all the elephants in the kingdom of the Gaudas. He
went on conquering one kingdom after another of the

southern peninsula, including the * Seven Konkans,' and

the regions to the west, and, returning to the north,

he subjugated the people of Bukhara, the Bhauttas

and other peoples. Wherever he went he built towns

and cities, and erected temples in them dedicated to

different deities, giving lands for the maintenance of the

temples. To the god Aditya in the city of Lalitapura,

which
tt

hcv> built and named after himself, he gave

Kanauj with territory attached to it.f

Lalitfiditya was a great and good ruler, or rather a

brilliant but generous victor. But Kalhana, with a true

historical instinct, rare to find among the class of

writers to which he belongs, mentions some acts of folly

and injustice of which that king was guilty. Among
the latter it is related that while living in Parihasapura,
a city built by himself, he caused the king of the Gaudas
to be murdered.[; in the Trignimi . The followers of the

Giu.lian king were, the author of the Rajatar'inymi
tells us, wonderfully brave, most "loyal and ready to

give up their lives in avenging the death of their king.
*

R,ij., 148. f Uid. t 188.

% It is probable tins king of tbc Gaudian country and his followers

were Buddhists, as otherwise it is diflicult to understand how the latter

destroyed a Biahmanical temple and reduced the idol to atoms.

\ Raj. II7 . 32o. The text of the euuplet appears corrupt.
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They travelled all the way to and entered Kashmir
under the pretext of visiting the goddess S&rada, and

in a body surrounded the temple of Madhyastha-Deva,
a shrine that was a favourite of Lalitfiditya. The lal ler

being absent in distant regions, the priests of tho

besiaged*temple closed the gates and shut themselves

up within. The Gaudians attacked another god called

Ramasvami and, mistaking it for Parihfisa-Hari or

Madhyastha-Deva, rooted it out and broke it to pieces,

which they threw in all directions. They were, how-

ever, pursued by the soldiers and mercilessly cut down,

glad to die after having taken their revenge. The

Gaudian heroes were as bravo and impetuous, as if

they were Rakshasas, and fell upon the prey, the god
Parihfisa-Kesava or Pari-lulsa-IIari, the most favourite

god of Lalitaditya. The prey was saved by the sacrifice

of tho god Ramasyami.* 'The world was deprived of

the shrine of Rfimasvanu, it is true, and the temple is

still empty and abandoned, but the world is filled with

th'e renown of the heroes of the Gaudian country
who sacked it m revenge of their master's death.'

This is all in the history of king Lalitaditya that

bears upon that of Yasovarma. Lalitaditya, according
to the Rdjat&rangini, must have come to the throne in

695 A. D. He is recorded to have reigned thirty-six

,years, seven mouths, and eleven days, between 095

and 732 A.D. Accordingly, his conquest of Kananj
arid destruction of the sovereignty of Yasovarma, if that

w,as really achieved, must have occurred in the first

ten years or so (}f the eighth century, if not earlier.

Out of the account given in the Edjafarangini we may

*
Raj., 334,
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safely accept as true without any doubt these facts : first,

that Yasovarmfi was a contemporary of king Lalitaditya

of Kashmir ; second, that he did not, when attacked

by the latter in his expedition of conquest, come off

successful, and had to become his vassal, if, indeed, lie

was not entirely deprived of his throne; third, that

Vakpati and Bhavabhuti were poets at his court ;

and fourth, that Lalitaditya reigned foiy thirty-six years,

seven months and eleven days. I say the defeat, if

not the total ruin of Yasovarma by Lalitaditya, may be

accepted as a fact, because Kalhana shows throughout
his part of the Rdjatarangini that he is a safe witness as

to the main facts of his narratives, not only as a com-

piler or chronicler of accounts, which he found in the

old (Chronicles that served as materials for his own, but

even as a critical and discriminating historian. HeO
often relates incidents recorded by the previous chro-

niclers, but does not hesitate to throw doubt on their

character, or even reject them as unworthy of credence,

when he believes that such is the case. It is possible
that the old records, which contained the narrative of

Lalitaditya's reign and his achievements, may have

exaggerated the extent of their greatness. But Kal-

hana^s way of recounting the history of Lalitaditya's

doings in the Doab, and the particulars detailed con-

cerning the treaty at first concluded' between the two

kings, do seem to entitle the..account to be accepted
as true enough in the main. Tp~ these considerations

may be added this one viz., that Vakpati, who began
his Gaiidavak'o with the professed intenfion of narrating
the circumstances, under which Yascwarmfi slew the

king of the Gnu, las, not onl^y ends so far as we vet
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know, without saying anything about the matter,

but has also given* clear indications of doubts \V!K--

thor the slaying of the Gaudian king by Yasovarma

should be narrated at length after all, as if a great

calamity had befallen his hero, which discredited his

renown, and justified hesitation on the part of our

poet, whether he should relate the achievement of his

patron over his enemy,,when he had himself been re-

duced or. been deprived of his throne by a superior foe.

It is somewhat disappointing that Yasovarma's enemy,
the Gaudian king, is not even named by Vakpati; and

niroe so, that Lalitaditya too is described by Kalhana

as having caused a king of the Gaudas to be slain.

This king too is not named, and might either be tho

successor of that one whom Yasovarma killecTor a

king of another part of the Gaudian country.

*
It may

be mentioned in this connection that a king of the

Gaudas is mentioned and named in the narrative

which Kalhana's Rdjatarangini furnishes of the reign
of Jayapida, the grandson of Lalitaditya, whom he suc-

ceeded twelve years after the end of the latter's reigu.

Jayapida is said to have married Kalyani, the daughter
of Jayanta, the king of the Gaudas, and after having

conquered the five Gaudian peoples, to have mac^e his

father-in-law Jayanta supreme king over them all.

Although, hoWever, the duration of tho reign of

Lalitaditya as given by .Kalhana must undoubtedly be

accepted as correct, it, is the opinion of some scholars

that his date does not seem to rest upon the same

firm basis of certainty and accuracy. The date is not,

it is quite tru^, mentioned anywhere by Kalhaiia,

* See 845.
;
also p. xcviii.
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but has to be obtained by calculalion; and although
the results of the calculation, which fix the dates of

many of the kings named by Kalhana, may be as a

matter of fact quite correct as having, to him, rested

on independent evidence not available to us, part of

the materials of that calculation are not quite so

satisfactory in every respect as to put the conclusions

to be drawn therefrom beyqnd all doubt on their un-

corroborated authority. The chief materials from

which the date is deduced are : first, the date of

Kalhana, Sake 1670-71 or A.D. 1148; second, the date

of GoDarda III. who reigned 2330 years before Sake

1070 ; and third, the names as well as the durations of

the reigns of the kings that reigned between those two

poitfis of time. Now, though the date of Kalhana, as

given f)y

c
nimself, must be perfectly correct, the same

cannot be said, it may be urged, of the period that had

passed from Gonarda III. to the date of Kalhana, and

of the durations of the reigns of the kings that had

passed up to the date of Lalitaditya. The names of the

kings and the durations of their reigns, may be given

here, I think, with advantage. They are as follows :

Kings of the Gonarda dynasty. GROUP 1.

B.Ci Ys. ms. ds.

1184 1. Gonarda III. reigned for
35

1149 2. Bibhishana I ...-, 53 6

1095 3. Inclrajit V:... 35

1060 4. Havana /. 30 6 6

1030 5. Bibhishana II 35 6

994 6. Naral. oto Kinnara ,,"39 90
955 7. Siddha "

60

895 8. Utpalaksha ,, 30 6



B. C. Ys. ms. (Is.

864 9. Hiranyjikslm reigned for 37 7

827 10. Hinmyakula .60

767 11. Vasukula 60

707 12. Mihinikulii nick-

named Trikotiha,

(killer of Unco

crores of people) ... ,, 70

637 13. Baka ! 63 13

574 14. KsUitinanda 30

544 15. Vasunanda 52 2

491 16. Narall 60

431 17. Aksba 60

371 18. Gopaditya ,, 60 6

311 19. Gokarna 57 11 ,

253 20. Narendra I. alias -

Khimkliila
'

,, 36 3 10

217 21. Yudbishthira I. ... No period is mentioned.

Total Gonardas, GROUP 1 "1014 9~ 9"

The ViJcramdditya dynasty. GROUP 2.

169 22. Prafcapaditya I , 32

137 23. Jalaukas 32

105 24. Tunjina 1 36

Change of dynasty (

"
Anyakulajo Raja "). ,

69 25. Vijaya,..,. ,,.
800

61 26. Jayeifdra (dynasty

ends) '....w 37

'24 27. Sandhimati alias

Aryaraja (Jayendra's

minister)

Toiat Vikramadityas
and others, GROUP 2 192
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A.D.
24

58

83

118

123

183

204
L

217

517

559

596

682

691

695

The Gonardas restored. GROUP 3. Ys.

28. Meghavatiana ... reigned for 34

29. Pravarasena I. alias

Tunjina II ,, 30
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Deducting the period of 1,878 years, and 4 days
from 2,338* years, 7 months, and 15 days, we get 455

years, 7 months and 11 days before the time of Kalhana

(the end of Sake 1072), or Sake 616 years, 4 months,

and 19 days, or, with the addition of seventy-eight years,

two months and fourteen days, the difference between

the Saka and Christian eras, A.D. 694 years, 7 months,
and 3 days, i.e., the 3rd, of August 695 as the end

of the reign of Tarapida, or, which is the same

thing, as the accession of king Lalitaditya.

Looking, however, over the list, we may observe, that

besides the improbably longf periods assigned to most

of the kings of the first group, eleven out of the twenty-
one kings have figures which are too suspiciously round

(three thirty-fives, six sixties, one seventy ajioT*
one

thirty) to reasonably demand unquestioning credence.

Then we have the fact that the length of the reign of

Yudhishthira I, No. 21, is not mentioned, but has to

be inferred to have extended to forty-eight years
and ten days, from the circumstance that the total

period of the twenty-one kings of the group is stated

by Kalhana at the end of the Taranga. to be one

* As to this period see infrd, note on pages xciii fg.

f Kalhana at the beginning of bis Tarangini mentions fifty-twi/ kings
of whom he names seventeen as those of whom no history had been

preserved, and relegates them to a period anterior to that which

began with Gonarda III.,' nothing but the names, the order and the

monuments of the seventeen kings being known. Is it not highly

probable, that some of these seventeen and some of the unnamed kings

really belong to the first part of our list, and that years which belonged
to them have by ttye predecessors of Kalhana, and after them by
Kalhana himself, begn made to swell the reigns of so many of the

kings of the earlier groups into the suspicious sixties, thirties, thirty-
fives and seventies ?
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thousand and fourteen years, nine months and nine

days. In group 2 there is nothing extraordinary to

raise suspicion, except perhaps the absence of months

and days. The third group at once arrests attention at

No. 35, Ramiditya, who is put down as having reigned
for the extraordinary period of 300 years. It is said

that Ranaditya married the goddess Kali, who was born

as a princess in order to become his wife, and that

through her connection he was enabled to live so long.

It is probable that the period of three hundred years
is like those of which Kalhana tells us the. detailed*

history was lost, and that the name of one king only

who reigned in that period being known, the whole

period was assigned to him. The round figure of 300

yearss, even when assigned to a dynasty lost to history,

or to ahatchy, or to foreign government, or to displaced

kings, is of course such as cannot be accepted as accu-

rate without independent evidence, and it is impossible
to say what was the exact period of which no history

was forthcoming.

The list distinctly improves with the fourth group or

with the beginning of the Karkota or Naga dynasty.
There is in that group nothing that is suspicious.

There the periods of reigns assigned to the kings also

become more and more detailed by the addition of

months and days, and appear to belong to easy and

every-day probabilities by being short.

The remarks I have just made on the defects of the

list up to the end of the third group do not, however,

justify suspicions as to the general correctness of the

periods assigned to the various dynasties or to indivi-

* See Rdj. t I., 11.
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dual kings, especially after the beginning of group *J.

Though we may not feel prepared to accept the cor-

rectness of the periods assigned to the kings in the first

group, there is no reason to doubt that from

Gonarda III. to the revolution which compelled Yudhi-

shthira, I, (No. 21), to quit his capital and go into exile,

the period given by Kalhana, viz., 1,01 4 years, 9 months

and 9 days, is the period that had actually passed.

For Kalhana must have given the figure on the

authority of the previous chronicles, lists of kings,

memoirs and inscriptions which he mentions at the

commencement of his Tarangini, and which he must

have critically examined.* The period assigned to

group 2, as also the reigns given to the six kings

thereof, must likewise be considered to have been based

upon the author's materials derived from 4he same

sources, similarly examined. Whatever may be said

and much can be said against the years of the ten

kings (28-37) comprised within group 3, we may
safely accept as correct the period of 572 years, 6

* That Kalhana did not, in giving the accounts that he has given in

his Turangim, draw upon his imagination but upon ancient traditions,

is shown by the fact that the Si-yu-ki or " the Memoirs of Hiouen-

Thsang" relates, on the authoritiy of ancient Sanskrit books which he

translated, substantially the same story as Kalhana does about two facts

in the history of Kashmir, viz.: 1st, the fact, that that country which

was once the bed of a v-jst lake, came to be miraculously reclaimed, that

'a race of dragons possessed the lake as its presiding spirits, and that even

when the lake was turned into'ihe kingdom of Kashmir the dragons

(Nagas) continued to be its', guardian spirits; and 2nd, that Mihi-

rakula (No. 12) was a cruel king, who was a great enemy of Buddhism,
arid who acquired a ifotoriety for killing people, whether offending or

not, men, women and children. See Raj., I., 25-31
;
291-329. M.,

Stanislas Julien's Memoires de Hiouen-Thsang, Vol. II., pp. 169-170;
and 190-ly?.
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months, and 1 day, which Kalhaiia gives to that group.
The four reigns of group 4 which preceded the acces-

sion of Lalitaditya appear to be free from objection.

There is, therefore, no reason to doubt the correct-

ness of the date of Lalitaditya's accession, A. D. 695,

(which is the date, supplied as above, by the Rdjataran-

gini-t and not A.D. 696 as has hitherto been supposed),
until independent facts are brought forward to show
that it must be set aside in favour of another. General

Cunningham in his learned, laborious and valuable

work, Ancient Geography of Indi ( Buddhist period),*
has adopted a correction of thirty- one years, so that

the accession of Lalitaditya falls, according to him, in

A.D. 727 ( he takes 696 A.D. as the accepted date of

Lalitaditya's accession) instead of in A.D. 695. Myv 4.
J *

esteemed and honoured friend Professor G. Blihler has

accepted this correction on the additional authority of

the Jains, who state that Yasovarma was living in

Samvat 800 or A.D. 744. Other orientalists, Professor

MaxMiillerJ among them, have acquiesced in the cor-

rection on the authority of General Cunningham and
Professor G. Biihler. Any one, therefore, who does not

feel convinced by the view of the eminent scholars just
4

narked, can only venture to differ with them with con-

siderable hesitation. Accordingly I need not apologise
for a somewhat lengthy examination of the grounds of
the correction, and of the reasons which might be relied

upon in favour of the date supplied by the Kashmirhin

chronology. General Cunningham bases his con-

clusion in favor of his correction of thirty-one years on

the following data, viz. :

*
Tages 90, 91, 92. J India : what can it teach us ? p. 334, note 1.
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(1) that \vlien Hiouvn-Thsang, tlio Chinese travel-

ler, entered Kashmir in A.D. 631, the young'r
brother of the king's mother came on to meet

him; that according to the Rdjataranqin/i the

reigning king in Kashmir in A.D. 631 was

Pratapaditya II., but that Pratapaditya' s mother

had no brother, so that there must be a mistake

in the history giyen by Kalhana; probably

Pratapadibya's father Durlabhavardhana alias

Prajmiditya was the reigning king in A.D.

631; that Hiouen-Thsang passed two years in

Kashmir; and that, therefore, Pratfipaditya

must have come to the throne at least three

years after the year 631 A.D.; there is,

therefore, a mistake in Kalhana's chronicles

amounting to three years afe least ;

(2) that according to M. Remusat,* Chandrapida,
the son and successor of Pratapaditya, applied to

the Chinese emperor for aid against the Arabs;
the date of the application is A.D. 713, while,

according to the native chronology, Chandra-

pida reigned "fromt A.D, 680 to 688," which

shows an error of not less than 25 years ; and

(3) that about A.D, 720 the emperor granted
the title of king to Chandrapida; Chandcapida

must, therefore, have been Hying as late as the

previous year A.D.* 719, which makes the error
* in the Kashmiri^n chronology amount to exact-

ly 31 years.
* Noiiveaux Melanges Asiatiques, I., 197, as referred to by General

Cunningham. 1 regrwt I have not been able to see the hook.

f More correctly speaking, the reign of Chandrapida extended from

A.D. 682 to 691. For Hioucn-Thsang on Kashmir, see Note V.
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No\v as regards the first point, it may be observed

that the reigning king in Kashmir in A.D. 631 was

not Pratapaditya, as General Cunningham supposes, but

his father Durlabhavardhana or Prajiiaditya, and

Pratapaditya, according to calculation, did not come to

the throne till towards the close of the year 632 A.D.

The inaccuracy, therefore, of three years based upon
the supposition that Pratapaditya, who had no uncle,

was the reigning prince in A.D. 631* must, it is

clear, be given up as altogether untenable.

As regards the statement that Chandrapida, and

Muktapida alias Lalitaditya applied for aid to the

emperor of China, and that the date of Chandrapida' s

application is A.D. 713, whereas Chandrapida, accord-

ing to JQilhana, must have reigned "from A.D 680 to

688,
"

I find that the reigns of both Chandrapida and

Muktapida are given at great length by the Kashmirian

historian. But during the reign of neither is any
mention made of any trouble by the Mlechchhas, as the

Arabs would be called, nor indeed by any foreign enemy
or invaders. Kalhana frequently mentions such trouble

whenever it has occurred, or even trouble caused by
the neighbouring tribes or enemies immediately beyond

1

*"We must here remember that like most of the dates of Hiouen-

Tfifft.ny this one is
"
approximately inferred" by General Cunningham.

(Sec Appendix A to his Ancient Geography}, and is not given by Hiouerif-

T/txfnif/ himself either in the Si-yutefci (Menioires de Hio'uen-Tksany)

or in the llistoire de la vie de Hiouen-Thsang et de ses voyages dans

riiulc. The Chinese pilgrim may have really entered Kashmir in 62!) or

early in 630 A. L).; or Pratapaditya's accession, though happening during
his stay in the country, has not been noticed* by him. He seldom

concerns himself with the politics of the places he visits, unless they
bear upon those religious matters in which he is interested as a

very pious, faithful, and rather credulous pilgrim.
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the border, but no mention of any foreign invasion,

threatened or actual, is made in the account of the two

kings. It does not appear, that the memoirs from

which he was compiling his account of the two reigns

were meagre or of the nature of summaries. Even

little incidents, involving the grant of compensation
for land taken up for building a temple, is noticed in

the reign of Chandrfipida, This king, besides, was a

devout follower of Brahmanism, and was not a Buddhist,

and is not likely to have applied to the emperor of

China for assistance against any Arab invasion.

Peace, internal and external, is stated to have been

the characteristic of Chandrapida's reign. As regards
the alleged application by Lalit.aditya, that appears
even more improbable. The account of his reign is

particularly detailed, and so full, both as regarcls his in-

ternal and external policy, that it is not credible that

a mention or reference to an invasion of his kingdom

by the Arabs could have been omitted. Nor is it

likely that any invasion by the Arabs could have taken

place or been threatened during his reign, which was

one of aggression all round and full of brilliant victories.

He is described as having carried his arms of con-

quest far beyond the borders of Kashmir towards, the

north and the north-west, and to have died in an ex-

pedition of conque'st towards Persia. No mention is

made of any foreign invasion. M'uktapida was even

more pronounced in his hostility to the religion of

Sakya than Chandrapiia, as is clearly proved by his

having brought away a statue of Buddha as a trophy
from the Gaudian country, and to have made a present

of it to a Buddhist servant of his State, on the Litter
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praying for it, in consideration for the communication

of an engineering secret. I do not think it is possible

that Lalitaditya could have or even need have applied

to the emperor of the Chinese for aid. We have fur-

ther to remember, that if invasions by the Arabs had

taken placo or been threatened both during the reigns

of Chandrapila and of Muktapida, the fact, on account

of its repeated character, would have become so noted,

(the difference between the accession of Chandrapida
and that of Muktapida being barely eight years and nine

months), that it would certainly have been referred

to by the chronicler of the latter's reign, and then

repeated by Kalhana in his own narrative. We must,

therefore, reject as unfounded or mistaken, the state-

ment that Cbandrapida and Muktapida applied to the

emperor of China for Bid against the Arabs, even if we

felt satisfied that M. Remusat correctly restored the

Sanskirt names from his Chinese text, and correctly

"identified them with those of the Kashmir kings.

I am afraid we cannot treat in a better way the

Chinese statement that the title of king was bestowed

by the emperor of China on Chandrapida about the,

year A.D. 720. For, among other reasons, it is not

enough, when we have to deal with such a list of kings
as that given by the Lidjatarangini from Vikramaditya,
No. 36,toUtpalapida, No. 54, merely to say that there

is some mistake amounting to 31 years in the native

chronology, but we must show Where exactly that mis-

take lies. For the periods of reigns of the kings com-

prised in the list just referred to have been given in

considerable detail, presumably after they were verified

by Kalhana by the aid of the 'inscriptions on temples and
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other public buildings erected by those kings, most of

which were extant in his time, as also by the various

chronicles, memoirs, lists and other records, which he

mentions at the beginning of his work.

As regards the Jain statement that Yasovarma was

living in Samvat 800 or A.D. 744, it may be observed

that, so far as we know, there is nothing to make that

statement, even if* it be found to be based upon such

reliable testimony as to be accurate, necessarily

inconsistent with the earlier date of A.D. 695 being,
with the RdjatarangM, assigned to the accession of

Lalitaditya. For Yasovarma may have had a long

reign, beginning from some date anterior to A.D. 695

(a supposition not quite necessary to make) and ending

by some year after A.D. 744. He may have continued
to reign as a vassal of Lalitaditya after his subjugation

by that king, and to reign even after the latter's death .

But as a matter of fact the statements of the Jains

have little or no value at all as bearing upon the date of

Yasovarma, as 1 have shown at considerable length in

a separate note 'already referred to.

,
There is, however, a different way of arriving at the

date of Lalitaditya's accession (A.D. 695), which satis-

factorily proves that the correction of 31 years, which

has been proposer!, cannot be accepted. This method is

*the method of calculating back from the date of the

finishing of Kalh ana's. Rajatarangini to the accession

of Lalitaditya. I call 'this a different method, because

* See Note II. Observe also Professor Max Miiller's valuable

caution: "It should Jje borne in mind that all these statements taken
" from Jain authorities are either of very modern or of very doubtful
" date." (India : What can it teach us ? p. 338).
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the dates and reigns of the kings from Lalitaditya up
to Jayasimha, the contemporary of Kalhana, rest on a

far more sure and certain basis than those of most of the

earlier predecessors of Lalitaditya. This will become

apparent from the following continuation of the list.

Tlie Karkota dynasty continued. GROUP 4.

A.D.

695

732
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A.D.
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A.D. Change of Dynasty. GROUP 5.

857 55. Avantivarma (son of
Sukhavarma son of

Utpala brother of
the concubine above

referred to), from

*[PhAlg. kr. 1] of
31 to AshdM. <s. 3 Ys. ms. ds.

o/59 reigned for 27 4 18

884 56. Sankaravarma, up to

Phdlo. kr. 7 of 77 18 7 19

903 57. Gopalavarma 200
58. Sankata 10

905 59. Sugandha, Queen...
' 200

^^ Dynasty changed.

60. Nirjitavarma alias

Pangu (grandson

of Suravarma). He

hardly reigned not

at all, in fact
when he was suc-

ceeded by his son,

10 years old, named

907 61. Partha, up to Paush.

[kr. 1] of 97, i.e.,

for 19 yrs., 9 ms.

23 ds. less by 4 <yrs. t

ms., 10 ds. of

Gopala, Sankata

* The brackets, which enclose the dates in the list, show that the

day and the month, though not given by Kalhana, are those that can

be infened for convenience of calculation from certain limits from

and to specified by him, within which" certain specified events occurred.
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A.D. Ys\ in-..

find Sugdndhd. t * treignefl for 159 13

923 ...... NirjitavaruaA or Pnngu

O- 1] f,/98, ......... 1 I

924 62, Oliakravarma, up to

Mdyk. [/-. l]o/9. 1100
63, Suravannri, iif)

to

Mdgh. [/tr. 1] of 10 100
...... Piirtlia again, up to

AM.lh.
[/."/. 1] f>/ll 050

936 ...... C b akravarm a ag<t in ,

uptoJyesh.s.SoflS 1 11 23

938 64. Unmattavanti, wp to-

207
years, GROUP 5, e.nd

of the 5M Taranga. 83 4

Dynasty changed. GROUP 6.

940 65. Yasaskara, up to

Bhdtl. kr. 3 of
'2 1

, including

66. ; Varna [a who

re'fined a few days

before Yasas-

kara's,*/eM, ,, 900
949 67. Sangramacleva, up to

PhAlg. kr 10 o/24. 068
950 68. Parvagupta, up to 144
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A.D. -Ys. ms. ds.

951 69. Kshemagupta, up to

Pansh.L[l]of34 treiynedfor863
960 70. Abbimanyu, up to

KM. s. 3 o/48 ... 13 10 3

973 71. Nandigupta, up to

Marg. f. 12 o/ 49 119
975 72. Tribhuvana, tup to

Mdrg.LSofbl... 1 11 23

976 73. Bbimagupta 500
981 74. Didda, Queen, up to

Bhdd. s. S of 79... 22 9 3

Total years, GEOUP 6, end

ofthcbthTarango. 64 23

Dynasty changed. GROUP 7.

1004 75. Sangramaraja, up to

AMdh.kr.lof^... 24 9 8

1029 76. Hariraja, up to Ashadh.

s. S ................. .
22

1029 77. Ananta, up to Kdrt. s.

6 of 39, when he

crowned his son

Kalasa ............... 35 3 28

1064 78. Kalasa, up to Marg. .

s. 6^/65 ...,....; 26 1

1.090 79. Utkarslia and Harslia,

up to Bhdd. s." 5

77 ... ............ 11 8 29

Total years, GEOUP 7, end
c

of the 7th Taranga^ 97 11 27
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Dynasty changed. GROUP 8.

80. Uchchala, up to Ys. ms. ds.

Paush. s. 6 of 37
, reigned for 10 4 1

1113 81. Rarlda alias Sankha ,, 001
H13 82. Salhana, up to ValL

s. 3 of 88 3 26

Dynasty changed.

1113 83.
f Sussala, up lo Phdig.

new moon of 3, in-

cluding 6 ?//cS.,12 ds. of
84. L Bhikshachara 15 9 27

1129 85. Vijayasimha, still

reigning in the 25th

year or A .D. 1151,

'i.e., Sake 1072 22 J)

Total to end of Sake

1072, or A.D. 1151 48 5 25

Now counting back from the date to which Kalhana

carries his narrative, which, for the sake of conve-

nience, we will suppose is the close of the year Sake

1072, we come to the same date to which we came

'before, and regarding the reliableness of which as

based on Kalhana's materials up to Lalitaditya we have

already remarked. Thus :

Ys. ms. ds.

Period from the accession of Lalitaditya

to the end c\f the Karkota

dynasty, or Taranga IV 161 8 26

Do. from the end of the Karkotas

to the entf of Unmattavanti, or

Group 5 83 4
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Period from the end of.Unmattavanti Ys. ms. ds.

to the end of Did da, Queen, or

Group 6 64 23

Do. from the end of Didda, Queen,

to the end of Utkarsha or *

Group? 97 11 27

Do. from the end of Utkarsha up
to the date when Jayasimha
had reigned 22 years or up to

the end of Kalhana's narrative,

end of Sake 1072 j Group 8 ... 48 5 25

Total years up to end of Kalhanas

narrative, end of Sake 1072... 455 7 11

At the beginning of his Rajatarangmi Kalhana says,

that thv^cycle year of the era used in Kashmir was 24,

and that at the time he speaks 1,070 years of the Saka

era had already passed. At the end of his book he says

that the cycle year is 25, and that in the latter year

Jayasimha had from the time of his accession to the

throne passed twenty-two years. Jayasimha came

to the throne on the new-moon day of Phalguna of the

year 3, so that he must have finished his twenty-second

year on the new-moon day of Phalg. 25, or just

a fortnight before the end of that year. If, there-

fore, we suppose that Kalhana began his work in

the early part of the year 24, he took just tw<?

years to finish it. Further! when he says that in

the year 24 of the local cycle 1070 years of the Saka

era had passed, we have taken this to mean that he

began his work in the very early part of that year,

almost on the new year's day ; so that we have got
to deduct the number of 455 years, 7 months, 11
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d;iys from 1072, which tfives us GJG vonrs, 4 nnmths,

19 clays Sake, or the 3rd of August 695, A.D., as tin;

calculation date of Lalitadit ya's accession.*

,

* If we count up all the totals of the whole list of 85 kings, we ihul

that at the end of Sake 1'72 the period of 2,333 years, 7 months, ai <!

15 days had passed from the accession of Gonarda III, But at the

beginning of the cycle year 24", or end of Sake 1070, Kalhatm tell* us

that 2,330 years had passed from the accession of Gonafda III. We
have shown above that he brought his narrative to an end just at the

close of the year 25, so that at the end of that year or Sake 1072 \ve

may say 2,332 years had elapsed. But the total obtained by adding

up the reigns of all the kings is 2,333 years, 7 months, and 15 days,

or 1 year, 7 months, and 15 days more. How is this difference to bu

accounted for? I cannot say exactly. Probably the word j.i/iyas,

(TF7 inverse 53 of Raj. J., where the author says that '[at the

beginning of] the cycle year 24, some 2,330 years had passed,' has to

be understood to mean 'some, more or less, hy a few months and days'.

We must suppose that when Kalbana wrote the above verse, he was

not quite sure how many months and days, more or less, than the

round figure of 2,330 years, the total of all the kings would come to,

and that leaving it to be gathered from all the totals when he should

have finished his work, he secured himself against small inaccuracies by
the use ofprdyas. This must have been the case, because the materials,

which he had before him, and into the details of which lie was to

examine as he would come to describe the perio 1 of each king or of

each group of kings, showed differences from each other, as to the

exact period that had elapsed from the accession of Gonarda III.,

though we may suppose they did not'bbow very wide divergencies on

the subject. If this view is correct, we must presume that the other

numbers of years he mentions as having passed from the beginning of

the Kali age, or as having >been taken by the fifty-two kings whose

history was lost, c., ( Rcij., I.,'<f8-5G), were mentioned subject to such

correction. The only other, alternative which might explain the

difference of 1 year, 7 months, and 15 days is the supposition that in

group 3 the numbers K)f years given to the ten kings may be mistaken

to that extent. This supposition becomes probable from the fact, that

the total of the ten reigns is not given in words at the end of the third

Taranya which contains their history, as is the cac with e\ery other
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When the date of the king from whom we start,

viz., Gonarda IIL, and the date up to which the nar-

rator brings us are known, when* the period between

the two dates is also known, and lastly, when the

periods of the reigns of the kings who reigned during

that period are given, the date of any king in the list

must of course be the same whether counted up from

the beginning or back from the end; and I am aware

that objection may be taken to the importance I attach

to the agreement between the dates obtained above by
the methods referred to. But the support I seek is from

the fact that the part of the list, over which we go in

counting back from the date of Kalhana, is made up of

dates and periods obviously so unassailable on account

of their details, as also on account of the very detailed

and apparently reliable account given of the reigns 'of

the kings, that the result of the count-back must

be accepted as independent and unassailable, unless

undeniable facts are brought forward to justify any

suspicions of. error.

Those that accept the correction of thirty-one

years have to show how the mistake of such a period

is to be adjusted ; that is to say, they have to show
c

where it occurs in the list of kings, and how the list is

to be corrected throughout. If it occurs anywhere
in that portion of the list which precedes the reign of

Lalitaditya, and if they accordingly bring down his ac

cession by thirty-one years, they will have to alter all

the dates of the kings subsequent! to Lalitaditya even up

group. If this supposition be correct, it is only a collation of

different manuscripts of the Rdjatarangim and a carefully prepared

new edition of that valuable book a great desideratum that can be

expected to explain the difference. On the Rdjatarangim, see Note I IT.
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to Jayasimha,the contemporary of Kalhana. I feel sure no

<>m> will seriously venture to do this, as no one can assert

that all the dates of the kings, from Jayasimha back to

where the mistake may be supposed to have occurred

before the time of Lalitaditya, are wrong including

Kalhan-a's own date, in fact. As for the post-Lalita-

ditya part of the list, I do not see the likelihood of a

mistake of thirty-one ye.ars occurring anywhere in

it. It is this fact which attaches especial value to

the agreement of the date of Lalitaditya, obtained

by the two ways of counting which I have mentioned

above. Differing, therefore, very reluctantly from

General Cunningham and my friend Professor G.

Btihler, I venture to hold that in all that the former

has urged, or in all that may be derived from the

statements of the Jains, no such facts as wftl justify

any suspicions of error have been brought forward,

and my conclusion, therefore, is that A,D. 695

is the correct date of the accession of Lalitaditya.*

Yasovarma must, accordingly, have reigned in the

latter part of the seventh and the first part of the eighth

* My friend Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar's statement

in his preface to his valuable edition, 1876, of the Mdlatimddhava

in the Bombay Sanskrit Series, p. 9, that Lalitaditya reigned, according

to General Cunningham, from 693 A.C. to 729 A.C., appears based

upon some mistake, unless my friend was referring to some other

Vriting of -that scholar than his Ancient Geography of India. The

date given at p. 245 of Prinsep's' Indian Antiquities, Vol. II., under the

name of General Cunningham, must be considered as obsolete in 1876,

as the Ancient Geography had been published in 1871. See also.

General CunninghanVs Arch. Surv. of India, 1873, Vol. III., p. 135.

Professor Max Miiller says (India : What can it teach us ?) that we

may for the present be satisfied with 700 A.D. as the date of Lalitti-

ditva's accession. But this satisfaction rests merely on an assurance.
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century. As wo must suppose that lie had finished

his own expedition of conquest and slain the king of

the Gaudas before he was himself overthrown by

Lalitaditya, and, as Lalitaditya's victory over him was

one of the earliest achievements of that sovereign, it

would follow that some considerable portion of his

reign must have fallen in the latter part of the seventh

century.

This is the date which is obtained through the

Rajataranglnl. No data are to be had at present
from dynastic lists and genealogical tables relating to

the kings of Kanauj, nor from any independent facts

relating to Yasovarma.* We must, therefore, be con-

tent at present with the results arrived at from a study
of the chronicles of Kashmir.

*-CJ

WHEN WAS THE POEM WRITTEN?

As to the question, when the QniidavaJio was

written, it appears to me that there are certain facts

in the poem which seem to answer it, and to show

that it was composed long after the destruction of the

king of the Gaudas by Yasovarma, if, indeed, not after

the (leath of Yasovarma himself. I make this latter

suggestion as it occurs to me in consequence of the

fact, thatvit is not Yasovarma that commands the poet
to chronicle the facts of his victory over the Gaucjian

king, nor i$ it the poet himself
t
who undertakes the/

work of his own motion to^please his master. The

circumstances under which he ^commences the work

have already I been set forth before. But we may

prominently recall to our memory a few of them here.

* In one or t\yoVinscriptions a king Yasovigraha is mentioned, but

there are no materials to identify him with Yasovarmu. See also Note II.
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When the poet commences to relate his own personal

history he tells us: 'Now of that monarch, who placed

all the burden of the world upon the firm pillar of his

arm, there was an humble favourite named Vappairaya

(Vukpafci-raja), having the title of Kavi-raja.'* Mark
the verb in the past tense 'there was.' Does not this

indicate that when the poem was written, Yasovarma

was dead? In narrative style the present tense is

often used in place of the past, but the reverse is not the

practice. Let us proceed, however, to another passage.
* Then he (Vappai) was addressed by certain persons
fond of poetry, as they sat conversing together, and as

the conversation turned on the stories ofgood men, and

as their eyes sparkled with wonderment, 't as follows ;

we ' wish to hear sung by you at full length the death,

as it was formerly accomplished, of the king of the

Magadhas by Yasovarma. 'J The adverb, which I have

italicized, requires an explanation. For if at the time

that the lovers of poetry are addressing Vakpati, some

years had not elapsed since the ' death of the king
of the Magadhas was accomplished by Yasovarma,'
the simple past tense (nitthavio, literally,

' made to lie

down,' killed) would have been sufficient. The addition

of piird, formerly, appears to indicate that a consider-

able time had passed since that event took place,.

Indeed, purd is usually used to indicate a past time

b^-uce which many important events have taken place,

or \many ages have gene by. In this case the latter

supposition is out of the question. If the former must
be the case, are vfe not rather to suppose that besides

the defeat and reduction of Yasovarma by the king

* 7 (J7. f8CM. 844..
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of Kashmir, the event of his own death had also

occurred ? That the latter had happened, and that the

former was still somewhat prominent in people's

memories, seems hinted at in the following couplets.
'

Thereupon/ i.e., on being asked to narrate the

history of the Gaudian king's death, 'he (Vakpati),

gently smiling and manifesting goodness, spoke as

follows, because the hearts of the pure are ever opposed
to a spirit of cavilling.'* If I understand this pas-

sage aright, does it not imply that the poet could,

having regard to the loss of estimation which Yasovar-

ma had suffered through his defeat at the hands of the

king of Kashmir, have hesitated to comply with the

request, if he had not allowed sadbhdva, goodness, to get
the upger hand of him? Do not, further, the words

of the second line show that whatever other people

thought, he at all events was free from the spirit of

cavilling at the proposalt ? Lastly, when the poet

promises his interlocutors that he will narrate the

story of the death of the king of the Gaudas by the

hand of Yasovarma, the poets, i.e., his interlocutors,

sing a panegyric of Yasovarma, { which ends thus :
' In

this manner at that moment were uttered by the-

poets praises of address of the virtues of the monarch

(Yasovarma), which, though they were really absent,

appeared to be present, because they were imagined to

have presented themselves there.
'

This appears oO

* 845. f See also 98, where the poet speaks of his heart as

'stopped and pained/ as he commenced to narrate the story of Yaso-
varma. What should have *

pained' and 'stopped' it, except the sense
of Yasovarma's misfortunes and his death? Tfien he says, his heart
felt happy. This seems to refer to his sense of- gladness that he was

going- tj sing the glory of his kind master, though no longer alive.

I 1194. 1204.
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mo almost conclusive that Yasovarma had been dead

at the time, as otherwise the virtues of a living mo-
narch could not be spoken of as ' absent' by his own

subjects, and in all probability his dependents. Nor
is the praise of the poets a praise of the virtues of the

monarch personified, but is addressed to the monarch

himself. There is an earlier passage also which

would seem to tend in the, same direction as the later

passages just quoted, Having described how the dam-
sels of heaven felt enamoured of Yasovarma when they
saw him fight bravely in the field of battle, Vakpati
sums up thus :

' The young wives of the gods, in

whom the passion of love was in this manner excited

by the pleasure they felt at the sight of his fighting on

the battle-field, are, I believe, still love-sick in their

hearts.'* Here again the word 'still' (ajjav^'/appears
to imply, that it is no longer possible for * the young
wives of the gods' to gratify their eyes by witnessing
the fighting on the battle-field by Yasovarma, that is

to say, that Yasovarma was no longer alive. If it

were otherwise, the simple verb the present tense

used in the sense of the past would have been sufiz-

.cient. The addition of still
'

would appear to be

unnecessary even if it be supposed that Yasovarnm
was alive, but was no longer fighting. The fighting
referred to in the passage quoted is not that of any

particular occasion, but .all fighting generally by the

monarch. The expression still
'

can, therefore, only
refer to a state of circumstances under which any fight-

ing whatever by;him had become impossible, i.e., he

had been dead. ,

*> 113.
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It seems, therefore, highly probable that since

Yasovarma slew the king of the eastern country* many
years had passed, a number of great events had

occurred, including his own defeat by the stronger
monarch of Kashmir and his own death, and that

Vakpati, in spite of the misfortunes which had over-

taken his master and patron, and which had lowered

him in the estimation of the world, began his poem
*

having a great beginning
'
to celebrate the great event

of that monarch's reign, in consideration of his sense

of the many royal favours he had received from him,

but that he was either not able to finish that poem, or if

he did finish it, it has not yet come to light, or, have we

unfortunately even to say it has not descended to

our times ?

The above considerations lead us to infer that the

GaiidavaJio was probably written in the-first quarter of

the eighth century or between A.D, 700 and A.D. 725.

For Yasovarma must have slain the Gaudian king long
before he was himself deprived of his throne by Lalita-

ditya, which event must have occurred, if it did occur,

in the very early part of the eighth century, as it

was the first exploit of the Kashmirian king after*

he came to the throne in A.D. 695.

SUMMARY or FACTS KNOWN BEFORE A.D. 700.

As the GaUdavaho that is 'now being placed before

the public is one of the very few works of Indian

literature, of which the date is fortunately known, and

as it fixes the date at least of one* other important
Sanskrit author, viz., the great drarriatist Bhavabhuti,

it will, I think, be of interest- to summarise here some
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of those facts and ideas which occur in the poem, and

in finding the earliest date of which we have not yet
been altogether successful. As the tendency is very
common to bring the origin of Indian facts, beliefs,

and events rather too near to our own time, it is of

some importance to have incontrovertible dates for

some of them.

The Pauranic idea that Brahmadeva was born in the

lotus that arose from the navel of Vishnu, and that ho

lives there.'

Hari or Vishnu is the only one that survives the

periodical destruction of the world.

The following avataras and gods are mentioned :

The Man-Lion incarnation ; the Boar incarnation ;

Vamana ; the Tortoise ; Mohini; Krishna; Balabhadra,

(of Sesha) ; Madhumatha ; Siva (with the three eyes,

the clotted hair, his destruction of Kama, the story of

the Kirata, his having killed Kama and having drunk

the poison, Kumara his son being a strict bachelor) ;

Gauri (with the story of her having killed Mahishasura

and being thus identified with Chamunda and Kali of

skull-necklaces) ; Sarasvati, the daughter of Brahma ;

Ahivarahaha ; Ganapati ; Lakshmi, as she started forth

from the churned ocean ; Ganga on the head of Siva.

Sesha, the great snake, supports the earth on his head.

Yasas or glory is white.

The Ganges (Bhagirathi) wanders in the three worlds.

The mountains haJJ formerly wings. They were

afterwards chopped away by Indra, by means of his

vajra (thunderbolt) which worked like an intelli-

gent ally.

When a king is reduced to submission, the victor
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enjoys a bath with his damsels
iji the bathing ponds

(vdpis) or oblong wells of the
conquered one.

When the periodical destr uc tion of the universe

occurs, Hari is the only survivor, and he is then in the
form of an infant boy. /

Yama rides on a buffalo./

The Apsarases ply
tjhej/h

amaras over indra .

I he treasures of Ki^ke^ a're guarded by snakes, and
do not move except a(g an omen Of Divine favour.

-

-"<*<. ^- *^

The widows $t all events of the Kshatriya race, did

not shave their
tijieads,

but neglected to dress and adorn

their hair with ffowers, jewels, &c.

The elephant'svforehead produces pearls.

Arjuna (i.e., Sa^iasrarjuna), had a thousand arms.

The horse was originally produced from the Hima-

laya.

It was a custom for kings to undertake expeditions

of conquest without any provocation, it seems, against

kings with whom they had no friendship, as soon as

the monsoons were over and the time to reap the

early crops arrived.*

The Vindhya mountains were full of large herds of

elephants.

The temple in the Vindhyas dedicated to Kali or

Vindhyavasini devi, was an important one. She WPJ

identified with Parvati, and spoken of as Cha^di,

Narayani, Kalyam, Sankari, Bhagavati, Sabari, Devi,

*
Or, as Bana says, at the commencement of the year according to

the era of Vikrama: ^^JWj^ffr^sr^n^^rrS^rriTJTr^ar ?W\^3 [3-

^TTftfWi ^T^T^'R" f^^rrrff^TI^T^T'T'ri^r^T^' ^T ;r^T ;Ci:)T1^ &c. Harshackarita

VI.
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MaliishAsura-matham, and Bhairavi. The gateway of

her temple contained many bells. The temple was

surrounded by swarms of bees. The door was covered

over with stains of blood of the sacrifices offered. She

had a necklace of human skulls. There were peacocks

round her temple. Human sacrifices were offered to

the goddess. The flesh of human beings was exposed
at night about her temple,for sale to those who wished

to offer it to her. The temple was adorned by many
red banners, probably the offerings of devotees. It was

visited by jackals in search of the flesh and blood lying

about the steps. The goddess was identified with the

lightning, into which the infant daughter of Vasudeva,

smashed by Kamsa, turned herself. Devotees shaved

their heads and offered the hair to the goddess. The

lamps in the inner shrine burned dimly. When a

human sacrifice was offered, the women of the Kolis (a

race of aborigines), hurried up to obtain a sight of the

victim, as he was being slaughtered. Victims were

slaughtered daily before the goddess, and streams of

blood flowed through the temple-yard. The Sabaras

who inhabited the Vindhya forests had for their

f
clothing merely a few leaves covering their loins.

Forest recluses (munayas) lived in the caves of the

Vindhyas surrounded by the arjuna trees with their

hanging blossoms,' and by kutaja bushes in flower.

JMio people living m the Vindhyas used to store

grain, as is still done in parts of India, in high cylinder-

shaped bambu OP wicker baskets (Jcusiila), and to keep
dried flesh on the. tops thereof, that it might be used by
them in the rains. The dust of the stored
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issuing from the mouths of the granaries heightened
the smell of the flesh, and, when the heavy continuous

rains confined the people to their homes, the strong
smell of the flesh made them joyous.*

The women in the Deccan adorned their hair with

the ketaki flower.

Ravana, the king of Lanka, cut his heads and offered

them to Siva to gain his favour. Vali seized him and

held him, immense as he was, under his armpit and

walked about on the shore.

The Parasikas (occupying some part of Kathyawad
or Sind ?) were conquered by Yasovarma. When the

blood ran to their faces, it appeared blue.

The arms of warfare mentioned are, (1) the sword

karavdkt, axi ; (2) the many-edged sword, Jchadga ;

(B) the spear, bhalla; (4) the bow and arrow, d/ianus

and Idna ; and (5) the disk, chalcra.

King Prithu wished to measure the earth enclosed

between the eastern and the western seas. He
removed the mountains, and pushed them to be near

each sea, and then measured the space thus cleared.

Narmada, (the presiding deity of the river of thafe

name), once conceived love for the royal sage Kartavirya,

but her love was not requited by him-

The myth of the churning of the ocean by the gods,

and the jar of nectar, &c., taken out therefrom. ..
,

The wilds and deserts of Marudesa (Marvad) con-

tained lions and elephants.

Srikantha, of which Thanesar wa's the capital, was

* 377.
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the district where Janamejaya performed the

sacrifice to avenge tlie wrongs of his father.

Duryodhana is called a fool for having wished to

hind Kris! ina, who had bound the whole world with

the fetters of Maya.
It was quite proper that Bhima smashed the thigh

of Duryodhana.

Ayodhya, the city of Harischandra, ascended with

him bodily into Heaven.

The jars of copper, &c., holding treasure and buried

under-ground were secured with chains, apparently to

prevent them from shifting their ground, as was believed

they often did.

It was apparently a custom with victors to take away
the harem of their conquered enemies, and make them

perform the duties of menials, such as plying the

chamara, &c.

The beloved spouse of Surya (the sun) could not

bear the effulgence of her husband, and went away
from him. So Surya, in order to reduce his excessive

effulgence, planed off his body with a file.

9
The city of Kanauj was also called Gadhipura.

The moon was created from the eye of Atri.

Balarama, the brother of Krishna, was much given
to drink and get intoxicated.

nnakya was the performer of great and brave and

unexpected events. *

When a king had brought to a victorious issue an

expedition undertaken with a view to subdue his

neighbours, he was coronated with victory, i.e., he

performed a ceremony in which he was crowned with
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victory. The name of the ceremony was vijaydbhi-

sheka.

In conclusion, I confess 1 have spent a great deal

more time on this work than I had any idea I should

have to, when I undertook the edition. But I do not

believe the time has been wasted. I sincerely believe

Vakpati is a poet who ought not to lie unnoticed. His

originality and his lively poetical imagination, and his

very terse style entitle him to the attention of the

general reader, to say nothing of the historical merit

of his work, and the philological value attaching to his

language. And although I may not have succeeded in

giving to the public a good edition of his commentator,
I have no reason to fear that his own text has not been

as well, restored as was possible under the circum-

stances ; and if I succeed in bringing him to the notice

of the lover of poetry, 1 shall not have worked in vain.

May his merits be recognised by the reader !

S. P. P.

Simla, 18th July 1886.



NOTE I.

KANAUJ.

So little is known about the ancient history of

Kanauj, though one of the most flourishing cities of

aucient India, and so meagre is the narrative of

genuine details about Yasovarma in the fulsome

panegyric of Vakpati, that the account which Hiouen-

Tlisang has given about the kingdom of Kanyakubja

(about 640 A.D.), as he found it some forty or fifty

years before the time of Yasovarma, and which was

then under the celebrated Harshavardhana, the patron
of the poet Bana-bhatta. may be translated here

without much apology.
" The kingdom of Kanyakubja is about 670 miles in circum-

"
ference. The capital is in the vicinity of the Ganges ;

it is

" over three miles long and a little less than a mile in breadth.
" The towns are defended by solid walls and deep moats.
" There are many towers and pavilions ; groves in flowers, and
"
lakes and tanks of which the water is pure and transparent

"
like a mirror. The bazars are full of the rarest merchandise of

"
foreign countries. The inhabitants are rich and happy, and

," every caste rolls in wealth. Flowers and fruits abound

vywhere, cultivation a*nd harvest take place at regular
"

limes. The climate is temperate. The manners of the people
" are sincere and honest. The inhabitants have some noble
" and graceful traifp of character ; they wear clothes of satin of

" a brilliant colour. They apply themselves ardently to the
"

cultivation of literature
; they speak with clearness and discuss

" with subtlety. One-half follows the true doctrine (Buddhism)*,
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"the other half attach themselves to error
( Brain-nanism).

11 There are a hundred monasteries, which contain about six
1 c thousand monks, and where they study, at the same time, the
" doctrines of the great and small vehicles.* There are about
" two hundered temples of the gods and several thousands of
" heretics

(
Brahman priests) .

"In the age when men enjoyed extraordinary longevity, the
" ancient capital of the kingdom of Kanyakubja was called

"
Kusumapura. The king was snrnamed Brahmadatta.

" Thanks to the virtue and wisdom which he had possessed in
" his former existence, he was endowed this time with great
"

civil and military talents. His power caused all Jambudvipa
"

(India) to tremble, and the renown of his name caused
" terror among the neighbouring kingdoms. He had a
" thousand sons full of sagacity and bravery, and a hundred
"
daughters of charming beauty.

" At that time there was a Rishi who lived on the banks of

" the Ganges. For many times ten thousand years, he kept
" his soul plunged in contemplation; his body resembled a
" dried up tree. One day some passing birds which perched
"

in that place let a fruit of the Nyagrodha tree drop on the
" shoulder of the Rishi. After many summers had succeeded
"
many winters, the fruit produced a large and bushy tree.

t{ At the end of a great number of years the Rishi awoke at
ce last from his contemplation. He wished to uproot that tree
" but he feared lest he should thereby destroy the nests of

u

" the birds. The men of that time exalted his virtue and
" surnamed him. the Rishi of the great tree (Mahavrikshaf

"Rishi?) The Rishi directed his eyes towards the banks of

"the river (Ganges); afterward? walking in the groves,. ^j
'* saw the daughters of ibe king who were marching one af ,er

" another and dallying together. The love of the world of

* Two schools of Buddhistic doctrine so called, TUaHdyami and Hinaytina.

f It is more probable that ' MahAkuta '

or '

Mahanaga
'

is the name alluded

to by the Chinese traveller and not, a^ suggested by his French translator,
'

Mah&vriksha,' which as a name sounds unlikely.
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" desires .-iwuke in him, and sensual appetites inflamed his
"

heart. Then, pointing with his finger towards the city of
" flowers (Kusumapura)j he wished to go and wait upon the
"
king in order to ask for one of his daughters.

"The king, apprised of the Rishi's arrival, himself went forth
"

to receive him, and spoke to him thus in a benevolent tone :

" ' Great Rishi, you have placed your affections outside the

"creation
;
how can you act so lightly ?

'

" '

Sire/ replied the Rishi,
' after having remained, during a

"
great number of years, in the bosom of the forests, I came

"out of the extacy of contemplation. As I was walking and

"throwing my looks everywhere I saw the daughters of Your
"
Majesty, and the fire of love kindled itself in my heart. I

'' come to you from a long distance for asking you for one of
" them.'

" At these words the king showed extreme embarrassment.
" '

Now/ said he to the Rishi,
'

you may return to your abode,
" and please return on the day of the nuptials/ The Rishi
"
obeyed the order ofthe king and went back into the forest.

' The king asked his daughters one after another, but none
" of them wished to respond to the wishes of the Rishi.

" The king feared the puissance of the Rishi, and consumed
" himself with sorrow and grief. The youngest of his daugh-
A

ters having watched a moment when the king was free
"
spoke to him thus in a calm tone: 'the king, my father, poss-

"
esses a thousand sons, and all the kingdoms are happy to

"
obey his laws; why does he consume himself with sorrow and

"";>''iief,
as-if he had something to be afraid of?

7

"V The Rishi of the grea'i tree/ replied the king,
' has deigned

" to throw his eyes upon you. and to ask me for a spouse, but
<(

you have all disdained to respond to his wishes. The Rishi
"

is very powerful, and he can, if he wishes, call up good luck
" or bad luck. If he does not obtain the object of his desires,
" he will certainly give himself 'up to rage, and will destroy niy
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''
kingdom, and abolish the sacrifices* of my ancestors, in a

" manner that my disgrace will reflect upon our first king.
" I think seriously of these misfortunes, and am truly very
" much trembling.

'

" His young daughter made her excuses to him and spoke

to him thus: '

give up your deep sorrow; we alone are to

" blame. I desire to sacrifice my sorry person for prolonging
" the duration of your dynasty/
" At these words the king was transported with joy, and

"
gave orders that his chariot should be made ready to conduct

" her to her spouse. When he arrived at the hermitage of

" the Rishi, he offered him his thanks, and spoke to him :

' Great

et

Rishi, since you have condescended to lower upon the world

"
your noble affections which used to soar out of the world, I

(l venture to offer you this young daughter for your spouse.'
" The Rishi, having looked at her, showed visible displeasure-
" '

Sire/ said he,
f
it is in contempt for my old age that you

" wish to marry me to this ugly girl.'

" ' I interrogated my daughters one after another/ returned
" the king,

' but they were unwilling to respond to your wishes.

" There was only this young daughter who expressed the

44 desire to become your servant/

<c The Rishi became enraged and pronounced this impreca-
f( tion :

'

May the ninety-nine others become hunch-backed this

"
very instant. In consequence of that deformity they will

" never be able to marry in their life.'

61 The king having sent to verify the fact, they were already
" hunch-backed. Since thatf event the city changed its name
" and was called Kanyakubja, that is to say, the city of the
" hunch-backed daughters.

' J

* The abolition of the sacrifices a systeni of religion to which the 3rah-

mans were from time immemorial devoted wag a punishment which

Buddhists in power, real or imaginary, were most prone to inflict, and which

is frequently alluded to in many similar passages in Hiouen-Thsang' s works.

f Kalhana appears to allude to a similar legend, though it is not a Buddhist

Rishi but Marut (the wind, or wind -god ?) that causes the daughters to be

hunch-backed. Rdj., IV., 134.
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10 present king is of the Vaisya* caste; his title is

" Harshavardlmna ;
he reigns and possesses all the territory f ;

" one counts three kings in two generations. The title of

"
his father was PrabhakaravardhanaJ ; his eldest brother was

"
called Rdjavardhana. Rajavardhana ascended the throne in

" his capacity as the eldest son, and governed in a virtuous

" manner. At that time, Sasanka, king of the kingdom of

" Karnasuvarna in Eastern India, said every day to his minis-

" ters :
' when in the neighbourhood there is an able king, it

"
is an ill-luck to the kingdom.' Thereupon he attracted

" him perfidiously to a place of meeting and killed him.

" The people of ||Kanyakubja having lost their prince, the
"
kingdom became a prey to disorder. Then a minister

* General Cunningham thinks Hiouen-Thsang was misled here. Arch. Surv.

of India, Vol. I. The affix
'

Vwdhana,' however, shows that the Chinese pilgrim

was most probably right. The Karkotakas of Kashmir, descended from a Kayas-

tha, were Vaisyas, and a ffixed
' Vardhana '

to their names, as ' Durlabha-

vardhana,' &c.

t This shows that Hiouen-Thsang is speaking of a time when Harshavar-
dhana had already conquered Knyakubja, which event did not take place
until after some years after the murder of Rajyavardhana. But when he

says one counts three kings in two generations, which implies that Prabha-
karavardhana and Rajyavardhana had reigned in KAnyakulja, he apparently
shows that he was misinformed. (See further on.) In fact Hiouen-Thsang
ignores throughout his narrative the fact, that Prabhakaravardhana and

Biljyavardhana reigned at Thanesar and not at Kanyakubja, and that it was
Harshavardhana who reigned at K&nyakubja. In his account of the kingdom of

Thanesar he does not mention that any of those kings reigned there. In fact

he says nothing about who the king of Thanesar was at the time of his visit to

that kingdom.

Prabhakaravardhana would at first sight appear to be a very unlikely
name. But Bana confirms it (see further on), and though Hiouen-Thsang't

trai^ '-^ration is defective, M. Julien's explanation Taugmentation de (rather,
la ptfc-sonne qui augmente) celui

<jui procure 1'eclat' of the Chinese phrase gives
its exact import. The name has reference to the fact that its owner was a

great worshipper of the sun.

This ghould be Rajyavardhana. (See further on.)

|| This, too, ia based tfpon the mistaken notion that the kingdom of Kanya-
kubja belonged to and was ruled by Harshavardhana' s father and brother before
he succeeded to it.
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<f named Bani* who enjoyed much influence spoke thus to his

"
colleagues : the destiny of the kingdom is going to be decid-

" ed to-day. The eldest son of our first king is dead; the
" brother of that prince is benevolent and humane, and Heaven
" has endowed him with filial piety and respect. By the im-
<e

pulse of his heart he will love his relations and will have

confidence in his subjects. I would desire to see him inherit

" the kingdom. What do you think? Let each one of you
"
speak his sentiment/

" As all admired his virtue, nobody advised differently.
" Then the ministers and the magistrates exhorted him to
{t mount the throne :

c

Royal prince/ said they to him,
'

be
"
pleased to listen to us. Our first kingf had accumulated

" merits and amassed virtues, and he had reigned with glory.
" When Rajavardhana had succeeded him, we thought that he
" would go to the term of his career. But by the incapa-
f<

city of his ministers he went to throw himself under the sword
" of his enemy ;

that has been, for the kingdom, an incalculable

" dishonour. It is we who are culpable. Public opinion shines

" in the songs of the people, and everybody submits himself
"

sincerely bo your brilliant virtue. Reign, therefore, glori-
<l

ously over the country. If you can avenge the injuries of

< e

your family, wash the shame of the kingdom, and illumine
" the heritage of your father, what merit will be comparable to

"
yours? We pray you, do not repulse our wishes/

" ' From all time,' replied the prince royal,
' the heritage 01

" a kingdom has been a heavy burden. Before ascending the

(i
throne, one ought to reflect maturely. As for myself I

"
possess, in truth, only mediocre virtue; but to-day as my

<f father and my brother are no more, if I refuse the heritage
" of the crown, shall I be able thereby to do good to the people ?

" It is just that 1 should obey public opinion, and that I should

* This is the same as Bhandi, the son of the sister of the king's mother,

mentioned by Bana. In the vernacular the name must have been pronounced

BhSndi (the u representing a mere nasalization of the a), from which Blmni

or BSni is an easy corruption for a Chinaman to make.

f That is, the head of the dynasty, the father of Rajyavardhana.
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^
forget my weakness and ineapacit on the ban 1

;

" the lianges,'- there is ;i statue of Avalokitesvara IJndhi--

lie works many miracles I desire to go and pray to him.'

" He repaired soon to the statue, abstained from food, and
kt oll'ered fervent ]>!'ayers. The Bodhisatva, touched by tho

"
sinceril v ot'liis heart, appeared to him in person and quest ioned

u him thus:
' Wliat do you ask with such pressing entreaties?

1

" '
I have only gathered round me misfortunes/ replied the

ei

prince royal;
4 I have lost my father, who was good and affec-

"
donate, iind my eldest brother, model of sweetness and

"
humanity, has been detestably massacred. His death has

ii for me a double chastisement. I see myself that I

" have; little virtue; nevertheless the inhabitants of the king-
u doin wish to elevato me to honours, and demand that I

" should succeed to the throne for illumining the heritage of
"
my father. But as my mind is obtuse and devoid of kuow-

"
ledge, I venture to pray for your saintly opinion/
66 Tho Bodhisatva said to him,

' In your former life you lived
" in this forest; you were the Bhikshu of the hermitage and
"
you acquitted yourself of your duties with indefatigable zeal.

".In consequence of that virtuous conduct, you have become
" the son of the king. The sovereign of the kingdom of
"

Ivtirnasuvarnapura having destroyed the lawf of Buddha,
"

it is necessary that you should succeed to the crown for

"
reviving the splendour of the kingdom. If you soak yourself

A
through with affection and compassion, if your soul corn-

" miserates with misfortune, you will before long reign
>

" the live Indies. If you wish to prolong the duration of your
"
dynasty, it is necessary that you should follow my instructions.

"Through my secret protecljq.ii I will procure for you a bril-

fortune, and no neighbouring king shall be able

* Tins proceeds upon the misinformation, on which Hic< - .-.dcd,

iluitthu dyn:i.st:y voi^utMj. ;it K;
A

niyakul)j;i oven before (he accession of Har-

slmvai'illKLiia. The fact is' that it was not for some years 'liter Ilarslmvardhana.

became king
1

,
that he bewirne supreme ruler at Kflnyakubja.

t Tlie law or law of Buddha referred to in this account is i

;

we miyht say, the S^stra of Buddha. The aovereigu referred to io Suu'uka.

O
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"
to resist you. But do not mount the seat of tne lion (the

"
siinhasana), and do not take the title of great king

"
(Maharaja).'
" After having received these instructions, he retired. He

"then accepted the heritage of thekingom, designated himself
16

by the name of royal prince (Rajakumara), and took the title

ts> of Siladitya. Thereupon he gave the following order to
" his subjects.

' The murder of my brother has not yet been
"
avenged, and the neighbouring kingdoms have not submi t-

" ted to my laws ;
I do not see the time when I shall be able

" to eat my food with tranquillity. Do you all, magistrates,
" unite your hearts and your arms/
" Soon afterwards he assembled all the troops of the king-

" dom arid made the soldiers exercise. He had an army of five

"thousand elephants; the cavalry counted twenty thousand
"

horse, and the infantry fifty thousand men. He marched
" from the west to the east for chastising those kings who had
" not submitted. The elephants did not leave their trappings,
xf nor did the men their coats of mail. At last in the middle

"'of the sixth year he returned home master of the five Indies.

" After having aggrandised his territory, he still augmented
" his army ;

the corps of elephants was increased to sixty
"
thousand, the cavalry to a hundred thousand. At the end of

"
thirty years,* the military operations ceased, and by his wise

" administration he spread everywhere union and peace. He ap-
"

plied himself to economy, cultivated virtue, and practised good
" to such an extent as to forget sleep and food. He prohibited,
' ' in the five Indies, the use of meat, enjoining that if any one
" killed a living being, he would be condemned to death with-
" out the hope of pardon. Near

r
the banks of the Gangas he

* It is clear from this that Hiouen-Thsany bas hitherto been narrating Vhat

he heard as having passed considerably more^than thirty years before, daring

which time the Buddhist admirers of the king had obviously invented many
miracles, and probably falsified much of his true history. Indeed, as the pilgrim

speaks of the religious operations having commenced at the end of thirty years

of military operations, and of a religious assembly Waving been convoked by

him eve^-y five years, it would appear that at the time he is speaking Har-

shavardhana had already reigned at least for thirty years.
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used to be built/ several thousands of stupas, which wen:
" each a huuilred feet high. In the towns, largo and small, of
" the five Indies, in the villages, in the cross-ways, and on the
"

crossings of roads, lie caused to be built houses of help
" where there were deposited food, beverages and medi-

" that they might be given in charity to travellers, and to poor
" and indigent people. Those beneficent distributions never
" ceased. Everywhere where the Saint (Buddha) had left

" the trace of his foot he caused Sa'ngharamas to rise. Every
"

five years he convoked an assembly called the great assembly
" of deliverance (moksha-maha-parichchhada). He exhausted
" the treasures and store-houses of the State for doing good
" to all men. He only reserved the arms, which were not fit

"
to be given away in charity. Each year he called together

" the Sramunas of different kingdoms. On the third and
" seventh days he made them the four presents. He decorated
"

richly the Seat of the Law and caused to be arranged,
" in large number, the Seats of the exposition of the Law
"
(Buddhist texts). He ordered the monks to argue together,

(t and judged of their strength or of their weakness. He
" remunerated the good and chastised the wicked, dismissed
" the ignorant and elevated the illustrious.

" If any one observed faithfully the rules and the discipline,
"

if any one distinguished himself by the purity of his virtue,
" the king made him sit upon the seat of the lion

( Simhasana,
'* the throne), and himself received, from his mouth, instruction
" on the Law. If any one, though practising a pure and irre-

proachable conduct, was devoid of wisdom and learning, he
" took pleasure in giving him tokens of his esteem and respect.

ft
Jf a man forgot the rules and the discipline, and exposed

"his vices on the great day, the prince expelled him from his

6<
kingdom and did not wish to see him or to hear of him any

(i

longer. When the petty kings of the neighouring kingdoms,
" their ministers, and their great officers practised the good
' c without intermission and followed virtue with indefatigable
"
zeal, he conducted them by the hand, made them sit on his

"throne, and called them his good friends. As for those who
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"followed, a different practice he disdained to speak toil
u in the face. If he had need of consulting anybody on any
"
subject, he prepared himself for a friendship with him by a

"continual exchange of messengers. Sometimes he himself
" visited his domains and examined the practices of the in-'

" habitants. He had no fixed residence anywhere ;
in every

"
place where he stopped he caused a cottage to be constructed

"and there he lived. Only in the three months of the rainy
''

season, he suspended his tours. Every day, in his palace of

"travel* he caused to be prepared exquisite food for nourish-

ing the men of different creeds and knowledge; one thousand
" monks and five Hundred Brahmans. He divided each day
"into three parts. In the first he occupied himself with pub-
"

lie affairs and matters of government ;
in the second he

"
applied himself to acts of merit and cultivated the practice of

"virtue with indefatigable zeal; the whole day was in sum -

"
cient for him.

" In the commencement
( Iliouen-Tlisang } having received

" an invitation from king Kumara,t he had replied to him: f l
" am going from the kingdom of Magadha into the kingdom
" of Kamarupa/J
"At that time, king Siladitya was touring about in his

"
State. As he found himself in the kingdom of Knju-ghira,

" he gave the following order to king Kumara :

'
it j "eccssary

"that with the foreign II
monk of the monastery

bex Nulanda
"
you should come promptly to see me/
"
Thereupon' the monk, accompanied by Kumara, came to

" the king. After the monk had refreshed himself from his

"
fatigue, king Siladitya spoke to him: 'from what kingdom

" do you come? What is the object of your desires ?'

* Unless it is a royal tent, the palace of tmrcl appears to have been a nonse

ini ended for the lodging and boarding of travellers, a dharmas/lhl or rather

fa, as we would now call it.

f This is ITars'utvardhana Siladitya, who called himself Kumaran'ja instead

of M:ih:".r;;j:i. J That is, Assam.

This is kiny Kimr'ra nli>x, r,h;'skai>avarin;
A
i of K:\mar t

A
ipa or Assam.

!|
This rei'-
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<c f
l come/ replied the traveller,

'

from the kingdom of tin-

"
groat Tilting $

I request permission to search tho l-isiw of

P>nddha.'

" '

In what country is the kingdom of the groat Tlnunj
''' ask-

" ed the. king. 'AVhat distance separates it from bore T

"'It is situated/ replied ho, 'to the north-east of tin's

"
kingdom, and is several times ten thousand Zi* from here.

'
It is tlio country which Indians call Mahdchina.'

" ' I have heard it said/ returned the king, 'that in tho king-
'* dotn, of Mahachina there is an emperor called the king of
" Chin. In his youth, he distinguished himself by a marvol-
" Ions penot ration when he grew up, he showed, in the art of
"

war, a divine talent. Formerly, under the preceding reign,
"

tlie empire was a prey to disorder
;

it was divided and shaken
f< in all parts ; each ran to arms, and men were plunged in
"

misery. But the emperor,, called the king of Chin, who
<l had conceived vast projects in early days, displayed all his
" benevolence and his tender compassion. He saved men.
" from ruin and pacified the interior of the empire. His laws
" and his beneficent acts extended themselves far and wide.
" The people of other countries and foreign lands embraced his
" reforms with love and declared themselves his subjects. The
f< multitude of the people, whom he generously feeds, sing
"

pieces of music in honour of the victories of the king of dun.
(i

It is already a long time ago that I heard his praises resound.
" Is the enology of his brilliant virtues well founded ? Is ho
" the same one who is called the groat Tit any '?

" '
Yes,' said he to him,

' China is the name of the kingdom of
* ; our first kings, and Ta-Thany (the great Thang) is the name
" o* tlio present dynasty, formerly, when the sovereign had
u n

ft yet inherited the tnrone, they called him the' King of
"

Chin; now that he has received supreme power they call him
" the son of Heaven? emperor.

" ' At the end of the preceding dynasty, the people were

"without a master; the weapons of war moved about pclc-

* About sis II make a mile.
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" mele and sacrificed men. The king of Chin, who had re-

" ceived from Heaven a great soul, exhibited his benevolence
" and his compassion. Thanks to the puissance of his arms
1 (

the wicked were exterminated
;
the eight regions commenced

" to breathe again, and the ten thousand kingdoms came to

" him to offer tribute. He feeds with bounty all the creatures ;

" he reveres the three Precious Ones-,* he lightens the imposts
"and diminishes the punishments; the kingdom has super -

" abundant resources, and the people enjoy unlimited peace.
" It would be difficult to enumerate completely his great views
4f and his magnificent reforms.'

" ' Wonderful'/ 'cried out Siladitya ;

'

the people of that
"
country owe their happiness to the saintly king.'
" At that time king Siladitya being on the point of return-

"
ing to the city of hunch-backed daughters (Kanyakubja)

" convoked the assemblage of the Law.f
"
Preceded by a multitude of manyhundreds of thousands,

" he kept himself to the southern bank of the Ganges. King
ct Kumara, preceded by a multitude of many tens of thousands,
te

occupied the northern bank. Then the bands, separated by
" the river which flowed between them, advanced together, by
" water and by land. The two kings opened the march. The
" four corps of army formed an imposing escort. The one set
" mounted upon boats, the other upon elephants, advanced to
" the sound of drums, of conches, of flutes, and of guitars. At
" the end of ninety days, they arrived near the city of hunch-
" backed daughters, in the middle of a great forest of trees
" and flowers, which was situated to the west of the Ganges.
ft At that moment, twenty kings of different kingdoms, who
" had received in advance the orders of Siladitya, had_ each
"
brought the most distinguished Sramanas and Brahmanas

4< of their kingdoms; the magistrates and the warriors had
" come to join the grand assemblage.

" The king (Siladitya) had built in advance, to the south

* Thj Three Precious Ones (Triratna) are Buddha, Dharuia, andSaugha.

f A synod to discuss religions matters.
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" of the Ganges, an immense Sanghfinima. To the cast of tho
"
Sangharama ho had raised a tower, richly decorated, and

" about one hundred feet in height. In the middle, there was
" a golden statue of Buddha of the same size as the king. In
" tho middle of the tower he had set up an altar made of pre-
" cious metals, for bathing the statue of Buddha upon.

" Fourteen or fifteen U to the north-east of that place, ho
"

constructed, outside, a palace of travel. It was then the
" second month of spring. From the first day, he had
"
presented the Sramanas and the Bruhmanas with exquisite

"
food. On the twenty-first day, from the palace of travel up to

<e the great monastery, he had caused to be established, upon
" the two sides of the road, pavilions that exhibited the richest
" ornaments. Musicians, who were permanently engaged, gave
" harmonious concerts by turns. The king started in proces-
"

sion, from his palace of travel, a golden statue of Buddha,
u hollow in tho middle and embossed, which was about three
" feet high. It was carried on a great elephant which was
" covered with housings of a great price.

"The king (Siladitya) under the costume of Indra, carried a
<f
precious parasol and kept to the left of the statue. King

" Kumara in the character of king Brahma, held in his hand a

"white fly-flap, and kept to the right hand side. Each of them

"had for escort a corps of five hundred elephants covered

^ with coats of mail. In front and in the rear of the statue

"of Buddha there were a hundred grand elephants. They
" carried musicians who beat the drums and filled the air
(t with harmonious sounds. King Siladitya strewed at each
"

pace, in honour of the Three Precious Ones, fine pearls,
"

precious stones of all sorts' and flowers of gold and silver.

"
H'j mounted at first th* altar made of precious materials,

" and washed the statue with perfumed water. The king
" took it himself upon his shoulders, and carried it to the top
" of the western tower. Then, to honour it, he offered tens,
"

hundreds, thousands of silk clothes, ornamented with all

" sorts of precious stones. At that moment, there were only
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"twenty Sramanas who followed the statue; the kings of the
" different kingdoms served as the escort.

"After the meal was eaten, the king assembled (in a con-
fc

feren.ce) the men of different persuasions (the monks and the
"
Brahmans), who discussed the most abstract expressions, and

i(
spoke of the most exalted principles. At the approach of the

"
evening the king returned from thence into his palace of

"
travel. Each day they conducted the golden statue in that

''

manner, and it was accompanied in great pomp as at the first

" time. But, when the last day of the assemblage arrived, all

(i of a sudden the great tower took fire and the double-storiod
"

pavilion, which rose upon the gate of the monastery, became
*' the prey ofthe flames. The king then said :

'
I exhausted, by

tl

giving away in charity, the wealth of my kingdom. After the

' (

example of our ancient king I built the monastery, and I

Ci wished to distinguish myself by meritorious works ; but my
" feeble virtue has not found support. In the sight of such
'" calamities and of such doleful omens, what need have I

"
to live longer?'
(< Then 'he burned perfumes, addressed humble prayers to

"Buddha, and pronounced this oath: 'Thanks to the good
f( works of my former life I have become the king of the five

" Indies. T desire, by the force of my virtue, to extinguish the

" terrible conflagration. If that vow must remain without
"

effect, may I die this very moment !'

'* At these words, he rushed out of the gate ;
the fire extin-

"
guished itself as if it had all been put out at a stroke, and the

Ci flames disappeared. The kings, witnesses of the miracle,
" showed an increase of fear and of respect; but he, without
"
changing his countenance, and,, with the same tone of ;7oico

11 as before, questioned the kings in .these terms :

**"

" ' That sudden conflagration has reduced to ashes the struc-

" tures which I had just finished. What do you think of that

" event?'

'' The kings prostrated themselves at his feet, and replied
" to him, their eyes bathed in tears:
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\\i' Imped/ said they,
' the s,-u:rc<l monument, wliicli you

" hud just finished, would I;ist, up to future generations. AY 1m
'' would have thought that on the first day it would |R> reduced
"

to uslu's? Add to that that the Brahmans are rejoicing from
"

the bottom of their heart and are congratulating themselves.'
' The king said to them : 'By that which has just happened

" one can recognise the truth of the words of Buddha. The
" L-rahm.-ms and the men of other persuasions obstinately
" maintain that everything is eternal. But our great master
"
(Buddha) has taught us the instability of (all things). As

"
for myself I have completed my charities, and I have *satis-

" lied the wish of my heart. In seeing that conflagration.
11

extinguish itself I have recognised anew the truth of the
" words of Zu-la'i (Tathagata). That has been a great honour,
" and there is no cause for abandoning oneself to tears.'

'< In finishing these words, he followed the kings, and
" ceiided from the eastern side to the top of the great stitpa.
" Arrived on the summit he cast his looks in all directions

;

" then he descended the steps. But all of a sudden a strange
" man ran up to him with a dagger in his hand. The king,
"

forcibly pressed, stepped back some steps, and reascended
" the staircase ;

then stooping down, he seized the man to hand
" him over to the magistrates.
" At that moment the magistrates filled with fear and with

"
trouble, could not run to his succour. All the kings de-

* manded that the man should be killed. But king Siladitya,
" without showing the least anger in his countenance prohibit-
" ed his being put to death. The king himself questioned
'' him in these words :

harm have I done to you that you should have
" committed such an outrage ?'

u> ' Great king/ replied he ;

*

your beneficence is free from

* This appears clearly* to indicate that Harskavardhana liad already bad a

long reigu by this time, having successfully carried on military operations for

thirty years, built his monasteries, convents, stupas, towers, and BanghAr&mas,
and held several quiuquennial councils, so that he had probably IT

over thirty

P
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"
twenty Sramanas who followed the statue; the kings of the

" different kingdoms served as the escort.

"After the meal was eaten, the king assembled (in a con-
"

ference) the men of different persuasions (the monks and the

" Brahman s), who discussed the most abstract expressions, and
lt
spoke of the most exalted principles. At the approach of the

"
evening the king returned from thence into his palace of

"
travel. Each day they conducted the golden statue in that

c<

manner, and it was accompanied in great pomp as at the first

" time. But, when the last day of the assemblage arrived, all

a of a sudden the great tower took fire and the double-storied
cc

pavilion, which rose upon the gate of the monastery, became
tl the prey of the flames. The king then said :

'
I exhausted, by

"
giving away in charity, the wealth of my kingdom. After the

' f

example of our ancient king I built the monastery, mid I

et wished to distinguish myself by meritorious works
;
but my

"feeble virtue has not found support. In the sight of such
<

calamities and of such doleful omens, what need have I

"
to live longer ?

?

'' Then he burned perfumes, addressed humble prayers to

"Buddha, and pronounced this oath: 'Thanks to the good
ff works of my former life I have become the king of the five

" Indies. I desire, by the force of my virtue, to extinguish the

u terrible conflagration. If that vow must remain without
li

effect, may I die this very moment !'

" At those words, he rushed out of the gate ;
the fire extin-

"
guished itself as if it had all been put out at a stroke, and the

tl flames disappeared. The kings, witnesses of the miracle,
" showed an increase of fear and of respect but he, without
11

changing his countenance, and,, with the same tone of czoico

11 as before, questioned the kings in .these terms :

**"

(s ' That sudden conflagration has reduced to ashes the struc-

" tures which I had just finished. What do you think of that

" event?'

'' The kings prostrated themselves at his feet, and replied
" to him, their eyes bathed in tears:
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" ' Wo hoped,' said they,
' the s;u:rod monument, wliich you

" hud just fiiiislu-d, would last up to future geiienit ions. \Ylio
" would have thought that on the first day it would be reduced
"

to nsh(.'s? Add to tliat that the Brahmaus are rejoicing from
lk

tin; bottom of their heart and are congratulating themselves/
" The king said to them : 'By that which has just happened

" one can rir.ognise the truth of the words of Buddha. The
ft

llr;ilim;ius and the men of other persuasions obstinately
" maintain that everything is eternal. But our great master
"
(Buddha) has taught us the instability of (all things). As

"
for myself 1 have completed my charities, and I have *satis-

" fied the wish of my heart. In seeing that conflagration
"
extinguish itself I have recognised anew the truth of the

" words of Zu-la'i (TatMgata). That has been a great honour,
" and there is no cause for abandoning oneself to tears.'

'< In finishing these words, he followed the kings, and as-

" cended from the eastern side to the top of the great stfipa.
" Arrived on the summit he cast his looks in all directions;
** then he descended the steps. But all of a sudden a strange
" man ran up to him with a dagger in his hand. .The king,
"

forcibly pressed, stepped back some steps, and reascended
4t the staircase ;

then stooping down, he seized the man to hand
" him over to the magistrates.
" At that moment the magistrates filled with fear and with

"
trouble, could not run to his succour. All the kings de-

* manded that the man should be killed. But king Siladitya,

" without showing the least anger in his countenance prohibit-
" ed his being put to death. The king himself questioned
'* him in these words :

^.'What harm have I doae to you that you should have
<e committed such an outrage ?'

' kl ' Great king/ replied he ;

*

your beneficence is free from

* This appears clearly, to indicate that Hai'shavardhana bad already bad a

long reign by this time, having successfully carried on military operations for

thirty years, built his monasteries, convents, stupas, towers, and sangh/n

and held several quinquennial councils, so that he had probably reigned

over thirty years.
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<f
partiality, and the men within and those without owe their

"
happiness to you, but I, stupid that I am, and incapable of

"
forming noble projects, am left to be dragged in conse-

"
quence of a word of the Brahmans. All of a sudden, I have

" become an assassin, and I am charged with killing the king/
" The king said to him :

4 Why have the Brahmans formed
" that culpable design I'

" '

Sire/ he replied,
'

after having assembled the princes of all

" the kingdoms, you have emptied your treasures and your
" store-houses in honouring the Srarnanas, and in establishing
" a statue of Buddha; but the Brahmans, whom you brought
" from long distances, have not received from your Majesty
"
any mark of attention. They have felt, therefore, a deep

iC shame and charged the senseless man, who is speaking to

"
you, with the duty of committing that infamous outrage/
"
Thereupon the king severely interrogated the heretics and

" their partisans. There were five hundred Brahmans, all

" endowed with superior talents, who had come at the invita-
" tion of the king. Jealous of the Sramanas whom the king
" had loaded with offerings, they had let go an incendiary
*' arrow which had set the precious tower on fire. They hoped
t(

that, in the efforts that would be made for extinguishing the
"

fire the crowd would disperse itself in disorder, and they
" wished to take advantage of that moment for killing the
"

king. Having missed the occasion which they had watched
"

for, they had employed that man, in order that he might
" attack him in a narrow passage and stab him.

" At that moment the ministers of all the kings demanded
u the extermination of the Brahmans. The king punished the
"
ring-leaders of the plot, and pardoned their accomplices.

- He
"

deported five hundred Brahmans beyond the frontiers of India,
" and returned to the capital.

(( To the north-west of the city, there is, a Stupa which was
" built by king Asoka. Formerly, in that place Zu-lai
"

( Tathagata ) explained the most excellent laws.

"On one side, you see places where the four past Buddhi
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ct
sal nnd where (hey walked for taking exorcise. TIHT

"
yonder a small Stupa which contains tho hairs and nails (if 7,\i-

"
lu'i (Tath;\<>-ata), and another which is called the Stupa of

" tho exposition of the law. On the south side, and quite close

"
to the Ganges, there are three Sanghanimas, which have

" similar walls and different gates. The statues of Buddha
a have an imposing beauty; the monks are grave and silent;
'

they get themselves served* by many thousands of Brahman s.

" In a casket adorned with precious stones, which is contained

" in a pure house (Vihara), there is a tooth of Buddha an inch
" and half (sic) long. It has a marvellous brilliancy and extra-

"
ordinary colour which changes from morning to evening.

"
People come up from all sides; the magistrates and the men

" of the kingdom meet together and offer their worship to it.

h day the multitude numbers by hundreds and thou-

IC sa nds. The guardians, seeing that the noise and the confu-

i increased from day to day, have established a heavy tax

" and published a proclamation in all places, that whoever
" wishes to see the tooth of Buddha, should have to pay a
"
large piece of gold.

"
Nevertheless, the devotees, who come to see and adore

<f the tooth, are always just as numerous, and gladly pay tha

"tax of the piece of gold. On each day of the fast, the tooth
tl is taken out and placed upon an elevated pedestal. Hun-
" dreds and thousands of men burn incense and strew flowers
'* with full hands. But, whatever is done, the box of the tooth
" never disappears under the bits of flowers.

" In front of the monastery there are, to the right and to

" the left, two Viharas, each about a hundred feet high. The
" foundations are in stones, a^d the building is in bricks. The
"

statues of Buddha which'rise in the middle, are ornamented
" with a multitude of precious stones. They are sometimes

* This is probably mere bragging. Neither was the king a bigoted tynmi so

as to force his Brahman subjects to servo the monks, nor wero the Brahmuns
of the period so slavish and forgetful of self-respect as to engage themselves

as servants 'of the Buddhist priests.
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l< cast in gold or in silver, sometimes in brass. In front of
" eacli of the two Viharas, there is a small monastery.

(t To the south-east and at a little distance from those monns-
"

tones, there is a great Vihara, of which the foundations are

Ci of stones and the building is
'

of bricks. It is about two
" hundred feet high. In the centre, there is a statue of Zu-la'i

"
(Tathagata), which is exhibited in a standing posture. It is

" about thirty feet in height. It is cast in brass, and adorned
" with precious stones of rare beauty.
" On the stone walls which surround the Vihara, skilful

"
sculptors have represented, in the greatest details, all the

"
acts of Zu-lai (Tathagata), when he led the life of a Bodhi-

"
satva.

<f To the east and at a little distance from the stone Vihara,
"
you see the temple of the god Sun.
" To the south and not far from the monument you see the

"
temple of the god Mahesvara Deva. Those two temples are

"
built with a blue stone of the most beautiful brilliance, and

" are ornamented with admirable sculptures. They are exactly
" of the form and dimension of the Vihara ofBuddha. Each of
<f the temples has a thousand servants for washing and sweep-
"
ing it. The noise of the drum and the chants accom-

'*
panied by the guitar are heard there day and night without

" intermission

" Six or seven li to the south-east of the capital and to the

(t south of the Granges, there is a Stupa, about two hundred
" feet high, which was built by king Asoka. In ancient days,
" in that place, Zu-lai (Tathagata) preached during six months
" on the non-eternity of the body, on the uselessness of its

" mortifications, and on its inherent impurity. ^
" On one side you see several places where the fou~ past

" Buddhas sat, and where they walked to take exercise. There
ct is further on a small Stupa which contains the hairs and nails

<f of Zu-lai (Tathagata). If a sick man respectfully takes
" turns round it with a living faith, he will never foil to recover

" health and to obtain good luck.

VCl
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"To the south-east of the capital, he
(
JTimn ii-TJixmifj )

" travelled one hundred // and arrived at the city of Xavade-
"
vakuhi. It is situated on the eastern bunk of the (Jan-

"
its circumference is twenty li. You see there tanks of pure

" water and groves in blossom which are reflected therein.

" To the north-west of the city of Navadevakula, and to tho
k ' east of the Granges there is a temple of the gods, of which.

u the pavilions and towers of several stories are as reniark-
" able for the beauty of the work as for their extraordinary
"

structure.

" Five li to the east of the city, there are three monasteries
" the walls of which are similar and the gates dissimilar.

" You count there about five hundred monks. They study
"

all the principles of the school of the Sarvastivadas, who
" attach themselves to the small Vehicle.

<l About two hundred paces in front of those monasteries
" there is a Stupa which was built by king Asoka. Although

its base is deep in the earth, it has still a height of one
" hundred feet. Anciently, in that place, Zu-lal (Tathagata)
"

explained the law during seven days. In the interior of the
"
monument, there are relics which constantly strew a brilliant

light,

{t On one side, you see several places where the past four

" Buddhas used to sit and where they walked for taking
" exercise.

" Three or four li to the north of the (three) monasteries,
" there is on the bank of the Ganges a Stupa, about two
< f hundred feet high, which was built by king Asoka. An-
"

cicntty, in that place, Z^lai (Tathagata) explained the law
"
during seven days. At that epoch, there were about five

" hundred demons who 'came to find Buddha. After having
" heard the exposition of the law and having understood it,

"
they gave up the life of demons and were born among the

"
gods.
" On one side of the Stupa; built in the place where the law

"
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phant, and put him upon the throne (of his ancestors ?)].
" When grown up the princess Rajyaari was married to

"
Grahavarma, the eldest son of Avantivarma of the royal

''
family of the Maukharas.

' After some time king- Prabhakaravardhana, having now
" become old, sent an expedition to the north under the leader-
"

ship of his eldest son Rajyavardhana to conquer the Huiias.*
<f Harshavardhana accompanied his brother up to a certain
"

distance. Rajyavardhana having proceeded to his desti-

tl
nation, Harsh a was hunting in the forests at the foot of the

"
Himalaya jf when he received sudden news of the serious

"
illness of his father. He hastened home and reached the

"
capital in a single day on horse-back. J He found on reach-

*'
ing home that his father was struck down with a fever which

"left little hope of his recovery. Prabhakaravardhana died
" at last, and his widowed queen, Yasovati, the mother of the
"

princes, went|| sati with him, both being burned, on the bank
" of the Sarasvati, News of this having been sent to Rujya-
" vardhana, he hurried home a wounded victor of the Hun as,

* The Hunas appear to have been giving much trouble at this time. Prabh/l-

karavardhana is described as having made himself fyr^R'
cT%^Tf, 'a lion c

the Bunas who were like so many deer.' His first successes appear t'

been against them. As he grew old and was, therefore, unable to tuk

field in person, they were emboldened to renew their incursions, to r<

which he sent his son Rajyavardhana.

f This is an additional proof that the dynasty reigned at Ihanesar, and not ;>t

Kanauj.

J This would have been impossible, if Kanauj had been their capital or

residence. It clearly proves that Prabhakaravardhana reigned at Thanesar, to

which one could ride in. a day from the foot of the Himalaya.

||
It is remarkable that Yasovati does not burn herself on the funeral pile of

her husband, but on a separate pile ofher own. It is further noteworthy Unit

her immolation takes place before even the king expires, though he was on the

point of death. And yet this immolation is described as what royal custom

observed among virtuous women required, says Yasovati. Of course the usual

custom is recognised to bo that whereby the widow burns herself with the

corpse of her husband. Yasovati wished to avoid besoming a widow.

This leaves no doubt whatever that the family were living at Thane.

and not at Kanauj.
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cf with many a wound dressed with white pieces of cloth. Having
<( boon vory rnucli attaohod to his father, ho inado up his mind
" to retire from this world and to enter a Buddhistic monastery
" as a recluse, and asked Harshavardliana, to succeed to the

" throne. The latter, equally attached to his late father,
" and to his brother, also resolved to take the same course,
et and refused to become king, giving among other reasons
"

this one, that he feared his brother was thinking that his

tc father had, in his words addressed to him on his death-bed,
" shown, preference for him

(
Harsha ) over the other. Both

"
prepared to retire into the forest. Great was the consternation

" of the people, and numerous were the entreaties made to

" them to desist from their intentions. Just at that time
" news was brought to the brothers by a mossongoi

1 that

"the king of Malava* ( Malavaraja ) ,
as soon as he hoard

" of Prabhakaravardhana's death, had killed Grahavarma,
" the husband of their sister Rajyasri, and confined her an
" enchained prisoner in a prison at Kanyakubja.f The same
"
messenger also stated that it was further reported that the

"
king of Malava, being desirous of possessing himself of the

" state of Srikantha, too, was preparing himself to load an
"
expedition thither, especially as he believed that Prabha-

" karavardhana's affairs were now without a leader. Hearing
"

this, Rajyavardhana determines to go and punish the king
" of Malava, and gives up his intention to retire into the

"forest. He accordingly goes forth, with 10,000 h
"
accompanied by his cousin Bhandi. Harshavardliana lso

4<
proposes to go with him, but is persuaded by his brother i<>

" remain at home.

*
It will be remembered that Pvabhjlkaravardhaua had, while living, inflicted

a inorta! bi..*v ou the power and renown of the kingdom of the M;
A

,lav;!>

note* :>bove, page cxxvii, where he* is called Tr^^^^TrTrff^r^T:.

t Does tin's incarceration of R:\jyasri at Kanauj suggest that her husbnnd
was reigning thon; ? an.f Furt.lior, also, perhaps, that his family had been

strengthened in their possession of that kingdom by the kings of T|I;MH ^a>-

against the king ol MA lava Avho might have claimed supremacy, it' nit absoluto

right over it? The Harsha-ch&rita is silent as to where the family of G
\ariua .were living or reigning.

Q
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" After some time a messenger arrives from the camp of
"
Rajyavardhana and relates that after the latter had easily

" defeated the elephants of the king of Malaya,* he wos
"
decoyed by the king of the Craudas into his own house,

u
alone, unarmed, and there treacherously put to death.

" On the receipt of this dreadful news, Harsha was enraged,
" and at once made up his mind to go and destroy the Gaudian
"
king. But his generals Simhanada and Skandagupta advise

e< him to undertake, instead, an expedition against all the

"
kings of India. To this Harsha at once agrees, and, after

"
swearing that he would destroy the king of the Gauclas before

"'many days are gone, sends letters to all the States demanding
" that they should either submit to him and accept him as their

"
suzerain, or prepare for war.

<f Kumara, king of Pragjyotisha or Assam sends his submis-

<f sion to him in the shape of a magic umbrella, and only prays
" that he should be considered as an ally, and not as a vassal by
" Harsha. The latter gladly accepts this offer, received at tho
(l end of his first march, and sends word that he should come to

" see him." [This Kumara alias Bhaskaravarma should not be

confounded with Harsha' a companion and friend Xumara-

gupta, prince of Malava]; "After Harsha had marched
"
continuously for many days, Bhaiidi, who had accompanied

"
Rdjyavardhana, came to him, and gave him the particulars of

"
Rajyavardhana's death, and: showed him all the spoil and

"
booty, that had been seized from the king of Malava by

"
Rajyavardhana, Among the objects thus shown were

" thousands of elephants and horses, many jewels, necklaces
" worne by the wives of the Malava king, many chamaras,
"
many of the king's beautiful mistresses, his umbrella of

* So BAna :

sqTTr^cT^ 3T%'Tl"'T. It is not clearly stated that the Malava king was slain

or taken prisoner, but from what follows it appaars plainly that ho \\-.\x

slain. If ho had been taken prisoner, the fact would have been meniionrd

when all the booty and the Mlava princes, prisorceVs of war, we:

to Harohavardhana by Bhandi. If he^had not been killed, .his mistresses anil

the ornaments worne by his queens on their breasts, could not have been seized.
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"
royalty, his throne and other signs of royalty, and all the

"
princes of M.alava, taken prisoners of war. BtMiig :,

" for news of Kajyasri, Bhanili said that after PvAjyavardhana
" had Ijc'cu put to death, and after Gupta had seized

t(
Kanyakubja,* RajyasrS had escaped from prison and had with

*' all hor attendants entered the forest of the Vindhya ; that

(i

having learned this ho (Bhandi) had sent messengers to search
"

for her, but they had not yet returned. Harsha then said he
" would himself go in search of her, and sent Bhandi against
" the king of the Gaudas. He accordingly started for the

" forest of the Vindhya, and there with the assistance of the
ct

pupils of Divakaramitra, a Buddhist recluse, and formerly a
" friend of Rajyasri' s late husband, discovered her just as she was
"
preparing to burn herself alive as a helpless widow, forlorn

" of all hope, deprived of all relations and friends, and fearing
"

to be recaptured by her enemies. When met by Harsha
" she related how the Gaudian king had been expelled
"

(
? Gauda-sambhrarna) from. Kanyakubja, and how she was

"
liberated from prison by the gentle Gupta, and how she

" heard after her liberation of her brother Rajyavardhana's
(i

death, and how she resolved to put an end to her miserable
"

life. She then requested her brother Harsha to allow her
" to take the Buddhistic uniform of monastic life and end
" her days in silent meditation. Harsha persuades her, with
s < the help of Divakararaitra's advice, to return home with

"'him, and promises that after he had fulfilled his vow of

"
destroying his enemy, the king of the Gaudas, she might

*' retire into a convent, and that he would himself join her in

" the course. He then returns with her to the banks of the

"
Ganges, .where, at the forest village ( vanagramaka )

named
"
Yasht!$riha, he had left his army encamped. It was here

" that the poet made his firet acquaintance of the king."

* This would seem to slfow that the Mjilava king was in possession of Kanauj

after GraliavarmA. was killed, and until he was himself killed by RjVjyavardhaiia.

Otherwise it is difficult to*see how that place could have been without a master,

so that Gupta should have possessed himself of it immediately on the murder

uf lt;'jyuvurdhaua.
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Here ends the Harsha-charita, wbicli seems, there-

fore, to record the history of Harsha up to the time

when the poet made his first acquaintance of that sover-

eign, and says nothing about what was done to the

Gaudian king ( whom he does not name, but whom

Bioiien-Thsang calls Sasanka), nor about the meeting
of Kumara, the king of Pragjyotisha (Assam), nor

about the taking of Kanauj, nor about the conquest of

all the kings to whom Harsha had sent his demands of

submission.

From the above summary it is certain that Prabhfi-

karavardhana, Rajyavardhana, and Harshavardhana

reigned at Thanesar in the Punjab, and that up to the

death of Rajyavardhana the territory of the dynasty was

confined to the Punjab, and it is probable that it was

after Harshavardhana had reduced the other principa-
lities of India to subjection that Kanauj became their

capital. That Harsha then considered that city as his

capital there is no doubt, as the Chinese pilgrim seems

to mention that fact, though he only lived there during
the rains. For Hiouen-T/isang calls Harshavardhana,
as also his father and brother, kings of Kanyakubja,

If Harsha was not a declared Buddhist up to the

end of Bana's narrative, it is plain that he was very

favourably inclined towards that faith, both from the

fact of his very respectful treatment of the Buddhists,
and from the fact that his sister Rajyasri was married

into a Buddhistic family. Harsha, even according to

Btiua's account, was Buddhistic in his principles. He
must have, therefore, rightly appeared Buddhistic

enough to Biouen-Thsang to treat that distinguished
Chinese traveller with such marks of esteem and respect
that he should describe him as a devout Buddhist,
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From Buna's narrative it nppe-jrs that up to the lime

thai Rajyasri's husband was murdered, Kanauj was the

capital of the Malava kings, and after the destruction

df the Maiavaraja by Rfijyavard liana, followed imme-

diately by his own death through the treachery of the

Gaudian king, the city fell temporarily into the hands

of the Gauda who was, it appears, expelled by a certain

nobleman (Kulaputra) named Gupta, and the latter

must have remained in possession- thereof until it was

reduced by Harsha, who then turned it into his capital.'

It will have been noted that in the main the two

accounts of the Chinese pilgrim and the Sanskrit writer

agree with each other, so far as they relate to the

same period of time. Bana's account, though full,

does not extend beyond a certain event. As to the

principal facts, the two writers confirm each other.

But for the Chinese account, that of Bana, owing to

his dreadful exaggerations, might have been distrusted.

But for the account of Bana the Chinese narrative

would have remained obscure and unintelligible.

The two narratives given above furnish us with three

names of kings who reigned in the first half of the

f>eventh century at Thanesar and Kanauj : 1, Prabha-

karavardhana or Pratapasila ; 2, Rajyavardhana ; and 3,

Harshavardhana, also called Siladitya. The death of

Silfiditya is placed by General Cunningham in A.D. 648.*

According to Hiouen-Thsa
tng these three kings were ofthe

Vaisya* caste, whereas according to Bana it is not

certain whether they were Vaisyas or Kshatriyas.
While '

Vardhangf,' their suffix, would argue a Yaisya

descent, and ^fljiile Bana nowhere distinctly says

* Ancient Geography of India, page 570.
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that they were Kshatriyas, they married the princess

-Rajyasri into what must be a Kshatriya family, that of

Avantivarma. Vakpati says, Yasovarma was a Ksha-

triya of the lunar race, a statement which we may
accept without much doubt, even though coming from

such a panegyrist as our poet, especially when we have

regard to the suffix * VarintV which indicates the Ksha-

triya, and not the Vaisya caste. Have we not, accord-

ingly, to suppose that between the death of Siladitya

Harshavardhaua (circa A.D. 618) and the accession

of Yasovarma towards the latter part of the century a

revolution occurred, which ended in the downfall of the

Vaisya dynasty of Harshavardhana, and in the esta-

blishment of the Kshatriya dynasty of Yasovarma ? Or,

secondly, are we to suppose, what is not unlikely, that

Yasovarma, on his mother's side, claimed descent from

a Kshatriya family, and assumed (either himself at

his own instance or after some predecessor) the suffix

' Varma' ? In the case of the former supposition, im-

portance is gained by the statement found in fliouen-

Thmng's
' Memoircs that Siladitya Harshavardhana

was advised by his supernatural adviser, the Bo-

dhisatva, to accept the crown of Kanyakubja on corv

dition that he should not call himself Mahdrdja, and

that he should, not sit upon the throne (simhasana).

For, these extraordinary precautions, if taken, would

reconcile the people to the rule to which they would

otherwise be opposed. The kingdom of Kanauj^having
been acquired by Harshavardhana in war, a revolution

after the death of that king is not improbable. A
third supposition is, that the Maukharas the dynasty

of Avantivarma to whose son Rfijyasri was married

reigned at Kanauj, and that it was there that Graha-
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A,, the husband of that princess, was killed by Ilio

kino- of M:\luva., reigning a fc Ujjain, and that a(l.<-r

JIarslia's dc-alli tlio city and kingdom of Kananj was

reslored to some member of the family of his sislcr's

la(( i

husband, and that lastly, our hero Yasovaruia was

descended from ill at king.*"

NOTE II.

THE JAINS ON VAKPATI AND YASOVAIIMA, AND TIIK VAMJI;

OF THE IE DATES.t

The Bnppalhfttti- Suri- Charita.

This is a short tract purporting to give the life of

the Jain scholar, Bappabhatti, in Sanskrit intermixed

freely with Prakrit quotations. The date of the tract

* After the above was written I have seen that General Cumiinjj;-

ham already makes the suggestion (Arch. Surv. of India, vol. XVII.

pnov 127) that Yasovannfi might have descended from the Man-
ic haras.

t For a loan of manuscripts of the Bappabhatti-Suri-Charita, the

Prabandha-Jcosa, and of the Paftdeati I am indebted to Hamehan-
dra ])inanatli Sastii, of Ahmedabad, whose long acquaintance with the

literature of the Jains is very properly utilized by the Government of

Jiombay in the work of making their collection of Jain manuscripts.
The MS. of the Charita is about two hundred years old ; it is wanting
in the first three folios, that of the P</ffdealt is dated A.Vk. 1825 or

A.I). 17(50. I have had two MSS. of the Prakandhn-lsota, both very

beautifully. written, correct, anr), what is of importance, very oid, one

partieul; "Jy. The Litter has in its colophon the following list of

king-j of the Chauhan^ of Ranjithambhor :

1 Vslsudeva (A.Vk. (508). G Vijayaraja.
2 Samanta,

'

7 Chandraraja-
o Xaradeva. m 8 Govindarnja (defeated Sultan

1 Ajayaruja (who founded Ajmir) \"i-g\ aris).

5 Vigraharaja. Dullabharaja.
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is not known, but it is supposed by RamcHandra Sastri

to belong to the thirteenth or fourteenth century of the

10 Vatsavfija.

11 Singharaja (defeated Hejivad-

din at Jethan).

12 Duryodhana (defeated Nasi-

ruddin).

13 Vijayaraja.

14 Vappeyivara ( discovered a

gold-mine at Sakambari).
15 Dullabharaja.

16 Ganduraja (defeated Mahmad

Sultan).

17 Billapa Deva.

18 Vijayaraja.

19 Chamnndaraja ( defeated the

Sultans),

20 Dusala Deva (defeated the

king of Gujarat).

21 Visala Deva.

22 Prithiraja the great (broke the

arm of Valugi Shah.)

23 Allana Deva ( defeated Shah-

buddin).

24 Anfda Deva.

25 Jagaddeya.
26 Visala Deva (defeater of the

Turushkas).
27 Amaragangeya.
28 Pethala Deva.

29 Somesvara Deva.

30 Prithiraja, A. Vk. 1230, died

A. Vk. 1248.

31 Ilarirfija.

32 Raja Deva.

33 Bolana Deva (surnamed Bu-

variya).

34 Viranarayana Deva (slain in the

battle of Samsuddin Turusli-

ka).

35 Bahad Deva (conquered Mala-

va.

36 Jaitrasiniha Deva.

37 Sri Hnmira Deva (A. Vk.

1342, died in battle A. Vk.

1358).
The above list differs considerably from that given in Tod's Rujvstdn

and also from the one contained in the Hammira-Mahdkdvyi of

Nayachandrasuri (Ed.Rao Bahadur Nilkanth Janardan Kirtane, 187l)>.
The three lists agree only as to some of the prominent names. The
MS. in which my list occurs is between four and five centuries old,

though it bears no date. Rajasekhara's own date is given by himself in

the following lines which conclude his work :
_

I

| ^ \

3 \\\\\
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Christian era, no grounds being given for the conjec-

ture beyond the belief that works of this kind were

generally written about and after the time of Kumara-

and his successors. There is nothing to sho\v

> luit it may not be much later. It is certain that it is

the work ofsome native of Gujarat, and it is also certain

that the author is chiefly desirous of recording the

ii'-.iriicles of Bappabhatti, by making him convert every
renowned kirag, every famous poet, and every learned

scholar to Jainisni.

The style shows little learning, and oftentimes less

grammar.

King Ama of Kanyakubja was reigning at Gopagiri,
and king' Dharma at Lakshanlvati on the banks of the

Godavarl in the Deccan* Bappabhatti vfas at first at

the court of Ama, which he left In dissatisfaction for

that of Dharma* For some years lie remained with

Dharma as his spiritual guide. King Ama, by prac-

tising a deceit, planned by Bappabhatti, upon Dharma,

managed to bring him back from Lakshanlvati, that

lie might remain with him as before as the head of the

learned men at liis court, and as his spiritual guide at

Gopagiri or Gualior. Dharma was extremely sorry to

part with his teacher, and considered his loss as a great

and irretrievable misfortune*

After Bappabhatti came, to Gualior he received a

message Prom Siddhasena-Suri, his teacher, who was

in clfarge of the GacKchha at Modherakapura, the

modern Modhera, in Gugarat, that he, being now" old

and his end approaching, was practising starvation

(anasana) with a view to hasten his death, and that he,

therefore, requested him to come and administer to
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him in his last days. Bappabhatti went to Modhera-

kapura and assisted his master to secure his ascension

to heaven, where he was welcomed by the Apsarases.

Entrusting the Gachchha to Mahagovinda-Suri, his

fellow-student, he returned to Gualior. There he lived,

often subjected to temptations by Ama, who wished to

test his virtues, but who found that he was proof

against all of them and was possessed of supernatural

knowledge.

Some time after, king Dharma sent a messenger to

king Ama, who delivered his master's message, to the

following effect :
" You and we have always been ene-

" mies of each other ; instead of fighting with deadly
"

weapons, let us settle our quarrel by a discussion of

" learned men. A learned Buddhist scholar, named
"
Vardhanakunjara, has arrived in our kingdom. If

"
you have any learned man to match him, bring him

" to us, that he may have discussions with him. If the

" Buddhist shall win, you shall surrender your king-
" dom to us. If your scholar wins, we shall resign our
"
kingdom to you." Ama took Bappabhatti-Suri

with him and proceeded towards Lakshanavati. The

two parties met at a certain place midway between the

two kingdoms. The discussions went on for six

months, and there were no signs that they would

corne to an end soon. The disputants were Vardha-

nakunjara and Bappabhatfi-Suri ; Vakpati,^a great

poet, born in the royal family of the Paramaras,

and who was in the service of king Dharma, being

present during all the time. King Ama thought the

discussions were obstructing his public affairs. So he

warned Bappabhatti. Th'e latter propitiated the god-
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dess Sarasvati, who revealed the secret to him that as

long as his adversary, the Bauddha, held in his mouth

a certain pill, called *

uninterrupted speech* (akshaya-

vachana-gutika), which she had herself presented to

him as the reward of austerities (tapas) practised by him

in his seven previous births, he would be invincible.

So she suggested that, if he wished to overcome him,

all should be made to gargle their mouths, and his

adversary among them, the next morning, before pro-

ceeding with the disputations.

Bappabhatti sent a message to Vakpati the same

night, to remind him that they were old acquaintances
at Lakshanavati, and to remind him of an old promise
made by him, that he would one day oblige him; now
was the time to fulfil his word, by directing the fol-

lowing morning that all should gargle their mouths

before going on with the disputations. Vakpati pro-
mised compliance, and did as he promised. In the

course of the gargling the Buddhist dropped his pill

which was removed by Bappabhatti's pupils, and he

was, thereupon, beaten by Bappabhatti. Dharma sur-

rendered his kingdom to Ama, who, at the instance of

liT6 victorious teacher, generously made a present of it

back to Dharma, and returned to Gopagiri witli all his

friends. There Bappabhatti- Siiri converted Ama to

Jainism.

Meanwhile Vardhanakujara complained against the

treacherous conduct of Vakpati to Dharma, who, how-

ever, in consideration of his long services and of his

numerous victories' won in the battlefield, pardoned his

servant, the poet.-

Some time after this, Yasodharma, the king of a
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neighbouring country, invaded Lakshanavati, defeated

Dharma in battle, and took possession of his kingdom.
He threw Vakpati into prison. While in prison, Vakpati
wrote his great poem (Mahakavya) in Prakrit, called

G&udavadha, and showed it to king Yasodharma. The

latter, who was a good judge of merit, liberated the

poet, and begged that he might pardon him. Being
thus honourably set free, Vakpati went to Bappa-

bhatti, a^d became Ms great friend.

One day Ama asked Bappabhatti whether there

existed any one like him, so great in learning and virtue,

Bappabhatti named Gevindacharya and Nanua-Suri, his

fellow-pupils, who lived at Modherapura. The king

proceeded thither in order to see them. He found

Nanna-Suri expounding and illustrating the Sutras of

Vatsyayana on erotics. He felt disgusted, and return-

ed to Gualior, without even bowing to the scholars,

bringing a low opinion of their virtue with him. On

learning this, Bappabhatti sent two Sadhus (disciples)

to Modherakapura to inform his friends of the fact, and

to suggest a remedy. Govindacharya and Nanna-Suri

came under disguise to Gualior, and performed a play
before Ama, in which they acted the parts of heroes

, (viras) who were fighting a battle. The king thought
that a real battle was raging before him, and he with

the other spectators began to tremble through fear.

The two actors then revealed themselves as Govinda-

charya and Nanna-Suri, and satisfied the long that

their illustrations of Vatsyayana -at Modherakapura
were likewise merely an exercise in the art of speaking.

Bappabhatti from time to time prevented king Ama
from falling a victim to -temptation, and kept him
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straight in the path of virtue, of which illustrations arc

given in the shape of appropriate anecdotes.

Vukpati was now living at Mathura, as a Sannyfisi

practising austerities in the temple of Varaha. Ama sai< I

one day to Bappabhatti,
" Your powers of persuasion

"and your learning are known to me ; you have made
" me a srfivaka. But I shall regard you as truly able,

"if you convert Vukpati, and make him your disciple
" and a Svetambara." Bappabhatti undertook the

task, and staked the truth of all his convictions and

all his reputation on his success in that undertaking.
He went to Mathura, and, as Vakpati was deeply

engaged in contemplation, preached the saving tenets

of Jainism to him. He then took him to the Mandira

built by king Ama, and showed him the image of Piirs-

Vcinjitha, which he had himself consecrated in it. As
soon as Vakpati saw it, he gave up his belief in Brah-

manism, and became at once a Jinarshi of the Svetam-

bara sect. Not only this. As he was old, he practised

starvation (anasana) according to the rules of the

Jains, expired and went to Svarga.

King Ama once asked Bappabhatti-Suri why, know-

ijig the truths of Jainism, his heart was still being
drawn now and then towards Brahmanism, as if ho

had committed some great sin to deserve such a mis-

fortune. Bappabhatti said, the king had practised

Brahmanical tapas in his former life, wearing a jat/i

(clotteu*hair) on his head.

In due course of time Ama had a son born to him.

He gave him the Dame of Dundnka.

Ama besieged a fort called Rfijagiri, held by king

Samudrascna, but could not destroy the walls there-
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of. Ba.ppabhatti, being asked, predicted that Dunduka's

son who was to be named Bhoja was to reduce the

walls by simply looking at them. Ama retired, and

reduced the surrounding country. As soon as Bhoja
was born, he was brought in a cradle near the fort,

and made to look towards the walls. The fort-walls fell

to pieces, and Samudrasena, the king, left the place

and took to flight. Ama entered the fort, but there

were no cruelties practised by him, for Jain Eajarshis
are not cruel.

A certain spirit, who presided over the fortress, pre-

dicted that Ama would die at the end of six months.

Thereupon, with Bappabhatti, the king started on a

pilgrimage.
He wished to visit Girnar, and there offer wor-

ship at the feet of Neminatha. He first came to

Cambay (Stambhatirtha), and was so weak on account

of his vow not to eat anything till he had seen Nemi-

natha, that he despaired of being able to see that image

by proceeding to Girnar.

Bappabhatti enabled him to see an image of Nemi-

natha at Cambay, which he by a miracle caused to be

brought there by the goddess Kushmandi. That image iy,

still worshipped at Cambay under the name of Ujjayanta.

Ama then visited Vimaiagiri (Palitana), and then

proceeded to Raivatadri (Girnar).

He found the latter place
1

besieged by the'Digam-
baras, and settled by a stratagem invented by Bap-

pabhatti a quarrel between them and the Svetambaras

as to the ownership of the temples on Raivatadri, in

favour of the latter.

He next visited Prabhasa (Patan). Returning to
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Gualior, ho proceeded to Magadha-Tirtho, and died

there A. Vk. 800 (A.D. 834)

Dunduka succeeded his father Ama, and led an

immoral life. An astrologer foretold that Bhoja, Ins

son, would kill him, and then take possession of the

kingdom. The maternal uncles of the young prince

then removed him to their city of Pataliputra, in order

to save his life from Dunduka, who wished to kill him,

that the prophecy might be falsified.

Dunduka attempted to bring back Bhoja in order

that he might destroy him, but in vain. At last he

directed Bappabhatti to go and bring him. The latter

rather than do so, put an end to his own life by starva-

tion (anasana), after he had gone a little on his way to

Pataliputra on the fatal errand. Bappabhatti- Suri was

born in A. Vk. 800 (A.D. 744). He died in A. Vk.

895 (A.D. 839).

Bhoja succeeded to his father's kingdom in the way
predicted by the astrologer.

The Prabandha-kosa.

This is a work in Sanskrit by Rajasekhara-Suri, pupil

of Tilaka-Suri, who wrote in the year ofVikrama 1405

(A.D. 1349), and gives the prabandhos or lives of

twenty-four personages : 10 of Suris, 4 of poets, 7 of

kings, ind 3 of lesser.kingly persons of the sravaka

religion (rajTingasravakas). The 10 prabandhas of

Suris are, 1 Bhadrabahu and Varaha ; 2 Aryanandi-

lakshapaka, 3 Jivadeva-Suri, 4 Aryaravaputacharya, 5

Padalipta Prabliu, 6 Vriddhavadi and Siddhasena, 7

Mallavfidi, 8 Haribhadra-Suri, 9 Bappabhatti-Suri, and
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10 Hema-Suri. The 4 poets are : 1 Sriharsha, 2 Hari-

hara, 3 Amarachandra, and 4 the Digambara Mada-

nakirti. The 7 kings are : 1 Satavahana, 2 Vanka-

chula, 3 Vikramaditya, 4 Nagarjuna, 5 Udayana,
6 Lakshanasena, and 7 Madanavarma. The 3 lesser

personages are ; 1 Ratna, 2 Abhada, and 3 Vasupala.

The account given in the Bappabhatti- Suri-prabcm-
dka contained in this work is similar to that given in

the previous work, except that it is at times fuller.

When Jitasatru was reigning at Patalipura [Patadi ?].

in Gujarat, there lived in that place Siddhasena, the

Jain Acharya. Bappabhatti was his pupil. Bap-

pabhatti' s real "name was Surapala. He was the

son of Bappa, a Kshatriya who resided at Dumbaudhi
in Panchala. His mother's name was Bhatti. He was

allowed to be made a recluse and a disciple of Siddhasena

by his parents, on condition that he should adopt a

name which would preserve the memory of his parents.

The teacher and pupil lived at Modherakapura. Diksha

was given to Bappabhatti in A. Vk. 807 (A.D. 751).

While Bappabhatti was being educated by Siddhasena at

Modherakapura, a young prince named Ama was edu-

cated in the seventy- two arts and sciences* along witli

* The names given are t

V

\\
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him at the same place. He was the son of king Yasovarma.

of KA.nyakubja reigning at Gopalagiri-durga (Gualior),

by Yasodevi, who, not being a favourite of her husband,

was abandoned by him. He was born during her

banishment and was brought up by Siddhasena. After

his mother's and his own restoration he was expelled

by his father, because he was a spendthrift, and came

a second time to Modheraka, and it was during his

second stay at that place that he was educated as above.

Yasovarma was soon taken ill, and was on the point
of death, and at the instance of his ministers, he sent

for the prince, that he might be crowned king in

succession to himself. Some time after Ama began his

reign at Gopagiri, he sent for his friend Bappabhatti,

who, after he was made a Stiri* by Siddhasena at the

special request of Ama even during his own (Siddha-

sena's) life-time, was made the chief of learned people
at the court of Gopagiri. While Bappabhatti was

^

n
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at Gopagiri, he happened, to take offence at some-

thing done by the -

king, and at once left Ama's

court; and wandering in the Gaudadesa, t he came to

LakshanavatL King Bharma, who reigned there,

received him with honour. The poet Vakpati was

in the service of Dharma. He assisted Bappabhatti
to get an honourable welcome from Dharma. Soon

afterwards Ama regretted and very much missed

the absence of Bappabhatti, and, after passing a trick

upon Dharma, brought him back to bis own court*

King Dharma himself went to bring him away. He is

described as having put up at a village on the banks of

the Godavari before he entered Lakshanavatf, and tc*

have passed the night in a temple of Khandadeva

(khandadevasya deoakulc). Khaiidadeva is, doubt-

less, Khandoba, a common enough village-god in the

Deccam, and deuakula is the Marathf word devutoj

a temple. So there is no doubt, according to the author,

that Laksbanavati is situated in the Deccan, though in

an earlier part of the Prabandha he speaks as if it lay

in the Gaudadesa or Behar.

After Bappabhatti returned to Gopagiri, he received,

as described in the previous notice, the message from

Siddhasena, and the incident is narrated here similarly,

In like manner the story of the disputation, which

took place half way from the two kingdoms between

Bappabhatti and the Buddhist Vardhanakiinjara, the

(sic) FPT TIT ^T^f ^PT rnrr &c. This explains the mistake iu tlie note

at p. 253, Indian Antiquary, Vol. XI., which places Laksharravati in

Gaudadesa. The Piabhdvakacharita on the. authority of which the

town of LakshanAvati is placed in Gaudadesa was written A. Vk.

(A.D. 1278), by Prabhachaiulra-Suri, See below pp. cxlviii fgg
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defeat, accomplished by means of a questionable trans-

action, of the latter by the former, the forfeiture and

restoration of Dharma's kingdom, the complaint

against Vakpati and his being pardoned by Dharma in

consideration of his merits and previous services, are

narrated exactly as in the previous work indeed, most-

ly in identical words. Ama and Dharma are described

as having hal between them an old feud or enmity -

Vakpati is called Prabandkakaoi, writer of prabandhas
or biographical poems.

The invasion by Yasodharma, the king of a neigh-

bouring kingdom, of Dharma's territories, the latter* s

defeat and death in battle, the appropriation by the for-

mer of the latter's kingdom, and Vakpati's incarceration

follow as in the previous Charita. Vakpati is liberated

by Yas'odharma when he shows him his Gaudacadha,
which he wrote in prison, and is asked to pardon him.

He then goes to Gopagiri-durga. He writes his great
Prakrit poem called McJiumfihaviyayo* and shows
it to Ama, who rewards him with one hundred thousand

gold pieces. Then, after some anecdotes, follows that

of Vakpati having been, when he was living the life

of a strict recluse at Mathura,t converted to the faith

of Jina by Bappabhatti. The siege of Rajagiri, a for-

tress held by Samudrasena", the miraculous destruc-

tion of it when the sight of Ama's infant grandson

Bhoja fell upon it, the prediction by the guardian spirit

* rR

I art

?nr
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of the fortress about Ama's death at the end of six

months, the pilgrimage to Cambay, Palitana and Girnar,

Prabhasa (Sidhapur-Patan), and lastly to the Magadha-

tirtha, follow as in the Charita, and then the death of

the king in* A. Vk. 890 (A.D. 834).

The death of Bappabhatti-Suri follows in A.Vk. 895

(A.D. 839) under the same circumstances as those

related in the Charita.

Bhoja, after he murdered his father Dunduka and

took possession of his kingdom, sent for Nanna-Suri

from Modherakapura, and kept him at his court in

place of Bappabhatti, Govindacharya remaining at

Modheraka at the head of the Gachchha.

The above Prabandha, though fuller at times, and

though it gives a few more details and facts, is either

the original or an amplification of the Charita, as the

two agree not only in their facts but also in their

language word for word. As Rajasekhara says that

he committed to writing the stories as he heard them

from his teacher, the inference to be drawn is that the

Charita is a detached copy of the Prabandlia-kosa.

3

The Prabhdvaka-charita.

This is described as having been composed by Pra-

bhachandra-Suri and revised by Pradyumna-Suri, and

is a collection of stories or memoirs in Sanskrit verse,

containing Cfiaritas or biographical notices, m twenty-

two chapters, of the following Jain celebrities :
-

1 VAJRA. 3 ARYANANDILA.

2 ARYARAKSHITA. 4 KALIKA.
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f 5 PADALIPTA. 18 MANADEVA.

6 RUDRADKYA. 19 SlDDlIA.

-{
7 SfiAMANASlftHA. 20 VlRAGANF.

j

8 ARYARAVAPUTA. 21 VADIVETALA alias

(^ 9 MAHENDRA. SANTI-SURI.

10 ViJAYASiiiHA. 22 MAHENDRA and

11 JIVADEVA. 23 DHANAPALA.

J
12 VREDDHAVADI. 24 SURACHARYA.

I 13 SlDDHASENA. 25 ABHAYADEVA.

14 HARIBHADRA. 26 VIRACHARYA.

15 MALLAVADI. 27 DKVA-SUKI.

16 BAPPABHA-JTI. 28 HEMACHANDRA.

17 MANATUNGA.

The story of Bappabliatti in this collection lias no

title to be considered as an independent witness. It

appears to be merely a versified amplification of that

which is given by Raja.sekl'ftira. In many places whole

expressions, phrases, and sentences of that writer are

unmistakably reproduced in verse. Indeed Prabha-

chandra-Suri seems to tell us in so many words that his

account of Bappabhatti is taken from Eajasekhara

whom, for metrical convenience, he seems to call

itajesvara Kavi (the poet or author Rajesvara), isvara

and sekhara being synonyms for * chief:

II XL 1.

TJie story here is almost identical with that of the

Bappabhatti-charita and of the Prabandha-kosa, and

* I have summarised this account from the Deccan College MS.

of the Prabhdvaka'charita, No. 412 of 1879-80, an exceedingly

incorrect and carelessly written recent copy. It reads f^r for w^r.
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gives tlie same dates. Bappabhatti was born in A
Vk. 800 :

: || X. 626.

He was ordained in A.Vk. 807. Thus :

n XL 28.

II XL 29.

Yasovarma is described as having descended from

and been a bright ornament in the family of Chandra-

gupta (XI. 46).

Bappabhatti became a Suriin A.Vk. 811, under the

same circumstances as are described in the Praban-

dka-kosa :

But according to the Prabhdvaka-charita Ama, like

Ins father Yasovarma, appears to have reigned at

Kanauj (XI. 119), and not altogether at Gopagiri,

though it is to Gopagiri (XI. 452), that he and Bappa-
bhatti return after- their victory over the Buddhist

Yardhanakunjara .

As in the Prabandha-kosa, Lakshanavati is placed
in the Gaudadesa (XL 154, 187), which, however, is

situated in the Deccan, in the- valley of the Godavari,

and before entering that town Ama sojourns in a

temple of Khandoba standing on the banks of that

river (XL 154, 225, 226, 232).

When, after his defeat by Bappabhatti, Yardhana-

kunjara complains to Dharma against Yakpati, he
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calls the Litter 'an enjoyer of Dharma's kingdom'

("^^ibfiift." XI. 464).

As in the Prabandhn-kosa the composition of the

Mabumahaviynyo is wrongly placed after that of tho

Gfiii.dfi.va/io.* After Viikputi was set at liberty and left

the prison at Lakshanavatl, he came, however, to

Kananj and not to Gopagiri, and there he was

liberally patronised by Ama, even more liberally than

he had been at the court of Dharma (XI. 471,

472). Ama thought he was fortunate in having

Vakpati at his court,t but there is no allusion

to his having ever been at Kanauj before, or to his

having been connected with Yasovarma !

Bappabhatti wrote fifty-two Prabandhas or memoirs,

the first of which was called Tardyana-pi abandha :

I XT. 649.

Bappabhatti died, aged ninety-five years, in A. Vk.
895:

II XI. 728.

Blioja, the grandson of Ama, came to Kanauj, and

not to Gopagiri, in order to kill his father Dunduka
and take possession of his kingdom (XI. 73.9).

* The passage is corrupt:

ifiT^r TfifJTfl'CsitOi^JnTOfrr ^r ^ I

frFTP ^r^n^rriR fewtft r^rflff^: II XI. 470.

rr^rr

^T f?

(
7
- TTI^:^ *1W% ) XI. 464,

465. This makes it certain that Vdkpati was generally called Vdlcpati-

rdja. See supra, p. Ixix., note J.
'
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' came the greatest among scholars,'* i.e., after A.Vk.

830 or A.D. 774.

The Vichdra-sdra-prakarana.

This is written by Pradyumna-Suri who flourished

in the thirteenth century (he wrote the Samardditya-
charita in A.Vk. 1334 or A.D. 1278).

The following occurs about Bappabhatti-Suri in the

Vichdra-sdra-pralcarana.
' There Hari-Suri, the old poet, was [born] one

e thousand fifty-five years [after the death of Mah&-
c

vira] ; Bappabhatti [was born] more than thirteen
' centuries [after the same event]. 'f

7

A Pattdvatt by Ravivardhana Gani, A.Vk. 1739

(A.D. 1683).

' In the year of Vikrama 800, on the 3rd day of the

*

bright half of Bhadrapada, the instructor of king
' Ama, Sri-Bappabhatti-Suri his birth. He became an

enjoyer of heaven (died) in A.Vk. 895 (A.D. 839).'$

Attention may be drawn to two points in connection

with the works above summarized : first, the sources

\*\

I

\\\\

(twnr:

I tf
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from which they derived the facts given by them
; and

second, their age.

The Bappabhatti-Silri-charita being identical in

origin with the Prabandha-kosa, it is enough to note

that KAjasekhara, the author of the latter, says :
' I am

'going to collect here twenty-four Prabandhas or

* stories which I heard from my teacher, which are long,
* and which are rich in sentiment;' from which it is

clear that he recorded in writing the stories which he

had heard narrated orally by his teacher. It is impos-
sible to say what the authority of his teacher was for

all the detailed dates and the minute facts given in

the several stories, though it is certain that he might
have had ancient recorded authority for a few facts,

such as the dates of a certain number of events, obtained

from inscriptions on images, and the particulars of

the lives of certain authors and the names of their

works as given at the end of the latter. The bulk of

the narratives, however, must have been derived from

mere loose oral tradition which must have been affected

by additions and modifications of -various kinds from

generation to generation.

>No remarks are required to be made on the Prabhd

vaka-charita, as that work is little better than the

Prabandha-kosa turned into verse, so far as the me-

moir of Bappabhatti is concerned.

The Tirthakalpa, the ^Gathdsahasri and the Pattd-

vali give no authority for the dates they mention,

though some of these, 'we may believe, may have been

traditionally handed down with tolerable correctness.

As regards the age of the seven works, none of them

is older than the close of the thirteenth century, the
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earliest being written more than five hundred years
after the alleged date of Bappabhatti-Siiri.

It will have been noticed that they do not all agree as

to the dates of Bappabhatti. According to the Charita,

the Prabandha-kosa, the Prabhdvaka-charita and the

Pattdvali, he was born in A.Vk. 800 (A.D. 744). The

Tirthakalpa says that he was born thirteen centuries

after Vira or after A.Vk. 830 (A.D. 774) though it

also states that he placed a certain top-image in a temple
at Matlmra in A.Vk. 826 (A.D. 770). The date of

Bappabhatti's birth given by the Tirthakalpn, however,

agrees with that of the Gdthdsahasri, and that given

by the Vichdra- sdra-prak&rana both of which record

that he was born more than thirteen centuries after

Mahavira, or after A. Vk. 830 or A.D. 774, (the death

of Mahavira is placed in the Gdthdsahasri 470* years
before the beginning of the Vikrama era). Then, we
have to remember that the Charita, the Prabandha-
kosa and the Prabhdvaka-charita give Bappabhatti a

long life of ninety- five years, full of activity up till

within two days of his death.

But the fact which shows the unreliable character of

the dates and the whole story of Bappabhatti is thai}

which gives to kingAma an extraordinary reign ofmuch
more than eighty years and a life of over one hundred

years.

For Bappabhatti was elevated to the dignity of Suri

in A.Vk. 811. This event was brought about on the

urgent recommendation of king Ama, as Bappabhatti
would not sit on the '

seat of the lion* (siwhdsana)
because ho had not been raised to the -rank of Suri, so
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thai Ama sent him back to Modheraka with a prayer
to SiddlKisena, the teacher of Bappabhat ii, that he

might make him a Suri. Before A.Vk. 811 Ama had

reigned for some time already, and he is stated to

have died in A.Vk. 890. Then as regards the length

of .his lite, lie was brought up by Siddhasena as an

infant of six months long before he gave dikshfi to,

i.e., made a recluse of, Bappabhatti in A.Vk. 807 ;

and at the time when he begfm his education in the

seventy -two arts at Modherakapura with Bappabhatti

in, we will say, A.Vk. 807, it was his second stay at

that place, and, as he had been expelled by his father

Yasovarrna, king of Kanyakubja, on account of his

1 laving turned out a spendthrift and become addicted

to youthful follies, he must have been more than

eighteen years old before his expulsion or before,

say, A.Vk. 807. This carries us back to A.Vk. 789

at the latest as the date of his birth, which would give
him a life of over one hundred and one years at least.

The facts about Vakpati, as given in the Charita, the

Kosa Prabandha and the Prabhdndha-lcosa-charita are

even more liable to suspicion as a Jain forgery than

all,the dates about king Ama.

He belongs to the kingly race of the Paramaras

(Powars)and is in the service of king Dharma, king of

Lakshanavati. Rajasekhara places this city in the

Deccan, of which, however/ he makes the Gaudadesa a

part !

> Vakpati is an admirer and friend of Bappa-
bhatti when the latter is at the court of Dharma.

Ho is an honoured servant of his master, but he

betrays his interests by causing the Buddhist scholar,.

Vardhanakunjara, to gargle -out the pill of invincibility
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from his mouth, so as to ensure the success of Bappa-

bhatti, and the forfeiture of the stake of his own master,

king Dharma. Then it is not till Yasodhartna, the

king of some unnamed neighbouring kingdom, over-

throws the kingdom of Lakshanavati and sends Vakpati
into prison, that the latter writes his Gauda&adhal

As soon as he shows it to Yasodharma, with whom it

has nothing to do, he is set at liberty. He then goes

to Grbpagiri, and writes his Mnhiimahamyayo, which

he himself has told us he had written long before ho

composed the Gaiidavaho. But the most significant

statement is that which contains the particulars of his

conversion to Jainism. Bappabhatti goes, sees, and

conquers the poet into a convert, and that too when
the poet had to gain nothing by his change of faith,

when he was at the end of his life, and when he

was a sannyasi. The story is told as if there were no

connection between Vakpati and his friend and patron

Yasovarma, the great king of Kanauj and the

father of Ama, although it is that king whom he has

eulogised in his poem, and whose achievements he

has celebrated. The whole story of the life of Bappa-
bhatti is little better than a fabrication intended *to

show how easily he converted such great kings as

Ama, defeated such learned scholars as Vardhanakun-

jara, and made even such poets and sannyasis as Vak-

pati abjure their faith andc become Jains when they
were on the point of death. There is little or no reli-

ance to be placed on the Jain stories, which, therefore,

cannot claim any right to correct the dates of the JRdja-

taranginL Even if we leave out ofr consideration the

extreme precocity of Bappabhatti, who is elevated to
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the rank of Suri or Acharya at the age of eleven years,

and who becomes, on account of his learning, the chosen

preceptor of king Ama even before that date, the whole

Prab'iiniha has such a look of the miraculous about it,

that little evidence can be derived from it for the purpose
of correcting any inaccuracies of dates in such a work

as the chronicle of Kashmir. All the credit that the

Jain stories have a right to claim is, that king Ama
was, perhaps, the son of Yasovarma, and was known to

have been one who favoured Bappabhatti, that Dunduka

was the son of Ama, and that Bhoja* was the son of

Dunduka, and that he also favoured the Jains, that the

poet Vakpati was known to them, that his works were

read and admired by them, and that he was believed to

have lived about, not at, the time of Bappabhatti. The

oldest tradition about Bappabhatti's age appears,
* There seems to be little doubt that this Bhoja is identical with

that of the Devgarh inscription. (General Cunningham's Arch. Surv. of

India, Vol. X. 1880, pp. 100 fgg.) dated Sake 784 or A.D. 862

(Sam vat 918). The latter has been identified by General Cunningham
with the Bhoja of the Gualior inscriptions, dated Samvat 933 or A.U.

876. Bappabhatti must have lived years after the date (Samvat 895) of

his death as given by his Jain biographers! It may here be observed

in passing that General Cunningham's identification of the Bhoja of

the Gualior and Devgarh inscriptions with the Bhoja of the Benares

copper-plate inscription cannot be correct, if the Jain accounts are to

be and I think in that particular they should be believed. For the

following table will show that the two cannot be the same :

Genealogy Genealogy

according to the Jains. according to the Benares

YASOVARMA. copper-plate.
AMA. DEVASAKTJ.

DUNDUKA. VATSARAJA.

UHOJA. NAGABHATA.

RAMABHADRA.
BHOJA DEVA.
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doubtless, to be that which speaks of him as having
been born after thirteen centuries had passed from the

death of Mahavira, without specifying the particular date

of his birth. Those works which assign him a particular

year, month, and day, deserve no credit for their trouble

in forging those and other details. The date of his

having put up the top-image at Mathura, given in

the Ttrthalcalpa would be correct, if it was obtained

from an inscription, buf the date A.Vk. 800 of his birth,

given in the same work is a clumsy fabrication of a de-

tail, which results in the absurdity of making him

put up the image four years before he was born.

If it is sometimes useful to speculate on the origin of

obvious but strange errors, I may perhaps be permitted
to suggest that for the origin of the^story of YASO-

DHARMA, the king of a neighbouring kingdom, having
first imprisoned Vakpati and then liberated him when
he wrote his Gaudavaho and showed it to him, we have

probably to look in a misreading of '

Yasovarrna,' the

hero of the poem, into * Yasodharma '

by the ignorant
Jain Yatis, who afterwards wrote charitas of Bappa-
bhatti or added to one already existing the strange
incident of Yasodharma, his killing of king Dharms^in

battle, and his imprisoning and afterwards liberating

the poet. All the MSS. on which our edition is based

invariably read Yasovarma throughout, and so does the

lidjatarangim (both the Calcutta and Mons. /IVoyer's

editions) as the name of Vakpati's patron. It is in-

teresting to remember that in the Jain form of the

Devanagari characters the letters 3" and q" are so similar

.as easily to lead to a confusion of the one for the other.

One cannot help seeing- a strange mixture of cor-
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root or nearly correct tradition with a great dial of

absurd fiction in tho references to V&kpati, intermixed

with the story which the Jains have written about

Bappabhatti.

NOTE III,

11a]ataranyml AND ITS CHARACTER AS A HISTORY.

As I have relied chiefly upon the Raja tar(ing ini of

Kalhaua in establishing that Lalitaditya's accession

occurred in 695 A.D., and, consequently in placing
Yasovarma and his eulogist Vakpati in the latter part

of the 7th and the first part of the 8th century,

the question naturally arises: how far is Kaihana to

h(> regarded as a trustworthy chronicler of the dates

and events of the kings of Kashmir? Unfortunately, in

India, authors writing about kings as purely human

characters, and about purely human events, especially

with, dates, are rare; and unfortunately, those that

write about the two are so justly chargeable with

the fault of writing for effect, and with using most

extraordinarily exaggerated language, that it should not

be a matter for wonder if scholars should at first distrust

a solitary writer like Kaihana, when he comes forward

and claims to be heard as a chronicler of actual events

recorded historically, especially when he writes in

verse, and writes, to a certain extent, as a poet. When

every, one, whom you hc^/ve known, has told fables or at

least has mixed a little truth with manifold falsehood
*

or exaggeration, you would doubt whether you could

believe your eyes" and ears when, as a singular case,

somebody comes forward and claims to be heard -as a
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historian or as a chronicler of true events. Naturally

enough all the presumptions would be against the

veracity of the solitary witness. Under other cir-

cumstances he would be accorded some consider-

able credence; but here, in the company of story-

tellers, he would be required first to prove his

veracity and even to demonstrate it thoroughly before

he can get a hearing; and, if that is impossible

or difficult to accomplish owing to the nature of the

evidence proffered, the witness is sure to be told that

unless he is corroborated by a perfect stranger he

is entitled to no credit whatsoever.* If he stammers

or hesitates in his speech by a natural defect, he is

suspected to do so because he finds it difficult to be

straightforward in his cooked up and false narrative. f

If his interpreters have not quite correctly understood

him, their difficulties are but too convincing a proof of

the want of veracity in the witness, because all pre-

sumptions are against him.J Further if one person,
* See Professor G. Biihler, Journal, Bombay J3 ranch,- Royal

Asiatic Society, Extra Number, 1877, page 59 ;
also Professor Max

Miiller's India: what can it teach usl p. 359.

f Kalhana's style has a great many peculiarities which appeal^ to

have contributed somewhat towards the unfavourable estimate which

some scholars have formed of his work. He often uses words and

phrases which are unfamiliar to general readers, and his constructions

are frequently far from being easy. He is full of vocables which

appear to be provincial, and uses ordjnary words in very unusual senses.

% Though we are to be thankful for .the Calcutta Edition of 1835,

it cannot be too much to say over an^ over again, that it is* full of

mistakes, and appears to have been very carelessly and unscrupulously

corrected by the Editors, who must have supplied numerous deficiencies

from no better sources than their imagination pr their ingenuity, not

very much controlled by any recognised rules of criticism. As for

M. Troyer's French Edition, it is little better than the Calcutta
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under the circumstances we have here set forth, has

refused to believe part of his narrative, everybody else,

without seeing.him and examining him personally, is

but too apt to follow suit, and to say that ho

cannot believe him. Part of his evidence is hearsay,

though hearsay at secondhand only, and the rest such

as consists of what he knows personally. Though he

distinguishes between the two kinds, and sets forth

the names of those from whom he received his hearsay,
and is even careful to say which of his informants he

believes and which he does not, and though he tells

you which part of his hearsay information is of a doubt-

ful character, you would suspect that, as all presump-
tions are against him, he will in all likelihood exag-

gerate or falsify by adding to or cutting down the

secondhand statements of his informants, and would

say, that, unless those informants are produced before

you and examined by you, you would not believe the

hearsay evidence of the witness, as even hearsay. Even
the dress and appearance of the witness would prejudice

you against him. He is rough, you will say, he is unre-

fined, he appears to hide his feelings and his thoughts,

an^lhis inside is uot transparent through his coun-

tenance; and all this you would put against him as

indicative of a desire to deceive you. If at times his

answers appear to be very easy to understand and

consistent, you would feel inclined to say that that is

the result of an endeavour to make falsehood look like

truth*, because forsooth/ the nature of that part of his

narrative is such that its details cannot be consistent.

Edition, though in some respects considerably worse. See Pr^f. Gr.

Biihler, Journal, Extra Number, Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic

Society, J877, pp. 55 f.
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This is not very far from what has actually happened
to the author of the Rdjataran/jini, the only work

hitherto discovered in India having any. pretensions to

be considered as a history, or at least as a chronicle of

human events brought about by human means, and

narrated for the most part in human ways.

Kalhana wrote in Sake 1071 r72 or A. D. 1149-51*.

But the period to which his narrative extends begins,

according to him, from 1184 B.C. and comes down to

the year A.D. 1151,. or a length of over 2333 years.

Indeed, he takes cognizance of a previous period of

1266 years which preceded B.C. 1184, as one during
which some fifty-two princes reigned in Kashmir, but

gives no account of them because he found no records

about them existing in his time. Indeed, even the names

of many of them are unknown. Accordingly all that

he does in regard to the prehistoric period of 1266

years is to enumerate as many of the prehistoric

fifty-two kirigs a3 he can, and perhaps in the order

in which they were believed to have reigned, and, after

enumerating such public monuments as their names

were connected with as their founders or promoters,

proceeds at once to his main narrative which begins
with king Gonarda III. whom he places in B.C. 1184.

As the prehistoric period of 1266 years is a blank on

account of "no poets having recorded the. deeds of

the kings" who reigned during that period, or rather

because the records of that period were lost, andas he

is enabled to give a narrative of the ^subsequent period
because poets have preserved its history, he pours out

his thanks to the ancient members *"of his fraternity

thus :
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'

Worthy of obeisance is that indefinable virtue of

good poets which is superior [in sweetness and im-
'

mortality] to a stream of nectar, and whereby they
'

preserve their own bodies* of glory as well as those of
' others.'

* What men, other than poets who resemble Prajapati,

and who are skilful in producing lovely things, can

place the past times before the eyes of men?'!
* If a poet can realize with his genius things which

4

everybody cannot comprehend, what other indication

is wanted that he has the divine sight ?' J

On znjTr^FT:,
'

body of glory,'
'

the body known as glory,' see

Gaiidanaho 94-5. The expression
'

body
'

is used to justify the

comparison, implied here and expressed in the next verse, of poets to

Brahmadcva or Prajapati who produces our bodies. gW^'SR^fr^t,

literally, that attacks and defeats a stream of nectar/ 'is superior to,'

&c. It is equivalent to HVr^^PT^rfr.

t *fi*3'' 3Tr?5-^ arffTWfT* %g sr?W<Tf STT: I

^r^srrqrft^w^rr^^w^ II \.

The author does not mean that in being compared to Prnjapati,

poets, who write about kings and their doings, ma\ history out of

nothing, but that they resemble Prajapati in giving beautiful shape
to ^ell-known facts, just as the latter creates material bodies with

matter already existing in the world.

: II v v
The author means, that that which bears witness to a poet being

gifted with the divine sight is, that he should be able to see, not what
this or that single man may see, but everything which every man sees.

That
is, he should be able to see or know everything, and should not

have a limited vision, as other people have. And if a poet does not see

everything, what other proof can he give of his divine sight ? None.

The translation givenlibove is not literal, but gives the sense. The poet
should know what all men put together know.
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4 There is no history of fifty-two kings of Kashmir,
'

beginning with Gonarda L, who in the Kali-yuga were
*

contemporaries of the Kurus and of the sons of Kunti,*
*

forsooth, because, in consequence of the evil deeds
' of those rulers of the earth, there were no poets to

'

produce their bodies of glory *.f

' Obeisance to that energy, naturally great, of poets,
* without whose favour even those mighty kings are
' not remembered, by enjoying the shadow of whose
'
tree-like arms this earth, with its oceanic girdle,

' used to feel safe from danger from, all quarters.
* Even those who sat at ease with their feet on the

'

temples of elephants, who even obtained prosperity,
'

nay those even in whose palaces once dwelt young
4 damsels fair as moons shining in the day, are not
*

thought of even in dreams by this world, as if they
* never existed, though they were once the foremost on
' earth ! But why praise thee a hundred times,
* brother, work of good poets? Suffice it to say, that

' the world is blind without thee.'J

v w
>
scil. 5RT', do not remember, have not records of, nothing

is known of.

t crRTTr ^rw *pr itar ff^ :

, because, I sl>ould suppose,'
' as if on account of.'

ordinary name of the earth, so that ^r^W^^-?^^
^f^vr?T:

' makers or creators of the b^dy of glory, in the sfyape of

poets.'
Kalliana does not really mean that no poets wrote about the

deeds of the fifty-two kings. See infra, note*
1

page clxx.
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Of Kalhana's regard for facts and for the impartial

elinmicler of facts, the following will give an idea:

' That virtuous poet alone is worthy of praise who,

free from love or hatred, ever restricts his language
* to the exposition of facts.'*

AVhat his materials were for the narrative, extending
over 2333 years, and what he thought of them, and

what value he attached to them, will appear from Hie

following verses in his introduction :

' The oldest extensive works, containing the royal
' chronicles, have been lost in consequence of the work
' of Suvrata, who condensed them in his narrative in
' order that their contents might be easily remembered.

< Suvrata's poem, though it has acquired fame, is

f not easily understood, being difficult, owing to a
'

pedantic show of learning.
1

Owing to some strange want of attention there is

* not a single part of Kshernendra's ' Chronicle of Kinyx,'
' that is free from mistakes, though it possesses the
* merit of poetry. 'f

\. .

This gives as good a definition of an honest chronicler as we could

wish for, even in our own age of historical accuracy.

: I

\. \\

\.
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But his claim to be heard he bases upon the two

facts, viz., first, that he examined and compared a large
number of works on the ancient history of Kashmir,
and second , that he used inscriptions of former kings,

genealogical tables, and works forming memoirs of

famous persons :

* I have examined eleven works of former scholars
' which contain the chronicles* of the kings, as well as
' the doctrine of the sage Nila (i.e. the Nilapurana). .

* The edicts issued at the coronation of former kings,
*

inscriptions on ancient objects with which those
*

kings were connected, laudatory scrolls containing
'

genealogical lists, and memoirs of renowned person-
*

ages having been examined, I have removed all trouble
4 caused by errors. 't

' hard on account of bad learning.'

V \v

As to the character of those previous chronicles, see further on,

translation of sloka 9.

.e.,

FT: I
When kings

are installed and crowned, edicts are issued for the purpose of an-

nouncing the fact, or for remitting certain taxes and imposts, or for

stopping certain practices, such as the slaughter of animals for

sacrifice or food, or for declaring certain rules of policy which the

king crowned will follow, or granting lands and allowances to temples,

monasteries, or to individuals. These would be called
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As for the fifty-two kings who reigned before Gon-

arda II L the author has told us what his sources of

information were in the following verses :

Besides these there are otlvers, such as those inscribed on temples and

tlu>r public buildings erected daring their reigns by them or by pri-

val.e individuals, on copper-plate grants made by them at othe-r times

than that ef their coronation, on stone, wooden, and metallic pieces of

household furniture, such as ornamental plates and salvers, on which the

makers or donors, especially if patronized by or connected with the

court of the king, have inscriptions engraved containing the name

of the king and possibly those of one or two of his ancestors, his

date, &c. These are the inscriptions which Kalkaiaa refers to as

A patta is a piece of cloth to paint a picture upon, also

on which the names and deeds of one's ancestors are ewlogisticolly

described. As the astrologer (^rfrff%) has his scroll containing

events of the past and of the future year, which he reads in (very

family and in every temple on the new year's day ( Chaitra Sudi 1),

so the Ch Tirana or Bkfita, or court bard, has his scroll of the king's

ancestors, in which their names, their great and valorous deeds, their

renowned virtues and their victories, are poetically described. The

scrolls arc sometimes read by the bard to the family circle and their

friends on certain household occasions such as the Srtiddha,

marriages, &c. These are, what the author calls sr^RrrTTIT:, a term

which subsequently came to be applied to short poetical or prose

wodcs, even when written on paper instead of on scrolls of cloth, and

even when they were incorporated in long inscriptions engraved on

stone slabs. The latter are also, perhaps, included in the signification

here of the term. The practice of court or hereditary or professional

bards reading to their masters or patrons the eulogistic accounts of

their forefathers contained in their books and written by their (the

bards') ancestors from generation to generation on festive occasions,

is still in vogue in western India. These poets are technically called

Vahivanchdf that is to say, readers of vaMs or manuscript books.

^rSf*I. This has been snpposcd to be a difficult expression. Lassen

"takes it to mean books on law, dharmasdstrae" while Professor

Biihler says :
" The Sdslras, the works on the various sciences, or, to

use a
" short expression, the Manuscripts of Sanskrit books, which in

v
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6 Out of the fifty-two kings of whom there is nohis-

*tory on account of the loss of the chronicles, four, viz.

'those beginning with Gonarda I., have been obtained
' from the Nllamata (i.e., Nilapurdna).'*

" Kashmir mostly give at the end some information regarding the

"
author, together with the date/' Hiouen-Tksang, when speaking

of Buddhistic literature, especially in connection with the synods

held by Kanishka and Asoka, uses the word somewhat freely, as

abhidharma-Sdstra, &c. pretty much in the way we may use

siddhunta, or nibandha. See Hiouen-Thsang, passim. Bntitis certain

that Kalhana uses the term neither in the sense indicated by Lassen,

nor that suggested by Professor Biihler, nor that in which it is found

used in Hiouen-Thsang. His sense of the term must be as definite as

that of tidsana and Prasastipatta, and the word as a name must refer

to a particular class of literature, and so it does. It means memoirs

of renowned personages^ or biographical works, historical sketches of

the lives of famous persons, which we usually call charitas. In this

definite sense the word is actually used by Jain writers. Thus the

Prabhduaka-charita, at the close of the memoir of Vriddhavadi and

Siddhaseria, says,

ftfr 5^ ^ II VIII. 79

See also the last couplet of the Prabandha-khosa copied in the

footnote at page cxxxvi. Also page clii, footnote*.

V \^

It appears from this that in Kalhaua's time the tradition was current,

that records of the prehistoric fifty-two kings had once existed, but

that they had been lost. When in i&tauza 45 the author says, that

no poets had celebrated the doings of those kings, he is not apparent-

ly to be understood literally, as is shown^by the particle vr^JT, 'as if.*

In the following lines also the poet repeats that, the records had been

lost, not that they never existed :

rqr^irr: or* i

I v <^.
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c

Formerly the great Brahman ascetic* Helaraja com-
*

posed a chronicle of kings, containing twelve thousand
*

couplets : Padraamihira having examined that work

'gave, in his own book, the eight kings beginning with
s Lava and preceding Asoka.'

4

Further, the five kings among whom Asoka is the

'first, Sri-Ghhavillakara has declared, are out of the

'fifty-two. For here is his sloka :'t

' The five kings from Asoka to Abhimanyu, who have
* been mentioned, have been taken by the ancients out
' of the fifty-two and not out of any other list.'

If so many previous scholars had already written on

the subject of the ancient and modern kings of Kash-

w II

On TTir^frRT ^rcr^Tte'^r, see Professor G. Buhler, loc. cii.,

p. Ixix.

Do these lines not warrant a suspicion that, like some of us, Kalhana

would have desired to place within the historical period two or three

of those kings whom we call historical Asoka, Jalaukas, Damodara,
Kanishka (with Hushka and Jushka), and Abhimanyu and whom
Kalhaua also seems to have regarded in the same light, because he

places them immediately before the historical period, but that he

placed*them before the histo'/ical period on the authority, quoted, of

&ri-Chhaviltakara? If so, it is not Kalhana, but his predecessors who

are responsible for assigning to a period before Gonarda III., the king
of whom alone we kow anything from independent sources.

\ So I would propose to read instead of
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mir, what, it might be asked, was tlie object of the

author in undertaking the task of writing the Eaija-

tarangini? The answer *whioh Kalhana gives is, that

there was no one continuous and complete ebroniele of

the whole period from the time of Gonarda III up to

Ms own ;
that the different works which already existed

related to different parts of the period, and, so far as

they treated of the same kings, they differed in their

narratives, that some of tlrem were wrong, others not

very intelligible or clear
;.
that people did not care to

read all the works to get an idea of the whole period ;

that he wished to point out the moral of many of

the events which filled that period
-

r and that he under-

takes the work of compiling a general history of the-

whole period, because the subject was lying neglected ii>

every respect and by everybody, Kalhana observes :.

*
[when kings are overbearing] in the prosperity of

* their times and their territories* or [when they are
*
grieved] at the adversity of the same, this ^Raja-

6

tarangini^ which contains soothing narratives which
4 are so many medicines, will be useful [as furnishing
* those medicinesj fco those kings/*

_^__* Here the author proceeds to explain the object or use of writing:

Jiis book. First, to whom" will the book be useful ? He answers :

HT

Literally 'in the prosperity or adversity of place anct time, this

\nCtjataran$im\, which possesses soothing narratives that are like so*

many medicines, will be useful to kin^;.' Construe : l^rerrr^TT-' <raf|f

rw 3T fffr fq- rr^rrnlF^? H^^^ff^wrr^^^r^rr wft ^Tr^rri ^qr^^r,

Perhaps ^R" would have been a better reading in place of fl%nt By
%^F**%: ttft rr%" fr the poet means ' the glorio^usness of their king-

doms and the prosperity of their administrations.' ^&T?S may not
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' Or* even apart from that [use], what wise man
' does not delight in such a composition, which
* contains endless transactions of ancient times ?

'

c

Bearing! in mind the life, short, as a momentary
'

flash, of created beings, let the predominance in this
* work be observed of the sentiment of disgust with
' the flitting and momentary things of this world.'

'

Therefore, let this RAjatarartgini (lit. River of
*

Kings), which is beautiful with a vivid spring of rasa
4

(sentiment), be imbibed with your ears which are like
' mothers of pearls.'J

The nature of Kalhana's use of the authorities con-

sulted by him, and the merit he claims for himself is set

forth modestly in the following verses :

be inaptly paraphrased by *[*, and the whole phrase illustrated by
the following verse in the VHIth Taranga :

\

* This claims a larger sphere of usefulness for the book, viz., the

interest which all readers take in ancient history. The poet's words are

^ The purport of the couplet is to describe the nature of the pre-

vailing sentiment (r*T) that will characterise his poem. The vanity of

human greatness", the flitting nature of all earthly honours, and the

consequent disgust created by the reading of stories connected with

them, form the moral which the poet wishes to point out in his book.

The words' are :

: W'<T/T

I

On ^r^-gt see Professor G. Biihler, loc. cit,, page Ixx., note on

stanza 24.
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*

Although I narrate again the subject-matter of

e chronicles which others have written, the virtuous
c

ought not to turn their faces from me without hear-
*

ing my reasons.'*

' What genius can be exhibited when men of modern
* times compile in their own books accounts given by
* those who died after composing each the history of
' those kings whose contemporary he was ? Hence in
' this narrative of past facts a subject which' is neg-
' lected in every respect my endeavour is simply to
*

compile.'!

Nor is the mention of inscriptions and scrolls or

laudatory genealogical lists in his introduction the

only reference to those authorities. He often mentions

them in the body of his narrative as authorities for

certain statements which he makes. For example, in

I. 349, describing the character of King Gropaditya, he

*nrreL II
^

II

f & ^t JpfaFit *F|r SRSPT fgsrrir |

cr^t || ^ II

I v^

\ II

,
'is compiled,' 'is transferred so as to Jill the book.' Observe

that the author speaks here of the previous chronicles as having been

written by contemporary writers, and that he calls himself modern in

comparison with them, which shows t<hat, in his opinion at all events,

the former chronicles were, besides being ancient, works written by

authors who narrated contemporary events. ^TS^f f^FT*Tf,
the poetmeans

that no great genius or ability is required for a mere compiler like

himself. flf^rc^Tl'^Tr,
' that has fallen in every way/ that is,

' which

has been allowed to drop or lie neglected in every, respect.'

,

'
to put together/ 'to compile.'
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says that he reigned for sixty years,*
' he who did not

* allow the slaughter of animals except for sacrifices,

' and whom the laudatory scrolls of genealogical lists

' describe as having enjoyed fame as the most excellent
1
of kings.'

The whole narrative bristles with the names of

towns, cities and villages mentioned as having been

built by most of the kings after whom they were

named, and of temples, Buddhistic monasteries,

stupas, convents, rest-houses, guest-houses, bridges,

palaces and other public works erected by the kings,

their wives, mothers, brothers, and their ministers or

dependents, most of which were extant in the time of

the author. There must have been many records

connected with, them, which Kalhana doubtless used

as materials to check his other materials in fixing the

dates of the kings, the durations of their reigns, or

their places in the list.

Another remarkable feature ofthe work is the names

of a great many authors and poets who flourished or

found patronage in Kashmir, and who are mentioned

botja in connection with the reigns of the kings who

patronized them, and in connection with the works

they wrote. It is not disputed, that a large number of

the literary productions of those authors existed in

the time, of Kalhana, though they have disappeared
since. Some of them nms'thave furnished the materials

for the Rajalarangini, pr authority for the dates and

other incidents given by its author.
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As the first three Tamngas are much discredited on

account of some very flagrant improbabilities and

even an impossibility that of the duration of Ranadit-

ya's reign which they contain, so much so that some

scholars seem prepared to throw overboard all the

kings in that period about whom no independent evi-

dence is forthcoming, it may be interesting to see

how many of the kings mentioned therein are connect-

ed with buildings, celebrated writers or authors, &c.

Non-historic period.

1 Gonarda I. ... ... ... ... ...

2 Damodara ... ... ... ... ...

3 Yasovati, queen
4 Gonarda II. ...

5-39 Thirty-five kings whose names are not preserved.
40 Lava ..., v ... (1) built the city of Lolora.

(2) granted the agrahara
of Levara in Ledari.

41 Kusesaya (1) granted the agrahara
ofKuruhara.

42 Khagendra (1) granted the agrahara

ofSakhagi.

(2) made the agrahara of

Khunamusha.

43 Surendra (1) built the city of Saura-

ka near the Darad coun-

try.

(2|) built the vihara palled

Narendrabhavana in

that city.

(3) built the vihara of Sau-

rasa in Kashmir.
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44 Qodhara ,. (1) granted the agrahnra
of Hastisala.

45 Suvarna (1) built the canal called

Suvarnamani in the dis-

trict of Karala.

46 Janaka , (1) built the vihara and

agrahara of Jalora.

47 Sauhfnara ,. (2) made the agrahara of

Samanga (?) and Sasa-

nara (?)

48 Asoka ,.,. (1) spread Buddhism by

building series of stupas
in fSushkaletra, along the

Vitasta and in other

places (read g-^^fq-cT-

srrfr in 1. 102).

(2) built the city of Srina-

gar.

(3) substituted an enclo-

^ sure wall of stones in

place of the one of lime

^ round Vijayesa.

(4) built the two palaces
near Vijayesa, named
Asokesvara.

49 Jaloka ,,...i,\, ,,,... (1) made the agraharas
of Yaravala and others.

/ (2) his queen Isana-devi

established groups of

images of the divine

mothers on gates and

similar other places.
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(3) lie encouraged pil-

grimage to Sodara and

other holy places.

(4) consecrated the shrine

of Jyeshtharudra in Sri-

nagar, in rivalry of the

shrine of Nandisa that

was situated at a great

distance with a tirtha

called Sodara attached,

and caused another So-

dara-tirtha to rise near

the new shrine.

(5) built a vihara called

Krityasrama ( fT^r^R^,

Troyer's edition), and

established an -

image
of Kritya-devif

1
"

(6) built a stoii:
I
Sll of

enclosure rourf^
ra
fandi-

kshetra.

(7) presented a set of arti-

cles of worship, made of

precious stones, to Bhu-

tesa.

50 Damodara. ..,,.,,. (1) built the bridge called

Gurusetu in the citybuilt

by him on the Damoda-

ra-suda.

51 Hushka, Jushka, and ( 1 ) each built a city called

Kanishka, Hushkapura, Jushkapu-

ra, and Kanishkapura,
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52 Abhimanyu

1 Gpnarda III.

2 Bibhishana

3 Indrajit

4 Ravana

after their respective

names.

(2) Jushka built a vilmra.

(3) Juslika built the city

of Jayasvamipura.

(4) the three built mathas

and chaityas in the

country of Sushkaletra.

(1) granted the agrahara
called Kantakautsa.

(2) dedicated a shrine to

Siva, called after him.

(3) built the city of Abhi-

manyupura.

(4) patronized Chandra

and other grammarians.

(5) introduced the Makd-

bhdshya (of Patanjali)

into Kashmir.

(6) Nagarjuna, the Bodhi-

satva, was his contem-

porary.

(7) restored the worship
of snakes, &c., as pre-

scribed in the Nila-

purdna.

period.

(1) established the shrine

of Vatesvara.
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5 Bibhishana II.

6 "Nara or Kinnara

7 Siddha...

8 Utpalaksha
9 Hiranyaksha

1.0 Hiranyakula
11 Yasukula

1^ Mihirakula

(2) built a matlia having
four halls, wherein he

consecrated the image
of Vatesvara, and dedi-

cated the kingdom of

Kashmir to the god.

. . . . *

(1) burned thousands of

viharas, and resuming
their lands, gave them

to Brahmans.

(2) built a city called Kin-

narapura on the banks of

the Vitasta, which a

Naga afterwards burnt.

(1) built a city which he

called Hiranyapura after

himself.

(1) built the shrine^ of

Mihiresvara in Srinagar.

(2) built a city called

Mihirapura in Hola.

(3) granted thousands of

agraharas to the low

<

(
Brahmans from Gandha-
ra.

(4) similarly favoured the

barbarous Daradas and

Bhattas.
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13 Baka .

14 Kshitinanda

15 Vasunanda

16 Nara ...

17 Akslia

18 Gopaditya

(5) altered the course of

the river called Chan-

drakulya.

(1) built the shrine of Ba-

kesa.

(2) led a river called by
him Bakavati into a lake.

(3) built the city of Lava-

notsa.

(1) built [? the vihara of]

Vibhusrama.

(2) built [? the vihara of]
Akshavala.

(1) granted the agraharas
of Sakhola (?), Khagi,

Kahadigrama, Skanda-

pura, Samanga, and Adi

(read

I. 345).

(2) consecrated the image
of Jyeshthesvara.

(3) granted the agraharas

of Gopa in Gopadri to

Brahmans from Aryade-
sa.

(4) established a colony of

holy Brahmans in Vas-

chika and other districts,
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19 Gokarna

20 Narendra

khila.

alias Khin-

21 Yudhishthira

22 Pratapaditya of the

race of Vikramaditya...

23 Jalaukas

24 Tunjiaa ... ..

and granted them agra-

haras.

(1) built the shrine of Go-

karnesvara.

(1) dedicated many tem-

ples to Bhutesvara and

a temple to the goddess

Akshayini.

(2) His spiritual guide or

teacher, Ugra, built the

temple of Ugresa, and

established a Matrichak-

ra, or group of images
of the divine mothers.

(1) he and his queen built

the shrine ofTungesvara
and dedicated it to

(2) they built the city of

Katika.

(3) Chandraka the drama-

tist* flourished at the

: time.

(4) a terrible famine occur-

red, caused by snow-

storms.

(5) his queen Vakpushta

granted the two Agra-
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haras of Katimusha and

Rilmuslia.

(6) she established a satra

or annasatra at a place
where she afterwards

burned herself as a sati,

where poor people and

fatigued travellers are
"

still fed." (II. 59).

25 Vijaya ... ... (1) built a town round Vi-

jayesvara.

26 Jayendra (1) Isana was the teacher of

his minister Sandhimati.

27 Sandhimati ... ... (1) established one thou-

sand sivalingams every

day, groups of which cut

into slabs of stones <{ are

still found." (11.133).

(2) granted large villages

for the maintenance of

the Lingams. The vil-

lages
" are not now con-

tinued." (II. 136).

(3) built great palaces, and

established great Lin-

gams, great Nandis, and

great Trisulas.

(4) built a temple and de-

dicated it to Siva, and

called it Sandhisvara,

after himself, and

another, dedicated to
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the same god, calling

it Isesvara after his

teacher; built temples of

Rheda and Bhima ;
and

filled the whole country
with mathas, idols,

Lingams, and palaces.

28 Meghavahana...... (1) put a stop by procla-

mation on his corona-

tion day to slaughter of

animals (III. 5, badly
emended by M. Troyer
from STOTOp into

(2) made the agrahara of

Meghavana.

(3) built Yushtagrama.

(4) built Meghamatha.

(5) his queen, Amritapra-

bha, built a vihara called

Amritabhavana for the

residence of Bhikshus,

natives of her county.

(6) from Lo, part of her

native country, came

Lostanya the teacher of

, her father. He was in-

duced by her to build a

stupa.

(7) Yuk'adevi, another

queen, \Duilt a vihara in

Nadavana.
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29 Pravaraaena, alias Tun-

jina alias Sreshthasena.

30 Hiranya
man a.

31 Matrigupta.

and Tora-

(8) Indradevi, another

queen, built a vihara

called Indrabhuvana,
and a stupa having four

halls.

(9) Khadana, Masma and
other queens built other

viharas, and called them

after their respective

names.

(1) built the temple of

Pravaresvara, furnished

with a group of images
of the divine mothers.

(2) consecrated various

temples and laid founda-

tions in the old capital.

;3) allotted to the shrine

of Pravaresa the terri-

tory of Trigarta.

(1) Toramana struck dina-

ras in his own name.

(1) prohibited slaughter of

animals throughout the

kingdom during his

reign.

(2) patronized the poet

Mentha, the author of

Hayagrivavadha.

(3) built and dedicated a

temple to Madhusudana
. (Vishnu), and called it
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32 Pravarasena II.

Matriguptasvami, the

villages granted to which

were afterwards (A.D.

814-863) given by Mam-
ma (IV. 702) to the

family of his father-in-

law.

(1) built the temple of

Jayasvami in his new-

city.

(2) built the first bridge of

boats across the Vitasta

or Jhelum.

(3) built a city, which

he named Pravarasena-

pura, on the site of the

village of Saritaka, and

established five goddess-

es, viz., Srisadbhavasri

and others. The city

stood only on the south

of the Vitasta.

(4) Jayendra, the mater-

nal uncle of the king,

built the Jayendravihara
and the Brihadbuddha-

. vihara.

(5J
his minister Moraka

built the vihara called

Morakabhavana.

(6) the shrines of Vardha-

mana and Visvakarma
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(consecrated by him ?)

were the beauties of his

city (read ^Rf for flt-

JT%: in III. 359. M. Trov-

er's emendation is wild).

(7) the king richly en-

dowed every temple in

his city.

33 Yudhishthira (1) his ministers Sarva-

ratna, Jaya, and Skan-

dhagupta built viharas

and chaityas.

(2) Yajrendra, the son of

Jayendra, was also his

minister, and built the

town of Bhavachchheda.

(3) Kumarasena and others

also were his ministers.

34 Narendraditya. (1) built a temple called

Narendra svami.

(2) Vajra and Kanaka, the

sons of Jayendra, were

his ministers.

(3) built an edifice or

library for the custody
of manuscripts and call-

ed it after himself (R^TT

III. 387).

35 Ranaditya alias Tunjina (1) built two excellent edi-

fices called after himself

and after his queen Ra-

narambha, to receive two
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Lingains ; but establish-

ed Hari in one and Ha-

ra in the other.

(2) built the temple of

Ranesvara, dedicated to

Siva. Brahma, a siddha,

performed the consecra-

tion at the instance of

the queen (read cpjf

-5^T III. 458), and esta-

blished an image called

Brahmasattama in his

honour.

(3) consecrated the shrines

of Ranasvami and Rana-

rarnbhadeva ( ? or Ram-

bhadeva), and built the

matha of the Pasupatas
on the top of the

Pradyumna mountain.

(4) built a hospital for the

sick.

(5) consecrated a shrine

of the goddess Senamu-

kht.

(6) consecrated a shrine of

,- Ranapurasvami, dedica-

'ted to the sun, in the
i

'town of Simharotsika.

(7 ) Amritaprabha, an-

other ctf his queens, con-

secrated the god Amri-
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tcsvara to the right side

of Ranesa.

(8) the same queen, Am-

ritaprabha, placed an

image of Buddha in the

vihara built by her name-

sake the queen ofMegha-
vahana. (M. Troyer's

translation,
" Binna,

queen of king Meghava-
hana," is characteristic

of his work).

36 Vikramaditya (1) his ministers were

Brahma and Galuna.

(2) the minister Brahma

built the matha called

Brahmamatha.

(3) Ratnavali, the wife of

Galuna, built a vihara.

37 Baladitya (1) conquered Vankala and

established therein a

colony called Kalambya
for the residence of

Kashmirians.

(2) made the agrahara of

Bhedara in the territory

of Madava.

(3) his queen Bimba (read

ft*3T with M. Troyer)
consecrated a shrine of

Siva called Bimbesvara.
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(4) Khankha, $atrughna
and Malava, brothers,

who were his ministers,

built mathas and tem-

ples, and also a bridge.

From the above analysis it will be seen, that out of

the seventeen kings, whose names are preserved and

who belong to what I call the non-historic period, the

names of no less than thirteen were connected with

foundations, endowments, grants and other moounients,

many of which Kalhana must have seen, and of others

of which he must have read accounts then extant. In

the historic period treated in the first three Tarangas,
out of the thirty-seven kings no less than twenty-three
had left numerous monuments, grants and similar evi-

dences of their time, their administration, and their

liberality. The writings connected with the latter

must have helped Kalhana to fix the order and the dates

and the durations of the reigns of a great number of

them. Of course it is possible that like Romulus from

Rome, some of the kings, especially among the earlier

ones, may have been imagined from the monuments,
the real origin of these being forgotten. But looking
to the nature of the monuments and the probability of

copper-plate and other grants having existed, that

theory cannot eliminate many of the kings.

One large class of miscellaneous inscriptions to

which the author refers, besides those on foundation

stones, consecration pillars, &c., is that of short in-

scriptions on objects of household furniture, coins,

arms, copper-plates of grants of lands ^and allowances

and similar things (purvabhubkartri- vasiusdsandni).
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It is well known that old copper and brass vessels,

s words, daggers, and other arms have inscriptions,

containing the names of kings and their ancestors.

These must, doubtless, have been used for the purpose
of setting at rest some doubts which had been raised

in his mind by the conflicting accounts found in the

books consulted by him.

Besides the historical works written by con-

temporary chroniclers, which Kalhana mentions and

refers to, it is reasonable to suppose that he must

have read legendary stories like those of Gunadhya,
connected with ancient celebrities and with many of the

sacred places in Kashmir, so many of which appear to

have been mentioned ia the older chronicles of the

Kashmirian kings.

Though, however, there is
- no reason to suppose

that Kalhana's materials were not ample, and though
the chronicles he used were written by contemporary
authors a fact which deserves the highest considera-

tion it must not be forgotten that he writes in verse

and as a poet, and is liable to the defects which

usually attend compositions in verse on a matter of

fact subject. Though simple facts can be made the

subject of poetry, all facts are not fit to be expressed in

poetry, and a writer of verse is often apt to colour his

narrative when it is likely to be otherwise dull, by the

addition or omission of certain particulars. This has,

doubtless, happened in the Edjatarangini, as it might
have happened in any similar poetical work, or even in

a prose work which treated of history from such an
ancient date as B. C. 1184.

There appears good reason to believe, however, that
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Kalhana's materials, though many of them written by

eye-witnesses themselves, were of a highly coloured

poetical character, and that much of his own poetry is

probably due to them. He must have given many
incidents just as he found them in older works. We
may observe, however, to his credit, that though
he gives such incidents, even when of a miraculous

nature, he often feels, and does not hesita.te to tell us

that he feels, ashamed in narrating them in such a

book as his Rdjatarangini. We may instance the reign
of Meghavahana A.D. 24 to 58, that is described as

full of righteousness and of tenderness for the life of

all creatures. That king prohibited the taking of life

in his kingdom, and even led an expedition into Ceylon,
in order to put down by force the slaughter of animals

for any purpose whatsoever. He succeeded, and

returned to Kashmir. A Brahman brought to him one

day the dead body of his only son, and declared that

the goddess Durga had killed him with fever, because

that she had not been given a victim, though she

had asked for one. The king determined to offer him-

self as a sacrifice to the goddess, in order to induce her

to restore the Brahman's son to life. Durga appeared
before him, however, in the night and prevented him

from sacrificing himself, and at once restored the

dead son of the Brahman to life again.
'

Relating
* this and similar deeds of the king, though he belongs
' to modem times, deeds which are considered possible
'

among ignorant people only, we feel ashamed.'* Again,

referring to the various accounts of the manner in which
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f

Lalitaditya must have met with his death,

Kalhana says,
' as one reads that this king performed

*

very miraculous deeds, so one reads that his death
*
also was very miraculous.'* We might also refer to the

author's remark on the older accounts of the cruelties

of king Mihirakula, whom previous writers had repre-
sented as having killed three crores of people because

he found so many women failing to prove their chastity.

Kalhana remarks :
* this is what is well believed, in the

*

opinion of others. In truth, however, it is impossible.
* Of course the slaughter of people by him was very
6

great, even if those cases alone were considered where
* he killed for good reasons. 't

The Rdjatarangini, we must recollect, was written

in A.D. 1149-51, and almost touches at its beginning
that mythical period, in which the war of the

Mahdbhdrata is believed to have occurred. If Kalhana
had begun his narrative from that king, Gonarda I., who
was a contemporary of the Pandavas and the Kauravas,
his work, at least in its earlier parts, would have

deserved no better credit, as a historical chronicle,

than the Mafidbhd'rata or the JPurdnas* But of a period
of 1266 years from the time of the war of the Hahd-
b/tdrata he says nothing, except that he gives the

names of seventeen out of fifty-two kings who are

believed to have reigned during that period. Of the

rest, he says, even the names are forgotten. Many of

*
ar^Tf rTTR" ?qrr^ fTP*r**rW ftTW I

mfatft
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those named are, doubtless, and some we know to have

been, historical personages, such as Asoka, Hushka,

Jushka, and Kanishka. Besides naming the seventeen

kings of this period, the author narrates such details of

some of them as tradition had preserved, and as was

borne testimony to by some very ancient monuments

still extant in his time. But no dates or periods of

reigns are given of any of them. His predecessors had

recorded the dates and events of the reigns of kings be-

ginning withGonarda ILL. and Kalhana has, apparently
on the authority of previous historians, commenced his

own chronicle proper from the accession of that king.

From B.C. 1184 to A.D. 1151 is, however, too long a

period for accurate record to have been preserved
thereof. Accordingly, while the history of the later

parts of the period, say of the part which begins with

Durlabhavardhana alias Prajnaditya, the first of a

dynasty called the Nagas, appears to be reliable as to

main facts and the durations of reigns of the forty-

eight kings who reigned up to the time of Kalhana, the

period previous to Durlabhavardhana is even besides

the impossibility of Ranaditya often marked by
statements as to length of reigns and to events, which

are not free from suspicion. The periods assigned to

the twenty-one kings who reigned from 1184 to 169

B.C., for a period of one thousand and fourteen years,

nine months and nine d'ay^, are too long to be

reliable, giving an average of % little over fortyceight

years to each king. Besides, the numbers of year^

of reigns are too round to rightly demand credence

at our hands as to the accuracy 01 most of them.

Gonarda III may have reigned 1184 B.C. and for
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thirty-five years. Both his date and the duration of his

reign are probably correct, because all accounts appear
to have begun the chronicles of Kashmir from that*

king, so that they must have preserved them by an

unbroken tradition. Nay, it is even probable that from

Gouarda III up to Pratapaditya of the Vikramaditya

dynasty the period given maybe quite correct, having
been based upon previous contemporary records, in-

scriptions, and other authorities which Kalhana had

before him. But what is also highly probable is, that

some mistake has occurred as to the number of kings
who reigned during that period of one thousand and

fourteen odd years. All the kings given are historical,

but they could not be all the kings that reigned during
that long period. Probably some of those fifty-two

kings whose names have been lost, and some among
those whose names have been preserved, have to be

brought on to the list, but besides this being a mere

guess, it may be added that, unless undoubted evidence

is obtained to justify the breaking up of the list in

favour of any of those kings, all we can do is to doubt

the accuracy of the list in its details, and leave it

undisturbed for the present.

In the second group (from 22 to 2,7) six kings

reign for one hundred and ninety-two years or a little

more than thirty-eight years each on an average. As
the average is taken from a very small number of kings,
the lengths of reigns may not be very unlikely, but the

taint of suspicion still seems to hover over the list.

The same remark about suspicion may not be made as
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to the nature of the third group of ten kings (28 37) ;

for there nine kings reign over a period of two hundred

and seventy-two odd years, or just thirty years

each king on an average. But then the group
contains one king who is put down for the extraordinary

period of three centuries I This period, from A.D. 217

to 517, is obviously one of which no records were forth-

coming, and Kalhana
7

s predecessors had only recorded

the name ofone king during it. The period was perhaps
one during which Kashmir was subject to foreign rule,

and no king ruled in that country. No records

were, therefore, kept, and so none were forthcoming.

Otherwise it is difficult to say why Kalhana should have

given the period as practically a blank in his narrative.

We, accustomed as we are to the care with which he

sifts his authorities* and averse as he is to put faith

in miracles, can hardly suppose that he arranged

artificially the reigns of the list up to the predecessor*

of Ranaditya, in order to come into harmony with the

historical dates of his successors, or that for love of the

miraculous he assigned to that king a periocf of three

hundred years. The names in the group are all histo-

rical, and there is nothing in the narrative to excite

suspicions about the events which from this part of the

chronicle forward begin to be more and more detailed.

But when we come to the,
(

fourth group, from 38 to-

54 r the list seems to improve in every respect. The

lengths of reigns are moderate and quite probable ;

and what is of the utmost importance is, that towards

the end of the group Kalhana begin 3 to give, along

with the durations of reigns, the dates in the Laukika

era of the Brihaspati cycle of the accession and death of
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eacli king. Not only this, but the dates are often given
henceforward of some of the important events in the

administration of several of the kings, and this system
he continues to the end of his narrative. Without doubt

Kalhana's materials became more plentiful, more de-

tailed, and more thoroughly historical from the begin-

ning of the Karkotaka or Naga dynasty, which came
into power in A.D. 596. From this date to A.D. 1151

where the narrative leaves us, the dates and general
nature of the chronicle seems to be as reliable as can be

expected under the circumstances.

My humble estimate, accordingly, of the value of

the RAjatardngini as a historical chronicle is, that

it is fairly reliable up to the end of the Gonarda

dynasty, or end of the reign of BA,laditya, A.D. 596,

and is as accurate as we have a right to expect from

the commencement of the Karkotaka dynasty up to the

year 1151 A.D., a period of some 555 years, Up to the

end of the Gonardas, whatever its defects are, they are

patent, and Kalhanahas made no endeavours to conceal

them by any subtle means, as he might easily have done,

if he had intended to do so. I do not believe there is

any evidence to show, that the date of Gonarda III. is

placed too early, but it is likely that some kings have been

lost to history even during the time that elapsed between

that king, and Durlabhavardhana. But it does not ap-

pear that Kalhana took, a's he is alleged to have done,*

any liberty with the lengths of reigns or dates of kings
with whose administrations he dealt. Everything he

* "To me '

only fv story' carries more weight tl.an history made

"on purpose, such as we know Kalhana's history to have been."

Piofessor Max Muller, India : What can it teach us? page 356.
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says, and everything that independent evidence has

taught us, shows that his mistakes and defects con-

fined to the first three groups are the mistakes and

defects of his predecessors, the writers of previous

chronicles and summaries. Greater mistakes and defects

may be shown undeniably hereafter in those groups,

and may perhaps be corrected. Bat nothing has hither-

to been adduced which shows that Kalhana shortened

or lengthened the years of a single king simply to suit a

system of dates which he had adopted, not because it

was correct, but because it was convenient or conven-

tional. I make this statement because he has actually
been charged with having done so, and having pur-

posely done so, and, indeed, to have written his

Rdjatarangmi for the purpose of enabling any of his

readers also to do the same. As the charge has been

preferred by one for whose opinions I have the highest
and sincerest respect, it is not without the greatest
hesitation and reluctance that I have here ventured to

suggest that there are no facts to support the charge.
Professor Biihler says* :

"As regards the use of the contents of the Edjata-
"
rangini for the history of Kashmir and of India a great

" deal remains to be done for the earlier portion, up to
" the beginning of the Karkota dynasty. Kalhana's
"
chronology of the Gonandiya dynasties is, as Professor

" Wilson, Professor Lassen, and General Cunningham
{< have pointed out, valueless, ^n author who connects

"the history of his country with the imaginary dale of

* See Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society's Journal, Extra

Number, 1877, (Vol. XII.), in which his excellent paper on Kashmir

MSS. is given, pp. 58, 59.
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"a legendary event, like the coronation of Yudhishthi-

ra, and boasts that his narrative resembles a medicine,

and is useful for increasing and diminishing the

(statements of previous writers regarding) kings,
"

place, and time, must always be sharply controlled,
" and deserves no credit whatever in those portions of
" his work where his narrative shows any suspicious
"

figures or facts."

The translation given at page clxxii above of Kalha-

na's sloka I., 21, will have shown that his meaning
is very different, and he does not boast that his work

is useful for lengthening or shortening the periods of

the Kashmirian kings or the statements about their times

or territories, but only that it will be useful in furnish-

ing a medicine in the shape of much consolatory and

instructive matter events and sayings to cure any

kings who shall hereafter suffer from the disease of the

pride and arrogance of prosperity, or the disease of

grief at the loss of territory or the adversity of their

times. If the insolence of success and prosperity should

make them overbearing, the end ofNara I. alias Kinnara,

of Mihirakula, or of Yudhishthira the Blind, will teach

them a lesson. If they are depressed with grief at the

loss of territory or by the adversity of their subjects,

wisdom, hope and consolation will be afforded by the

story of the restoration of the Gonardas in the person
of Megha'vahana or of Prav.arasena II. (who succeeded

to the heritage of his father after Matrigupta), or by
the story of Jajja and Jayapida, or by the story of the

famine brought on by snow-storms in the time of Tun-

jina, the son of .Jalaukas,* I have shown my transla-

* Also sec I., 187-90, to which t,he author might refer for the pur-

pose of showing what rewards await virtuous kings.
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tion to several native scholars, and I am assured that

no other sense is possible. I lay stress upon the pro*

per meaning of the couplet being understoodj not

because I wish to prove what nobody can prove-^-that

Kalhanain no case misused his materials* but because if

the couplet is misinterpreted as proposed, it will throw

discredit upon the whole of whatever of the historical

there is in the Rdjatarangini. Already" such an

eminent scholar as Prof. Max Miiller,* has adopted
the translation of my honoured friend Dr. Buhler, and

endorsed the view that Kalhana's ideas of history are

shown by that couplet, viz., that he could Write an

elaborate poem of more than eight thousand couplets,

in order that scholars might afterwards lengthen or

shorten the statements of Kashmirian chroniclers

regarding kings, place and time, just as it might please

them or as they might find it necessary.

Among the speculations of M. Troyerf about the

Rdjatarangini one is that Chapters VII. and VIII.

are not the production of Kalhana. Dr. Buhler has

satisfactorily disposed of the view of M. Troyer, but

he admits the correctness of a statement made by the;

latter that Kalhana, who brings his narrative down to

the cycle year 25 or Sake 1072, mentions in the eighth

chapter events which took place eight years later, or in

the cycle year 33 . This fact, ifshown to be correct, would

go directl}
r to establish two things : first, that Kalhana,

though he brought down his narrative to the e
c
nd of

the Laukika or cycle year 25, was really writing his

eighth Taranga in the year 33, and second, that he

* India : What can it te<ich us ? page 359.

f See supra, page, clxii, footnote J.
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introduced an anachronism into *liis work by antici-

pating in the .year 25 events which did not take place

until eight years after that year. The first ofthese conclu-

sions would goto show that he did not write the history

of Jayasimha's reign for the eight years from 26 to 33,

which would be unaccountable and inconsistent with

Kalhana's language; the second would vitiate the value

of his history as a reliable chronicle even of his own
time. Professor Biihler meets the charge, which, as I

have said, he admits, by saying that Kalhana did not

finish his work till the cycle year 33. But this would

not remove the fault of anachronism, and that is a

fault of the greatest significance, because Kalhana was

writing then of his own times. Now there appears
available another and less objectionable way of meet-

ing the allegation of M. Troyer. It is this ; Kalhana

does not mention in his Vlllth book any events

which took place in the cycle year 33 or eight years
after the year about the history of which he writes to-

wards the close of that Taranga. There is no real

foundation for M, Troyer's statement, which I find is

based on a mistake made by him, owing to his having

misinterpreted the following couplet :

f mprr n VIII., 3280,

'In this manner he, when nearly thirty- three years
' of age, was taken by the king* on the 10th day of the

* M. r

J>oyer's translation is : %I1 fut accueilli parle roi dans sa vingt
"

et unieme annee, le dixieme jour du mois Djaichta (mai-juin), 1'an

"
trente-trois du pays." The mistake is that the expression ^rf%f?T-

^T: has been translated by "the thirty-third year of the country."
It is needless to prove that this is wrong. Couf.

: Pan. II. 3. 67.
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' month of Jyeshthain the year 21.' This refers to the

taking of Bhoja, son of Sulkana, by order of king Jaya-

simha, an event which Kalhana distinctly says took

place in cycle year 21, when Bhoja was nearly thirty-

three years old, and not in cycle year 33 or eight years

after the date to which he brings down his narrative.

I have already shown that the author finished compos-

ing his eight Tarangas of the RAjatarangini in

Laukika or cycle year 25 or just at the close of Sake-

1072 or in the early part of A.D. 1151, i.e., two years

after he began it in the early part of Laukika year 24.

I have already said that the pre-Karkotaka part of the

history in the Rajataranginl is not in some parts quite

reliable, being marked by a good many inadmissible

periods of reigns and by improbable and miraculous

events. That does not prove that the whole of the

period before A.D. 596 is fabulous or even suspicious.

Far from it. The kings appear to be all historical , and

themore we approach the commencement of the Karko-

takas, the more reliable appear the facts and dates

given by Kalhana. And as yet no facts have been so

undeniably established in regard to the dates and names

of the kings of the early dynasties as to clearlypro ve the

incorrectness of the accounts contained in the Rajatar-

anginl. Even the date ofKanishka, one of the fifty-two

kings, whose historical character has been established

by coins and inscriptions, is still unsettled, and varies by
centuries. The identity of Aspka, also one of the fifty-

two kings, if he be a historical reality in Kashmir, with

the Buddhist emperor of that name who reigned at

Pataliputra in Magadha, though very probable, is not

free from doubts. As yet no inscriptions, coins, chro-
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nicies, or independent evidence of any other kind has

been found, which has proved beyond doubt that any

given part of Kalhana's narrative, though probably

containing many faults, is wrong. As yet the unusually

long reigns of several of the early kings, the perhaps too

great antiquity assigned to some of them, and some

flagrant improbabilities, merely raise our suspicions

that the early dynasties are not quite correctly given in

all their details. Nor has any proof been adduced to

show that those faults are the result of Kalhana's

handling of the previous contemporary chronicles and

other materials which he used, and not of the latter.

Suspicions regarding the duration of the reign or the

date of one or more kings in a given list such as that of

the first three groups of Kalhana, ought not to vitiate

the whole list, when we know that Kalhana used older

chronicles by contempomry writers and other mate-

rials of an equally reliable character in making out his

lists, and when it is highly probable that there were

separate records or other evidence bearing upon sepa-
rate kings. Even though ho may have fixed by guess
or computation the dates of one or more obscure kings
about whom either there was no detailed history or

he was uncertain, the rest of the list must be presumed
to have been fixed by means of the previous chronicles,

inscriptions, coins, &c. Unless we knew that the whole

list was fixed by guess or computation, it would not be

right to suspect the whole of the list.

So far as independent evidence has come to light, it

has rather gone to prove that Kalhana in his earlier

chapters has faithfully handed down the ancient tradi-

tions of Kashmir, and that in his later chapters he has
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given dates which are shown to be correct. Thus, the

Chinese pilgrim Hiouen-Thsang translates legends
about the desiccation of the lakes of Kashmir and the

first colonization of that country, which closely agree
with those given by Kalhana. Again, Kalhana states

ihat the Karkotakas had come into power in succession

to the Gonardas in A.D. 596, which is confirmed by

Hiouen-Thsang who says that when he visited Kashmir

(according to General Cunningham circa 631 A.D.)
the Ki>li-to, a nickname by which the Karkotakas were

known, had already come into power after many cen-

turies of rule by the philo-Buddhistic Gonardas, and

that one of them was on the throne, who had not much
faith in Buddhism.

As Professor Biihler truly says,
"

it may seem
**
scarcely credible that a book which has engaged the

' attention of so, man/ Sanskritists, and of some of the
" first rank, is, after all the labour expended, not in a

"satisfactory condition, and that its explanation
*' leaves a great deal to desire/' To this I would only

add that at least until the text of that admittedly
valuable work the only historical compilation of any

pretensions that has yet come to light has been care-

fully edited and restored to its original purity by com-

petent and patient hands, it will be only reasonable to

expect that, after all that some great scholars have

written about it, we should 'suspend our judgment as

to its historical value, even \\i regard to its earlier

parts, and though, failing independent evidence* we

might hesitate to accept its correctness in some parts,

and even ignore certain stories as merely mythical, we
should not be prepared to reject all it says, even m
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its earlier portions, until and unless independent evi-

dence proves that everything contained in it is incorrect.

Probably Kalhana himself did not expect or even desire

that the same credence should be given to the whole of

his narrative in all its details in the first three Taran-

gas which he expected as of right in favour of the

dates and events of the subsequent, and especially the

fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth Tarangas. He clearly

indicates now and then, that as we go back towards

antiquity the story becomes more and more traditional

and then even legendary, and that as you approach
modern times it assumes a truly historical character

with as correct details as you can expect in a work of

the kind based upon materials like those which were

available to him.

NOTE IV.

THE DATE OF KUMAEILA-BHATTA OR KUMARILA-SVAMf.

The date of Bhavabhuti having been fixed by the

aid of the Rdjatarangini and the GaudavaJw to be in

the latter part of the seventh century, I now have

the pleasure to place before the public an important
statement, which I have met with, in an old manuscript,
and which, if not shown to be incorrect, or if not

found to be a forgery, goes definitely to settle the

date of the great Mimamsa writer Kumarila-Bhatjta or

Kurnarila-Svami, and thereby, perhaps, contributes to

the determination also o,f the date of the great Sankara-

charya and of those with whom the latter may be

shown to have come in contact, or whom he has men-

tioned in his 'writings. The statement referred to

occurs in two passages in the colophons of two of the
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ten acts of a manuscript* of Bhavabhuti' s Mdlatimadha-

va. At the end of Act III occur the words: ffrT

^^5^tc*l%*q^ JTR*cfrrrq% ^R^f: 3
'here ends Act

III of the Mdlatimadhava composed by the pupil of

Sri-Bhatta-Kumarila', folio 19, side 1. The colophon

at the end of Act VI is as follows : 1T% ^ftfirrR^^T-

:, 'here

ends Act VI of the Mdlatimddhava composed by

Srimat Umvekacharya, who attained to his learning

through the favour of Sri Kumarila-Svami,' folio 31,

side 2. That Bhavabhuti is meant as the author is

shown by the fact, that at the end of Act X we have

the words, fi% ^r^^f^TncT Wcffanfr ^sratif :,

* here

ends Act X of the Mdlatimadliava composed by Srimat

Bhavabhuti', folio 50, side 2. The colophons first

mentioned occur in the body of the manuscript, and as

parts of the original writing, with matter written before

and after them ; so that it is not possible to suppose
that they may have been interpolated subsequently

to the original writing of the MS. The first leaf of the

MS. is wanting. No date is given on the last or any
other page; but, judging from the appearance of the

paper, the MS. can hardly be less than between four

and five hundred years old. The paper is very old and

looks throughout made dark-brown by age, not by use,

as the manuscript does not appear to have been much
used for reading, bearing no corrections and no marks of

* I am indebted for this manuscript to my friend Mr. Mahadeva

Vyankafcesa Lele, B.A , L.C.E., of IndorVj. It contains 50 folios, with

thirteen lines to the page, each line containing thirty to thirty-

five letters. The paper is very rude and of uneven thickness, full of

patches and joints of the manufacturer. The size of the leaves is 9

inches by 4j inches.
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yellow paint. The first four leaves are much worn

out and torn lion; mid there, and many others have

been eaten through by moths. There is no reason to

doubt that the two colophons quoted above preserve

an old tradition, how old, and whether based in fact or

not, are of course different questions,

What, however, Bhavabhuti says about himself and

his family would seem to be not inconsistent with the

tradition that Kumarila-Bhatta was one of his teach-

ers. Both at the beginning of the Mdlatimadliava and

of the Viracliarita, we are told by him that his ances-

tors were teachers ('^T'Tjr?:) of their sfikha of the

Veda (Taittiriya), so learned and pure as to be fit to

purify by their association those requiring purification

*)* the keepers of the five sacrificial fires

,
faithful to their religious vows

(^Tcfl":), per-

formers of sacrifices (flftpftf^Rti lit.
' drinkers of Soma'),

and students of theology; and that his grandfather
Bhatta Gopala had performed the sacrifice called

Vajapeya. This description would favour a supposition
that they must have been versed in the Mimamsa;
and if so, it is only natural to suppose, that Bhava-

bhuti learned that sastra on account of the partiality

of his immediate ancestors for the Veda, the vedic rites,

and, perhaps, also the Mimamsa. For, the Mimamsa
Sastra has always been believed to be necessary for an

orthodox exegesis of the Vedas. It is true that, though

Manu III. 183, 184fgg.
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Bhavabhuti tells us what he had learned* the Veda, the

Upanishads, the Sankhya, the Yoga, and the Alankara

he does not mention a knowledge of the Mimamsa

Sastra among his acquirements. But this omission on

his part is very welcome to us, indeed, as rather

proving, that the tradition that he was a pupil of

Kumar-ila-Bhatta was not invented by his admirers

from his being known to be learned in the Mimamsa,

but was independent of any such spurious origin. Nor

can it be supposed, that the tradition 'might have

arisen from the famous description of his ancestors given

by himself, as there is no mention therein, that they
were learned in the Mimamsa, their having^had any know-

ledge thereof being merely a matter of supposition which

is not even quite necessary, though only reasonable.

If the date of Kumarila-Bhatta may be taken to be

fixed by the statements under consideration, he may
be placed somewhere about the middle of the seventh

century. For, we have already seen, that Vakpati

knew and admired Bhavabhuti when he was young,

and regarded him as his teacher or leader. If we

place Yasovarma's reign between A.D. 675 and 710,

Vakpati would have lived, we will say, from A.D.

660 to 720. Bhavabhuti, who was patronized by

Yasovarma, and was older than Vakpati, would then

be assigned to, we will say, from A.D. 620 to 685.

In that case Kumarila may 'be placed between, say,

A.D. 590 and 650. For, to have been a teacher of

ft w> ^r%? 3rf ^2-% |

.

I
Malat. I. 7.



Bhavabliuti, .Kumarila must bo placed earlier than hi.i

pupil, or iu about the middle of the seventh century,

assigning about forty years or somewhat more than ono

generation to each before the time of Vakpati. Thus:

Ivmnunla-l.hatta A.D. -500 to 650... Saukaruclifiryaf 610 to 6(50

Bhavabhuti 620 685

AVikpnti 660 720

.aniift, njigned....675 7]0*... Lalitadifcya ... 6 (J5 730

I may observe that this date agrees with that

assigned to Kumarila-Bhatta by Tarfmatha in his

history of Indian Buddhism, and accepted by the lato

Dr. Burnell in his preface to his edition of the Sdmavi-

dMna-Brdhmana, (preface, page YI. See also L&

Idhisme, par Vassilief, French Edition, footnote

pp. 45-56). Further, if we accept the above approxima-
tions they explain why Sankarfichfirya, who mentions J

Sabara-Svfimi by name and calls him '

Achurya'>
* the

*

great teacher,' and who mentions TJpavarsha and calls

him 6

Bhagavan,'||
' the venerable,' omits to name

Kurnfuila-Bhatta one of the greatest authorities on
the Mimamsa.

If Sankaracharya lived at the end of the eighth and
the beginning of the ninth century, Kumarila- Bhatta,

-\vu this (lato it is not nucosxin bo JMY any n^ard to ilio

.-arm;! was Jiving in Sattivafc SOO (A.D. 7-1-1) us

I Jiavo alrt-ady slio\vii tliut tho.so statements are net reliable.

t See further on.

% Colebrooke (Essays Vol. I., footnote to p. 208) stcates that ankara-

charya, tliough he does not name Kunn'irila, refers to him in his works

Ransacking all the known *works of oankaracharya (the Sdriraka-

hhashya, the Bhdshya on the ten Upanishads, and the G%tdbh^shya)t

I have failed to find any passages containing any reference to Kumarila-
Bhatiia personally or to his \vorks.

See the Sdriraka-Bhdshytt III. 3. 53.
|j' Ibid.

AA
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we must suppose, was not thought worthy of being men-

tioned by name or even referred to. As to the statement

made by the author of that Sankara-dig-vijaya which

bears for its author the pseudonym* of Anandagiri, that

oankaracharya met Bhattacharya, the name by which

Kumarila-Bhattais usually quoted, at Ruddhapura near

Sriparvata in the south, and that he was told by him to

satisfy his desire for disputation with his brother-in-law

Mamlanamisra, it would be reasonable to suppose
that it was an anachronism, the story being invented

by his modern biographers or praise-singers for the

purpose of completing the dig-mjaya (conquest or defeat

of all scholars in all directions) by iSankaraclulrya.

For the latter's date as accepted by a certain tradition

is Kali 5889 or Samvat 845, A.D. 789t. If, therefore,

Kumarila-Bhatta lived in the middle of the seventh

century he could not have been interviewed by

Bankaracharya who was born in A.D. 789. Even if

the date assigned by the correction of General

* Edited by Nctrayana-Tarkapaachunana, under the superinten-

dence of the Bengal Branch of the Asiatic Society, 1868. To suppose

that this work could have been written by Anandagiri is an insult to

the memory of Sankarach;lrya and of his distinguished pupil, even if it

be assumed that Anandagiri is synonymous with Anant;tnandagiri,

which appears to be the name given to himself by the author.

t See Anja-vidi/d-sudhrikara by the late Yajneavara Sastri: pp.

226, 227.

!

Trrlr
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Cunningham to the accession of Lalit.ldifya (about

727 A.D.) be assumed to be correct, Kum&rila-Bhatta,

if he was Bhavablifui's teaclier, could not have met

an kartell arya, as the huter could only have

challenged him after some ten or fifteen years at least

of the ninth century had passed, granting that he

\vas a prodigy of learning at twenty-five.

The belief, however, that Kumarila-Bhatta slightly

preceded Sankaracharya is very general, and is probably
fit to be accepted as well founded. The very fact

that the writers of the Diy-cijaytts should invent a story
that oankaracb&rya included him among his conquests

may, perhaps, be taken to point to either the immediate

priority or the contemporaneousness of the celebrated

M 1 1 n am s a, w r i ter .

If he was contemporaneous with Sankaracharya, the

date assigned to the latter by Mr. Kashinath Trimbak

Telang* would be somewhat too early by more than

fifty years. Of course as yet nothing has been

discovered to establish beyond dispute the necessity

of placing the two scholars in the same generation or

even in the same century, since the tradition about

their being contemporaneous is based upon grounds
which need further confirmation. At present all that

we can say is, that it is highly probable that they
both lived in the middle of the seventh century,
Kumarila-Bhatta being thfe'senior of the two, as will

be shown further on.

* See his paper attached to his edition of Mndrdrdkshasa t Bombay
Sanskrit Series, 1864, in which he- very ably discusses the question.
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The above discussion on the age of Kuinarih-Bhatta leads ns

to the question of the date of Sankaniclmrya, because tradi-

tion considers the two teachers as contemporaneous. I may
observe then that in addition to the passages quoted by Mr.

Telang in his able paper already referred to as bearing upon
the date of Sankarncharya, we may collate at least four more,
found in the several commentaries of that scholar, that claim

consideration in the determination of his date. They all con-

tain names of kings who appear to have been contemporaries
of each other and of Sankaracharya also.

The most important of those passages is in his comment on

Brahma-Sutra:
ZVpfStfi^ffi^ crfaslh IV. 3, 5, where the ques-

tion is, what is meant by the pjirase cfcfW3^ ^M~^RT%
ar5%qt:c: I ar^ ^famsr^ I an^i^ron^

* * * ^HRTR; r

which is found in the Ohhandogya Upatiishad, 10, 1, 2. The

passage literally means, that the dead in going to Brahma-loka

first
f

go to Archis, from Arcliis- they go- to Alias, from Alias to

Apiiryamanapakslia, &c/ Ordinarily Arcliis means a flame,

Alias means day, and Aptlrijamdnapakxha is the lig'ht fort-

night of the lunar month. What is the sense in which these

and similar expressions are to be understood here? Sankara-

charya says, that the presiding deities of those things are

meant. These deities conduct the dead safely one after another

each through its own province on to thaJ1 of the next deity.

By way of illustration Sankarucharya : \ys :

cf^f- 5:^T"H"JT ffcf \ which -

(

' y translated thus : 'in

the case of those also who are knowv^/m the world and who
* afford safe passage such a direction is heard : go from here
' to Balavarma, from thence to Jay^siinha, and from thence to

K."islinagupta.' Here the illustration being intended to show

that the presiding deity of a region may be signified by a word

which is the name of that region, we have^ to understand that

the three persons Balavarinu, Jayasimha,and Krishnagupta were

the rulers of three different territories. It cannot be supposed
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that tlioy uro merely imaginary persons, because they would in

that case fail to illustrate the proposition; Balavarma, Jaya-

Miuha, and K rishnagupta not being conventional names for

guides or lor kings who provide safe passage. Nor can it, for

the same ivason, be said that tlioy may be real but common

individuals, because they would be rulers of nothing. They

must, therefore, be Home three* kings who ruled over three

di (U>rcnt kingdoms through which travellers used, as through
other kingdoms, to get an escort, because of the inaccessible

nature of the country or of the unsafe condition of the roads,

and of which that governed by Balavarmu was nearest to the place

where Sankanlohiirya was writing. The kingdom of Jayasimha
was next to that of Balavarma, and farthest was that of Krishna-

gupta. Besides the order in which the three kings are named,
the passage illustrated also requires that the three kingdoms
should be removed from the speaker in the order in which

they are named. Now one of the works on the life of Sankara-

chfirya the Sdnkshepa-Sankara-vijaya, attributed to Madhava
states that he wrote his Bhdshya on the Sutras and on the

Upanishads, and other works at Badari in the Himalaya.*
If this be a fact,

' Balavarma' must be the name of a king who

reigned at a place not far from Badari. What is this kingdom,
and who is this Balavarma ? I may suggest the Balavarma men-

tioned in the inscriptions at Barmavar in the Clmmba State in

the Punjab, published by General Cunningham. t Unfortunate-

ly the date of that Balavarma has not yet been ascertained, but

the writing of the inscriptions will certainly justify us in refer-

*
Sanksliepa-Sanleara-vijaya, VI. 00-1)3. Mr. Telang, who has already,bronght

to public notice the fact of Sankar/icluuya having gone to Badar! about thig

tiinoj makes out that Sankar&chdrya composed his works the &<V

'Jlli'ixhya at all events at Benarqs, merely going to Badari to write them down

quiet 1\\ Hut. .Mfldliava, wlioeverjie is, is distinct that Sankar;
A

;ch/!rya merely
received the 2>rasA(Jct, the grant 6f power and authdrity, from Siva at Benares,

und that the composition took plaee at Badari after discussion with other

( sT^rftpT' ) who were residing there, on various points connected witfl the

l

r

i>(in;.<hrt.(l.<. At Hen'u-es he merely made up his mind to write his commen-
taries and did nothing more.

t Arch. 8wrv. of India^ Vol. XTAT
., pp. 100 fgg.
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ring them to the eighth or ninth century of the Christian era.

They are of king Meruvarma, whose father was Divakaravarma.

Divakaravarma was the grandson of Balavarmft
;

so that be-

tween Balavarma and Meruvarma a period of from one hun-

dred and fifty to two hundred years must have elapsed. We
may, therefore, place Balavarma about the first quarter or

middle of the seventh century. The exact date when

Balavarma lived cannot of course be fixed without further

evidence.

This evidence does not seem to be available at present. But

we may refer to a copper-plate edict of a king Balavarma, trans-

lated by Dr. Fiftz-Edward Hall and published at pages 538-54-2

of the Vlth Volume of the Journal of the American Oriental

Society in 1860. This copper-plate inscription describes Bala-

varma as the son of Panduvarma, and appears clearly to make,

out that his father was the disciple of a Buddhist Arhat named

Devesvarasvami, and that he himself was a devout Brahminist.*

The inscription records the grant as an agrahara of the

village of Bhujangika situated on the banks of the river Vesa

to Bhogasvami Gautama the Madhyandina, Narasvami Au-

pamanyava the Kauthunia-Chhandogya, Vilasasvumi Sandila

the Kauthuma-Chhandogya, Bhimasvami Vasishtha, the Kau-

thuma-Chhandogya, and Kudrasvaini Gautama the Kauthuma-

Chhandogya.

It is dated Samvat 61, Chaitra Sudi 2. Dr. Fiftz-Edward

Hall gives no fac-simile of the original, but merely a tran-

script of it in modern .Devanagari characters. He adds that he

believes the original is at Benares. He cannot say with as-

surance what the age of the inscription may be. The inscrip*

tion mentions the neighbouring vjllage or town of Chitrasinia.

Dr. Hall remarks that neither this place nor Bhujangika nor

the river Vesa has been identified. *<Now it is probable that

the Sanivat era mentioned in this inscription is the era of Sri-
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Harsha-deva whirh began in 007 A..D. If so the date of the

inscription is GC8 A.D. A king Balavurmil who was referred to

by Sankurfidiurya as brave like a 1km (see further on), and as

giving safe pa^s;ige to travellers through his kingdom in the

year, we will say, GoO A.D., may very well be supposed to be

still reigning i n A.D. 668, and so old as to make grants to

Brahmans for the enhancement of his own merit as well as of

that of his father and mother. Indeed, the reference to his

bravery in the passage in the Sxrirakd-BhasJiyci would require
that he was in the prime of youth at the time when that

passage was written, say in 630 A.D., just in the same manner

that the language of the grant would favour the supposition
that he was in his old age when he made it in A.D. 668.

As to Jayasimha I cannot say who he may be. He might
be the ruler of one of t!o kingdoms in the Madhyadesa. For

that would follow if the Krishnagupta mentioned by Sankara-

ciKirya is a king that was one of the later Gupta kings of Behar.

He ean hardly be the Krishnagupta of Eastern Magadha whose

name occurs in the inscription at Aphsar in Behar. Though
the date of this Krishnagupta* is unknown he is the first of a

list containing the following names :f

1. Krishnagupta. 6. Mahasenagnpta, son of 5

2. Harshagupta, son of 1 7. Madhavagupta, son of 6

3. Jivitngupta, son of 2 8. Ilarshadeva.

4. Knmaragupta, son of 3 0. Adityasenadeva, son of 8.

5. Damodaragupta, son of 4

Now from an inscription of Adityasena found at ShahpurJ
and the date of which is read by Dr. Bhagvvanlal Indraji as

Samvat 88 (the Sarhvat having been shown by General

* An inscription without date of ;i Ki-ishna^upta is mentioned at p. 155 of

flu- Arch. Sim'. "/ Indiii, Vol. XIX., as occurring at Isnmsghar near Swat.

f Sec Arch. Surv. f India, Vol, XV. p. 1UC. General Cunningham omits

No. 8, Earshadeva, probably because he is not called Gupta and the passage
where his name occurs is confused. I have supplied the name from the list

given by Dr. K;' jiMnli'a 1;' 1 Mitra iu his note on the Aphsar inscription at page
1>(>7, Vol.A'X.VV., Part. I* of bhe Journal of the Bengal Branch of the lioyal
Asiatic Society for 1807, which see.

*
Arch. Surv. of India, Vol. XV., p. 11.
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CLinningliam to bo that of Sri-Harsha, beginning with
607 A.D.), the date of Adityascua would be about C94 A.D.

Counting back from Adityasena, it would be necessary for us

to assign ten years on an average to each king, or rather

to each generation if we would place this Krishnagupta about

620 or 630 A.D. That of course is not possible. G-encral

Cunningham reads Adityasena's date in the Shahpur inscrip-
tion as 55 instead of 88, and assigns twenty-five years to each

king, so that, according to him, Krishnagupta is assigned to

about 475 A.D. If we adopt Dr. BhagwanlaPs reading,

Krishnagupta would be assigned to say about 500 A.D. In

either case the date is too early for Sankaracharya if he lived

at the time of the Purnavarma of Hiouen-Thsang .

Whoever, however, is the Krishnagupta named by Sankara-

charya, it is certain that the date of that Krishnagupta, and

of Jayasimha, and of Balavarma, whatever it may be, must now
determine the date of Sarikardcharya.

There is yet another passage in which Balavarma is men-

tioned. It is in Sankaracharya' s comment upon the Sutra cf^Tf

II. 41, where he says: 37<[$" fe" flcf '^q^TR ^F^T I q^r

^F^Rl&f
'

comparison is possible only where there is

'

similarity ;
thus : Balavarma is like a lion.' Here too Bala-

varma cannot be any one but a certain individual who was well

known at the time to be so brave as to deserve, by all common

consent, comparison with a lion. Further it is natural that

Sankarachfirya should have named some one who was most

known in the place in which he writes
;
and this fits in well

with the Balavarma of Barmavar or Chambu in the Panjab, if

other evidence should prove that Sankarachurya and that king
were contemporaries.

Besides the passage relied upon by Mr. Tclang in his

paper already referred to on the ditto of Sankaracharyj., thei

are two more in his commentaries in which king Purnavamul

is mentioned, and that in a way which leaves little doubt that

lie and Purnavarmu, were contemporaries of each other. Both

these passages occur in Saiikanicharya's commentary on the
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Uptin'idtaJ . Tho first occurs in the cmmm-nt <MI

\ WWT <TT Mt?f sTSreRr-

^^RJ^WK^ l si tret

I ^oriNffryKf^tfcT II. 23, where three bran-

cites of religion are mentioned, viz., first, sacrifice, study, anil

giving largesses? second, practising austerities; and third, the

student uramameti, living in the family -of his teacher, and

serving him his \vliole life. All who practise these attain to

Punyaloka. As for him who has dedicated himself to the con-

templation of Brahma, he becomes finally immortal so as never

to return to this world again. The question is, is the \nentioii

which is here made of the Punyaloka and of the Amritatva

(tinal immortality) meant to enjoin those things as the reward

of those practices respectively ? tSankaracLurya says, no ;
that

mention is merely made in order to recommend the practices.

Then he gives an example to illustrate this position : 2J2TF ^JT-

' Thus: the service of Purimvarma is merely rewarded with
< food and clothing, but the service of Rajavarmu is rewarded
* almost with a kingdom,' where it is not ordered that

Pumavarm& and Rajavarmu shall reward their servants with

food together with clothing and with a kingdom respectively,

but which merely recommends the service of Purnavarma tuid

Rajavarrn&, and shows the difference between the two,

Here again Piirnavarma and Mjavarrna can only be kings
who were reigning at the time of Sankaracharya, though who*

Rajavarmft was I have not been able to find ouk It does not

appear reasonable that Sankaracharya should have named as

illustrations of the service of two persons one of whom w;is

* If it was allowed to indulge in Speculation) a speculation which did not,

however, venture to do more than merely make a suggestion or throw out a

hope, it might one day turn out* that this Riljavarnm was identical with

BasAnka the adversary of Purnavarma. If Purnavarm, who is described by
Hiouen-Thsvng as "full of respect for the sages and esteem for the learnvil,"

and who was a staumjh Buddhist, had many virtues which o&nkarchrya
extolled, it stands to reason that ^asiinka-K/ijavarmA (Oh ! that this weiv ;

reality!) who was such a staunch Brahmanist, should appear to Sankaruchi'i va

as even more liberal than Purnavarmfl.

BB
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more liberal to his dependents than the other, two kings who
were not then living, or who were not so recent as to be quite
familiar to his readers.

The other passage occurs in Sankaracharya's comment on the

sentence ^^q-^JT 3f?T ^TRff^ III. 19, 1, which means that

before the sun was created this creation was non-existent.

Sankaracharya explains, that the creation was not really non-

existent before the creation of the sun, but in a state which

was like non-existent, viz., it did not exist as it exists now,

i.e., it had no form, no name. Name and form (nama-r&pa)
were given to it after the sun was created. That is, it

existed, but one might say it did not exist. Sankaracharya

illustrates this by saying : W 3T*f3T Tffii fc fl~%
[Wq%

qyMtFr UsFWcfricT,
'
as this family of the king [Purnavarma]

' did not exist when the king Purnavarma who is endowed
f with all good qualities did not yet exist/ This proves,

first, that Purnavarma was regarded as an excellent king ;

secondly, that it was he who brought his family to great pro-

minence, it having been very obscure before
;
and thirdly, that

Purnavarma was living when the commentary on the Chhdn-

dogya Upanishad was written. The last inference appears un-

avoidable because of the expression ft TW: [^f^T:] f&^ 9

this family of the king [Piirnavarmd],a,s
'

^ir ', 'this' would

otherwise be inexplicable, and also because the illustration would

fail to illustrate the commentator's meaning, which requires

that the ' sun '
of the family should be existent at the time in

the same manner that the sun of the universe was existent.

When the passage to which Mr. Telang has drawn attention,

as well as the two here quoted are taken together, the conclu-

sion seems irresistible that Sankaracharya and Purnavarma

were contemporaries.

If this Purnavarma is, as is most probable, identical with

the king of that name mentioned by Hiouen-Thsang , we have

then got to consider the date of that kiug. Mr. Telang,

depending upon the fact tha.t Hiouen-Thsang did not go to

see Purnavarrna, infers that the latter must have ceased to
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live before 637-638 A.D., when the Chinese traveller is made
out to have visited Magadha, and that, therefore, the Magadha
king must have lived somewhere about the end of the sixth

century A.D. The first part of the statement, though it hap-

pens to be correct as a fact, is not necessary as an inference.

The latter portion of the inference appears to be rather wide

of the mark. My own conclusion is that Pilrnavarma must

have been reigning late in the first quarter of the seventh

century, nay even much later, as I hope presently to show.

If Hiouen-Thsang, who roust have visited Magadha about

637-638 A.D.,, does not mention that he went to see

Piirnavarma, it does not follow from this that he was not

living at the time. Hiouen-Thsang does not, as a rule, go to

see all the kings whose territories he visits, nor, even if he

sees them, does he mention their names. Thus he received

a splendid reception at the hands of the king of Kashmir,
where he lived for two years, and where, besides giving
him much assistance in his studies and in the work of making

copies of manuscripts, the king showed him his personal hos-

pitality and once treated him in his palace to a dinner,

at which all the principal Buddhist scholars of the capital

were invited to meet him. But he does not give the name of

that king. He goes to Karnasuvarnapura, the city where

King Sasanka reigned, but does not say who was reigning
there at that time. (Vide La vie de Hiouen-Thsang, pp. 180

fgg). Again, he visits the king of Maharashtra, and gives

a very interesting account of the people of that kingdom, and,

besides telling us many strange characteristics of the king, his

treatment of his defeated generals, his army, &c., he says, that

the king was so brave and pow.orful, that even Harshavardhana

Siladitya was unable to subdue him ; but he does not name
the kiflg, (idem, pp. 202/203). Nor does he mention the

name of the king of Ujjain, though he visits that kingdom,
and though he names a King Siladitya who, according to

tradition, had reigned for fifty years at that place, sixty years
before his visit. Sometimes, of 'course, he does mention the
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Dame of the king whose kingdom he visits, as of Dhruvapattr,

the king of Valabhi, and son-in-law of Harshavardhana of

Kanauj- But even if Purnavarma was not living about 637-638

A.D., it is not necessary to put him so far back as towards

the end of the sixth century. He may have reigned from

600 to 63i-S as well as. somewhere towards the end of the sixth

century.

What, however, is the conclusion which Hiouere-TAsang' s- own

references to Purnavarma lead us to draw ?' To answer this

question, we may consider not only what he says about Piima-

varma, but also what he says about Sasanka,. the contemporary
and adversary of Piirnavarma. Those references prove that

though it is
quifee true that both Purnavarma and Sasanka were

dead,, they had been reigning; up till a very short time before

the pilgrim's visit to Magadlha..

Harshavardhana from the fact that his era commenced in 607

A.D.,* must be supposed to, have come to the throne in that

year.. That,, therefore,, is the year in which his brother Rajya-
vardhana was perfi.dio-us.ly murdered by Sasanka.. And Sasanka

was not punished for this, perfidy at least till after six. years
fvonx the date of Harsha's accession, as is clear when we consi-

der together the accounts given by Himwn-Thsang and Bana.

How nmch longer it took Harsha to punish Sasanka, we are

not told in. so many words. But Hiouen-Thsang, says, that

Harshavardhana could not finish his military operations for

thirty years. While writing about Magadha, which he visited

in 637-63,8, the Chinese pilgrim speaks of the stone slab which

bore traces of Buddha's foot, and which was near Asoka^ palace^

thus :
' In these recent times, King SasanJba having abolished

* the law of Buddha, immediately repaired to. the place where the
' stone was, and wished to efface the sacred traces

;.
but hardly

' had the stone begun to be cut, with, the chisel, than it became
' united again,, &.c.' The expression

' in these recent times' (dans,

ces dcrniers. temps}., shows that the event must have taken

* I take this as established by General' Cunningham. See his reports on

the Archaeological N/>r?'i>y nf India, pat^im.
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place not so long as thirty or forty years, but a very short

time, before the date when he is speaking. Again, when Ilar-

shavardhana sends a pressing request to Silabhadra, the head

of the Nalanda monastery, to send Hionen-Thsang to him, and

threatens, in case of his failure to do so, to go and destroy the

monastery, he says :
' I am burning with a desire . to see and

' hear him > it is for this reason that I despatch a fresh messenger
<
respectfully ; if he does not come, your disciple [the writer]

' will know that he is for ever given to vice and misfortune.
' In these recent times even King Sas&uka could abolish theLaiv
1 and destroy the tree of intelligence. Do you believe, master,
4 that your disciple [i.e., the writer] has not the power to do

likewise ? &c., &c.
J

(La vie de Hiouen-Thsewg, p. 235). Here,

too, the phrase
* in these recent times *

(dans ces derniers temps))

appears to show that Sas&nka's destruction and Pfirnavarma's

restoration of Buddhist institutions, had! not taken place many
years before, but quite recently. Then, speaking of the inci-

dent about the destruction and the replacement of the

Bodhi tree at Gaya, and having described how Asoka by
his piety had once resuscitated it, Hionen-Thsang says :

' Asoka
' surrounded it with a stone-wall ten feet high. That enclo-
' sure still subsists to-day. In these recent times King
'

Sasanka, who was attached to the heretical doctrine, calum-
' niated through base envy the law of Buddha, and*. destroyed
' the monasteries. He pulled down the tree of intelligence,
' and dug the ground up to the sow&c^ of the water without
'

being able to extirpate the deepest roots. Then he set
1
fire to them and sprinkled them with sugarcane juice,,

6 that he might consume them entirely and destroy the
'
last offshoots. Some months after, tnafc event came to the

' ears of Purnavarma, the kin of Magadha and the last descen-
' dant of king Asoka/ He, revived it and ' in the fear that it

'

might be destroyed again, he surrounded it with a stone-wall
'

twenty-four feet high. That is why, this day, the tree of intel-
'

ligence is protected by a stone-wall which is higher by twenty
'
feet than the tree.'* If Hiouert-Thsang is to be believed, and

* Bee Les Mcmoires de Hiouen-Thsang, Vol. II., p. 464.
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there is no reason why he should not, this passage seems to

show that the restoration of the Bodhi tree by Purnavarma had

taken place very recently indeed. As the tree was only four

feet high when Hiouen-Thsang writes, it could not then be

more than two or three years old; and if so, Purnavarma who

planted it or, in the language of the pious Buddhists, resus-

citated it, must have been living up till two or three years be-

fore the time at which Hiouen-Thsang is speaking, i.e. he must

have been alive in about 635 A.D.

The expression
" who was attached to the heretical doctrine

"

shows that Sasanka had ceased to live at the time. And this

is shown to be a fact by another passage, according to which

it appears that he had met with his death not at the hands of

Harshavardhana, who had vowed that he would destroy him,

but in a somewhat less honourable manner, as the following will

show. Speaking of the statue of Buddha, Hiouen-Thsang says

that King Sasanka, having pulled down the tree of intelligence,

wished to destroy that statue, but when he saw that be-

nevolent figure, he failed in his courage, and made up his

mind to return. He then said to one of his ministers:

( You must remove that statue of Buddha, and put in its

'

place one of the god Mahesvara/ The minister thought it

sinful to carry out the order and dangerous to disobey it. So he

called a man of proved fidelity and caused him to surround

the statue with a wall, a lamp being kept near the statue, and to

exhibit the image of Mahesvaradeva before the wall. ' When
' that work was finished, he went and informed the king. At
' the receipt of that news, the king was seized with fright. The
t whole of his body was covered with tumours, his skin was torn

'

up, and at the end of a few moments he died.

'

Although many days have passed since, the lamp has not yet
f

gone out ; the statue is always upright, and the work of the

f

god has not shown the slightest dattiage.' (La vie de Hiouen-

Thsang, p. 469) . The expression
*

many days
' does not by

itself parhaps decide much either way. It might mean that

only a few days, and not years had elapsed, or that some years

had passed. But when we interpret it in the light of what
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Hiouen-Thsang states regarding the height of the Bodhi tree,

it seems fair to suppose that Hiouen-Thsang means by many
days a period less than a year or so.

Speaking of Nalanda, and having described a vihara wholly
made of copper that was built by Siladitya Harshavardhana,
he says:

*

quite close, towards the east, at a distance of one
' hundred paces, one sees a copper statue of Buddha eighty
f
feet high. To cover it, it has become necessary to raise over

'
it a pavilion of six storeys ;

the statue was formerly founded
'

by king Purnavarma '

(La vie de Hiouen-Thsang, p. 161).

This passage would go to show, that king Purnavarma had con-

secrated the statue some years before the time the pilgrim

writes, and probably also that he was not living at the time.

The expression
'
in these recent times

'
is used of even

Harshavardbana while he was of course living and reigning.
Thus in reference to the incident about Harshavardhana

having made a demand of the tooth of Buddha from the king
of Kashmir, it is said :

* in these recent times (dans ces derniers
'

temps) king Siladitya, having learned that there was a tooth of

'Buddha in Kashmir, went himself to the frontier and demanded
'

permission to see and adore it, &c., &c.
'

(La vie de Hiouen

Thsang, p. 251).

The references, therefore, to Sasanka and Purnavarma do

not require that the latter should be placed earlier than just

a very short time, say two or three years, before the year 637

or 638 A.D. But there is a passage which proves that though
when Hiouen-Thsang was in Magadha Purnavarma was no

longer living, he must have died just such a short time before

as 1 have indicated above. This passage occurs in the account

of the visit of the pilgrim ,to Jayasena Sastri at Yashtivana

Giri.* Having described 'how Jayasena, who originally came

from "Surashtra or KatM'yawad, had learned the various

branches of the Buddhistic law and other Sastras from

Bhadraruchi, Sthitimati, and Silabhadra (the celebrated

* Is this the same as the "
Vanagr&ma named Yashtigriha" mentioned by

B&na in his Harsha-charita, II. ?
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head of the Nulanda monastery),
'

EKotien-Thtang says that

Purnavarma, king of Magadha,
' was full of respect for the

'

sages and of esteem for the learned. Having been informed
' of the reputation of the Sdstri (Jayasena), he became very
(

glad. lie sent messengers to invite him to come to him,
' named him supreme doctor of the kingdom, and assigned for
'
his maintenance the revenue of twenty large townships ;

but'
* the Sastri declined those brilliant offers.

' After the death of Pumavarrna, king Siladitya invited him
'
likewise to receive the title of supreme doctor of the kingdom,

' and assigned for his maintenance the revenue of eighty large
' towns of the kingdom cf Orissa. The Sastri declined as

'before/* He returned and remained at Yashtivana Giri,

teaching: many monks. Hiouen-Theatig himself read with him

many works during a period of two years.

King Siladitya could not have offered the revenue of eighty

towns of the kingdom of Orissa for several years after 607 orin-

deed till the year 637 A.D., because it was not till then that

he succeeded in making himself supreme ruler of India. At all

events Harshavardhana, whose father and brother ruled at

Thanesar and do not appear to have had any territory south of

the Jumna, and who took six years to make any impression on

his neighbours, could not have possessed the kingdom of

Orissa at the earliest till 6l 3 A.D. Till that year at least Purna-

varma may be safely presumed to be reigning. The probabi-

lity, however, is that he was reigning much later, till per-

haps the year 635 A.D., because the Sastri was living and

was in the full vigour of his literary activity as a teacher at

the time when Hiouen~Thsang left India towards the end of the

year 643 A.D. If, therefore, this Purnavarma is the con-

temporary of Sankaracharya, the latter must have lived in the

beginning or middle of the sevent h\ century A.D., and 'might

well be a contemporary of Bana as stated in the Sankshepa-

Sankara-vijaya, attributed to Madhava (XV. 141).

Unless, however, we are able to fix the date, from indepen-
* La vie de Hiouen-Thsang, pp. 212-214.
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dent evidence, of at least one of the other kings named by

Sankaracharya PalavHrma, Jayasimha,, K i-ishnagupta, and

Rajavarnw the identification of the two Purnavarmas must be

considered as somewhat hypothetical, resting, as it does, almost

upon the single fact that no other Pilrnavarma than that of

Magadha, the adversary of Sasanka, has yet been brought to

light. What would seem further to threaten our faith in the

identification is the fact, that while Hiouen-Thsany calls Punm-

varma the '
last descendant' of the family of Asoka, Sankara-

charya says, that his family was so obscure before he became

king, that it was fit to be described as not existing at all.

This could hardly be said of a family of which king Asoka had

been one of the members. Of course it is possible to explain
this difficulty away by saying, that the immediate ancestors of

Purnavarma, though claiming descent from Asoka, were so

insignificant that Sankaracharya was right in describing
them as almost non-existent.

NOTE V.

WHAT HIOUBN-THSANG SAYS ABOUT KASHMIR.

(See pp. Ixxxi. fgg.)

In the notice on the kingdom of Kashmir which occurs in

the Memoires de Hiouen-Thsang (
Lib. III. ) no statement

is met with either that the reigning king in Kashmir, when

Hiouen-Thsang entered it, was Pratapuditya nor that the king's
mother's younger brother came to meet the Chinese traveller

;

nor is the date of his arrival in the country given therein.

It is in the Vie et Voyages de Hiouen-Thsang (by M. Stanislas

Julien), pp. 90 fgg., a work, different from the ' Memoires'

that the statement is found -that the king ordered the younger
brother of his mother to go out to receive him with chariots

and horses as he arrived at the stone-gate which formed the

western entrance into the kingdom. Bioum-Tksang passed
the first night in the Iliise-kia-lo the 'Vihara' built by the

Scythian king Hushka ; a mention of a building that por
cc
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tanto goes to prove the reliable character of the facts narrated

in the Hdjataratigini (i. 169). It is also said that when

Hiouen-Thsang approached the capital city the king came to

meet him at the head of all his officers and with monks of the

city, forming a cortege of more than a thousand persons.

The road was covered with parasols and banners, and the

whole route was inundated with perfumes and flowers. When
the king came into his presence, he loaded him with praises

and marks of respect, strewing with his own hand an immense

quantity of flowers in his honour. He then made him mount

a grand elephant and marched back with him. When they

arrived at the capital Hiouen-Thsang was lodged in the Vihara

called
'

Jayeiidra-vihara
' which the pilgrim says had been built

by a former king. (See Raj., II. 65-84). The next day

Hiouen-Thsang was invited by the king to dinner in his palace,

who also invited for the same purpose scores of eminent

monks of eminent virtue. After the dinner was over the king

requested him to open discussions on the difficult points of the

(Buddhistic) doctrine.

Having learned that the pilgrim had come from, the distant

East to study the doctrine of Buddha in its very home, and

that he felt the want of books when he endeavoured to study }

the king gave him twenty copyists to copy the Sutras, &c., for

him; and also other servants to wait upon him (Vie et

voyages de Hiouen-Thsang, pp. 90-92).

It is strange, however, that Hiouen-Thsan<j nowhere men-

tions the name of the king (probably because he was not a

sincere Buddhist), nor the date of his own arrival in Kashmir.

Nor does he even distinctly say that the king was of the

Karknta, i.e., Naga dynasty. As tmuch may, however, be in-

ferred, and perhaps also that Hiouen-Thsang refers, though
not by name, to the first of the Ka-rkotas, when he say% :

'
as

'
for the Ki-li-to, as the monks had several times destroyed

'
their family and abolished their sacrifices, they had, from

century to century, cherished a profound rancour, and had
' conceived a hatred for the law of Buddha, After a long lapse
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< of years, they again seized the royal power. That is why, to-

'

day, the king of the kingdom has not a great faith [in
'

Buddhism] and interests himself only in heretics and the

'temples of the gods.'* (Les Memoires de Hiouen-Thsancft

'Vol. I., page 180).

It may be remarked that if General Cunningham's correc-

tion of thirty-one years be accepted, Durlabhavardhaua's reign

would extend from 627 to 668 A.D. Hwuen-Thsang, therefore,

writing, four or five years after the accession, i.e., in 631-32,

of the event which brought the Karkotas or
'

Ki-li-to
'

into

power, would certainly have used the perfect tense and said

'have seized again' (ont ressaisi) instead of the aorist 'seized

again* (ressaisirent), a tense which accords better with

A.D. 596 the date supplied by the Rdjatarangmi as the date

of Durlabhavardhana's accession.

Durlabhavardhana was a Kayastha, an ordinary inhabitant

of the valley (See Raj., III. 491). The race to which the

kings of whom he was the first belonged is nicknamed, says

Hiouen-Thsang, Ki-li-to, that is to say, 'bought' Ttrita, as

he himself explains the term (achete). According to his ac-

count the term was applied to them in reference to the legend,

given at length by him, that their ancestors had been bought
and imported as household servants when the valley was first

colonized. According to him all kings of Kashmir, who were

taken by the people from among themselves, were Ki-li-to, be-

cause the common people were the descendants of former

slaves. Such kings, he says, were those who succeeded

Madhyantika, the mythical Arhat king who first peopled

Kashmir, those that succeeded Kanishka, and the Karkotas.

Much curious speculation has been bestowed on the meaning of

the term, and we are told by General Cunningham, and (he says)

* Professor Max Mailer's suggfystion (India : What can it teach us ? p. 3 17)

that BalSditya was " the most likely host of Hioun-Thsang in Ktlsmira," loses

eight of the fact that BalMitya was the last of a dynasty which had already

become extinct, and that the fall of that dynasty is mentioned, as also the

fact that a king of the Ki-li-to or Karkota race, was on the throae at the time,

by Hiouen-Thsany himself.
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by Prof. Lassen that Ki-li-to is the same as Kri&yd l
a demon,

wicked, evil-minded. I think Hiouen-Thsang' s meaning bought,

hence '

base/
' mean '

is the correct one, as he was distinctly

transliterating krita and not Krityd, and as the latter word is

never used as an adjective and is not met with as qualifying
a people. In semi-mythical language it would be intelligible

if the Buddhists called their opponents
'

demons'; but in

every day parlance, such as Hiouen-Thsang found spoken, the

lukewarm semi- Buddhistic Karkotas, one of whom received

him so hospitably, could scarcely have been called '
demons,'

the word being consciously used as bearing that meaning.
The same objection does not. I think, apply to

'

bought/ It

is remarkable that in all the passages where the word Ki-li-to

occurs Hiouen-Thsang uses it of the race of kings and not

of the people from whom they came ; so that he does not call

the people
'

bought/

What may be the significance of the term Karkota or

Nrfga as applied to the dynasty begun by Durlabhavardhana ?

General Cunningham thinks it shows that Durlabhavardhana
who was the son-in-law of his predecessor

"
is said to have

" been the son of a Ndga, or Dragon; and the dynasty which
" he founded is called the Naga or Karkot'i dynasty. By this

"appellation I understand that his family was given to ophiola-
"
try or serpent-worship," &c. It is most improbable that

Karkota or Ndga should refer to serpent worship, even though
it be admitted that the Karkota kings were serpent-wor-

shippers (which Kalhana does not say they were), but can only
refer to their origin. Now although Durlabha was a Kayastha,
we are told that he was in reality begotten in his chaste and

pure (susndta) mother by a Naga who was named Karkota, and
not by a Kayastha (for it is perfectly certain that we have* to

read ^j^pfa fc ^Sff^r*WF =T[ITIW'cfa
*f:

in Paj., III. 492) and that

such had been his birth because destiny intended him for the

kingdom of Kashmir. That is, the Karkotas were as worthy of

* I see M.ons. Trover has already mended the passage partly as indicated
above.
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sovereignty as the Gonardas,* whom they succeeded. Now the

traditions of Kashmir relate that in the beginning the valley

was filled with waters or rivers running down the hills that

turned it into a lake j and that it was originally reclaimed from

the Ndgas or Dragons who possessed it, and that even after the

lake had long disappeared the kingdom continued to be under

the benevolent protection of the Nagas, i.e., certain benevolent

spirits called after that name. The explanation of the tradi-

tion is, in ray opinion, this : originally the rivers that filled the

valley, being of courses that resembled those of snakes, were

probably called Ndgas or snakes. Kalhaiia calls one of them,

viz., the Vitasta, ndgamukht and guhonmukhi, i.e., having the

head of a snake and ready like a snake to enter into a hole, (RAj*
I. 29). The presiding deities of those rivers were naturally also

snakes or Nagas. As may be expected these live in the mid-

dle of the rivers and lakes of the valley (Memoires de Eiouen-

Thsang, p. 168-70; Raj. I., 259-60), andit is natural that the Bud-

dhistic as well as the Brahmanical chronicles should describe

Kashmir as baring been originally reclaimed from these Nagas.

Long after the valley was peopled it was natural that the Nagas
should be spoken of as certain benevolent spirits protecting

* It has been suggested by my honoured friend Professor G. Biihler that in

the RAjatarangint the form Gonarda is a misreading for Oonanda, due to a

mistransliteratiou from Sarad& MSS. into Devanagari characters. The Ognand
of the Persian translations of the Rajatarangini made since the time of Akbar

would seem to confirm the correctness of the suggestion (the substitution of Og-

for Go- being due to a mistransposition in the Persian transliteration of the *-

andj). But Gonarda does not for that appear to be wrong. At all events if

Gnnarda has always been a mistake for Gonanda, the mistake did not first

occur when the S&rada MSS. of the R&jatarangint were transliterated into

Pevanagari for the editors or printers of the Calcutta edition, but is a very
ancient one . Gonarda occurs in

the_ MaMbMrata and other works more

frequently than Gonanda. And according to Bhattoji Dikshit the word signi-

fying the name of a country is Gonarda. (Pan. I., 1, 75). There is very little

doubf thilt one of them is a corrupiion of the other, probably Gonanda being
the original. But the corruption need not be due all over to a mistranslitera-

tion of consonants. We have at least two other words in which similar

corruption, though a little popular, has occurred independently of mis-

transliteration of consonants. Thus we have Jagarnath for Jagannath and
Harm&n for Hanman (

= Hanumdn ).
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Kashmir. It was also natural that these ancient spirits, so

benevolent, should become the object of worship, and even that

certain pious families, like, perhaps, that of Durlabhavardhana,

should have borne the names of some of their species such as

Karkota just as Ganesa, Vishnu, Sankara, &c., are borne in

other parts of the country as individual names, or Deva, Bhfita,

Pitre, Brahme &c., as names of clans. And when the distinguished

dynasty of the ancient Gonardas ofimperial fame came to an end

with the death of Baladitya, and the crown passed into the hands

of an ordinary Kayastha, it was also natural that the chronicles

should tell us that Durlabha was in reality begotten in his

virtuous mother by a Naga named '

Karkota/ that is, one of

those benevolent spirits who concerned themselves with the

good of the happy valley, just as Karna had been begotten of the

sun in Kunti. As for Hiouen-Thsang's statement that the family
of the Karkotakas was called Ki-li-to,

'

bought/
'

base/ we
have got to contrast with it the high character given to it by
Kalhana who calls it even purer than that of the Gonardas

(
sucheh atisuchi , Raj., III., 432). I cannot but think that

Hiouen-Thsang underrated the family of the Karkotakas because

the Buddhists of Kashmir had done so, and the Buddhists

were hostile to them because they, as a rule, were not

devout followers of the law of Buddha.
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a MH. ^>fl%^.
3 MH.

* MH. q. B MH.



il

vr

: 1 1

II

.

J MH reads ^trfr1!^ . The 'emendation is mine.
9 So MH, Have we not to read

12



3T

1 1 ^ ^ 1 1

1 1

II \ ^ II ffrft

II ^ ^
II

:
|

1 Mil.

MH.

|| ^o^ II

at>er thls:



n

SoMH.



rfftrlr ^ft-

cf

n

II ^ II

1 1

II ^ ^ II

"
-1 MH.

*?TinTr3T:

' MH, adds after this :

8 MH.



n

11 v^ n

II

I ?T?T

II

| firft
1

SoMH.



\\

^FrPffT ^Tf^ST: |

I
r

fT

MH.



n

*nfr

ff^r

Pnfr-

1 1

1 MH. om. f^f and reads ^- iofr for MH.



3?

n

II ^^ II

n%:

%
rri

frf%tr^" (:T

fr-

1 MH. reads
*
All the MSS. except J. give this couplet.



II

1 1 ^Ht Hi^rrff?r

II ^^ II

f^r ^^T^F<T ^^RRT^rr *nrf% 1 1

MH. ^RffflT. MH. f|^.
s MH.

* MH. %.
e MIL



II'VI .)!
..

qR^fr

r

1 1 ^^^ U

I r%

vTTfrrfnf ^Pn:^rrrR^i%%Ti% ^ 'if

MH - * MH. frq^^f. 8 MH.



ft*prfr

ftit^r

r^ll
II ^* II ftrrfr

H ^^^ II

13

II ^^^ II

n

n ^ n



n ^^^ H

I

li ^^^ ll

If \^ 1 1

f

ff

II ^^ II

1 1

It



1 1 ^trr:

II

II ^T: ^TST'T I

3TFT

II^ II

:
I *rn-%

3

tfff^rfrnt^ rrfr^f

1 MH. w*T. f MH. 'T3rr f^.
s Mil. ^3T. Perhaps

MH. leaves out Borne words which' followed rTf^I.
* MH.



fsr

II

ftfl^t 1 1

II ^^^ II fr%

g'SF^''

II f^T^if

n

1 1

f^r

II



\\ \*\ \\

ir

ii ^ ii

f^r rrr ^q- y rr

T

5

[II.
^^^ II fr fr

MH. fir ?. ! MH.



^ i

II

[II ^ ^ II

:
1 1 ]

[II ^ ^ ^ II (^^ f3"

[

r Prftrrnft: 1 1 ]

[II

3^^ ^r^rr'T'^rfH^^H'^rqT -rr^ 1 1
]

[I

: II
]



[

I ]

II

[ II ^^ II*

q-

14

II

: II ]



\\

Pt^-Ptf

^*rr f^mr 1 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 1

*T3T% II
]

[

[ II 3. ^ ^ II

f^ ^nrr ^R^ft^i^wrr ^RRTT^ar: 1 1 ]

t II ]

[l I ^ ^ ^ II 3TT1 <
I^ f-efl ^f^ltfrr| f<-f | ^ f^ | ^cf

: II ]



n \^ \\

t u ^^ n

[
II ^^ II

I l

: II ]



II ^^ II

II

II

^
\\w\\

1 1

f^r ^% ^?uRr: ^^^r | ffrj^rnt

MH. ftnr . MH. '^:, s Mil



frrTrrr:

II

: wr:

1 MH. omits V. * So Mil. Have we not to read



I? rTf 3T^R^^^-^r ftTRFrf II W II

ff sFtg^r ^!%or sfr 3!^ *T[i*rr

II ^^^ II

II ^^ ^ 1 1

[II ^ 1 1 ff

II f^

: ff ?TT

ff^rr r^rr fsrrr^ 1 1

II



f%

flrO

II ^ ^ ^ 1 1

I

II ^^^ II

rfP^T

I

II. \^^ II f^f

II ^ ll

^-^^r
qS 3fqf3T-q*|

rir

MH. frrf
* MIL



n \<>t n

nfl-lt n

1 1 \ ^ 1 1

MH



t i *
i

II ^ S *( II

T5TRTrt II ^ II

n

1 1 ff^nf

: mar

1 1

1 Mil. ^frTR'^: ^c^'fr^iT^f^fn'rrn^^^rr: ^rRrrr^^rr ^^r^ i The

emcndatiou is conjectural,
9 So Mil. !

8

15



[ I \

[ sic ] \nirii

tii*ii ri<iu

II

fat

\\

n ^^ II

^
II

u ^^ n

II ^^ II ^^^%^^tr%^d^rrPr m^ fl-

MH. ?frfF5f^^Try% for ?rfr* &c. Probably the passage is corrupt.



f^rfr

1 1 ^e. u

s II

f3"

f^

MH. reads MH.



t ||

1 The commentator's text as given in J is

r-cnT3T-snrr I rt<T-frTf-^rw^>rr3?r r^r^r-
a MH. C

TJT for

r Perhaps
O
tjr is intended. But what may that mean ?

8 MH.
* So MH. Have we not to read ^fr ?

8 So MH.



*<< n

ar

: I

II
^ ^ II TTf

1 1

II

1 1

ff^"

1 MH. *mfr.
'

a MH. R
8 MH. srrr*.

4 MH. very

corruptly qrf^tTt^r^RT. The emendation is conjectural.
* Mil.

. The emendation is mine.
* MH. q^ 3TT.

7 MH.



II
*^

II

-pt I
*V n

^ ^

f-

II
^ ^ II

f^

MH.
JHI^

for ^nit.
a MH. ^^ff^cfr^ .

'

3 MH.
for ^: f^T^T which is a conjectural emendation.

* So MH.



3T

^ft-^t II ^^ II

II
^ ^^ II

nTri% 1 1

r%-

II
^^ II

II

MH.



1 1

II

: 5rr?r:

II *3\ II

fl-

\\ *\\ \\

3?fft

r%RT

MH. TTrTtf'TRyT .

s MH. adds the word 3T|r5^: after



MI-I.
2 MH.

4 Mil. cfi

16



I

f^t n *w n

I

n ^^^ n

rr I

n ^^^ n

fT?TT: W fT^TT

:
I

fgr:

1 Mil. adds |% ^ before ^r^. a MH.
3 MH. ^ for >[.



*rr

M *^ II

n

*rirr I

rr^

JTITT:

1 MH. sr%* !

2 MH. ^TTrT^r^.
3 MH. ^T^r%r.

* MH. omits to

ve any commentary or this Stanza which is found in J. DC. K. P.



I

MH. RW^%.
2 MH %: for ?rr.

8 So Mil.



II ^^^ ||

* *

II

I

II

%^^

^ ftr-

1 1

v B t
|| BTq'TTrT^Tr^rH \i ti i ^-M H i

ij7i

MH. :

HRm'. MH. c
^oft=.



-
<rrw ^ ^ft?- r^^fr ii

* ^ ^ ll

^r 3T^f-7T
ui-r^?f| I

TT-^RT II '^^ II

f^r

MH. Mil ?T: for So Mil.



II ^^^ ||

rtr ^r^f rrr:

MH. MIL MH. MIL



*^ II

I

u *\*( II

f

T^-^TRT II
v ^^ II

II ^^ II

MH. f^%. 2 Mil ?7: for Vr.
8 So MIL



: ftr^rr:

f^

r ^rr^ rr

f^T

1 1

^ ^ ^ 1 1

fr-

:
1 1 ^rrr^ ftr-

rr

J 1 1

MH. A1H. MH. Mil.



5 r

fRr f

^fT^ ff?r

[ 1 1

** ^ II

pr

n

MH. grtlW
* MH. om. ^f. 8 HM.



qsr
II **^ II

MH. crf^crr:.
2 MH. rffnrTi^r

3 MI



tl

it srrfa

1 1
^ ^ S 1 1

II

1 1

<f*rar

Mil, MH. 3rftrf.
s MB.

5 M II . ^f^r.
6 M II .

Mil.



flttf

n ^^ n

n *^ n

tg Prfr

: I

Prft

MH.
17



I

f1%

f(%

[II

II II

n

i^ i i

II

f^T

MH. MH,



II *<^ n

^^s^ I

-rrr Sr T ^1? iftaft ^fr qoir II *<<s II

n ^^ n

ct ^ g5-H

[ II ^^ II ^rtr^rrftrrPrft'

frTS"^ !l ]

T?fr:

Tfrrffaf

I

II

H

ME. q23r?j%^i.
9 MH. ^Rffg

1

. MH.



\\

\\

\\

U

II

: II 35w

MH.



II V^^ ||fr%

[

i

[II ^^^ II

i

[

II r^^r II

II flt^frK^*T^^^

MH. ^rfr^^ .

s MH - ^l^^. * MH.
* MH. H4TT.



[

II

I r f^rr

II ^^^ 11

rr^ir

II ^^ il

: I W

MH. MH.



II
*^*

ii

: II

1 1
y^y

1 1

STM^y ^iM *i< r

3*

II
*^ n

: FRT(%

fl

1 1

II ^^r *r*nr I

1 ME.
is probable the words

8 MH. i<v&.
* MH. %rf^. It

are corrupt.



ii
*^ n

3T-r^rfc7n^

II ^^\ II

r II

II
^^^

II

: N

fl

II

1 MH. has nothing between this and qifT**?. Probably some words

have been left out.



II

fc^5T:

ffr

II

1 MH. irfrrr.
2 MH.

18



II ^^^ II

1 1

II

tr<r ?f

g

:
I

MH.

it



u *" H

rs: I

aTirrr

V 6 6
|| qj

MH. adds raw between -rrr and fw.
So MH.

MH. ^rfa .

MH. ^R%^rf^.

This is doubtless a very corrupt passage. The MH. reads 37^ f|%

TT5" 3jit^r ^TPT frRnR"^ ^TCrfl"^^ 1 - Even with our emendations it is easy
to see that some words which stood after rf^

1 have been left out, and

that 2TRT ffrT Tr2T &c., begins a note on the reading 'qrrV which has become

intermixed with the previous note on the meaning of Duryodhana

having beaten his thigh, when he invited Draupadi to come and 1

sit

upon it.



f&ftrfa sf f^r

1 1

tl *u t

ff^r

1 So MH. 2 MH. is here much confused, and seems to read

TPTJt (forTt5R1FT4?).
8 MH. ^TrftrTR!

* MH.



^TR" :

:
|

: I <TrT:

I

II

1 1

1 MH. i^inr for tap^l" .

2 MH. adds Rir^-TPT after ..

8 MH. has ^If% T3?H4aI%n3' f^TT between ^n" and qt ^f, doubtless

transferred by the copyist from the following comment.



II
v^ II

;T'Ffr-

1 1
*^ 1 1

?rr

So MH., both as to form and gender.
2 MH.



n *^ li

I

II ^

II

II]

I

1 MH.
* MH. omits couplet 499, "and mixes up into one the commentary

which belongs to the two couplets 498 and 499. My attempt to restore

the chhaya is given within brackets
8 MH. TOjtf.

* MH.



\

II ^^ II

[l I ^ ^ II

II ^ H II

II ^^ II

HW^T 3TC:

MH. MH. MH.



II

[I

^ :MR <i f

nR <3^^":

n

?nr frrfr |

' MH -

19

n

-

n ^<* u



n ^^^ II

II

c

ftr-



4 I

II ^^^ il

II ^^ II

fr

: II

f&f

II W* II

MH. H|^f
3 MH.



i

u

fr ?wjr-orf^ft35r II ^^^ II

II ^ \
^

II ^T^ 1 1 M tf rTtf<$ ^T^T^ ^5 T^J

?Tt:

1 1

1 MH. adds Jp^ after

*
Mil. is wanting in all this couplet except the first words

and the words fr ^ T^ of the chhaya. The text gwen above is restored

from DC. P. K.
8 MH ^^T fffr.

* So MH. 9 MH.



55

55

ff

[
II ^^^ M

2rf

II H

ii ^H^ n

: 1 1

MH. *w * MH MH. fr^:
* MH.



qq ^-^r^r-^-^r Rtr?rr

1 1 ^ V* II

'

Rrf

^r ^r

f^* f^4 Ptit^r^

qq

ff

II ^^^ II

n ^ n

: II

ff

TTTT: II Tft^T:

: II

(%r?r:

1 MH. frfTf ^tcT? for i^fct f^rfN-. MH.* qfe*.
a MH.

W 'tW^ flT^rff l^fTf fr|(T ^ r^^TK RriTrT^ T^ &c. The emendation is

conjectural.
* MH. ^r*f.

s MH. q



II ^^ II

\\

r I

1 1w 1 1

II

MH. ^CT :.

a MH. ^r for ^. 3 ME. V. * MH.
5 MH. ^qR[: for fr^qriT:.



n <^ n

?rr

II ^^^ II WT:

MH. MH.



ff

II ^\^ II ff

II ^^^ II ff

n <^* n

n

r I

II

n

t^r^r: 1 1 ^rR^r *rft*rt ||

1 MIL
20



'T ff

II

ff

II ^*^ II ff 3T

[II ^"t II ff

If f^r-*rf*r-H?r

\\

n

n

MH, omits chhaya of the first half of the couplet,
a MH,



r II

if

II ^^^ II

II ^^^ II ff

t
1 1

MH. Mil.



ff

II w H

II ^ 6 H

sn^ I

n

II ^ H

W srffir

MH. ^r.



1 1

II ff

*rnrj

II ^^ II

[II ^ ^ ^ II ff T

t
| ^1=: RT^T

: |
r

1 1

II]

1 MH. ora, the visarga.
a
Mil. tfffcT:.



^r il ^^^ 1 1

r^t I

II W II

II ^^^ II ff

[II ^ ^
II T^-^r *RT

qr^T^-^r: II]

MH, eifw for crw.

I



ff ^r:

ffrf

II ^^^ II ff

fl?rr

I ^r-

1 MH. 5r?!r^rqrfrr . The emendation is mine.
2 MIL om.

8 MIL
21



11

ff

1 1 ?frr

1 1

ff

1 This is obviously a mistake of the commentator .'-See Pan. 4. 1. 42.

* MH. ^TK*nr. What does the word refer to? The word &\^vi in the

original means f

eye '.



II <^ ||

: II

ff

Mil



It ^^H II

ff

?T:

II <^ II

r^r I

II <<*** II

r I

IIw H

ff TRT" r
5T^t

rr
3

^"^rri -# ^ i -i

F^T: [^Tfr^jr^Trr^rr'Tj I

't 1 1

( | ^ ^ ^ 1 1 'LH^fW^RI'Tf <Tf^3vfT^d^ ff T-

1 MH. .

a MH. HCrT.
8 MH,



5?
'

3T

I

1 1

ST: I

1 1 c^
^ ^

1 1

II ^^^ II ff ?rr:

II

I

MH. Wfr. a MH. r.
s MH.



tri^r q^-^Rr-q-^T f^rrtrar II <^ II

ff

II ^^ II [ff]

[I

rr^Rf ^Tf^r^l" f^^^rr^ *FTST ff f^%^r^Rr II ]

1 1 ^^ 1 1 ff^ ^

ff



II^ II

fl-^RTCPT

n <^ n

II ^^ II ffr

II

: % (

?ff%5
!

rr^T;T'T II

3 Ritf

II W II r%Rrf%l%^r wrf^rr



If rl

If

rT I! W II

II ^ H

ff

II

ff

ff

ftr-

1 So MH. distinctly.
2 MS,



trill ^ * n

fl^t

II ff

qs? -n ^s II

||



II

ff

II S ^ II ^Tsrf

il \V it

: II 3T:JT;Tr^i'tT
fir ffa ^

^4) \\

*
MS. 3^. 8 MS. snr^. * MH.

Beeir.> .-rt of the commentary between tfT^i MK :

.

Mil. ^tv



-T**7.

fr *f

r
. ^f^-Hr^r'HRT'flRT^ -f I

.-.^F.^j^rr II ^V. n

^fcqrft^fciRir i

jipn >:;.- ^o^r^r' jfF^nrnfir n **? n

^Tf

rr^rr II **r II

:T-rT'>T- ;l

TV^j^^fiJf.^r 7 T^ ||
^

'i.
<

"~rT^~ r
r : t ^ -

-
~. r

f>Hi*-r|r: ||

11*'^ II

^T

1 '- ii: l|

~T~T - ^titi: ||

9
.^ II *ft3i(2<r^~""" ^w^r ^ir rylr

.qrfsT f.;f. Hc

jJr I
------ ~^FT^-- ~^a(^

"^
' -o-'ic^^l: ||

.

- -

r-rrr ^ - - -
-:-

-~ s -

**



^

II ^\^ II [ff]

II ^^ II ff

ff

(I

* MH. ^rr'?r%T.
a MH. ^^irrr^.

8 MH. omits %T Is our emenda-

tion right?
* MH. qpTpT*r

5 MH. ?

for H ^?
<TrF, &C., which is a conjectural emendation.



fT fff^TTW II V>^ II

^TfTrfr: I fft STFrT^T I

II ff

f?

II

II ff

II

-^

1 1

.A1H. Vrfr^r:.
a MIL =5rr^. The emendation is mine. s Mil.

for
O
jrfto.

* MH. qrf^ for WH. s So Mil.



[II ^^^ II ff

II ^^ II [ff]

II ff <TT:

II

3T'ft*T-KT^T f^rRTH^qf^-f^^^T I

c5T ^T ^^^"F PTl^ II ^^ 1 1

n ^^ n

iMII.
O
q-vfr^. for q* 3TPT-

a MIL t*^r55T.
8 MH



^

J

sr^rft*?T

f?

:
|| 357

: It

T^* i HfS --^RI^^T^T^T: |[]

[II ^H II

MH.



II ^ VI II

ff

ff

1 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 1

1 1

II

II

1 MH. ^in=5? .

9 MH. ft^$. > MIL ^RT?fr.
* None of our

four MSS. have the reading tpt^T in the text.
8 So Mil. Have we td

read ^R^f?f or is it ^m^i^ffr ?
6 MH.



11 ^^ \\

rr II

%rrr

ff T

f f^Wr

f^ II

ff

ff^

MIT. ?

MH.



ff

t sr

1 1

So MIL Mil



**
\\

l%fflWW-nfh(T II

^
il ^^ n

rrr

ff

f^

T^>fiTr: ^r-^frrr^rr: 1 1 TSFT

: ff f r^arr^frjr^r ^Tfoffarar: II

ff ^nrPftr 1 1

MH. rjff^.



V

fit

^rr

t
|

II ^ ^ 1 1 ff

:
1 1

Ff

||

II

MH. Tf^f^rr . MH.
MH.



n \^\ u

ffF?r

ff

II ^^ II

ff

n

MH.
4 MH

8 MH.
8 MH.

8 MH.
.

6 MH. c
|%tf



ff

r^rr4r:

\\ w \\

M ^^ II

1 1 [OT^RFTT]

^rfri%?rr

MH. %q^r^nT.
a MH. rtRrT changed to f^sRr.

s MH.
* MH. twarwiW

1

for %* 3f^ 3T .

B MH.



r STRT 1 1

5TRF ^rrarfflpT ^-^^-'T
II ^^ li

II ^^ II

: II

II

Ff

\\

ff

1 MH. tftsp.
2 MH. ^TTPT.

8 MH. mwN-. * MH
The emendation is mine.

8 MH. ^q-f^rT. MH.



ii ^ n

11 ^ \\

ff

'jl

ff

<frrr

1 So MFI.
8 MB.
1 MIL

a MH.
* MH.

. The emendation is conjectural.

.

9 MH.



55

[II ^^ II ff

5rnr:=frr^'

24

^
i

H

55

STFT

I

: 1 1

]

fS



VI

55

II w II

55 prfw II ^^^ II

II ^^^ II ff

ff

ff

^TPTOT:

If

MH. MIL 1
s MH.



[II

(?) FTF^^

li

55 --nw ^?rr n s^ n

55

55 IFrT ^^ar frw II

ff

1 1 ]

II ^t II T?^T% ^^'T (fr3Tr%i%^r^

? R^^^T^r: c^^rrq-f writarftfir

1 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 1 ff

^5^rrr: ^Tr^rf ^

f(%

MH. orr for



g

n \^ II

li ^^^ ll

II ^^^ II

II ^^^ I f

II S^ II

srft ff

II ff

t [|

MH MH.



ff

ff

n ^ n

ralf I

n^ n

n ^^^ 11

\

I f%-

JMH. arCOT
3 MH.

MH. T^f ^f. The emendation is mine



!

n



51 ^^- or

II

qrrnsr ^r

: ||

II

MH.



1 MH. y7T.
2 MH. ?[4 for r?y which is my emendation.

8 MH. ?rm. * MH.



n ^ n

^ ^ II

MH.
MH

MH. rT^^r.
8 MH.

^. 8 MM.
25



3% 3

<r*fi u ^ H

II
^ ovs II

^qr^f T^

^T: I )

H

f% JT^q'rff ^rr I

1 MH. om. the visarga after ^.
z

So. MH. 8 MH.



xa3W i&W II ^ II

ffft^rr 3frr T^FT ftf%f|4 T^FT f^TT-qirqw I

%3^?r qR-^soi'-^roT ^gfrfl? gjflfrr n ^u il

^fl^rr^fwr rf R^-fffO^' f^tffnrrf^-^q'-qflffMt I

oft^gaT-^sfroT^wHfm^-f
8^ II ^^ il

II ^r^^-^f^r: fir sir

^rrg

?^OT

[II ^^H II aTpRTRft ^f^rrr^^r^ ^f Rgf^rr: Pr-

9 MH. *ffr. 8 MH.
* MH, jtffr and



II ^ ll

-f^r

[II ^^^ II

f r

II]



faft ^r^ 3*% srwrffcr \

1 1 ^^ n

[II

I fc^Hh ||]

I f^q f?

[II ^\* II

f^r

:
||]



3

rf 3lt

[II

I

[II ^ II

II]

?rrr%

tr^r

II]

^T^T:



[II

ft

34 n

[II

rr

[I! ^ II

r

[II

srft

II]

c8rPr ft

ll

t
II]



3^r-t^rt

^gqr-sr8t

[ll

ff^r

[I I ^ ^ 1 1

?PT

[II

t
II]

I



II ^ II

stfraft

r-

II vs^ ||

in*

MM. ^Tf^.
3 So MH. 8 MH. appears corrupt here, reading

rfsttrfflf^^tsfrT^rV^. The emendation is purely conjectural.

MH. sr^q-irrT .

8 MH. ^ for rT^T.
6 MH.

MH. aTTflTF^'T^r- The emendation is mine.

26



II ^^^ II

f

MH. ^rnrr .

a ME.
6 MH. c

^= for

.

8 MH. c

'MH
.

* MH.



II

II

II

II

: II

1 MH.
8 MH.
8

After

Mil.
6 MH

MH. adds

8 MH. vft.
* MH.

for
9
53=e^r.

7 MH.
flf



\\\

rTft

n

II ^^"^ II

MH. at 2 MH. ^rffffr .

s MIL. om. ^pq".
* MH.

5

Mil.



TT?

II

MH. MH. for Mil.



3TT

II ^^^ II R

II ^ II

I

[II

MH,

it



sfr

II ^^ II

fl"

1 1

MH. .

8 MH.



3TFT

^rr

MH. MH. Ht for

mer:
6 MH.

s MH. 3r



flt^f^T

ffrft- f

fr

1 MH.

distinctly.
* MH.

* MH. q

.

fl MH.
So MH,

for

MH
-

8 So MH
7 MH.



[II ^^^ II

II ^ II

5TT

^-^^-3^-*r3^f ^*

atfftr

3rr

^rn%crr

1 1
^ 5 * 1 1 frrrrTrr^^^^r^^^nr [arft]

MH. ^^F^rrr*T^Wct.
a MH. vz cf^ .

8 MH.



?r

II ^^ II

: H

(TC:

1 MIL q^rfiff^tf

tt?q4:.
9 MH. (t.

8 MH. * MH. lias



?rr:

II ^^ II

flftr

MH. .

8 SoMH. 3 MH.
" MH. frWr for f^zr

MH.



II

t 1 1
v9v9V

1 1

II

[5%:]

II H II

MH. MH. MH.



5!

II ^^^ II fRf?f

"

f^TOFT II ^ II

n ^^^ 11

II ^ II

1 MH. ^TWfr. 2 MH. n^cr. 8 MH.



II **\ 1 1

1 1

II ^*>\ 1 1 fft fr-

ff&:



I

II ^ II

ft

7
1

1 MH. %itf Uf : sr^"^ rT^Tr^rf^, which appears to be corrupt.

The emendation is conjectural.
* MH. Q=qt?*T.

* So MH. Surely

Dc's marginal note q^rT is the correct rendering?
* MH. ft ITcrf;?r .

6 MH. T^^5mrt- 8 MH. ^ri^^T.
7 MH. a(?ds ^^rr^ after

.-. Hopelessly corrupt !

8 MH. ff^^n^rr.
" MH. ^ilf^TR- , though

lower down.
10 MH.



n

I
v

n ^^ n

ff^r

f^rf^fi:
1

Ti

|sr |

II \ II

fj%

1 Mil. RrrlrrTrW for f^fr Tf^T .

a MH. ^ for

8 Mil. wifr qi^.
* MH. fpirPrm

5 MH.
a MH. ttrrRT.

7 MH. *r<TRrr?rfor ^or^r.
8 MH.

MH. W. ^ MH p

28



II

n

f^TTf I

II

II

: I RPr?f

1 MH 3Tr*TrT?KT.
3 MH. fTrTrr for rTmr. MH. adds after this as

follows:

which, as a whole, appears corrupt, and

difficult to restore.
9 MH. RTrtfiTqr.

* MH.
( arr^T^rftrR^W

" MH. rnrfnTHT^t. DC J K P, all read cprf?*tr, and not



flwr srssrfr f^rlg

[II

| %

t
II]

II ^^ ||

t
(?) f(%

: II ]

MH.



I

^ II

^rr

-H tri HN

: 1 1

! I

1 MH. <TRTf3T?r .

a MH. ^^ ffrf.
9 MH-

The emendation is purely conjectural.
* MH.



-snt mtft n ^^ n

K ^

II
^*

||

:
1 1

^rr

MH. MH. MH.



fftr JTT^: || ]

^ S II

II ^rrfrr ^

MH.

n

rrftfr H

MH.

II

MH.



n

II

^TR
|

II

: 1 1

3-

1 MH.
* MH.

29

2 MH.
5 MIL
7 MH, irPnt.

8 MIL
6 MIL



ff?r

[II ^\^ II

:
II]

II ^ I

II

1 MH. <fc%*N. The emendation is conjectural.
s DC J. K. P.

all read ftff*T as explained by the commentator.
s MH.

MH.



|| ^^ II >c

5^nr I

d +11 1

(%Trrf^

ME. MH.
The

i.e. om.

1 MH. <r^^<*^rr for rTr

* MH. appears corrupt, reading

emendation is purely conjectural.
6 MH.

8 MH.
'p

7
rr;T. The text of the commentary from rff^rf ^ ^07 up

to
jarr : seems cor/upt. Probably the last words of the chhfiya and

the beginning of an explanatory note, of which ^cpr &c. is the exist-

ing continuation, are lost.
7 MH. SRstfrf.

8 MH.



flffFrT aT^R^^-fl'^^r^PT^ffft It^WFrlT \

II

f^r

ff-'^^ I

II ^^H II

li

f^

: II

II

1 MH. VirorstnRT . MH. ^rr^crr
8 MH.

for



IKT* u

3>uf-HRrf&T II

II

-TPTT f3"

1 1

II

1 1

: I

1 MH. 5% <jjt>f.

8 MH. R^M^-Mm for 3^r?^rT.
3 MH. om. r.

4 MH. ^. 5 MlL,^r^:r^n: for ^r:. MH. wr^. 7 Mil. ^^^
3f4. The whole passage from Jf^r up to ^TTTJT: seems to be corrupt

inMH.



-srf^T rTRT-f&FR
1

II

II ^^ 1 1

II <^ II

II ^^ II

[wRr] II

frrfrr ^T : 1 1

MH. qrtr?rr .

* MH. adds .

3 MH.



n

srrfo 3irar II ^^^ ll

II ^^ II

tf ft <

II

II *1 llffit

R^ ^^ H *f KIM

: 1 1 \ 1 1

MH.
MH.

.

2 MH
.

9 MH.
.

3 MH. om.



II

1 1

1 1

MH. a MH.
8 MH.

MH. MH.



n *v& n

f^

t f

1 MH.
30

for >

* MH. om.



So MH! See Mf. f MH. MH.



II

^rf: TcfSTR'iT^'F

II ^^^ II

^r^rR JTf^t ^
II

6 v^
|| 33703-

1 MH.
for ^^

for frt &c.
2 ME

3 MH. f^ntJTR .

4 Mil.



1 MH. ^^T^r?^.
2 MH. ftrffsfaTf. The two stanzas (itrFT) referred

to by the commentator are Nos. 850 and 853, the intervening two

being ignored by him. He is obviously wrong in his explanation of

850 and 853, which he takes together. The former clearly means

that the Mahavaraha became the calf (rT^^f rT^:) of the Earth-cow,

and the latter that the grass which grew on the surface of the earth

seemed like the ends of a mouthful of grass whicl? the Earth-cow had

taken in her mouth playfully (rftr5T<T), not out of necessity, in her

momentary change of form (^'Wfr^T^fl'fC^rT f)
.



n

II

inrr ff^r

II ^^
^ft^fr ^

T<*Tf^ i

ff^r HTsr: II]

f^r 3*-

1 MH. ^. J
This chhaya refers to J's reading (which see in

Various Readings), and would seem to form one sentence with that on

853. s MH.



wrf li

srr

MH.
MH.

9 MH.
5 MH.

8 MH.
MH. om



II

ft I : fr%

1 MH.
* MH. adds

3 MH.
after

* MH.
B MH.



II t^ II

\\
^ ^ ^ II sf^rtf ft

rer^rf^r

MH. Sf for $: | MH.



*r

1 Mil. ryRT fRf?.
2 Mil. 'VipNfr .

3 Mil. owing to omission-

by the scribe is doubtless corrupt here ;
and it is impossible to restore

the commentator's text.
* Mil, fil<T for

C
ET.

5 Mil. f1rff|^ for |V*T l F,

31



f^rftaftfrf

fRf

r?f3Tft

II ^^^ II

1 1

[II ^^^ II

li ^^'^ n

r IfRT I

II ^^^ II

n ^^^ it

MH. ^r for



go

ttFrr

T JTR^TR 5ff

1 1 ^Tft^nrjTrR nr^impr TOT

[arRr]
>?5rf^T

'jf
rf^r I

fi%

1 MH. wVfR for ^rqw [^TlTrTR:] .

* MH. om. the visarga after

^T.
* MH. gives the following commentary which somewhat agrees

with the text of J. (
See Various Readings ) : qrlT^m^'T ^THT [ ? *m%]

ir

^rr|w
H^I^T I Rrr^t^r ariqr *m ffrr ff^-^: I ff?^ 3rTR^rR*fi

T^
lf fT>T^Tr^r?^TrrT^[sic]qTiTq'fIT4 iTfof^l^rTr^R?^: II

* MH. 3^-

T.

B MH. srr: ^sRf, thus omitting rff:. Mil. f?zrr.
7
Mil.

MH. ^r.
e MH. tfcfr.



<rqr:

f|

4

3-

I sTrra ssrR- ^srr q-srRr ^RF

I

1 MH. ^rr^^^rriT^rT^?r . The emendation is conjectural.
3 MH. JT.

3 MH. ^rr. 4 MH. 'ytf.
B MH.

6 So MH. Does not the commentator mean



^rr?

ir?

ff?r I

||

So MIL 2 MIL
5 So Mil! 8 MIL

MIL ^ forq%. MIL om

* So Mil. *'MH.

.

7 Mil. omitsV
10 MIL ^r for ^



II ^^^ ||

%-

$ntifr%

:
I

it

II ^^^ II

3%: sfSf

MH. nt.
* MH.



ll

^fafif II

err

1 MH.
* MH.

MH. ij^c^r .

s MH. ^. * MH.
The emendation is mine.



II ^^^ II

MH. ^^fRT ibr



gar

?rr ll

1 M II. f?r^.
2 MIL f%^. 3 MH.

"?; . The emendation is conjectural.

32

MH.



li <^ li

1
1

This chhaya refers to J's text. See Various Headings.
a MH,



fitartful

^

I

1 1

:
I [

f??r

1 MH . irf%rs^rftit S*f ffcT.
2 MH. japT^: ,

where the word ipr

appears to have crept into the commentary from some marginal note

referring to the reading given by us.
3 MH. rf.

* MH. Jjt:.



n ^* n

W**T I

cf rlFT WTf PTF tRT II &W II

TRTr^

f T

1 MH. cU for ^r^. MH. qji^sr for ^i^qr^ ^.
8 MH

in spite of his remark f^^ &c.
* MH. 1^55 ^T^. MH.



til

II ffa T^FfT: ||

?frr II

1 1 ^ n

H ^ 1 1

MH. rfl<TWTr<f which is doubtless a blunder for jfr?THW-Jlrt.



r^ R II

*r*rr

rr
2

f^rlr srr^rrT f^r

1 MH. distinctly so ! MH. om. 3TI^-



II **

MH.
MH.

MH.
MIL

MH.
Mil.



[II ^
OV9

II

S II

^ ll

I

n u 1 1

||

5*if?r

rTF XT^ETn^ I

I

f^rerfr

MH. H^r=.
2 So MH!



rr

.

9 MH.
33



: 1 1

f^tr n

I

: II ^f^ ff 'ft":

: FTHT BTr^^^HT^T^ I *f

MH. ^^TrT ^. ' MH. %^r. 3 MH. ^TrTrTT:.
* MB.

for awrer ^^ which emendation is purely conjectural.



ftpre

srrsrT ftf

^T rr

3T OT

WRS7TT

: ?rr

i -^ iH

n ^^ n

1 1

,
thus

3 SoMH
out the letters



5017

II ^^ II

: II

II S^ ||

ff

r: II

: 1 1

II

MH. * MH.
3 MH.



5F?

f^ff II s^ n

II jpprf f^r^^r^t^r^
[^r

^r^frr
I]

r j

t frar

: ^TTIT^T

:
1 1

II S^^ II ^RTi <* i in ?j<$t H ^farir f?rrl%
?^Tr ^rf I t^r-

1 MH. arj~4irt*di.
2 MH.

' MH. ZTTT for ZT^TT:.
* MH. wrlfwr^ for

Rqr.
fl MH. cmf.



CFf
3jcnT 5^-^Tt i

n ^ n

II w\ n

1
1^ tf

3

1
*

II 3>w II

I)

jmr

I

<

rt II

MH. ^ for ?. MH.
* MH.

MH.



II ^^ II

n ^^ n

fl^t

n ^^ n

I f% mf if^T I

f%

MH. .

s MH. H^T.
a MH.

* MH.



3T

3*f

^

rr n

1 1 ^ II

Pir;zr^r iffi Pr^rr^ff II ^r^ rr

1 1

\j

II ^^ II sfi^j ^rnf 3^5
1 MH. ^WT.

a MH. wSfrft .

8 MH.
* MH. om. pr. MH.



?

r qr^Rf n ^ II

II

R^i^r^wn *i ^.i <**\ *fi *^ 1 1

1 MH. ^^.
'

MH. om. the visarga.
s MH.

* So MH. !



II S^^ II

II ^V& II

f^

: I

I f^vnf

1 MH. om. vfo.
8 MH. . MH.

.

* MH.



trfcr

tt?

33^=^

^rft r r HT^ II ^^ n

II S^ II tr<ii

: ^RTT'TT

1 1

f%

1 MH. f?RT.
* MH. flWFR: ^RTT^.

a So MH.!
* MH. rT^rqi^. Should it be



*TFrT

: II

II ^^ II

: I

5

II

srf^r

f^

MH. ^r for ^f
* MH.

So MH.
MH.



fF W* f II ^ II

r? ^
n

n

: II rnr

?rrrRr Prsf ^^r rnK ^T7Tr-4 RT^^pr ^ II

II JT^^>T: srf^nf: I

1 1 ^t*nT ^T

: II

1 1

tTr^rrTT

1 Mil. tisfritT for FfiT rrrrr.
2
MEI.

1 MH.
36

MH.



II

i

il ^^ n

?T||T

1 MH. ^fercirPr, which is obviously a blunder for sfl%rflfr. DC has a

marginal note on its reading f^qiti viz., ^f^rrf qr. (=^r%qTt rTf5T ;r Trj
T).

9 MH. omits the portion included within bracktts, i.e., nearly the

whole comnientarv on the stanza.
8 MH.



3T

WTPT 5*rr

% ^-r^w I

II

||

II W II [fcr*
^

~ ^

II]

1 MH. %^r. 8 MH. vRritr for *sfrcfrtfr.
8 MH. v for ^r.

* MH. TfTr TTr iTr^'-
6 MH. omits all commentary on this couplet,

though it is found in DC J K P.
e So MH.



[II ^ ^ II

iwr

II w H

_

vi

*?f**rffTcRf

: r%r5"

MH. "fl'rqr1! for 'iriTr^Trif.
2 Mil. om. socond



[II

[II S^^ II

f?r I
W T^T

[II ^ ^ II

1% 5T

f%

JITT

ff

n

t SR^T:
II]

r qrr

:
II]



rarOof far-

ft [%T T W^f Tft^ 3fc5-f| RRT^ft II ^^ II

f^itfr or ^^t n

[II ^ y
II

^?T,% ^T-% fTT^r:

nrf: R^fflf? fr^rr

rr^rn 3^ :

:
llj



fair

*rr

ff II W( II

[II

[II ^ ^ II

TF
||]

f r%%:

t
|l]

: ff <?Rr ^
=r BTr^^r^rc^f ^T^r^rrT: II

rfrT ^r^rr^T^f^frf^FT ^FfTT ff



re?

II ^V 1 1

f1% *IT^: 1 1

[II ^^ II

[II S V* II

II ]



[II ^ II

[ 1 1^ ^
1 1

3G

f^* ^

: ff ^Ff^T 1 1

:
II]

[II S^ II ^rf^r srt ^r^t ? ^rf 3

:
1 1]



^

^

[II ^^ II

ft

1 1

u

3 ^TT^ C^T
1^ f(%

1 ]

^faf:

:

||]

?rr

II]

[II V 00
II *** Rrftt^fi-



li V ^ II

1 1 X
00 ^ 1 1

I f% ^ ? :

1 MH. *im for ^JfrT . MH. &fti.
9 MH. srrr^T.

* MH.
.

s Mil.



It

k

r%

II ^

: I

*

^ 1 1 f1% f^r^nr f^f ^^TR:'? arRrenrf f^r]

[II ^

^|Mtiit^<i ^T ^TT %RT^: ^TSTR^ft ||

f^r

1 MH. q-j. for q- 5
f MH. 5ffnTltTOr3qrqTr?rf %^, which seems

corrupt. 2,The emendation is conjectural.
8 MH. ^rl^l^Tiar The emen-

dation is conjectural.
* MH. Pprfor.



[II

5--tc5T5f || V* ||

i^tf^u

qfri^r I

I v* 11

T^-3m TrT fc^: I <TI%T*rT5rr%:

:
II]

[II X^ I

1

DC, the only *MS. in which stanzas 1007-1011 occur, wrongly omits

if, which we restore by conjecture.



n

wfitsr

f *TTHT ff^f

:
II]

[II V^ 1

II V1^ II

r ^rr^rn^g^^rrr: ^rf^^wr

1 1

II

1 MH. qn^r^r.
a MH.

8 MH. omits the words shown in brackets.



1 1

t
1 1

t 1 1

1 MH. ^^l^^q%WRTW. The correction is supplied by the same

note quoted in the margin of DC.
2 MH. ^. s MH. ^. * MH.

f. The correction is supplied by the same note quoted

in the margin of DC.
5 MH. 5^Jrw tffinr

.
7 MH. reads the f* after ^r^^ thus :



?9T

r:
I

V

: II

II ^
of
<^ I l grr

: I qp^Pr 3

II W II

: II

MH. .

a MH. 8 MH. ff



^H^

1 1 ^

1 Mil. ^^ 3 MIL rar.
3 MH.

* Mil. ^rv?^.
5 Mil. qTT( for 4mi^.

" Mil

37



?*-^r-

flaw

RRFT

II ^

^rrrr

II

II

II

MH. MH. MH. MH.



1 1

II ^ ^ ^ II

f
[f^r^r^rf] ^?rr f^

[fl%]

1 MH. ^T?T tor ^^JT. The emendation is conjectural.
* MH.

MH. 3T=%^rrt.
'

* MH. w5*r3rr.
8 MH. O

TTC.
a Mfl.

.

9 MH.



\ ^ H 1 1

q'r I

1 1 X ^ ^

f^r ^^% 1 1

II ^o^^ ||

1 MH. TT^WFrg^Rr^qT.
3

MH.^rrj^r.
s MH

* MH. sriTFr for Vfrr, which is a conjectural emendation. 5 Mil.

is apparently mutilated here. The addition is conjectural. MH.
c
^rtTRrT^IT

c
.

7 MH. mw for ffcft %.
8 MIL is here mutilated,

reading ^;ft !:T5rR"PT. Doubtless the copyist left out some words after

^pr. The correction is conjectural.



^^ 1 1

JTf|-%tll V^^ II

H

t [fat] II

^f r^rnr 1 1

II

1 MH.
tural.

a MIL
. The emendation nnd addition are conjec-

" MH. r^Hf for rWr- * Mil.



'. '4 . 1 *. -l^" vT^Tv

li ~~ '-

* \
!

II ^^^ II f^ ^T^T f^f^f^t (t^T: ifFTT

c-
:

^Hrf: S

1 MH :I. ^qd4>A^^ for **?-. ^: -

MH TOfcJ! MH.^4rt" MH. a^nr^^^^^Wf^
f HH. w55f. ? MH. MR ,^r



n

: II

fft

^qwHr^rr^^Tf^ II
^

II

II

1 MH. is corrupt here, omitting some part and misreading another

of the chhaya. It has ^ qjSHIrT 3T^4tH[r57f*HT%rNj7T.
a MH,

^?Ht^r.
3 So MH !

* MH. 3flrN ^RH" ^ which can hardly be a

mistake for ^u?T ?W vrrqrr ^ which if read by MH. would explain the

rending of J, the only MS. that reads <?*Hf ?, all others having



11

II fr% : Ifr^fr

\\

II

1 MH
MH
MH.

MH.
4 MH.

MH.

m for

Mil.

MH. *tt. 9 MH.



I

*n \\

r \

: Prflrer:

:
] I ^R^rr^ I [?nf3fc]

fft

fl" fX^j^ ^r ^tefTT: f?^Trfr:

1 MH. is corrupt here, omitting some part and misreading another

of the chhaya. It has ------
qt3RT?T aT^Tr^ri^trfvh' . MH.

"TRf^T.
3 So MH !

* MH. ^?r^r ^^ T which can hardly be a

mistake for 3"?nT ^ qFTrT f? which if read by MH. would explain the

rending of J, the only MS. that reads 3^^, all others having



at

: ff^r

||

MH. CT^TJ H"-
2 MH. seems very corrupt here, reading fFT'3

1 -

Ip^fT
1? for ffrT ^' ^^?W- Our emendation is nim-ly

conjectural.
3 MH. ^R .

* MH.
'

tffrfff^ft.
3
Mil. l^ffVorr,

fl MH. w^r ?rrrr^ .

7 MH. ^r ^. 8 MIL ^^^frn

^TfiTtf%?nr ^Tsrr^^ Wf.
''

Mil. ^>/^ ^.
' IO MH. \'ir^r.

11 Mil.



th

t^rr

5 MH.
Mil.

38

MIL inr^^3r^T for

s MH. ^w



II

1 MH. rf^TfiTS'^^ for ^qr^^rT^ rr^, which is a purely conjec-

tural reading.
a
Mil. rf^Tf.

3 MIL
ff^fFS-fr

.

r

rhe emendation is

conjectural.
* MH. *Hr. 5 MH. ff^mr^jt for =^Kl *V$.

6 MH.-fTSSH^tsr .

7 MIL q-T.
8 MH. omits the portion

shown in brackets. MH.



I f^r?r ft *

MH.
for

for

3 MH.
MH.



[II

II

rrr%: *T*T:

: fR"

II

:

II]

1 MIL %r5T^rf (= MH.



$* \\

n V^ u

: 1 1

q-qr fc* ^rfrr^T

||

tffcrf ff^

jrr
M

I ^r TT 5 ^^fr^ir sprR
1

R|^r :

1 The MH. omits all chhayA on this couplet. That given above is

conjectural, the last portion commencing with cff^r ^q~ being, however,

from a marginal ndte copied from DC.
9 MH. tffr fm for tffa? ?[t.

3 MH.



iv

3T?r

\\\$* n

1 MH.
2 8

Mil.
5 MH.

MH. 9*: ^r^r^rfrtr for

c Mil. s for ffw.



ffr

f^

1 1 =3"sff 1 1

<r<f

II]



II VS* II

r

1 1 ^

%f%rrj

ir

ar*rf*R*r*h II

1 1

1 Mil. 3TI^^-
2
Mil. ^ifTrf^ for HIT^5, wiiii-li is conjectural.

3 MH. ri^ .

4 MH.



. So !

2 MH. j^rrrr^r:.
3 MB.

MH. Frfrj3rrr(%^.

"
6 MH. arq^r^q-frc: I

":,
thus exhibiting much uncertainty hetween ^<T and

39



In ^ ^ 1 1

T

rTT

1 MH. ^TcSR" 3T sr^TT . If the 3T is not spurious, its presence indicates

the loss of two alternative explanations of the word STF^T.
* MIL

IT*T'1T3:fiT .

S MH. rn5"
JT JTrar'

4 MIL ^rq-frcffW.
5 MH. f^rT?Tr,

6 MH. wrrtff for 05Tfrfflrft<T'
7 MH. rfff^S'fq'r ' <TfT ; refers to J's text.



^ ^

*\ n

11

*TPTT: II R~qrr fl

H V^* II

1 So MH. 2 MH. f^rin
1

:

3 This is doubtless corrupt. Does the

commentator refer to our reading above ? If so, the emendation ought
to be ^Uf^R^"! .

* Mil.



II

t JTf-jfn%T

f3*

II

II ^ ^ II w: Jrr: qrfr ^r^ *Tif%r*rrR
4

[II ^ ^^
1 1

1 MH. is very corrupt here. It reads :

frrTJr!rqrf^T<Tr

iTrTr for fteTC ^fT-^ ^i^'fTr ITTr- The emendation is purely conjectural.

* MH. 0;
e^3Tr.

8 MIL ^f^cTT:.
* MH. inserts, dpubtless from the

previous line, the words sfir^wTTrLq^rrG after



V"

II]

II

fl

1 MH. om. gfr.
2
Mil. H^ T: for gft ^.

s MH.
The emendation is conjectural.

* So MH. MIL rhr.



[II

fr(T?Tf

[?RJ

fftcrr: I

I

MIL



i \\

II \

\ ^ 1 1 ^rlfrtrM- TRF^tfrr ^rrTT% I

g^f
[=rr] rrr^T^^ ^r^r ^r

[

II

MH. rtrr^ .

9 MU. f^rrfq^.
s MH.

I
The correction is based

on a note in the m'argin of DC, which runs thus :-f?TR\t?f;f ^RFwa^-
* MH. fre^T .

5 Mil. So.



II ^

-ftf^ I

1 1 ^

[II ^^ II

t
II]

3T

I

3%
MH.



n

:

II]

II ^ I

<Tcwr*F<r: BT^ ^r ?fHr srrrr^^r f^r

1 MH. Vflrrr for V^rrrr .

a
MI-I.

3 Mn. J

frfr iT -for ^^. * Mil iT3T^^ for

5 MH. ^t^ for ^t^or. MH.
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nu*n

TT-

qr^r

*T?<j Jfc^^^q": 1 1

f:^^^TTT: II]

MH.



^
1 1

11

I

1 1 ^V *

-

II

It ^V^ II ^Prftf ?rrrrf^H?r

1 MH. fR^?-q .

a So MH. 8 So MH. But should we not

rather



I

^rfq*

M

[II \^\^ II ^

[II V'/y
.

I

9

1

(

J1
-

f IP. V, 9
, ii

II
9

,

9
.

9 ^



I

.v* n

I

pr 1 1 V, 9
.

-
1 1

*f)r I

f^Tfr ! I

ry r> r> ^
I !

r*fW-^ i

r in. V. MI

ri H* d H *

TTTf

1 See Fanou* Readings.
' MH has no commentary on this

couplet, which i found in all DC J K P We doubtless owe the on

to the blundering scribe.
: M:



11

n

II

f^r jrm-T^: I ^rc^r JTTJT:

frsr*rr

M

?fT

1 MH. ^-^frr^.
3 MH. w^lr^r.

8 MH. 3^^^^. a- So

MH. * MH. ^<T5Zffrn^fap|fl' which seems corrupt. The emendation

is conjectural.
5 MH. reads the following between ^rtfnrqf^rT and

sq-^flr^prr ; viz., f^^r ^"4 J 5frTri"T
r-?Tr:5lTrT:fl"rsr^

,
which seems to be

intended to explain SWrC^Cnrf, but which is hopelessly corrupt.
e MH.



1 1 r%^r fl ^fr

trqfPt ^^r-

1 So MH. distinctly. Unless aTr^^frTTfrr: be a blunder for

:

(i.e., hesitation to admit his fitness to sing his master's glory),

the phrase aTrr^qfrfq-nT: must be taken to mean aTf^r ^PWC. 3T^l"fll^rT

^r ff?r Tfrqf?r: an^^rr.-.
a MH. ^w^. S SO MH. should not

the commentator rather say ^WT : if not indeed tfff^TPT: ? See his

remark on No. 1134.



II ^W II

f^

^rfir mf^K-tnw II \\^ li

f^

fnf

f|%

: #rir^rrr:

it

So MH. 2 MH. So.
3 iMH. .

* MH.



II

II W^Ml ^^ (%Tr%

Rr

1 1

II

fTrf ^ SFRftfa: || JJ(%

fi% WRnff^rfi!^ I

q^r

41

.

8 MH. ^r*.
8 Mil. ir

4 MH. f^ntiT. The emendation is conjectural



II

i

1 1

II

II Rr^fr ^ri%: II

II

1 1

1 ME. wrl^.
* MH. 6^Tr .

3 MH.
The emendation is purely conjectural. See, however, the commenta-

tor's remark on No. 1122.



n w* II

ITFrT II W* II

f^r

: II

MH. MH.



mpr f^THr 3 I' U'* H

1 1

ft

yrft T^r^n^-^^TTr^r i^r Prr-

1 MH. O
frrr^r.

a MH. irRTt^r^rqt^rfrr STFT^, &c., which is

not easy to fully restore or even emend conjecturally.
* MIL om.

pfr.
* Mil. om. ?^r.

B MH. Vtf:.
B 'The chliaya *W

corresponds with the reading of J. See Furious Readiitys.



?fir

MH.
MIL

t5r.
2 MH. MH. HTR^w for



II U^^ II

** *rw ^r srrqq?; inW II

1 1U ^^
1 1

fq (%R 1^5 'Tf-'FT-fl^TOt I

fq^rr^r II

1 MH. nr^:.
2 MH. ftqf^^: f%r^5^rRr.

' 3 MH.
for ^HT fr.

* MH. H3T frq^-.



II

1 MH. om. ft .

2 MH. ^m may refer to *w the reading of J.,

but his r*T must surely be a mistake for Vrtf ,
which is blundered

into \tf instead of rf^ in J.
8 MH. r^TT^^. omitting atfqr.



^V

I

II ^^ II

II

Mti sr^pntmf^ for T^rm^wRRfq'. a Mil.



IJ ^^^ II

wffor tffar n

ro

1 1 1 XV9
1 1

II

T^q-^r^f^

: II

II ?rr^ Ir^fr rtf

||

* MH.
MH.
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II

II ^^^^11 ^r^r^r: sjfrflr

\

rRT-pr raafr-^a qsff-HT 1 1U ^ ^ 1 1

II

I

ft? pt?rg



1 1

u

II \\$* II

f^r

^rnf

f^



3Trfrf|rr

1 1

fifrfr .

II

1 MIL V'^T .

2
iMH. om ft .

s Mil. ^w. The emen.la-

tion is conjectural.
* MH. zf^fTT:. The emendation is conjectural.

Mil. q-rrrTtt . Mil.



II

:
II]

II ^^^ ||

II]

fsr

Wl! 1

TCT

MIL



-fT

n

II ^^^ II

f%Rr rrfr

MH. 2 MH. pt^r.



N U^ II

[II

*TfT

II

1 MIL fil Mil.



n

II

II

1
Mil. ^r^^JT.

2 So MIL, explaining an impossible reading

l^) ! See Various Readings.
s So MU. * Mil.

for



ft: II

: ffrf

* 3

Mil.

43

fgr MH. MH.



^rr I

fr ^r^r^^prr ||

II U^ II

II f%V

rf%?rr

1 So MH. Should not these words occur rather at the beginning
of the next verse 1

* MH. wr?.
3 MIL qfa

* So MH.
8MH.



n ^s* u

f^ 1 1

II

II

?nr

1
J. K. P. give these words (though as regards J see note om

previous pfige). DC only omits them, though it reads *p;jjn*f 3n4 antl

not q*3& 5rrrr in- the previous verse.
2 Mil. q"W^K

3 Mil. fffE.

4
Mil.



<TJ[

rTR

t

f^r^r

f r

% 5-

MH. ir MIL MH.



^ft $3T-ftqr ft rrifRpT Wg tf5FJT5 II ^VI II

\ \\

1 1 ^

II

$prr*Tr T3-?cq-rfr^ 1 1

I ^ ^trr

fr% ^r^T^rr ^rr^T

Mil. ^nF^:
* So MH. Docs the Commentator mean



n

\\ w* \\

II ^^ II

II ^^ II fi%

TT3"

fsr



^ 1 1

1 MH. szn^R^ for szreTCR
1 ^. a So MH. This chhAyA

refers to J's reading. See Various Readings.
3
Mil.

* So Mil. 5 MH. inserts here the following lines :





Appendix A.

Stanzas found in some of tli? MSS. and not inserted

in this Edition.

e -

erf? II

12

33 3341

[a.

. P.

44

:
II]

II]

; P. g*m. P. Tr? for
rr^

s



. /.

35

: f^rrflr^

r%rt-

f^rr ?i%

fr-

P. 5rarrR. * P. ff^nr. P. ^fff . / P



*

rTFT

75 75 75

81

[h.

[i.

fi%

II]

:
\}i\

g P. ffyTf? for frjarfff.



fnflf

too

214

100 100

ll]

frrr 3TT^rR:?rr: 1 1

fsr

II]

||]



2 fe

TT^T (%fr II

Jl

223 220

223

227 227 227

WTRTT

ft ft

:
II]

ffir *rrr: I

II]

v. P. Pftfl for j. P. R^sr5T for



In the Edition
In DC after

stanza

In K after

stanza

In P after

stanza

360

361

36-2

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

380 ff

395

441

457

458

466

467

468

469

470

499

rTrf

359

360

361 trfaf^r

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

654 ff

394

440

456

457

465

466

467

468

469

498

654 ff

396

440

456

457

465

466

467

468

469

498

359

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

394

440

458

456

465

466

467

468

469

498



In the Edition
In DC after

stanza

In K after

stanza

In P after

stanza

501 Tr^$T

506 ^ETCTn'

522 3T5%^f

550 ff *Ttf

564 ff fr

568 q^ sr*T

592 rar%r

624 ff Cf

630 *f(% l%

631 <Tf ff

668 ff sfrrr

671 ff fr

677 ff f%

692 5T3--T

712 srffOT

713

714 Jf *

715 srj*:

716 srrn^

717 *ft

718 ^r f

500

50.5

521 ff

549 ff

563

569 ^
591 ff

623 ff
x*

629 frfsre

670

676 ff

691

705

712

713

714

715

716

717

500

505

521 ff

591 ff f%
c

564 ff fr

or

690

719 Jf Tf

712

720

721

715

716

713

505

501

521 ff

668 ff

631 <Tf ff

564 ff

629

667 ff *rr

719

712

720

721 iTr^rr

715

716

713



In the Edition
In DC after

stanza

In K after

stanza

In P after

stanza

719 3*

720

721

722

723

724

725

726

727

728

729

730 jf K
c

743

751

759

762

782

798

800

808

718 r f T
719 <Tf <TJ

720

721

722

723

724

725

726

727

728

729

742

750

758

761

781

797

804

807

710

718

714 5?

729

723

724

725

726

717

728

727

742 f*T

750

758

761

797

799

800

810

711

718

714

728

729

723

724

725

726

717

722

727

742

810



In the Edition

I



In the Edition
In DC after

stanza

In K after

stanza

In P after

stanza

993

994

995 ff*PT

996 ^Tf
997 ft*PP

998

999

1000

1007

1008

1009

1010

1011

1055

1061

1071

1077

1087

1090

1096

1099

992

993

994

995 ftW
996

997

998

999

1006

1007

1008

1009

1010

1060

1070

1076

1086

1089

1095

1098 <TFfcTf

1060

1086

1095

1098

1054

1060

1088



In the Edition
In DC after

stanza

In K after

stanza

In P after

stanza

1105

1108

1112

1113

1172

1173

1178

1179

1407

1171

1177

1178

1171 srrrr

1177

1178

1171

1177

1178





VARIOUS READINGS.

The figures refer to the versep in the text of the poem.

DC begins with 3rfr ;pT:

;
K with afr Tfr

T. P has no

such invocation.

l. K
3. J

5,

for

. DC P
6. DC

7. K
8. K for

9. J P r^rrf^ - J

10. J ^.-J sfrurn:

12. J P

for

15.

K

K

;
DC p

J 3Tfrr^ .-K P
18. DC K vTqT^r%^-. P is

wanting in the words.

19. DC K *TK*{u| ru, for

ojrrT'
J

20. DcK
22. J^ for

23. DC ^r^f for ?fpflr . J

<^ft for

46

which we read with

DC and P.

24. J

26. K P 3T^^T for

27. DC J f^r.-K
for

28. for

29. K ^Tf for ^. DC

f^rrr for

32. K rc^.
33. J fTWfr for

34. P ^finffl"!. and DC K
, for

35. j

39. K for

41. J ^RTf for "Rf DC

43. K ^^WT. J ^fte.-J ^-

frrp^of for 3TSHuOT

44. J ^f5rf^rf ^T^fTf. JK
f for - DC P

45. DC K ^HTf for

46.

3T. K of -



*5
^ ^

4?. J Tff=f^T - - r
= -- -

:

r

n-

DC K P uf*3H W--J <T- I

--4 IS i:r T^- r-- .

: K qf~

51. P^ I iiqq"

all*}

^T. K

-rq-^;^

J "-fnnn^r. DC J
=
Tr-

2T^T^
we read with DC P.

-
r >!"*'

^"--"
-.

K 51^^*^
~>llsMfl- J ^I'^fs

-
ad I ?rrr

D; TTT. n i --I ?f^.

. De

for

^ltf for

K P ^^^pfr. DC

Jf , K P f% ^ ? for f%f
*

^TfnT a- d P ^T^r.^

71. J <RWf
73. DC J r

~5. J *IITI^^ for

PHHT^r oT5T
3

. D
". DC <jH3~f for

fo

i T. J

and DC

--
T K i

j
r^Hr5ff.

80. J 4N>HM. DC J"
1. J RT" . We read

fa^KsM f^T' with DC

Ka:

^f*i'
J
i|'^'

l4 fTT; P ^THF-

?rpSRT K ^T^, changed

to ^H", for 5TT.

-TTT^. KIJ
3T^

=^PT,

K?r-

.>. : 4 DC K
for sfTf De ^r^, and

J P 'SifT
3

, for 3?r.-Efc

J P ^ for -r*.
-

TTTf?.

. ^frr. J K



-

^ith DC K P.

>. j f^rt for CTTTT I

f%FT- J TT %P=f and K
^f%rr. f:r ^.=rf=^

L^i:).

i*4. J ^ for ^,_j p
V5. J ?|rHM fff. DC K!

- -i___ r-~ - ^^T J ^T^^i
1^.

-

r"."~ H$j4iiff.

We iritli DC J P.

113.

114. J

Ho. J 9? for 3; which ire

read witfi Dp K P. J

RP^5T
r

K p on- ^-. DC

J ^ri^

r

H^twt*

DC J P t^tji**! s^ ^or

we
ied with K.-J
.-Dc K itefr.

K

P

r. Weiead bj J

^-r

^^1>3

119. K
J ^^T for^^. IV K

^.

for

KP.

-

^HT^TT f^. J



'.-JV
*f for

127. J rTJJsrrsrf^o^f for

. P

128. J O
T^RT. K f^tf^r. DC

^Tcc^2r )
and J ^TCT^T

for sT^cj^r which we

read with K.

129. J

130. P

m-r o o l* O O T
. J 3fW ior 2f^" . J

132. J ^g: for
Oi

$^ > J

133. J

134. P

135. J <r*rtor.--J f^nf^fr for

137. J ^f^rrrr. P Trffr%.

DC J err^ for <r^.

138. J 0l^Bff . J reads simply

:]
for rR-^qTl; and

P has rnt%<rff . We with

139. J *rfr? [DC.

140. K ffgrf.-Dc sr^lt^T .

142. J f% for R. P

We with DC J K.

143. P ^^T for

144. K TO? for

145. K qrr^rprfor

K ofjr for ojj.

147. J Vfr for ^r. DC J

K P all read 5T3rT? and

not

148.

149. J

for . DC

. DC

for

150. DC K C

^2T%^, and P

} for

151. J
;
K %-

. J

152. J fefi"! <7**l I <T

153. DC J K P all read

and not 3^fT^. J

for ^ after trfr.

154. J ^^: ^ ^
J <r?ror%^. J

2TT for

155. J f^r%vT for

156. P *ft for

158. J K
159. K
160. P
161. J

162. J P

163. K
164. P

165. J

. J

for

. P

; DC

167. J

for T^CPT .- P
168. J ^r^. J

-J for r^



169. J misreads

172.

for <f

K

173.

174.

We with DC K P
K ^MNosj.

DC ^V for

P'Fnrf^fr,' DC K too

originally. These have

corrected it to

which we adopt.
P '4^0 for

DC K
DC K

forDC K

175.

176.

177.

179.

180.

81.

L82.

183.

185

186.

188. K P cr

190

191.

192

193

. p^
. J ?r for $

J^ and P
for

for

P \ffcTRf, and DC K V
. J n-

D
P O

ir^7, K "jpTTBfr. We
with DC J. p
J

DC J

for

194. DC

196. P

197. J

for

198. J is wanting in the words

beginning with ^nTrof

and ending with the last

word of the line, as also

in the parts of the com-

mentary shown within

brackets. K f^* for

201. DC K
202. K
204. J

205. DC P

206. DC K

, and K
r^r

. P

. J

207. J afcrrt, K
210. J f%^rr for

for

for

for ^nT^rT which

we read with K.

212. K P *TW**T. DC K TT-

213. J tf? for 5TT. P W iff-

DC K ^T

and J

214. J

215. K
216. J for



217. P TOT for
igra?r.

218. J

r. J

219. K Jflt*T. DC J K P all

221. P K ^m^T for

K 4?*hF*r. P

TO*IT. J HT^T for

f . DC K *rn^F<ra

222. P ntf<f and DC K
3Tfor WTO . J

^. PC J K
223. J fTfr for ^rif . K % for

225. DC K P
226. J rTFT* for

227. DC K
228. J P

rf for

232. DC J K P all read J

and not ^IW with the

commentator. J

233. DC K
234. j 3?Rn7T for afr^rr . J

%s?Tf
for %^^.

236. J ^t*T, K ^tf.-We
read q^T^o^ with DC
K P. J has dropped
the :, so that it is im-

possible to say whether it

reads ^o^ or io^. The

commentator follows q--

237. P
,
K

238. K ^.-
W

239. J ^fRFir ^T for

240. Jf^forf^. Prff for 5?.

241. P ^ for TTf and

242.

243.

244.

245.

J BTffrT for 3?^, and

;
K

J ^Tf for ^f. DC
for T5*r?r . J

246. J

247.

248.

249

. DC K
for

K srrarrt

DC K g-s^^T for

DC o^ and P 3T for

^. K
J

c

We with DC K

P, except that DC has

250.

251.

252.

J P sTi

J *r^r %?> We with DC K
P. J P Tffr^T for TTF1? ?

which we read with DC K.

c
v^?^ which we read

with DC K P. J

We with DC K P.



253. P for

P^T P
for

254. This couplet is found in

the three MSS. J K
only K reads it not here

but after 269 (" ^ rT

r

*T2Rr^T," &c.). P readi

it in the same place as J

DC omits it altogether
~P fST 3Tf for f2f

255. K TftSTTFTf

r^. J P R**rf%^r for

. P

for

256. J ?rf%r%.-K

J TTOrer

TTTfJF, &c.

257. K P trnrr^T for

fl^T . J

for
^jgsq- fr^FrT. P

?Ff for cf^.
258. J ^FTITr for g-qTTfF-

259. J vntfr. J R%"T for f6r-

IT and t for^-. P 5TT

,
'for ^.__K t^ff and
J ^r%^ for

260. J ip^
and P ^rT? for

for

261. P K ?rr^ for 5^.?
RPTFrT for ^^1%.

262. DC ?rW^ ;
J f^s?r.

263. P
264. J

265. J aro^r for

which we read with DC
K P.-DC K
for T^rf^nT

266. J qrat^ . K

. J

268. DC ^rtfr f^rr . DC K
for

267. P q*m for

T^T^ft.-P
P <W for

269. P
270. J ^im^TT , doubtless a

slip of the copyist for^--

^rr . J P
271. P 3T*Tf^ for

275. DC K ^rT for 3T?f.

DC J P f^PI^Tf . We
with K.-Dc

277. J VW3T for

278 K ^of^.
fr^ for 3TT

. We with DC J P.

279. K <rer for rrT.-

280. J ?^f^ for

frRT ,
which we read

with DC K.

281. J

282. J

J 1Tir*l^^rtrK DC,

K f^^TT. J



283.

285.

286.

287.

J "ntw^. J

K *fft*ngc.-Dc
K P grff^fr . J K r>

rsr. J ^r-

DC K kftr.-p

for

290.

291.

292. J

for

and wrongly omits % in

the next line. DC K ^Rf-

. DC K
293.

29L

296.

297.

298.

300.

301.

302.

303.

304.

306.

307.

308.

J gTTiTT fo

P ^ror.

J *nsfq-. DC J

J P frfftandDc

for

J Nj^Tfirrq-^T, and

. K ^ for

p TTRT
O.~DC K

Hrr%rr.

p ^r^.-J p
J

.--J

for g
p jrrwfc . DC K
J nprefPT .

J Vshf for

J

and

309. J for .-J

for %fr. J TT for %.

310. J ^TR for ^n: .-J K

3ii. K
312. J

313. J

314. P
315. for*nr.J

^. J^f g^=r^- and K
P 5? 3TRnr. We with DC.

316. DC K rrf^nrr.

317. J <fr?JT%%, and DC K <$-

T^TCT^T for
SRTqTfcq--

f^T, which we read with

P.-J ^T2T for ^T^.
318. DC K P ^r^. DC K P

319. K
for

320. J

321. DcK SR^Tf^rt for

. We with J P. K
for 3RT. K IT-

. J *r for %.

322. Dc

323. K P

325. P *TST*rft, and J

for

326.

327. J

328. J



329. J W3$ for TO? . J

*T2T for ^Hf.

330. J

331. J ^f^T for
r

332. J * stfftr for

which we read with

DcKP,
333.

334. J

with DcKP.-P
for

335.. J iFf&ssf. DC

-P

336. J V^TT . P

and J ^f^TnPTr- We with

DC K.

oo J -t ^jK^f ** cf^ jr^c|^ rr^r

J H^ for *f . J af^" for

338. J P f^ for

which we read with

DcK P.

339. DC fcr^T and J f%

341. DC orrf

342. DC ZKVV for zffc$.

343. P ^^^f^Q
for ^F-

f^T^T . J P lTKul|Hf.

We with DC.

344. J ^TT.
'

346. K P f^pn*. DC K <rgr-

47

for

. DC J

347. J

348.

349.

350,

DC K P.

DC P <TCTT.

K fTR- and P

rT^. DC

P ^^TT.-D
K fr^f ^fr

. We witJi

for

351. P

352,

353.

K
DC

for

. P

DC JHT for *TO

DC 3?cRT^ for

-P ftfr.

K ^rr^f|r

DC K O
cq-r for

356.

357,

359.

360.

361.

362.

363.

364.

365.

366.

367. P 9F for

368.

. P

for

K
for

. p

for

for

for



570.

371.

374.

375.

376.

377.

-378.

379.

K l^f for

K %RT for Ura . K
for ffsr^r.

J ^j^.Dc K
Do K *fRT?5T for

for

- DC K

DC K P
for

foro-Dc K
. J

J K *T3TT for

DC c?fr*rft ^pfft 5fr*rf;

K sffgJTlf cffr ^RTf ;
P

382. J <

384. J 3FT3Trf for ^ff?Jf ,
which

we read with DC K P. J

oTqjof for sytfaj , which

is the reading of DC K P.

385. DC P
3TPff .

386. J fqTr^rf for f^JTyf ,
which

we read with DC K P.

387. J

388.

389.

for

for

DC

J ij^oj-^ for

which we read with DC
K P. K ^Kfjcq-f2f for

390. K

for

which we read with

DC K P.

391. J qf^frf . J cFRTK for

392. J ^r*rr>. We
with DC KP. J

393. J PT^TFr for

394. J

395.

396. J or^rT' for

for

^fffrMt, which we read

with DC K P.

398. J SttTT.- P ?Rror^.__
P ^2Tf for ^T^t. J

399.

for

for

400. K
P

frs^, K q-j

. DC K p

401. J

402. J for

for

403. K
for

"

for

version found in J hi

already been given i]

foot-notes at page IK

which see.



404. J "f^rrrsfr for

405. ^nt is what the MSS.

read. But we have

obviously to read ^f-

as representing

,
the forms of ?:

and if being so alike in

the MSS.

400. J "firrr^r ft for

407. J ?T35T?T for

408. P cfT35T*f
and J

for efff5gf . J

T, and K

409. J

410. ^HisspcT is the reading

of DC J K P Dc <TK-

<T3 for ^ncopTf. Dc 1C

P TJT^T^ for

411. DC of?r?r. DC

412. J . J

413. JP^rf^q- for^f%^. K
^rarr for

414. P qrcaTr

415. DC K rF^- for

416. J Trf^3?Rrcr.

for T^^T . J

[sic'] for

418. J

419. J

421. J^rfor
422. J P om

for

423. DC K ^rftor for

12 1. DC K f% ^ ^nt for

425. K

426. J tfTvrr, P ^TWT, DC

^Frr. We with K.

427. J q-R^F for

4,28, J

430. J

431. DC 1C P JTT^fr for

-J
432. j

433. P

434. J ^T for

435. J ^?fr^i^ K

436. K m^r for

437. K P ^FT^.-J
and K ^xq- for

Dc vT^r%^ for

438. J 3ffa for

439. P TRto^ for

440. J 3TPT for q-FrT.

441. K 13-3^ for

p ^sf^rr for

442. Dc ^frrTR-T5rfr. J K
DC %%%. J

f. All the MSS.

read ^ and none read ?T

as interpreted by tho

commentator.

443. J q*%^f^T.

444. Dc P ^fraf for



445. J P %tFrer fo

447. J jTOfor.-J P
3T for DC K

449.

450.

451.

452,

453.

454.

456.

457.

458,

459.

460.

461.

K P
for

P
DC

for

for

for

DC K f^fr, P

462

463.

464.

465.

466.

469.

471.

472.

473.

K

JK.
DC K
J

DC

DC

for

for

or

(= ^^R-^).
n%3r .

. We with Do

for
.

for

for

474. J

475. j

476. DC J K P all read nr^-

F<T, though the com-

mentator appears to have

read Ti^PT.

480. De J"K ^Tf for 'Vr^
DC has a marginal note

T*rrr on cfirf. We
with P.

482. DC K %rr for w.
484. K f^rsf for n"f^f.

486. >rr^ . This is the read-

ing of all the MSS. DC

*fT

for

', which

we read with K P. It

is the reading of DC J

that the commentator

explains.

488, J f%^ (the reading-

followed by the com-

mentator) for r%!^'
which we read with DC
KP.

490. K fcft for

491. For 37ST2T (=
which we read with

P. J reads gRpTO, D^
is doubtful, the word

being in that MS. partly



eaten away by worms,
and K gj^Dro.

493. K TTrf for W.-J
^f^nfTT for ^FT, which

\vo read with DC K P.

if. DC <*TRfT for

49?: K
', DC

changed to

499.

500.

502. K

503.

504.

505.

J

Dc

J

DC

for

'.PS
for r^rn! . J

for
Of^r ._-Dc

for ^fi
pfrrr.

for
3c'$Tf".- J

-.DC K

. J

and

or

508.

510.

P ^ for Tf.-J
for grT^.

DC K cfrfr for

which we read with DC
J P.-J

%K^q-. K
for ir^err ^o

J * for

511.

513.

515.

516.

517.

which we read with DC

KP.-K^f.
K 37%f for cff^T^, which

we read with DC J P.

K g-o*- and P -

for

K
q|^s

fl

. P
for ^^t^-r.

DC K grfiH^lV
3
and P

for H?n^-

. DC K P

DC K ^frfpRr for

. DC ^f^rr and

for
rffI^TT.

J 3
,

and P

519.

520

521.

523.

524.

525.

526. J *^ for 5^T. DC J

ifff is what J reads,

J *T<T fpr -r^ .

J "^ for ^3T.
, and P ^

,
and K

for *

DC ?fnr for

J prs^Rfrr^r, DC K

PT^.-K P
DC

?rr$3vffr*fr fo

*fcrrr. K P
for --. J



(the reading adopted

by the commentator),

and P
for

527. K "

528. K

529. P RfrnfTpT for

which we read with

DC J .

530. K c

pr^.
531. J *reft for

for

DC K 3TTfq- for

J K ^*T for 3T-

3Tf7, which we read with

DC P. K

532. DC K r^cff^^apT for

5^r. P ft-

533. J

3ftft3t. We with DC

K P. J f^tfrrs^. We
with DC K P.

534. DC Kcfrr%r

535. J trf^r for

536. DC c^Trf
for ^rt. P

for

537. DC K for

539. DC K
for

for

540. P

541. DC K

and P
. DC

r.

for

,
P ^g-(^

-~J TOT% for

K rft*? for

P JTf^ for

543. P
544. DC

545. K

and K q

for

. DC

K

546. DC K q- for

547. J%rf fortf^f- J

J
r

s first half of the

couplet does not scan,

being too short by two

matrjis. DC ^f?5% for

3T^f- P reads the

first half thus :

548. K

549. DC

. DC K P

for
c
f^r^.-K

for WqfPrT. J P

for' ^t^TFr^t-

,
and K P



. DO

and

-DC K P

550. P

for

for

for551. J

552. J *R^for ?^r, which

we read with DC K P.

-J K P <^,p^.-JW for W.
553. DcK^reJpnrgrsnf ( *TT-

^ 3T3'^n"3KftrrrR' as

explained by a marginal

gloss in K) for T^TrST-

f r

554. J (= %WJ) for f|T-

gff, which we read with

DC (which has

and K P.

5o5. K
556.. J ^ for 5r^, which we

read with DC K P-

557. J K P distinctly read jjlTf

not ^f^TBT ; DC once

read
^f^T^T

which it has

corrected into
^"iTf

. J

.~J fr-

for fffto &c., which

Ave read with DC K P.

558. J HTfr for m$, which

559.

561.

we read witn DC K P.

J ^^. K ^fH^rr .

J ^ for ^ .J P

J P and DC K
. The emenda-

tion from 3flHf to ^Trn"

is my own, as I have

nowhere met with a form

of ablative singular

ending in off of a noun

in ST, unless, indeed,

should stand for

562.

563.

566.

567.

569,

K ^fr.-J c

nrfRTf for

'^frSrf, which we read

with DC K P.

K P rrf|w .

J <%tf for ^.-J ^
for 5

r, DC

(with ^r^^"^
in the margin)

We with K. K

570.

571.

572.

573.

for

and P cfr-

r for

which we

with DC K.

K P for



$74. DC

. K

577. J7f|

we read with DC K P. K
^Jlffrf for

678. P ^rrR: for

579. J frrm
580. J <T5T for

fr * for

581. P<rr?f?r.

582. DC reads :

P reads :

584. J

585. DC

K
and K P

586. J K *Tr7 for

,
P TF^T^^T. J

or STr^T^Tf> which

we read with DC P.

587. DC K <ff?5f for FTr^f . DC

&c.
;
P T

588.

DC K
,
P

589. DC K
for

590. K . DC P

591. J ^cq-
3
for

ifr^ fo

593. J %^rnr for

-De P

for

594. J^fR. DC 7T^ for

V. DC K
for ^S^HT^ITT.

595. DC sif^nr^. J

596. J ifrr for sfrr, which

we read with DC K P.

597. J YRTflrT for ^r^f^T.
we with DC K P. J

, and P FT^R^, for

. K

598. J ?T3t*R and K
for "FfC^pr - We with

DC P. DC

599. DC K ?T5?r for

600. J P ^5 for ^. DC

for

601. K
. DC

for

T-



602.

604.

005.

606.

f, nnd K

r for

?
wliich is the

lino- of J P-

DC P ^ and J ^f for

QTT^\ which we road

with K.

K

. J

for ^U3"^T, which we
read with DC K "P.

J fv;njtff^ for ^^-
rr?T''t, wliick we read

with DC P.

607. J

which we read with DC

P. J jrmrvrr for 3?-

608.

609.

610.

611.

613,

614.

J P

J
O
ipfn-r.

J q-pr^T^f^ft, K
and P

for

for

DC K %*T1T for

DC fOft and P ^frf| for

617. DC

618. P

619. K P ^ for

48

for

for

for

920.

621.

G22.

K BTTTOS . DC K ^ft
lor

g-^f.
J ^^ctfhfr.-Dr K P

for

J is corrupt in the firsf,

half of this stnn/n, mid

roads thus :

623.

. We with DC K
P.-K ^f for 5-.

J ft PEKT for ^ftT. P
for' q^TWff . K P

. K

624. P

625.

626,

627.

DC

K ^

. P

. DC

29. K

or

632.

633,

634.

635.

639.

P \;c3fr for *^.
J K P TT for

which we read with

DC. J qftsRsff^. We
with DC K P.

for ^f^, which w
<sf

read with DC. P ^|W.

DC K ^n%7 for rrrsT,

which is the reading of /

P. Jq-Kforff, wJiicli

we read with Di; P.

J rTTT for



P pt3T for rT3^. J

>TC for tr^, winch we

read with DC P. K

641. K 3TFf3TTf . J ?5

642. DC K Trerffsrr for

644. J TTXrpf for

which we read with DC P.

645. K ^T^ . J K P 3T-

for ^^rET . K "5T

646.

647.

648.

649.

650.

652.

653.

654.

655.

J K cn*lcr for

K rnrrP>.-J

P ^ for

q-^sfr fo

K
K

and

,
and J

fq^ff. We with DC K.

K P ?TE3fr qtr^. J r

DcK
DC
J qrr^v^ for

^rT. P

Tirr for

which we read with J P.

657.

658.

659.

660

661.

663.

664.

for

for

and P

665.

666.

667.

669.

673.

J

DC

for

P rf

tf?) for

drops the rf from

and cannot, of course,

scan the verse. J T*T-

%W for tnr^eRf^ , and

cannot scan. We read

q^^TT^r^ with DC P.

J
c
f^t*Tr for

c

f%^r.
P ^r for *r. K c

f^--

for

for 3F*r. J

J |^q-frT
&

for

which we read with DC

K P. J ^rf^, and

^rfc for ODfff^, whic

we read with DC K.

K p ^pr J tfNr*r for

^ftg-^f, which we res

with DC K. P

DC

j p

K
J K

674.

675.

676. K P 3TT^r^r' for s

which we read with DC

for



678.

679.

680.

681.

682.

and J, though the for-

mer nmy have at first

read

DC K
J

<rf. J

sff; which is the reading

of DC P.
'

J ^fpTFT.
P ^f^ for cfr*rT .-K

f^ STsTTK 37fffrf.

J rTTR for

RTf
J
for *fTT.

J 3T?mitr for

*r ;
P *rc*frf*rertr. We

with K. I cannot find

the couplet in DC. P
JjT-

683.

684.

685.

699,

701.

702.

703.

704.

705.

707.

J W*^ . We with

DC K l\

K P ?frf$f?r, and DC R*-

with DC

J P

J

KP.
P mft

orr- K P Tr^t for .

J

K

rt) for

for

wanting in the letter

which ought to follow

qT3r, reading

708,

711.

712.

713.

714,

715.

716.

718.

721.

722.

723.

727,

. K
J

P
K
P

p r^%^.
K 3TRf%. K fRT^ for

and P

for

K ?TTf. We with DC P.

K ?T^ for wi.

K seems to omit this

stanza. DC 3^ for ^,
which we tvnil with J'.

K



728.

729

730.

731. j

and P WrfTt for SrTrf.

F*Tf forgf.
DC TW for TTt. K

f for

for

for ^
-J <ftST for

. J TO3re for

which we read

with DC P,

732

for
C

23rnm^, which

we read with DC P. J

4*im'TVfor rprJT
j-f,

which

is the reading of DC P.

733.

734.

736.

737.

740.

742.

744.

745,

P

J 3^f for STg
>

,
which

we read with DC P,

J ^crrrf^r . J P %_
T^r for

J c
-5TMt for

K
^gr^f, P

J ^rrr for ^frC' which we

with DC K P. J K P
ST5T? for 3TTT3T

>

.

J ^fandPoF^'foro^^
J

CW for ^ which

we read with DC K P.

K fcFT^STRg- .

J "JTreTRT^T. We with DC

746.

747.

748.

749,

750.

751.

752.

753.

754.

755.

757.

7 58.

. J %*Tf and

P c^^ for %5T3f .

K \^T for *npr.-J r%-

^^rff^ for HT^npfr
DC ^rf^^Tfff|-. K BT^f-

3Trr for 3

K c^r for

J K g^T .

J qFfcrsr . J K rrr% ,
P

DC K o^ for

K

for
. K

DC K ST^fa for %?5r-

'^rf^rT, which we read

with J P. P T
for %^f?rr.

J ^f^r^.-K P

for fr7fF^T.

J f^^f. We with DC
'K P. J ^rT for

J snt for
O
rnt- We with

DC K P,

K
*TOTrlT3[

for 3J*T*T^f.

Jtf

759.

760.

K
J Jf^q-^r and K

2T^^ for JjflfjTo^r. DC J

K P all read

and K has JT^jrr in the

margin explaining



7C1. ,! K TO, and P

(=^'0 lor "?re .

703. J P 5n^ for
c

HfPT .

K ^^TF^.
764. J :jfr Tfr%Rf^ and P c

fr

for
c
fr *rr

T. J

765. K *re for *r?. P

*jf^ and. K fMt^Frf for

for

for

J STq-iT^r for
>T^r

JW and K ^T for
C

f^r^ which we read

with DC P.

J *fhrr for cRfr3fr.

J ^Rr for f^f. K

766. K
for

767

768.

769.

770. J

for

ff7r . J

. K P
for rfr?y .

772. J 3^nr-?rrr. j K p

5^-or for Jiorff .

773. J *rpT for ^rrirr , which

we read with DC K P.

J P ^r.
774. p oTO/|?5rar.__j^ and

for

776.

777.

778.

780.

781.

783.

784

785.

786

787

788

789.

790

J K P
with DC.

K ^r,t^3-. K

. We

; for

K "T^ for o^.
DC *ff*reft.-

for %^j j K

791

J ^f%c
fr. We with DC

KP.
J K *3i*|ft<TRFn

>

;
DCV

^"?5T^Tr3"^r. We with P.

J ?rf^.-
T^IS^T for

which we read with DC
JP.

J K m^T . J fa*T.

P ^n^. J TH^T and P

ffTM^ for JTf^r.

P ^f for ^f .

K 'qftfcrnsar . P ^frt
for gsfTf',

which we read

with DC J K.

J HFrTF ;
P f^Tn . DC

prt^ for pit^pr ,

whicli we read with J K
p. j mirr ;

K
K f&rf*T^ for

which is explained to

mean fcfif^^pqj-
in the

margin. J pr^fmtt^ ;

P fr^$5^fK^
J | for

OCT. K



793. J *Tjrrf for n?

We with DC K P. K
for ^rf. K 3T-

794. K *fnrf*nr J

, and P

. DC

795. K VTPT . J

for RTcTrF

J 3TT^. We with DC K P.

796. P
797.

798. K fW for

for
O

799. P
P CR^, and K Tr4-

^, for
c

nr^%^.
801. K arr^rc^. K

for ^rr^-rf.

for
firT555TW

and

t for

802. DC seems to read

for 3T3Tr S"^ j wliicli we

read with DC J P. DC

for 21 $-.

DC

r, and K ^f

Fcfir> which we read with

J P.-Dc

803.

804.

806.

807.

808

809.

810.

811.

812.

813.

814.

J ofnrre for

which we read with DC

K P.

J ifrfr and p

DC J

p
P
K C

J

DC

for

for

r for

for

-Por

3f for

P 5^r for

J ^Vr. P rrf^t?. DC

P ?*{. For ^^ J

reads ^3TST-

J P <T!lT!%3r . We with

DC K.

J ^ft for 7^^, which

is the reading of DC

K P. DC PF3^rr J

reads the second half

as follows :

816.

,
thus giving thirty

instead of twenty-sev(

matras. We with DC P.

J ^rpr?pr . J

and DC

817. DC fo

;
J

We with DC. J

. K



818. DC ^^yf ;
K ^^^. J

C
ET3" for "^T .

820. DC T5TTrfrn7nTor5 J y%m-
cTf^rFT

J
. We with K P.

which we rend with DC

KP. K
822. P

? changed from

. K explains

823. DC \R^T for

DC K f"T^'^T
cT

824. In the first half of the

couplet: DC

andP

J

. In the second:

DC

*f , and K P
j

^f^T^'Tnir, only K has

changed JT$ to ^.
J

f^^ifrT.

825. J ^rT for "\frVrl
?

,
which

is the reading of DC K
P. DC H^r5^fr^r- DC

j? and P %*-
= Tf^- ?

),
K

(fa, and J gK77-

fc. We with DC K.

827. J t for V^-
829. K ^^, J mm1, and

P fqq^aiT
,
for

830. J P
for

831. J r|/f ^<i. P
832. P '[,

^'TT^RTf, iind .1 PT-

^r^R^nT^r^^sn^f.
\Ve with DC. DC J

834. J qr%5f^ for

K *Tra3T^rfr. K t

835. P 3^0

836'. DC

837. DC P ^ for fq

839. DC RfR^f^r ?
and K

for

^T for

840. DC c
f^Tf^ for JTr^ .

841. K JTf for ^Tf . P *fr-

and K ^rrfij:^. for

842. P ^^^f^" and J c
&$--

c^^- We with DC K.

843. J ^w{a^u( t \Ve with

DC K P.-K

844. D
845. K FT?3T foi

846. J vjfr55tfrT and DC P *r-

which we read with K.

847. P ^^ forcRtf^T ; P qr?-



848. K jf3#.

849. DC ^TRrf^ra rstf- DC K

850. J reads thus : [>rRf -

P
for

for TfjTT-'

851.

852. DC

854.

855. J om. ft from

and P reads f^ for f^.

K

with K.

^ for ^Tgr^r^T, which

we read with DC K P.

DC

856. DcKn,-^f gfjon-.
p

fr and J

858. J ?pf f

859. K STirorrsnrro^ DC K 3
1

-

860. J RTfrf . K

861. DC ^ffc^TiT- P
and DC K fgrrffrT for

for TTTr^nTj which we
^c

read with DC K P.

862. P f^frrf% for
r-rfnf^. DC

corrected

into

sfNprt?. DC

863. J ^rrr for

K 3T=5^5C for

864. DC

for

and K

t. P

^.

. DC

J&.

c ^
. Do

867. DC K P wm for 3T^.
for ^r^rf.

! . K r-

868. J reads this couplet as

follows :

K ^

869. J ifprr for ^rnrr. J K
^T3TF*r for ^rorfrq-.

870. J ^r^rrf. J rrrr for

rT T, which we read

with DC K P.

871. DC ^rT and K
for 3TPTR. DC

for q"^"35rr^rr.

872. K 3?r^n*sn% (so) for

STTFcT.-K P T^-
and DC fTf%3f for

T, which we read

with J. DC 5f^T.
DC c

frsT^rr^T for Vr-

s?5R-r% H. J reads the

second half thus: cr-



73. K 3T^fRf. J 3TTT for

rTPT, which we read

with Do P.

74. Do

. p

for

875.

877. J 5fr? for f%.

878. J reads thus : cjfr

r ^fr I't f^RTf. thus

omitting 5TT ^T T ^rt
from the beginning of

the second half. K gfff f

T for ^T &% r, which

we read with DC P.

879. K
880.

881. J ^oJKS . J

882. P fq'c'T J

P BTrfPfr for

883. K 5S. J T^TT for

884. DC K f%FfRr, J f%ffr^r.

885. J frtfrnr fo

886. J reads the first half thus :

887. P
889. J

49

for

890. DC afrnr fcr^f . DC $n
and K P ^^nj-for vp;^.

K P^ for ^fr.

892. P ^^%._p ^cqpr for

893. DC J P all read

distinctly and not

894. DC

and J *T

K violates the metro by

readingjor^ffq- tf^or-

SfTSTfR' ST^ . We 'with P.

895. J ^fwT.-P Bm^TTT
. J P l^n. J

K %^r STrT^^ , and DC

,
for %

896. J rTT frf r,
and K

J ^ rTPT for

897. J

ZPT. J 5TfT Z[ for

898. J ^rrf.-J ^f^. J

Trr^s^. We with DC K
P.-J K P wftS.

899. K5pnri

rfirfhT ,P

,
and DC J

. We with DC J.

So we read with DC J.

900. DC J K P all read ?5pT

f^ni. (See commentary).

901,



902. J

903. J

for

for

for

- J

DC

for

904. K STR^T^. DC

jjntj J *^ . J

905. J K g^fCT, P 37JT<ftCT.-J

qw^T?. P ^m u
ll
u
l- DC

and K ^WTP'fn'

Jm for f*R.

908. J P f*Ptl% and K
for ^Fff^T. J fTRf" and

p ^rr^f for srfof- J

and K f^m for

909. J K qWej for ^3?iF^.

We with DC P.

910. P TfsfT for BTf. P

911. J

912. J

913. P s^faf for ^RW. J

^f| for

^. P

and J for

914. J T^TIT for ^TR: , which

we read with DC K P.

J ff^TCTOf ^ 3JTt %
P *uu

i ^r for

(or ^ 5Tf?)

- J <T!T'T.

K P ^RPCrfi- for

915.

916. P^tfor?r^; K V'
r. J K

918.

9 19. J f^\^TPFrj

for

. J

920. J qf^fRT?2Tr, and K
^ff^ra^Tf for

J T^f^ (!) for

. DC K
J %T for %r.

921. J f^RT^ !!. J TfoT^FT.
922. J

tTTr^f3T^, and P
or

923. DC ^fR% and J 55^ for

. K T^qftSr for

924. P^ for %OT.

925. K^rfor%^ ,

926. J 5fR for^frafr. J

and P
for

and P
for ^ofr ST. K



927. DC n% for

. we read with J K P.

928. K 3tfo for 5^rF.-J P

929. j nrrmfr, DC "P frf

tl%. J fc^oj sff^ for

930. j OFTT for orof. j

931.. j ^I-.-DC P
933. J^?.-

935. J wwrf for

936. J
|^rrf ^n
fw. K P s^TTTT and

J ^ITryTpr for ?^^Ti-u|.

937. P ^nm^SFT, and K
,
for

*j$nr-

938. J ^^^^ and P ST-

%?fqr ^rf fr, for ^^|%

^tr^.
939 J K ^rff ,

and P ^f%^, for

940. . We with DC

KP.
942. J K f^rf . P TT%r for

qrrtr. J sf for 5fr,

which we read with DC

K P. K ^oFSrer, J rTf

,
P rT"f*T^T, DC rfT

,
for

in fact, reads the fourth

pada thus:

045. K
946. K for

which DC K P read.

947. K
948. K
949. J ^ff for ?r^f,

which is read

by DC P, and K reads

tfff. K ^^^. DC K
P f2^|<H|oc|, which we

adopt. J reads ^.

950. J ^Rn*r.-K P

951. P f^^j. We with DC J K,

952. K f?ff for ?rf.

953. De K ?r f for f%. We with

JP.

954. J K

955. J

957. J

for

. DC ^Rl fo

958. P <

959. J vpf^RT We with DC K
P. J T^rlfo^FT for

,
which we

read with DC K P.

960, J K P *fraf.-



rB. We with DC

K P. J tfrpn- for tfrp*.

. J

961. J STff ^T for gt 3F, which

we with DC K P. P <f-

^f, and J cfff

962. K P TO*T for

^cqfrT for

963, P ?^(Tft.-J FfN for

TqfrcTfqF, which we read

with DC K P.

964, Do K
%2f<for *5f vf, which we

withJKP.

965. P iTnT for cffTfiv-J

for ST^r 2T, which we read

with DC K-P.

966. J ffrf T for
f^Kpfrf^, which

we read with DC K P.

. P
^r^r^4|

u
(f[^' for

ffT.~J
'JfT^rr,

and DC

969. JT
r% P

970. P sTfrnpr for

971. j c
^im<Hrtt

r for

972. P

973. DC tt{
J

<e&
r

. J reads

with DC K, except that

Do reads tT^fr rTsff for

3? 3ft- P thus : '7lf|-

T, which is doubt-

less corrupt, unless we

read STr^Tr^ ^mrs
(
=

STrSPTrf t^TT: ) .

974. J^foamre, K RTT; P

975. K P .-Dc J

976. K P f^ti% for

977. P ^m for H|T^
for V:JT% which we read

with DC K P.-J K P

*fta for *fhr, ^ Tr?ct
for Tft^R, the reading

of DC K P.

980. DC 3rer*Rrnr.

1001. P ^rn for ^nft, which DC

J K read.

1002. J f^ for ^.
^f for

1003. J ^^t
1004. DC K ipcff for

1005. J K 5?pr.
1006. J qFeT[=^?]TW. We

with DC K P.

1010. DC >
omit-

ting ^ which wo have

supplied by conjecture.

1012. P q"fFrTT for 3r*rcg^r*.

J K ^rST^nTTTT.--? T-

,
which we read



1013.

1014.

. We with Do K P.

P fro for f^r.
P frar for *TOT. J

PSW and DC

for 5'^T, which we read

with K. K

1015.

1017.

1018.

1020.

1021.

1022.

1023.

1024.

1025.

3026.

1027.

1028.

1029.

1030.

K P 3nTO for

j 3Trc for 'irn* . J

J ^fef. P

J

for r%
,
which we read

with DC K P.

J <rfefaf3W. We with DC

P.

P ^^rsfr for

P Tf%l%

J.

for

. We with DC

for

We
with DC J.

P r%^rr for

.

'

J or r.

1031.

1032.

1033.

1034.

1035.

1037.

1038.

1039.

1040.

J

J f^r^ for

. DcK
. K pf^rw-

or ^ri'jf, which DC
J read.

K rrf^ for rF?.

P tffifl?5r- J P *to for

P <r?rar for

for f^fcf. P

for

DC

r. P ^rf for

J ^|^ for

J 7T3- for ^. We with

for

1041. DC tr-S3TT. J

?) and Ptf-

1043. J T^re for

which DC K P read.

1044, 3>Tf SiR^ is the reading

of DC K P.

1045.

for

. DC K

for



1046.

1047.

1049.

J

P
DC

-J

for . J

1050. P for

.
-J

K
1051. J ww for ?rt*r*r, which

we read with DC K P.

1052. K
1053. J Tf4i

u
ir for

1054. K
P 'tor*

for ff%frT

1056.

1057.

1058.

1059.

1060.

1061.

being short of one matra

even if the IT is sup-

plied], and P BTrff ST^rff

^ TKr^TT. We with DC

K. DC K pTTo^r^.-
J ^T^rrf^TT [short of

one matra], and P qf?-

Tr^r. J tffitzr . We
with DC K P.

J cfi-^?T for ar^T. J

g-T^F? for g-^^r .

J ^f. K s^ for

P
K.

K

;
K

for

T, which

we with DC P. P

for

for

1062. J ftju* for irf T.

1064. J 3TfrfT2rjIT3ff for

1066. P for snyfrcr . P
^ and DC afwff.

;
K 3?r?ffr^

5rf^ j
J

1069. J qT^reff . J

f^TITT.

1070. K Tr3tf^r ;

5r (!);Pira

^T^ for

^tw.
1072. J

1073. J

for

for

and P f^
for

which we

read with DC K.

1074. DC J *=rrfl*T? for

which K P read. J

1075, DC K sr for

1076. J ^r

8TTrt^rr,both corruptly.

The original might have

been either 3TRfT or f
I

ST,

rather the latter as re-

gards P. We with DC.

The commentator's ^%-

^3T apparently refers to

K's reading which is

1078. P 3f**reff^r for

1080. DC



fa. J reads the second

half thus :

Do

^T ^f^r^fr- We with

K P, except that K has

losi. K tffrftwr. J

n^L - J rm
1082. J ^^TT . We with

DC KP.
1083. J T^ST^ra^rPT for 7-

1084. J corruptly leaves out

,
and thus reads

f for

1085. P ^trnror. J P

for %%, which we read

with DC and the scholi-

ast. DC K *rar^rrr, J

1086. J

K *tSCT.

1088. P 3^rff ;
J ^^Tf . J

0(TK^I^rt for i4^HI^-

1089. J ^r^^T, and K ^ft.

^rfT, for vrR^f^T. We
with DC P.

1091.

We
with J P. K

1092. P frfoKR*?! . Do K
for

1093.

1094.

1097.

1099.

1101.

1102.

1104.

1106.

1109.

nil.

1114.

.-jffte- \v.

with Do K P.

J

P y for

fo

for

.-J

K fw^.
K S3TT
J t^r for % , which we
read with DC K P.

J ^Tff for f%':TOfr.

J iTr*f Rfr for Tnr-

K T-

K p
J K ^jfej. We with DC
P. P reads the second

half thus: *TT^rf^T FT-

;
K

1115. DC ir

for

; DC for

for

1117. P ^R^:pf. K ^^ and

for qj^- and

respectively.

1118. K



1119. J 3r<*R^. DC

for ^f5^ft
1121. Do K aTrT^ft^FT. DC P

3TrreffrT. We with J K.

1122. J omits the introductory

words T^f^ 3f &c., which

are found in DC K P. J

3*KIr for f3R:rT . J

%^Tf for t^rf.

1124. J fRTPTCrr.

1125. J ^p; for iTCT?; ,
which

we read with DC K
p.-K 3T*r*r*rfo.

1126. For gRtrfofi^J reads cfffe-

1129.

we read with J K P.

1130. J ft*f . P OTirft* . J

for T-

. J

- DC r-

for T^^ which

1131. DC K

for

1133. K c
?TRrf for

1134. DC "T'Trg'T
-

P W3pF*Tr. We with J

1136. J

1138. K
1139. P ^^T. We with DC J.

1141.

. J
c

f^ffff 3TEStf and P

1142. DC ?fr>r. DC ^nr. P

Vfr for ^ofr .

1143. J ^3fr^.

ii44. P r^.
1145. J K 5T^RT'tIi

r. We with

DC P.

1146. J ^f^T for

^frpTf and DC K tf

for g-qrgj. K
. DC

1147. J *nrnrmfr. We with

DC K P.

1150. J

We with K P.

Dc f^ffrT for ^r^T,

clearly a clerical mistake?

1151. J P cFR^.-J P

. J

1152. J P rr^r
and DC

We with K. J

^T; DC c

VftOT3T.J

1 154. J ^^f, an

^?rf
which we read with

DC J K. DC

1155. P ST^

thus reading one matra

too short for the metre !

J TO for *.
1156. J ^fr. J

J P w
1158. f^%^ is threading of

DC /K. In P three let-



ters ending the one that

ought to precede

are wanting. K

",
and

qT3": in the margin.

1159. J ^flt^r, DC K

for ^TgTET . J

. We with

&c., one matra too many !

The commentator seems

to follow this version !

1161. K rfF^TrTT - PC
*TC for

c
^ravfr, and K
for 3'^ ff, which we
read with DC P.

1162.P

for

DC JK.
1163. P ar? for *m; and DC $*

before ^TJT, thus reading

two matras too many
for the metre, This is

strange, when it occurs

in such an excellent MS *

as DC. K

'; K

We

DC

P

We with J K.

f^r^^rf Tf^*-
70. DC ^ for . J

1171. J
C
R%^T for f^mr, which

we read with DC K P.

J f*Ffr%, P

1173. K

1174. K
1176. P ;

K
with DC J. J

. DC

. We

,
K

1178. K *FTfr, and P ^t^f, for

5fpfr, which we with DC-

1179. DC fqr?fl^r? for fonim,
which we with K P.

1180. P ^r^r for 5T^r-.

1181. K P ftPT^JTf . We with

DC J.

1182. P reads the first half thus :

1165. J >ff*r for

1166. DC ^ for

with J K P.

1167.

P

1168. J

50

,
and DC thus:

Trr3

,
K fH

We with

K. DC reads the second

half thus :

1183. DC omits this couplet. J

P read n^fr and not



f, which we adopt

from K. K reads the

whole couplet thus :

and has STf^T in margin

to explain the latter

word in r*f^^. Is not

Tf5":
meant ?

1184. J ftW for

1185. J jpnrsr

which caiinotbe scanned.

We with DC K P. DC

P *

1186. J *&$&. We with DC K
P. P

We with DC J K.

1188. Dcar^ni ,
doubtless cor-

ruptly.

1189. JTrW. J?rfr*TJrp*r

DC Vt <rref*T. We
with K P.

1191. J Psr%gandDc K
1192. FortfcffW J has

f^5T (sic), and

1193. J *r^T, and

5fHT- We read

....W4 with DC K P.

J ^PT^rarsr for ^rr?r-

^-^, which we read

with DC K P.

1194. K HTf for sraff ; For ^f-

f^T^Tr^fafr^, (which we

read with DC K), J P
read ^q-arrefrwyafr^.

1196. J rrrfst-

1198. P V5r?r Fj^rr for

. J

1199. J VtoTTl, and P

for ^^-
t- We with DC

K- J ff cTTTffH. We
with DC K P.

1200. J P V*T
O

for JTfT.-J

and p

for

,
which we read

with DC K.

1201. There is much variety of

reading in the first half

of this couplet. Thus :

DC

p ----

sqr^r^m
We follow J. P rff% for

1202. J 3-^ for stqft, which we

read with DC P. Conf.

ST^fWj Dhanapala's Pdi-

alachcHM, DC rffT for



1203. For 5 r

for

P's reading is probably :i

scribe's slip of the pen.

1204. P f^ for f^T, which we read

with DC J K. P ^f^TT

for 3rfr.

1205. J omits arf^ST and reads 3?f

instead, and has the first

half thus : *T^*Tf^T R-

P also omits 3Tf% *T and

has the first half thus :

with DC K. J P

lf for lfOT^f%q-. J

1206. Dcr^fT for TT. P

1207. J P wrongly omit the

am i s v a ra on T i n ^^t-

^T, and lluis read ona

mAtra too short.

K mnrrf|.-J
C

tcn^.-Dc K
^.~J P

J ?R%j-. J

f^Trf ^. We with DC K
P. At the end of 1209

DC reads as follows:

for

for

1209.

J altogether omits it. P has:

r

fa

We with K.
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